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Varian Data Machines"
nevv 520/i dual environment
computer gives you
2 computers in 1

.,

f'

... . almost.
We've designed our new 520ji computer with enough hardware power to handle dual,
independent tasks that would often require two computers. That's why we've called it
a dual-environment computer.
With its two complete, independent sets of hardware registers, including index registers,
the 520ji efficiently runs parallel programs or efficiently processes background and
foreground information.
Since each program uses its own set of registers, a single 1.5 microsecond instruction
transfers control from one environment to the other. This dual-programming capability
keeps housekeeping to an absolute minimum. And whatever your data format or word
length, the 520ji performs arithmetic in 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit lengths within the same
program! And each program can change its own precision at any time.
So if you think you have enough work for two computers-see if the 520ji will do the job.
The new Varian Data 520ji with a 4K memory sells for $7500. If you would like to know
more about it, write for a Varian 520/i brochure.

~varian data machines
~ 2722 Michelson Drive.

Irvine, California 92664
(714) 833-2400 • TWX (910) 596-1358

SALES OFFICES: U. S., Santa Monica and San Francisco, California; Vernon and Westport. Connecticut; Chicago, Illinois; Houston, Texas;
Fort Washington, Pennsylvania; Washington, D. C. INTERNATIONAL: Australia, France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom
and Ireland.
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Tally makes the broadest line of data communications
equipment on the market today. And if you have a "mixed
bag" systems problem which calls for data entry or high
speed printout in conjunction with data communications, we
have the answer. Tally systems take source data from
perforated tape, magnetic tape, or punched cards and
transmit it at 1200 words per minute (12 times faster than
TWX) over ordinary telephone lines. The new Tally Serial
Printer prints out hard copy data at 60 characters per
second. The Tally 4021 "stand alone" send/receive 112 "
magnetic tape terminal operates with any Tally
transmission system to provide computer compatible tape.
Tally has a nationwide network of service stations
working directly with the Seattle Test Center
to solve any problem quickly and economically.
For full information, please write or call Tally
Corporation, 1310 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington
98109. Phone: (206) 624-0760, or contact one of
the regional offices listed below.

1

',I

New York: 45 N. Village, Rockville Centre 516-678-4220
Chicago: 33 N. Addison Rd., Addison, Ill. 312-279-9200
Washington, D.C.: 1901 Ft. Myer Dr., Arlington, Va. 703-525-8500
San Francisco: 420 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 415-989-5375
England: 6a George St., Croydon, Surrey MUN-6838

TALLY
See us at F.J.C.C.
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It is a
computer- controlled
keyboard input
system. We call it
KeyProcessing T~
Now-:-in the third generation-the computer's capabilities are finally applied to data
preparation in the CMC KeyProcessing
System.
This completely new approach offers important advantages over the older keypunch and
keyboard-to-tape methods. KeyProcessing is:
Far simpler, because data may be recorded
on a single reel of magnetic tape rather
than on thousands of cards or dozens of
tapes.

More efficient, because it applies computer
logic to input data.
And less expensive in !post installations.
KeyProcessing produces magnetic. tape out-'
put for use as input to any data processing
system. It works like this:
One KeyProcessing System can have up to
32 individual keystations, all entering or
verifying data simultaneously, on 32 different
job formats.
Keystations are controlled by a new computer
containing proprietary program~. provided by
CMC as part of each system.' As data is
entered through each keystation, it is proc'essed by the computer and stored on a magnetic
disk in a location unique to the keystation of
original entry.
After data has been recorded, it may be'
verified either by re-keying it and comparing

it within the computer or-without the need
for re-keying-by balancing control totals to
totals derived from the original keying.
Verified data is transferred, batch by batch,
from the disk onto one reel of magnetic tape.
From time to time this single reel is taken to
your data processing system for high-speed
input, while the keying operation goes on
unin terru pted.
KeyProcessing will make your data preparation as modern as your data processing. For
information, please write:

COMPUTER MACHINERY CORPORATION
2000STONERAVENUE
,
LOSANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90025

-
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'You can read us
like a book.
Wouldn't it be great if everything that came out
of your computer could be read as easily as your favorite book?
If you're presently making copies from line
printer output it's no pleasure to read. Or to handle.
If you're using traditional typesetting methods
you're concerned with turn-around time, human error
and costs.
Now, Alphanumeric offers the solution with a
brand new service that combines the speed and accu-,
racy of the computer with the graphic arts quality of
type. We call it TAPE-TO-TYPETM.
Now you can add a new dimension of communications effectiveness to your computer generated data.
The greatest choice of type styles and sizes. Bold type.
Light type. Italics. And you'll save in page count. Time.
And printing costs. The risk of typesetting errors is virtually eliminated because data goes from tape to type
within the computer.
'
T APE-TO-TYPE operating procedures are just
as easy as the Tape-to-Print procedures you presently
use. Find out for yourself. Write for the Alphanumeric
T APE-TO-TYPE Users Guide. It's free. See how your
output tapes can be used to generate graphic arts
quality type. ,Seeing is believing.
'

41cllanumeric
~~
INCORPORATED

10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040

(516) 437·9000
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FEATURE FOR FEATURE, '68 AUTOFLOW® IS THE MOST
ADVANCED, COMPREHENSIVE AND
FLEXIBLE FLOWCHARTING SYSTEM AVAILABLE TODAY.
'f"i'W'4SAUTOFLOW directly processes 15 assembiy
languages, ten manufacturers' versions of COBOL, all
FORTRANs (II, IV & V), and PL/1. Only AUTO FLOW accepts this variety of languages.

'i,l"hi'''§;j AUTOFLOW

is available for the IBM/360
Series (TOS, DOS & OS), Honeywell 200 Series, RCA
SPECTRA 70 Series, IBM 1401 and 7090. The IBM 360
version also accepts SDS, UNIVAC, and DDPassembly
language input. The output produced is standard on all
computers.

Two Dimensional Flow Charts: To display program logic,
AUTO FLOW rearranges the input source, similar to the
way programmers. manually prepare flow charts (if they
ever get the time). Our competitors display the source
program in the same order as the input (one dimensional);
that's like looking at a graphic card listing ... not much
value. If you like card lists, AUTO FLOW can inhibit its
two-dimensional feature and produce ordinary one-dimensional flow charts. Only AUTOFLOW produces two and
one-dimensional output.
Graphic Display: AUTO FLOW draws lines up, down, to the
left, to the right, and connects lines going to the same
point. Look· at our competitors' line drawing capability
(down only ... quite monotonous).
Detail and High Level Charts: AUTO FLOW automatically
produces high level or detail charts from the same COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL-1 or Assembly source input. Compare
AUTO FLOW features in this area with our competitor's.

Debugging Features: Only AUTO FLOW performs extensive error .analysis on source programs. AUTO FLOW detects syntax errors, logical errors, and programming
errors. Our competitors' systems are not quite as particular about such things. Send us one of your decks and
intentionally create errors ... see if AUTOFLOW detects
them ... then try our competitors'.
e,m4'!AUTOFLOW processes source input at the rate of
about 400 source statements per minute on the IBM
360/40 to over 1000 statements per minute on Model 65.
Maintenance and Service: ADR provides manuals, full
maintenance and support. ADR guarantees to keep AUTOFLOW operational with all S/360 operating systems and to
upgrade AUTOFLOW if there are COBOL, FORTRAN, or
PL/1 language changes. Ask our customers about our
service, then look at what our competition offers.
Other Features: There is a COBOL Data Name Cross
Reference; there is a flow chart language available for
drawing system charts and gross logic charts; modules
can be linked together so that any number of COBOL,
FORTRAN, Assembly and PL/1 mod~les can be flowcharted together (we'll also tell you if your "external
definitions" are incorrect); AUTO FLOW produces cross
reference listing for labels and paragraph names by page,
box and by alphabetic sequence; there are additional
diagnostic lists as well as optional source statement lists.
Output can be on a printer or SC 4020 Cathode Ray Tube.

AUTOFLOW IS IN USE AT MORE THAN 300 DATA INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND IS AVAILABLE
FOR A FREE 30 DAY TRIAL.
WRITE FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION, NEW LITERATURE, PRICING INFORMATION AND LIST OF AUTOFLOW CUSTOMERS •••• THEN ASK OUR CUSTOMERS ABOUT AUTO FLOW. YOU'LL RECOGNIZE THE NAMES (from AT&T to
Zenith) OF CLIENTS WHO HAVE ELIMINATED COMPUTER DOCUMENTATION PROBLEMS.

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC.
Princeton, N.J., Route 206 Center, Princeton, N.J. 609·921·8550
Washington, D.C., 2425 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 703·528·3141
Los Angeles, Calif., 15720 Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif. 213·783·3500
Boston, Mass., Lakeside Office Park, Wakefield, Mass. 617·245·9212

Detroit, Mich., 3049 East Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 313·875·5721
Milwaukee, Wis~, 2433 North Mayfair Road, Wauwatosa, Wis. 414·771·7880
Dallas, Tex., 400 Tower So., 2720 Stemmons Freeway, Dallas, Tex. 214·638·3890
Philadelphia, Pa., 215 Ford Road, Bala·Cynwyd, Pa. 215·835·2088

Data & Information Products, Inc. (Sales Representatives)
New York, N.Y., 450 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 212·244·5703
Chicago, III., 10 West Maine St., Park Ridge, 111.312·692·7153
St. Louis, Mo., 7811 Carondelet Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 314·862·2120

Tokyo, Japan, Japan Office Supplies Co., Limited (Sales Rep.), Tokyo, Japan
Europe: France, England, Belgium, Holland and Switzerland.
Centre D'Analyze Et De Programmation, (Sales Rep.), Paris, France
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SOFTWARE PACKAGE ACQUISITION, by Robert

v.

Head

and Evan F. Linick.
Genuine benefits and no insuperable problems.

28

number 10

ON THE ECONOMICS OF THE SOFTWARE MARKET,
by Melvin E. Conway.
The case against separate pricing, or how to save $333 and spend $2,997.

32

LEGAL ASPECTS OF PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE, by Robert P.

Bigelow.
Patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and the rules of unfair competition are all worth considering, but contractual arrangements may offer the best
protection now.

40

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: USERS SPEAK OUT
Eight users of package programs tell
and triumphs.

48
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editorial staff of troubles

A USER LOOKS AT SOFTWARE, by Arthur C. Nesse.
Maior computer users are now well aware of the cost of software included with
equipment and are taking steps to analyze both with equal thoroughness.

52

COMPUTER COSTS IN CANADA, by V. W. Ruskin.
An analysis and summary of the statistical results of a comprehensive survey of
computer users' staff and equipment costs in Canada.

61

PROGRAM QUALITY ASSURANCE, by Arnold D. Karush.
Quality assurance is necessary in large, sampling-type, statistical and analytical
programs; the areas where quality control is feasible can be identified.

67

WHAT THEY REALLY MEAN, by D. V. Bolton.
Bridging the terminology gap wickedly perpetrated by industrial marketing verbi.
age against ingenuous prospects.

69

NEWS SCENE
Details of the federal directive on ASCII use . .. Leasco's aggressive acquisition
policies are creating a maior edp company . .. AT&T's powerful legal department
may find ways around the Carterfone decision . .. ACM session.works over the
programming management problem . . . Computer Applications explains its
recent changes.

148

SYSTEM SPOTLIGHT
The Times Mirror Press in Los Angeles has combined Raytheon and Photon equipment in a photocomposition system for telephone book preparation ..
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There's more
to interactive
graphics than
way out
hardware

If you're using computer graphics for engineering or scientific
simulation, for data analysis, or for machine-aided design, thRn.
you need the right kind of software to make your investment really
payoff - ~o matter how great the display-system hardware.
You need a resident monitor that was designed specifically for
on-line man /machine interaction. You need a full set of graphics
operators so that you can display, construct, manipulate, and
store CRT images. You need routines for communicating with the
central computer facility, and I/O utilities for peripherals and
graphics devices. You need a FORTRAN compiler, and a macro
assembler, and an editor.
This is the software package we deliver our customers with
every Adage Graphics Terminal. It turns on our way-out hardware.
For a brochure describing our standard software, write
D. R. Sudkin, Marketing Services Manager, Adage, Inc.,
1079 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.
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DATE

TITLE

LOCATION

SPONSOR/CONTACT

Oct. 28-31

Annual Meeting

San Francisco

UAIDE/Ellen Williams,
R-COMP-S, Marshall
Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Ala. 35812

Oct. 28Nov. 1

10th Annual
Exposition & Conf.

Chicago

BEMA, 235 E: 42
St., New York, N.Y.
10017

Nov. 7-8

2nd National Conf.

Los Angeles

Assn. for Precision
Graphics/W. G.
Reimann, Litton Systerns, 5500
Canoga Ave., Woodland Hil~s, Calif. 91364

Dec. 9-11

Fall Joint Computer
Conference

San Francisco

AFIPS, 345 E. 47
St., New York, N.Y.
10017

Dec. 9-11

24th Annual National
Electronics Conference
& Exhibition

Chicago

NEC, 1211 W. 22nd
St., Oak Brook, III.
60521

Jan. 13-14

Symposium: Applications of Sea-Going
Computers

San Diego

Marine Technology
Society, P. O. Box
2158, La Jolla,
Calif. 92037

Jan. 15-17

2nd Annual Simulation
Symposium

Tampa

Simulation Symposium,
P.O. Box 1155, Tampa,
Fla. 33601

Feb. 13-14

Mgt. Conf.: Expanding
the Service Center
Markets

Las Vegas

ADAPSO, 420 Lexington Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10017

Mar. 24-27

Int'\' Convention &
Exhibition

New York City

IEEE, 345 E. 47 St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Mar. 26-29

16th Int'\' Meeting

New York City

Inst. of Management
Sciences/B. Mayer,
SBC, 1350 Ave. of the
Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10019

March 30Apr. 2

Graphics Conference

Urbana, III.

W. J. Poppelbaum;
Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana

Apr. 1-3

6th Annual Meeting &
Technical Conference

Cincinnati '

Numerical Control
Society, 44 Nassau
St., Princeton, N.J.
08540

Apr. 21-23

Conference: Effective
Use of Computers in
the Nuclear Industry

Knoxville

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, P.O.
Box X, Oak Ridge,
Tenn. 37830

It isn't real time when you wait
days to access a computer. But
it is with the new Model VDT-2
DATAPORTTM Terminal. Com-pletely portable, DATAPORT sets
up on a desk and gives immediate
access to a time-sharing computer. DATAPORT offers a teleprinter with all TTY-33 features,
data set, magnetic/acoustic coupler for any telephone, two luggagetype cases, and S8-pound portability. DATAPORT - for real real
time!

New Model
TC-1
Coupler

Couples any data terminal to any
telephone for computer time
sharing. Combines magnetic and
acoustic coupling for clear 110
transmission. Full / half duplex
modes.

~

W"t. fo, 8meh".

VERNITRON
CORPORATION

50 Gazza Blvd.
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Call

(East Coast) 516-694-5002
(West Coast) 213-328-2504
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Top: BASF A.G., Willstaett, West Germany
Bottom: BASF Computron Inc, Bedford, Massachusetts

©.l ~W(Q) W(Q)[J~(Qj
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BASF, one of the world's largest chemical companies,
developed the first practical magnetic recording tape
for you in over 30 years ago. Since that time it has pioneered in
magnetic recording recording technology and tape. manufacture, and today
products is the foremost producer of magnetic tapes outside the
United States.
COMPUTRON has long been amongst the leading manufacturers of high performance computer tapes in this
country, and has an impressive background of technological development in the field.
Today BASF Computron Inc, combines the extraordinary
resources, experience and technologies of both companies to produce the finest available recording media
for the data process[ng community. If your computer operation requires the reliability and performance that can
only be achieved through the most advanced materials
and production techniques, look to BASF Computron.

'vvith something special

CROSBY DRIVE, BEDFORD,MASSACHUSETTS 01730

Better magnetic recording through two-world technology
CIRCLE 11 ON READER CARD
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the first airline in the world to implement a PARS System successfully.
MAURO S. WEisSMAN
Director
SONIC 360 Reservations Systems
Continental Airlines
Los Angeles, 9alifornia

laboratory systems
on revolution & reaction
Sir:
(Letter withheld at request of author.)
SHELDON B. WEINBERG
New York, New York

business dp programs
Sir:
I wish to add several comments to Dr.
Couger's article, "Business DP Degree
Programs" (July, p. 49).
Since a great deal of the statistics
cited are from the report "Computers
in Higher Education," it should be
pointed out that the data in this report
are at least three years old and somewhat out of date and incomplete.
Hence, it would seem quite difficult to
arrive at any valid conclusions regarding the "quality" or "quantity" of the
various degree programs in computer
science.
Most of the academic institutions
that reported their computer programs
and curricula to the SRE board were
oriented toward second-generation
systems simply because practical experience on third-generation systems at
these institutions was minute. Naturally, it is not surprising that Dr. Couger
can conclude that "the majority of bdp
degree programs inadequately prepare
a person to participate in the design of
third-generation systems."
DR. JOHN MANIOTES
Section Chairman
Computer Technology
Purdue University
Hammond, Indiana

airline systems
Sir:
An otherwise well-written article on
ATARS (July, p. 85), has one obvious
error. You say PARS has been adopted
by five foreign and eight domestic airlines, and mentioned the fact that it is
working at Alitalia, implying it is not
working anywhere else.
Continental Airlines was the first
airline to implement the PARS Package
and started operating its system May
26 of this year. Alitalia took the Control Program of the PARS Package
while grossly modifying the Application Programming of what is today
known as IPARS (for International
PARS). This would place Continental
Airlines in the position of having been
October 1968

Sir:
I would like to set the record straight
on three small, but important, details
mentioned in your article on the Institute of Laboratory Medicine's automated laboratory system (July, p. 91).
First, P.r. Glenn Fellows is with
Spear, not ILM. The two organizations
worked so closely with each other that
it was difficult to tell who worked for
whom. But officially, Glenn's q Spear
man.
Seconq. and most important, Medical Development Corp. is not at Perth
Amboy General Hospital. It is corporately separate from ILM, the hospital's non-profit laboratory. Some ILM
staff members also work for MDC but
the two entities are totally separate.
The distinction is important so that
readers don't get the impression that
profit-making organizations are operating in a hospital. By law, a hospital
qualifies as a non-profit organization
only if all entities within it are nonprofit. 'This is the case at Perth Amboy
General.
Third, the MDC programs are constantly being modified and expanded;
hence the cost is subject to change.
The $3,500 price you quoted is no
longer current.
WILLIAM J. ARDREY
Evanston, Illinois

°

lar, have become more aware of the
social, psychological, economic, and
political effects of their techniques on
society. This moral awareness should
be encouraged, and scientists should
feel a moral responsibility for the
products of technical advances.
These questions are certainly, therefore, legitimate subjects for professional concern and response, both individually and collectively, since we can lay
claim to some amount of expertise. A
professional computer man might, for
example, predict what computer techniques exist or will be developed, and
when; what its societal effects are likely to be, extrapolating from our past
experiences; and perhaps even offer a
judgment of the advantages and dangers to society of its use or misuse.
Many people might quarrel with the
abrogation of this much collective authority; I would have to qualify it myself before I could live with it. To go
into matters not directly relating to
data processing, as urged by Charles
Bloom (Aug. Letters, p. 11), is to step
.onto dangerous ground.
. First, to speak on a subject of professional concern is to claim expertise,
presumably with the objectivity of the
scientist. Going further afield is a political, not a professiomil, activity. To

googology theorem
Sir:
The googology theorem (July, p. 143)
seems somewhat incoherent to me. Of
course, Mr. Barney Google may only
have been jesting, since his name is the
same as that of the well-known comicstrip character. Actually, however, the
googol is defined to be 10100 ; the
name was invented by the nine-yearold nephew of the late Edward Kasner
of Columbia University. Kasner created the googol as a sort of Practical
infinity. It is a very well-kept secret
among scientists generally that practically all numbers used in astronomy,
chemistry and physics are less than a
googol.
ALAN CATHCART
New York, New York
°

professionoal societies & activ~sm
Sir:
In the last few years, scientists in general, and computer people in particu-

claim expertise in foreign policy or urban problems on the basis of computer
knowledge would be patently ridiculous, and would serve merely to reduce
our "clout" in matters more germane.
Next, the argument that the times
demand the use of the tools at hand: I
disagree that a professional society
represents a useful tool. It contains the
assumption that, since we are all computer experts and hence highly rational people, we will hold political opinions in common, a fact not exactly
self-evident. If this course is pursued, a
candidate for president of the ACM
will have to state his political oviews

11

The
lethal label.

.

Antidote for tape problems: Audev. Whether you use our series 61 or premium K-68, you're
in good company. These are the tapes used by the top U.S. companies.

AUc::::IeV.e.
COMPUTER TAPE BY AUDIO DEVICES,INC.

FOR A FREE POSTER-SIZE REPRODUCTION OF THIS AD AND THE OTHERS IN THE SERIES. WRITE DEPT DA-9 AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 235 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 10017.
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and affiliations, what official position
he would take on Vietnam and the
gold standard.
In fact, all activist sentiment has
been based on the assumption that the
positions taken, say, by the ACM
would be their own. If my own political position is in the minority in my
party, I may still be willing to allow it
to speak for me. If my technical opinion is in the minority in ACM, ditto.
However, as virtually the official
spokesman for the programming community, it speaks for me whether I am
a member or not. Of course, splinter
and the differences might be resolved;'
and· a plank agreed upon in time to
take an official position, at the Fall
Joint Computer Conference.
In short, I would encourage activism, but feel that the involvement of
professional societies should be confined to issues of professional relevance.
FRANKLIN GRACER
Yorktown H eights, New York

hands off the future

Sir:
Robert Gelman's comments (Aug. Letters, p. 15) are interesting. His main
point seems to be that if one could
really predict the future state of a finite, deterministic system in less time
than the system required to reach that
state, he might then interfere with the
predicted result. Ergo, the supposed
con tradiction.
He then follows with the astounding
statement that we actually could make
a precise prediction of su'ch a future
state if we stood aside in a second system, made and processed our "universal snapshot," and promised not to
convey en~rgy to the first before its
predicted state was reached.
No so, Mr. Gelman. Such a promise
could not be made. For the very
"snapshot" which gave us our knowledge of the entire moi-nentary configuration of the universe would have already messed the universe up beyond
all recognition. The universe is exceedingly delicate, and our measuring
instruments unbelievably gross and
clumsy, according to Mr. Heisenberg.
"Look but do not touch" is a maxim
which we just cannot ever _follow, he
warns us. And I do literally mean "beyond all recognition," for if we try to
make a second observation to see just
how our first observation changed
things, we can do it, but then the second observation throws this -delicate
universe into a third state, and so forth.
In other words, the conveyance of

October- 1968

"energy" to the observed system must
perforce take place at the very instant
of observation. There are some tradeoffs permitted as to just what we are
willing not to know about the perturbation we have created, but the total
world-picture at any instant is certainly uncertain. And without complete
input data, no amount of computation
could produce a guaranteed prediction
of things to come.
Can we lay the ghost of this old debate once and for all? The universe is
surely going to have some state or other at every future instant, and it is predetermined, but we are never going to
know in advance what it will be.
PHILLIP ROSENBLATT
New York, New York

would be appreciated. Neither we nor
our investors are cut and run types.
W. L. WOOLLEY
Director of Marketing
Standard Computer Corp.
Santa Ana, California

correction

Sir:
Please refer to Table 1 in the article
entitled "Third Party Leasing" (Aug.,
p. 22) written by E. L. Meadows. The
"Purch. Instead of Rent" category under the Cumulative Cash Flow Differ.:.
ences for the fifth year should read
+ 58.4 instead of + 54.4.
J. M. ADKINS
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

corp vs inc

Sir:
Re Aug., p. 31: --------OWII!! You really meant to say major investors took
money and ran from Standard Computer, Inc., not Corp. Can't blame you,
though, for the names were all too similar. With the name Standard "Inc"
likely to depart the scene, life here in
Santa Ana at Standard "Corp" will be
a little less confusing.
'
Anything you can do to convince
your knowledgeable readers that Standard Computer Corp. is here to stay

our error

Sir:
There, was a misinterpretation as to the
function of Decision Science's SIMUL8s
package (Aug., p. 124). It is designed
to simulate the PDP-8, PDP-8/S, and
PDP-8/I series computers on the larger IBM 360 or CDC 3600 general purpose computers.
A. J. OWENS
V ice President
Decision Sdence, Inc.
San Diego, California
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A remote keyboard becomes your computer.
You use the computer for those time-steal ing
I ittle jobs you've been doing manually. As
well as for the real brain busters only a big
mach ine can tackle.
You enter programs and debug from your
own terminal. Programs of any size. In
ALGOL, FORTRAN, COBOL and Basic. You
compile-and-go, right now. With turnaround
pared to a sl iver.
At Time Sharing Systems Inc., Milwaukee's

largest commercial T IS service, users in
dozens of customer firms take reaction I ike
this for granted.
T S S I chose a B 5500 for time sharing.
Why?
Because B 5500 hardware and software
were designed specifically for multi-user,
multi-program, mUlti-purpose operation.That
makes a B5500 a natural for time sharing. As a
good many computer people are discovering.
As, perhaps, you should discover, too?
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DALLAS SERVICE FIRM
WILL OFFER TINy-rnRMINAL
Electronic Data Systems, Dallas commercial edp turnkey
specialist, enters the hardware market with a unique
data terminal small enough to put in an attache ,case
and have room left over for a bundle of sales brochures.
It's 9x9x2~ inches, weighs five pounds and is
powered by a "lifetime battery," good for a minimum
of 500 recharges. It can communicate with any
computer that has a voice answerba,ck uni t-- from any
telephone--through an acoustic coupler. The basic
model has 12 keys for sending informatio~; pushing
one of them dials 'the computer. Each user will have
a permanent identification number for his terminal,
which will be relayed to the computer for security
purposes. Options will include an incremental tape
recorder and alphanumeric keyboard.
Rental will be $20/month; purchase $1110. Initial
orders should be delivered around the first of the year.
MOVE OVER, EVERYBODY!!
More competition for the keyboard-to-tape boys.
Right about now, Viatron, an eight-month-old
Mitre spinoff, should be announcing its version of a
system for conversion of source data to computer storage
medium. System 21 is a cheaper, less sophisticated
version of the crt/keyboard/tape cartridge system
Systr()nics announced in June. The secret of cheapness
lies primarily in use of large-scale-integration
techiliques and of anyman' s tv 'set. For $40/month (rental
only), the user gets a crt (320 characters), Selectric~
type keyboard (convertible to 026 format with the
flick of a switch), two tape cartridge drives, and an
LSI micro-processor with 512 microinstructions and
small video-driving memory. One tape provides record
formats, the other stores 1000 aO-character records.
A $lOO/month converter translates the tape data
onto punched.cards through an 029 keypunch. And for
$250/month, Viatron provides a converter and IBMcompatible tape drive for cartridge to computer-tape
translation. A $25/month communications adapter, plus
Bell 103 or 202 data set or acoustic coupler, permits
tape-to-tape or tape-computer transmission in ASCII.
For hardcopy output, the firm will provide its
"simple" printing control unit which can be placed on
the regular office Selectric to print out any record
on the cartridge.
The fun part is that the processor, keyboard,
and cartridge drive unit -- a package 4"x12"x12" and
10 pounds -- can be detached from the crt, taken home
and hooked into the tv set, if the kids aren't
watching. Thus, a salesman, say, can enter his orders
on tape, verify on the tv, and even transmit the
tape data to the company computer via an acoustic
coupler on his home phone •••• Deliveries for System 21
begin third quarter 1969.
In November, Potter announces KDR 3100, but tt
already has an order for 1,000 units from the British
ICL. KDR 3100 is more like the Mohawk or Honeywell
units (direct source data to magnetic tape) and
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Air Conditioning
is okay for people
...but not
computers.

NEW AD

Name_
We know you want Datamation to
follow you. If you're changing your
business address, please use the
card at the right and mail it to us
now. We need your old address
label, too. Paste it on the card (see
Instructions) to facilitate handling.

Title__

I

I

City__

Your Sign
,I----_.

DATAMi
INFORMA1

Computers need continuous environment control-just the
right conditions of temperature, humidity and filtered
air-24 hours a day. SES~ Site Environment Systems, are
specifically designed and built to provide these
requirements. They create and maintain the ideal ceilingto-floor, wall-to-wall environment for computer rooms,
no matter how large or small. There's a unit or combination of units to meet your exact needs because SES
is available in a complete range of sizes~3, 5, 7V2, 10,15
and 20 tons. And they are completely self contained
for easy installation. Yet they're so flexible they can easily
be changed to up-flow or down-flow air discharge
arrangements in the field.
Do your computer a favor and check out SES Site
Environment Systems. Write Environment Control
Division, Floating Floors, Inc./Subsidiary of National Lead
Company, Room 4618,111 Broadway, New York, N.Y.10006.
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ADP Glossary. It gives you CI
daily EDP use. It covers the 1
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This glossary has provided
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look ahead

ANOTHER PUNCH FOR
KEYPUNCH MARKET'

IBM EYES
NEWMARKET'S

..
....

MULTIMEGABUCK MARKET
~ FOR BIGGIES

NBS LAYS DOWN
COBOL LAW

ncosts no more than the older systems." It consists
of a Potter single capstan mag tape transport,
(800 bpi, 7- or 9~channel), expandable memory with
basic capacity for an 80-character record and control
program data, nPotter original" keyboard, and i.c.
electronics. It operates. in the entry, verify,
search, di~play, and record/read mod~s.
And if all the units above aren't enough to dent IBM's
keypunch ~arket, the government pas come up with
another w~y. The fed has 15,000 model 024 and 026
keypunch units, of which 3,000 are owned and 5,000 on
'rental naccrual. n The latter means it' shOUld be able
to buy any of them at about 25% of original cost ($1600
for the 024, $3500 for 026). There is, however, a
desire to replace many of them with the $3500 029's.
But rather than trade them in, one agency's dp group
has developed a way to convert the older devices to
an 029 simply by rewiring and replacing old keyboards
with 029 keyboards. The government ~s hoping to ~o
this conversion for under $1500 per machine and the
GSA is now discussing the idea with manufacturing and
service" firms. IBM reportedly won't do th~
qonvert,ing, but is·willing to·maintain the converted.
Look for IBM to move into the education biz. Already
offering a $1600/yr. systems analysis course and a
programmed instruction package, IBM is allegedly
clamping down on the use of nIBMn by independent
schools, will convert its education centers into
training-for-profit sites. With a·waryeye out for
trust busters, the hungry I is also contemplating
entering the facilities management game. And in Jan.
they'll set up a new Finanqial & Regulated Industries
market ing group, anal~gous to GEM'.
.
'Over $8 billion worth of nvery l~rgen and nsuper n
computers will be installed by December 1972,
according to a private report prepared by a Wall
Street firm. The shares will be divvied up among
IBM(4l%), CDC(28%), Univac(14%),.Burroughs(12%) and
nthe rest n (5%). Translation of nvery largen is
syste~s like the B6500 and 7500, ·CDC 6400, IBM 360/75,
and Univac 1108; nsuper n are the CDC 6500, 6600, .and
7600; IBM 360/85 and dual 65's and 75's, B85DO, and
dual 1108's •
. Elsewhere, a mainframe maker has projected that
5000-7500 sy~tems whose price averages around $5 million
e~ch will be sold bet~een now and 1975.·
.
Manufacturers are fuming over the Cobol standard power
play of the National Bureau of Standards. AntiCipating
last mont~'s acceptance of the latest version of the
language, NBS sent letters to manufacturers in July
telling how language standards would be used to cut
costs. and achieve compatibility both within the
federal government and between the U.S~ and other
government bodies, government contractors, apd the
public at large.
. To the chagrin of many Cobol-makers, NBS
specifically defined four compiler levels for the
standard Cobol to minimize combinations acceptable,
noted that all compilers would have to pass val~dation
tests, and nin the event there is a need for
interpretation of the federal Cobol language
specification, NBS will issue clarifications deemed
necessary.n
.
The loudest complai~t is against NBS assuming the
power. to interpret. Says anNES spokesman, nThey'd
(Continued on page 173)
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We put the best time-sharing software you can get
in a less expensive box.
$10,000 a month less.
Anyone who knows much about time-sharing knows
that our 940 has the best time-sharing software you
can get. Because there's more of it, and it can do
more, and because it is working.
But up to now the only way you could get our 940
software was to get a 940, or rent time on one.
Now you can also get it with our new 945 computer. The 945 will cost you less than $15,000 a
month. That's ab'out $10,000 a month less than a
940. And it's as cheap as renting 5 full time terminals
from a time-sharing service bureau. (You get 24 with·
the 945.)
In fact, the 945 is the least expensive time-sharing
computer on the market. It's every bit as fast as a
940, it has the same excellent response time, and it
uses the same software.
Which means that the 945· comes complete with
Basic, CAL, conversational Fortran, Fortran· II, a

two-pass assembler, a text editor (QED), a debug
package, a utility package and a complete library of
special programs and routines. And eyen though the
945 is new, the software has been proven by the
toughest customers you can find: time-sharing service bureaus.
Then why is the 945 so much cheaper?
Simply because fewer people can use it. The 940
is designed for service bureaus and large companies
with hundreds of different users. The 945 is designed
for companies and institutions with dozens of users.
The 945 can recognize up to 64 individual users.
~'----.
And up' to 24 people can use it at
the same time.
That, more or less, is the whole .. .
idea of the 945.
Less people can use it and Scientific Data Systems,
more people can afford it.
Santa Monica, California
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WHAT TO DO UNTIL
THE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
GURU COMES
In a handful of articles in this month's issue, DATAMATION takes what we think is
a fairly balanced look at software packages, but there are a few stray thoughts
hanging out the edges of our editorial software package package, and for what
they're worth, here they are.
For one thing, we think that the term "software" is far too shadowy, too
sloppily used. We think, for instance, that it is. important to distinguish between
systems software-the monitors, compilers and assemblers which How from the
mainframe manufacturers like glue-and applications packages, programs hopefully designed to do particular jobs under the benign if confusing guidance· of
systems software.
The distinction is crude; it's not sufficient, but it's necessary. It would be even
nicer if more thorough and careful distinctions could be made between severa]
layers of software, but that's asking a lot of an industry which hasn't yet decided
the difference between a programmer and a systems analyst, except in terms of
salary. But it's worth a try, and perhaps the infant software association would
like to take a crack at such an effort, which would appear to be over the heads of
BEMA'S standard glossary subcommittee.
Even if we accept the stirring notion that there can be well-designed, off-theshelf, useful plug-me-in packages, it's painfully clear that some work has to be
done to make this wonderful dream a less-than-nightmarish reality.
We're lacking, for instance, any adequate standardized form for describing
programs. As of now, there is almost no way of knowing if a program will really
run on your particular peculiar combination of hardware and software (systems
software; sorry) without running the deck. In one case, a software package
broker discovered that what he thought was a generalized package had to be
modified for every new customer who showed up. Unfortunately, the need for
such modifications was not figured into the basic price of the package, with
disastrous economic results.
Users can laugh at this plight of a pioneering company trying to turn an art
into a profitable science ... except that the last laugh is on them. They're paying
a painfully high price today for generalized packages provided by the manufacturer ... packages only a handful of them can use. They're paying the terrible
hidden cost of duplication of effort; they're pouring precious manpower hours
into trivial problems which have already beeri solved a hundred times elsewhere
.' .. and wondering why there's such a shortage of programming talent.
We know that it's not easy to find, select and install a wide range of
applications packages. But there are highly useful, polished programs available,
as our survey of package users in this issue proves. The survey also proves that, as
in the case of successful use of hardware, the results are a rather direct measure
of the sophistication and wisdom of the user and the level of sophistication of the
package.
There's no easy answer. The industry must more carefully engineer software,
and its description must become more thorough and standardized before off-theshelf software packages can become a widespread and economically practical
reality. In the meantime, the user who devotes time and care to the analysis of
available software packages can save himself a lot of bucks, and gain a little
ground at least on the apparently insoluble manpower shortage problem.
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SOFTWARE
PACKAGE
ACQUISITION

what to look for

by ROBERT V. HEAD and EVAN F. LlNICK

D

The term "software," like many in the lexicon of
computer specialists, is difficult to define precisely. Like the technology it stands for, it is subject to redefinition from time to time and to varying degrees of individual interpretation. For purposes of this
discussion, software will be defined as including not only the
series of program instructions needed to direct the computer
to do a particular job but also all related steps in the development and u~e of these programs. "Software" in this broad
sense, then, comprehends the entire process of systems analysis and design, programming, testing, and implementation,
as well as the documentation that accompanies this process.
There are also a number of ways in which software can
be classified. Perhaps the most useful scheme is to divide
software into two broad functional categories-systems software and applications software. Systems software includes
software that is useful or necessary in allowing an organization to use the computer efficiently. Applications software,
which may depend heavily on various types of systems software, is designed to perform specific computational and
data processing tasks.
In addition to the scheme of classifying software into the
categories of systems and applications programs, there are
several other commonly applied distinctions that merit
mention. Computer manufacturers often classify the software they supply according to how it is developed, distributed or maintained. IBM, for example, currently divides its
programs into four types. Types I and II are "IBM supported programs," meaning that these are tested programs and
will be maintained and updated by IBM. Type I programs
consist of systems software and Type II, applications software. Types III and IV are "contributed" programs not
supported by IBM. Type III are those programs submitted
internally, that is by IBM employees, and Type IV are those
contributed by IBM customers.
A software package is a well-defined. computer program
or group of programs designed to accomplish some generally useful objective. It may be complete and usable "as is" or
may have to be adapted to particular user requirements
through modification.
When software specialists speak of a "package," they are
usually thinking of all of the software necessary to perform
some self-contained and well-defined job such as payroll
accounting. It is also usually assumed when using the term
"software package" that the software as well as the task
itself is complete and well-defined. Another characteristic
of a software package is that it is made available to a number of users in some mass produced "canned" or "off-theshelf" form.
In the earliest days of the computer industry, the ma-
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chines were delivered with virtually no software. Users programmed in· machine language and had to develop their
own software to supplement what the manufacturer did
supply. It soon became evident that there were certain
types of programs that almost all users needed, since many
users were individually writing nearly identical programs.
Informal, and later formal, user groups were set up to share
and exchange programs of mutual interest. The concept of
developing programs of general applicabIlity and thereby
saving the time and money that would otherwise be wasted
in "reinventing the wheel" had its origin in these early cooperative efforts. These shared programs were among the
first software packages.
In addition to subroutine libraries and utility programs to
perform such common functions as converting data from
punched cards to magnetic tape or printing the contents of
core memory, symbolic programming languages and rudimentary input/output systems began to appear. It gradually became clear that the usefulness of'the computer was
highly dependent on the hardware/software combination
available, not just on equipment capability alone. Realizing
this, computer manufacturers began providing systems software to go along with their equipment. Soon this became
the accepted and expected procedure, and manufacturers
competed for sales on the basis of software as well as hardware specifications.
While systems software was being supplied to users by

Mr. Head, until recently an
executive with Software Resources Corp., is a member of
the ACM and the Institute
of -Management Sciences, and
holds the OPMA COP. He is the
author of a book, Real-Time
Business Systems, and numerous articles on information systems technology.
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the manufacturers, most users continued to write their own
applications programs. However, with the increasing numbers of computers in use and the growing costs of applications software development, packaged· applications programs were bound to appear. Multi-divisional companies
began to appreciate the advantages of applications software
which could be used by all divisions. This led to standardization of operating and clerical procedures combined with
increased generality in the computer programs. Industry
groups interested in similar computer applications soon recognized the advantages of a packaged approach, and competitive pressures caused the manufacturers to offer applications packages in an effort to make their equipment more
attractive to various industries. Indeed, some manufacturers
now have their sales organizations structured along industry, rather than product, lines.
Perhaps because of these efforts by the manufacturers,
there was until recently little interest in commercially available, i.e., non-manufacturer-originated, software. However,
with the advent of third generation computers and the tremendous recent growth in the number of computer installations, particularly those in the low cost range, this picture is
changing. Manufacturers have been hard pressed to provide essential systems software. Users have had to expend
huge programming resources in conversion efforts. And, of
course, good programmers are in very short supply.
Moreover, the compatibility provided by third generation
hardware and the growing acceptance of common programming languages has made the concept of packaged
applications software more feasible. This has helped to
stimulate a major new development in software technology
-the sale of software packages. While manufacturers continue to supply software at no additional charge to those
using their machines, the professional software companies
and the more sophisticated users have begun to sell their
computer programs.

sources
The manufacturers. Perhaps the most notable character:'
istic of manufacturer-supplied software is that it is "free,"
i.e., there is no out-of-pocket purchase or lease cost. It
should be remembered, though, that the development of
both systems and applications software represents a significant cost-of-sales expenditure to the manufacturer, and that
these expenses are necessarily reflected in the price of his
equipment. This means, of course, that the user who does
not take advantage of manufacturer-supplied software is, in
effect, not utilizing software resources for which he is indirectly paying.
Manufacturer-supplied packages have sometimes been
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criticized as being poorly designed and inadequately implemented. Marketing considerations have been known to
override technical considerations to the user's disadvantage.
The level and qualitY of maintenance support may vary
greatly also. On the other hand, many manufacturer-supplied packages are well-designed and efficient. In general,
the fact that the manufacturer supplies a package free of
charge should not induce in the user an undue feeling of
confidence. These packages should be evaluated as carefully as any others.
User groups. Many user groups maintain a program listing or library service to enable free exchange of programs
among their members. Programs submitted to these libraries
or listing services usually are not screened in any way.
Therefore, software varying widely in quality tends to get
into these lists and there can be little or no guarantee as to
the adequacy of design, performance or documentation of
the listed software. Moreover, those submitting programs
are usually not able to provide any great degree of support
or maintenance of these packages. In fact, some users who
have submitted good programs in the past no longer do so
because of the nuisance (not to mention time and expense)
arising from continuing phone calls and letters requesting
additional details, advice, and assistance.
Other listings. The American Bankers Association provides a catalog free to member banks under a service called
ABACUS. The United States Savings and Loan League offers

Mr. L;n;ck ;s a member of the
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div. of Informatics', Inc. He was
formerly manager of R&D for
Software Resources Corp., and
has also been associated. with
Scientific Data Systems and
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from Amherst College and an
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a similar Software Exchange service to savings institutions.
A private organization called International Computer Programs publishes a catalog in which anyone may list his software. The catalog is uP9ated quarterly and is available for
, a yearly subscription fee of $25.
In many cases, the manufacturers provide similar lists or
services beyond those offered by their user groups. For example, IBM's industry marketing organization publishes a
listing called the "Finance Program Exchange Directory"
which provides information on programs developed by
banks for the System/360 and available for purchase. '
Additionally, many computer industry trade and professional publications now highlight software packages as regular departmental features. And, of course, most of these
publications carry advertising for software packages as well.
Generally, all these types of listings are subject to the
same drawbacks as the user group catalogs. Although such
listings serve a useful purpose by identifying package
sources, by their very nature they are unable to provide
reliable information as to package quality. Moreover, there
is a wide variety in the amount of information provided
about the characteristics and performance of available
packages.
Software companies. Software companies represent the
newest source of software packages. Although the principal
l:msiness of these ,companies is still contracting for the development of custom-tailored programs, they have been
able to utilize their growing experience (and sometimes
the actual work done on contracts for custom-tailored systems), to produce packages of interest to large numbers of
users. In some cases these systems have been designed initially with the intent of marketing them to many users, particularly when the software company feels it has identified
an unfilled need and has the specialized skills to exploit it.
(Both systems and applications packages are available from
the software companies.) Packages developed and sold by
software companies will usually be accompanied by thorough documentation and at least some installation support.
Frequently such packages have been designed and programmed by experienced professionals, often with specialized industry or applications knowledge. None of these
things' can be assured, however, and a particular package
and the qualifications of its originator should be examined
carefully.
the make-or-buy decision
Once a decision has been reached to seriously consider
the use of a package, it is important to make sure that objectives are well defined before proceeding. Is the need immediate or long range? Does the company require the latest
and most sophisticated approach available or can it settle
for a simpler or interim solution and invest some time in
gaining more experience? Is immediate performance more
important than adaptability to future expansion and
growth? These and similar considerations will affect the importance or weight given to the various factors that should
be considered in deciding whether to acquire a package
and in selecting the best one.
Before choosing the package approach, the user should
compare the advantages of obtaining a package against'the
alternative of developing a custom-tailored system. This essentially involves performing a "make-or-buy" analysis, that
is, estimating as accurately as possible the cost and time of
an in-house programming effort versus the cost of acquiring
a package and performing any necessary modifications. In
conduqting such a make-or-buy analysis, recognition should
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be given to the fact that package costs are much more of a
known quantity than the pr'ojected costs of an in-house system that has yet to be developed.
Package selling prices range from several hundred dollars
to $100,000 and more. Most commercial application packages fall within a range of $2,000 to $20,000. For this expenditure, the purchaser should expect to receive a fully
operational system, good documentation and a reasonable
amount of technical support. For a purchase price of say,
$10,000, a week's on-site installation support would not be
unreasonable.
For packages in this price range, the purchase price usually represents one-fifth to one-tenth of the total cost of
developing an equivalent package. In other words, the developer will usually attempt to recover his development
costs over the first five or ten sales.
'
Time as well as cost is an important factor in performing
a software make-or-buy decision. The lead time to undergo
a complete specification, programming, debugging and
documentation effort will usually be considerable as compared to the procurement of an immediately available
package. And even if an organization can specify exactly
what it wants without extensive preliminary study, an inhouse development project might not, in the e~d,meet all
performance requirements or might run into unexpected delays due to misunderstandings, unforeseen debugging problems and the like. An existing package, on the other hand,
can be evaluated immediately as to its capability and performance.
Another way of looking at the lead time question is to
view it in terms of making optimum use of the organization's in-house technical resources. If the technical staff is
overloaded, or if there are higher priority or more profitable
ways in which they can be employed, the package approach can hold great appeal.
There are certain attitude problems which may affect the
package decision making process. A careful and objective
assessment of the user's own capabilities is, therefore, important. System analysts and programmers have an understandable inclination to want to apply their skills to new
and different areas of development in which they may be
inexperienced. Unfortunately, many of the objections that a
software package doesn't "fit," that it fails to meet certain
specialized ne~ds, or that it is not sufficiently elegant or
sophisticated may really mask an ''I'd rather do it myself"
attitude.
Data processing management must be realistic about
when to indulge the preferences of the professional staff.
Often, the more specialized knowledge and experience of
an outside source, as reflected in a workmanlike "canned"
approach, will satisfy a need more satisfactorily than an
ambitious or esoteric in-house development effort. Moreover, the use of purchased software developed by seasoned
programmers adept at applying state-of-the-art techniques
can have the added benefit of exposing the purchaser's staff
to new systems techniques and approaches.
, Despite the economic justifications for purchasing a
package, there may still be some resistance on the part of
data processing managers accustomed to obtaining software
"free" from the computer manufacturers. Also, it may be
difficult to find a source of funds to purchase a package
under existing budget categories and controls. For these
reasons, it is wise to recognize the potential advantages of
purchasing packages by creating a' new budget category
specifically for this purpose or by making provision for reallocating funds earmarked for program development or
programming staff expansion.
Once a decision has been reached to evaluate the packages ~vailable to perform a particular application, it is essential to establish a clear-cut basis for evaluation~ For most
commercial applications, a review of sources of information
CRTRMRTICN

will probably reveal the availability of more than one package capable of doing the job, and the prospective purchaser
should obtain the specifications for each in order to do a
comparative evaluation.
It is extremely important to determine in some formal
way before the evaluation begins how much weight or importance to give to various evaluation criteria. This is particularly true when conducting a comparative analysis in
order to assure an unbiased appraisal. It may be useful to
devise a numeric rating scheme when performing such a
comparat~ve analysis.
Specific criteria to be used in evaluating a package are
covered in the remainder of this section.
Package cost. The most obvious direct cost factor of a
package is the purchase price (or lease price, if there is
one). Additionally, and of equal or perhaps greater importance, are the indirect costs which may be incurred by the
purchaser in:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
·6.
7.

Making modifications
Training personnel in use of the package
Getting the package installed and operational
Establishing control and clerical procedures
Conversion
Production running of the package
On-going maintenance

Careful consideration should be given as to how many of
these services are included in the initial purchase price.
These additional cost factors associated with package acquisition should be quantified and added to the purchase
price of all candidate packages.
Quality of the package. An indication of the quality of
the design and performance of a package may be obtained
by determining who developed the package, how, and for
what purpose. The reputation and experience of the developer is a good indicator, though of course not necessarily
conclusive. For example, a package developed by a manufacturer or some well-known user may have been the work
of a trainee or may be a reprogrammed version of a second
generation system. On the other hand, a package developed
by an "unknown" software house may have behind it the
work of individuals with many years of solid systems and
programming experience.
It is important to determine beforehand the minimum
requirements as to package features; but to avoid unrealistic
prejudgments. Just because a system uses sequential instead
of indexed sequential files, for instance, or has slightly different output formats from those desired, does not mean
that it will not do the job adequately. The purchaser should
be careful not to assign undue importance to features that
would be desirable but are not essential.
Design features. At a more technical level, the purchaser
should examine the various features and techniques embodied in the system design. For example ...
1. Do the master files contain all necessary fields of inforination?
.
2. What type of file organization and data management
is used?
3. What provisions are made for reruns and file protection?
4. What control procedures and audit trails are incorporated?
5. What input and output options are provided?
6. Are special forms required?
7. Are the programming techniques unduly complicated
and sophisticated?
8. is the system desigQed to permit ease and flexibility
of operation?

Generality. Generality in package design is among the
most important package criteria. A package priced at $15,-
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000 may be a better buy than one available for $5,000 if it
provides sufficient additional capabilities or efficiencies. For
example, does an installment loan package allow only single
bank usage or is it designed to service correspondent banks
as well? Will a payroll package handle state and local withholding requirements for a company that has employees in
several states? Is input sorted or sequence checked and validated automatically by the system or is this a manual procedure? Do account numbers have check digits?
Expandability. Expandability is almost equally important. How easily can additional featu.res be added? Can
larger volumes of data be processed efficiently? Is there
room for master file growth? Can the system be adapted to
on-line inquiry? In other words, how easily can the system
grow to meet the user's projected needs?
The types of features, generality and expandability built
into the package must be measured against the user's
unique requirements. Design trade-offs made to achieve
generality in areas that are not of importance to a user's
speCific needs may result in relative inefficiencies in terms of
throughput, file size, memory size, or equipment configuration when the package istitilized in a given organization's
environment to satisfy its particular needs.
In such cases a simpler, more straight-forward package,
while perhaps not as esthetically. appealing, may offer a
better solution if it does all that is really required efficiently
and at a lower initial and on-going cost.
Operational status. One of the most positive benefits' in
acquiring a software package is that it may already be operational and error-free. Conversely, commitment to a software package still in the development stage has sometimes
led to costly disillusionment as a result of delays and failure
to meet specifications.
It should be clearly established, therefore, how long each
package under consideration has been operational in a production status. If possible, references should be obtained
who may be contacted regarding both the performance of
the package and the reliability of the supplier. In many
cases, it may be worthwhile to visit some of these references
to see the system in actual operation or at least to witness
some form of demonstration. Such an on-site visit· can also
provide valuable insights into how the system is being used,
the level of personnel required to utilize it, and a better
overall "feel" for how it will fit the purchaser's own needs. In
arranging for an on-site visit, discussions should be scheduled with operations personnel who have a "hands on" feeling for the adequacy of the system under consideration.
. The actual throughput or performance efficiency of the
system should also be established. Computer processing and
set up time should be considered as well as more general
turn-around and clerical time consideration. Throughput
capability is especially critical for frequently used programs
such as daily runs which process high volumes of data:
Actual, not theoretical, timings should be requested from
the supplier and verified when possible, with references.
Equipment configuration. The exact equipment configuration necessary to use the package should be determined.
Of particular importance are the model of central processor,
special features (e.g. decimal arithmetic, memory protec- .
tion) and input/output devices including types, speeds,
and special features. Of equal importance is similar information relative to any off-line or supporting equipment,
such as a card sorter, that may be required. Overlooking
any of these features may result in additional unexpected
costs or modifications.
Determining the minimum equipment configuration can
be more difficult than it may appear at first glance. Many
packages are adaptable to variations on some basic configuration with possible corresponding changes in throughput,
maximum file size, etc. Some packages capable of running
in a 32K byte memory may be designed to run more effi-
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ciently with 65K bytes; others may not. In some cases, magnetic tape storage can be used for files ordinarily maintained on disc (or vice versa) with no loss in efficiency. In
other cases this may not be so. A nominal three-d~sc system
may mean exactly three discs or may in certain circumstances be reduced to two or increased to four.
These and similar factors should be considered in determining the config~ration' needed for the user's present and
future requirements. They alsQ should be kept in ~ind
when, as suggested previously, a demonstration is witnessed or throughput is being evaluated. Differences between the demonstration configuration and the user's actual
configuration may be of considerable significance.
Programming language. The importapce of the package
programming language and operating system is a relative
question, and may often be largely a matter of individual
installation standards and preferences. If the package under
consideration is a utility routine or a specialized application
package that may never need modification, the language in
which it is programmed should be a minor consideration.
On the other hand, if the purchaser expects to modify or
augment a package, he may have probl~ms with a package
written in assembler language if the programming staff
knows only COBOL, or vice versa. If the programming staff
has used only assembler language and the company acquires a package written in COBOL or FORTRAN, or perhaps
some non-standard language, there will be an additional
investment of tim~ and money to train them in the' use of
the new language.
If a package is written in COBOL or FORTRAN and is running on a different computer from the one the purchaser is
presently using, it may be relatively easy to make the package operational on the purchaser's computer. However, experience in doing this type of conversion suggests that it is
not always a trivial job. The time and cost to do such a
conversion must be investigated carefully by qualified individuals. Exactly who will be responsible for performing the
conversion must also be clearly established.
Similarly, the conversion of a program from one operating system to another is not always a trivial task. This job
may be easier, though, if the programs are written in COBOL
or FORTRAN rather than in assembler language. Converting
an assembler language program from, say, the IBM/360
Basic Operating System (BOS) to the Disc Operating System (DOS) may be a formidable problem. If an installation
normally uses DOS and is offered a package running under
BOS, it may be preferable to 'coritinue running the package under the existing operating system rather than converting to the one normally used. However, the additional
operating problems that this can cause could make this procedure undesirable.
D9cumenta#on. An excellent clue to the overall quality
of a package, and the professional competency of its developerj is the availability and quality of package documentation.
A good, operational package will generally have complete
documentation at all levels. A package that is known fo be
runn~ng well in production circumstances elsewhere and
seems efficient in all respects, may still be a poor investment
if there is not sufficient documentation to suppo'rt its successful installation and operation elsewhere.
Documentation should exist on four basic levels:
1. System
2. Program
3. Operations
4. User
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There are no current standards or formats for these types
of documentation. They may be presented in many varying
ways, either as separate documents or combined. However,
no matter in what manner or order, certain essential types
of information should be available. A documentation checklist is provided on page 27.
, Installation support. The extent and quality of installation and conversion support available with a package can
be of vital importance. If a company is paying more than a
nominal sum for a package, say more than $2,000 or
$3,000, it should expect a reasonable amount of initial onsite support. The nature and extent of the on-site support
included in the purchase price shou~d be clearly understood, as well as any possible extra costs for additional services. An unequivocal understanding is especially desirable
when there are modifi~ations to be made before the pack~
age can be used.
The availability of qualified people on the supplier's staff
to provide on-site support should be established. In some
cases, it may be appropriate to specify the availability of a
particular individual known' to be well-qualified, although
this may meet with understandable resistance on the part of
the supplier, should, it cause him significant personnel
scheduling problems. Here, the experience and reputation
of th~ supplier is an important factor. It should be noted,
though, that even if the package is obtained from an equipment manufacturer or large software company, this does
not necessarily assure that the local representatives are welltrained or experienced in the use of this particular package.
A frequently overlooked installation problem is that of
file conversion or fil~ creation. Candidate packages should
be examined to determine the systems approach and programming features available to assist in this conversion task.
In addition tothe basic job of file conversion, the task of
"program conversion"-getting the programs operational on
the purchaser's own equipment and under his version of the
operating system-can be one of the most troublesome aspects of package installation. Selection of options available
in the package and variations between computer installations can make this more of a problem than might at first be
anticipated.
Training can also be an important element in the successful implementation of a package. Training may be needed
at all levels-clerical, operational, programming, systems,
customers and, last but emphatically not least, management. Because of the importance of training the purchaser
should require the package supplier to spell put what'training is included in the package purchase price.
The need for on-site assistance can, of course, vary greatly from case to case, both from the standpoint of the nature
of the package and the level of sophistication of the purchaser. It is unrealistic to expect the package sl.1pplier to
assume the entire burden of a successful installation.
However, a reasonable amount of on-site assistance in the
form of consultation and guidance can do'much to prevent
costly "wheel spinning" and dissatisfaction with an othetwise estimable package and should, therefore, be considered mandatory.
.
Maintenance. In addition to installation support, the acquisition terms for a package should include some assurance
of error-free operation for a reasonable period of time. Ordinarily this might take the form of a specific commitment to
fix all "bugs" discovered within a minimum period of time
such as 90 days or six months and a general assurance that i
modifications and improvements will continue to be made
available, perhaps for an additional fee, beyond that time.
It is prudent to ascertain exactly what post-installation
maintenance services will be formally agreed upon and at
what price. Generally, some evaluation should be made of
the capability of the s1,.lpplier' to perform maintenance and
generate improvements on a long term basis. Remarks made
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previously relative to availability and quality of installation
support apply to maintenance support also.
Often, certain features of a package may be misunderstood or particular shortcomings overlooked at first which
later come to be regarded by the purchaser as "bugs." The
supplier, on the other hand, may view the correction of
these defects as" an improvement beyond the scope of the
original package. It is necessary for both parties to be reasonable under these ambiguous circumstances, and maintain a good working relationship. The purchaser should
have some recourse if the supplier, however inadvertantly,
misrepresented his product. On the other hand, the purchaser should expect to get along without, or pay for, features which were clearly not included in the package and
which h.e later discovers he wants or needs.
Usually a supplier should be willing to provide information from time to time as to how certain modifications or
extensions may be made to his package. If these are significant changes, there may be a change for this information or
for actually making the changes. Another approach being
followed by some suppliers is to encourage the foonation by
purchasers of "user groups" for particular packages to facilitate the exchange of information and sha,re the development costs of new features of mutual interest.
future of software packages
How far can software package development go? No one
can really say at this point, though it does appear that we
are merely at the beginning of what could become a major
sub-industry within the growing software field.
No doubt we shall in the future witness the introduction
of more packages that are developed as packages from the
beginning rather than" generalized after the fact. We can
expect to see a rising interest in proprietary software on the
part of the major software companies, as they come increasingly to realize that an investment in developing a package
that can be sold many times is potentially much more profitaply that conventional kinds of contract programming.
We can also expect to see a more clearly defined relationship between buyer and seller of software, as more experience is gained in negotiating contracts and supporting the
sale of packaged programs.
From a technical standpoint, there is no reason to believe
that the progress already achieved in the, methodologies
and techniques of package design and development is going to stop. We may expect to see larger arid more ambitious efforts to produce application packages such as integration of related business subsystems for payroll, accounts
receivable, accounts payable, sales analysis, inventory management, labor distribution, budget control, general ledger
accounting, and the like into a single, massive package.
Packages should also playa major role in new areas such
as computer assisted instruction and applications which
may be run in a time-shared processing environment.
There is some indication that, as in the past with corriputer user groups, software package users and prospective
users will increasingly join together in order to utilize packaged software more economically and efficiently. As has already been noted, there is precedent for this in that some of
the first software packages Were the result of joint user
efforts as, to a large extent, were more recent developments
of common programming languages.
One way in which users could seek to work together is to
engage in joint" development efforts for new software packages: Under this approach, a number of users might join in
specifying the requirements for a particular package and
share the development costs, perhaps utilizing the services
of a competent software house to perform the actual devel.:
opment work. The sponsors would benefit by combining
their capabilities and experience to produce good package
specifications, and by substantially reducing their develop-
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ment costs. There are "already some activities of this kind
under way.
We can also anticipate an increased demand on the part
of computer u~ers for separate pricing of hardware and
software as a result of their growing sophistication in software procurement. One manufacturer !lOW supplies a
COBOL compiler for its third generation systems only on an
extra cost lease or purchase basis.
Proponents of separate pricing argue that individual
users indirectly pay for software that they don't need or
can't uSe, that the manufacturers supply only the minimum
in quality and quantity needed to sell their machines, and
that "free" software inhibits competition and the concomi~
tant development of packages incorporating advanced
techniques and high performance capability. It may well be
that demands from software companies, user groups and
perhaps the federal government will eventually result in
separate pricing.
In conclusion, it is fair to state that there have been and
will continue to beinany problems in the software package
business-whether viewed from the standpoint of a manufacturer seeking to enhance the sales of his equipment, a
software company endeavoring to produce and market
new "products" or a user striving to control skyrocketing
system development costs. But there are no problems that
seem insuperable, and many users are already demonstrating that there are genuine benefits to be obtained through
software package acquisition.

Table 1

Documentation Checklist

Overall System Documentation
- General system description.
- System flow chart.
- Equipment configuration.
_ Operating system and programming language specifications.
-'- File definitions and layouts.
- Input and output definitions and layouts.
- System scheduling and control procedu.res.
- Actual or estimated system timings.
- File protections and audit trail provisions.
Program Documentation
_ Detailed description and detailed "logic flow charts for each program.
- Significant program detqils such as tables, special constants, program switches, accumulators or counters.
- Description of speciai programming features, methods, modifications.
- List of all other programs, sub-programs, macrqs, library programs called by each program.
- Assembly or compilation listing; cross-reference listing, load map,
memory dump.
- Test data and sample run showing inputs, outputs, console log.
- Actual or estimated run times.
Operdtions Documentation
-

Input preparation procedures.
General description and flowchart for each run.
Operator set-up instructions.
Description of ail abnormal operating conditions.
List of all normal and abnormal messages and halts, meanings
each and corresponding action to be taken.

0

User Documentation
-

User oriented system description.
Des~riptions of required forms and equipment.
Source data preparation procedures.
Error ond exception handling instructions.
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ON THE
ECONOMICS
OF THE
SOFTWARE MARKET

the four confusions

,

by MELVIN E. CONWAY
Lest the reader misunderstand my motives, let
me make clear straight off that I am not against
the separation of pricing of computer software
. and hardware by those firms which supply both.
(They are commonly called "computer manufacturers" for
some obviously biased reason.)
The reason I have written this article is that I have
become disturbed by the growing amount of pub~ic misunderstanding on the subject of software pricing. This misunderstanding has been aggravated by the absence of any
effective counterargument to the self-interested assertions by
representatives of the U.S. government and the software
industry that separation of software/hardware pricing will
be good for everybody except big, bad IBM. My purpose in
writing this article is to supply some of that counterargument.
I apologize to those readers who will be offended by my
repeated and one-sided references to International Business
Machines Corp.; I could find no other way to express
myself in a way which is both realistic and straightforward.
Also I wish to emphasize that my analyses are the result
only of personal speculation and are in no way based on
privileged or proprietary information.

D

servation about engineering realities, because it is a statement about cost, not price. Yet there is at least one current
magazine article confirming that the 360 line is indeed a
verification of Grosch's Law. Since this article deals with
360 prices, .not costs, all it confirms is that ~omebody influential in IBM thinks that Grosch has come up with a neat
pricing guideline.
What is the price of software supplied by the "Big
Eight"? The price of IBM software seems to be zero. When
you buy an 1130 or a 360 you can take the software or leave
it; you pay the same. This, many believe, is unfair competition against vendors who sell software without computers
attached and must charge for that software.

hardware vs. software cost
What is the cost of computer manufacturers' software?
This question brings up confusion number two which arises
from numerous public statements to the effect that people
are paying more for software than for hardware. The confusion is that we are dealing with two uses of the word "software," which refer to completely different things.
The. statement that users pay more for software than

cost vs. price
There exist several common confusions on the subject of
the economics of software. I shall point out four of these in
the 'course of this article and discuss them individually.
The first confusion is between cost and price. When an
article is sold by a seller to a buyer, the amount of money
which is transferred from the buyer to the seller in exchange
for the article is the price of that article. The price of an
article generally is, or can be, known by both parties. The
cost of the article is generally not known by the buyer nor,
in many cases, by the seller either. The cost is the amount of
money which the seller has paid out or will payout in order
to put the article into condition for the sale. The difference
(price minus cost) is frequently called profit, and making it·
large anc~ positive is often a principal objective of the seller.
People who should know better have confused price and
cost. Consider "Grosch's Law," which says that, within reasonable limits, If you pay X times as much for a processor
you'll get X2 times as much speed from it. If Grosch's Law
were about the price of a computer it would be a triviality,
subject to the whim of whoever sets the price of the computer. However, it is not a triviality but an interesting ob-
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hardware means: over a given period of time a user pays
more money to his own employees to support a computer
than he pays to the manufacturer to provide that computer.
Note that the manufacturer-supplied software is covered by
the latter payment.
Thomas J. Watson, Jr., Chairman of IBM, stated in
March, 1966 that IBM had paid about as much money for
360 software development as for 360 hardware develop. ment. This is another, still different, statement. It says that
IBM's 360 programming budget, accumulated up to that
point in time, was comparable to its 360 engineering budget. (It may be bigger now.) The statement does not say
that a similar fraction of your rental dollar is going to pay
IBM programmers as is going to build the colored boxes you
see in your computer room.

design vs. reproduction cost
Which brings us to confusion number three: The difference between cost of design and cost of reproduction. The
creation of a mass-produced article proceeds in two stages.
First it is designed or engineered. The cost of this design
stage is a function of the nature of the article: its complexity, its need for reliability, and so on. It is not, for our present purposes, a function of the number of these articles
ultimately produced.
The second stage of creation is the production and sales
stage. The cost of this stage is (roughly) proportional to the
number of articles produced. Thus it can be thought of as a
constant cost per article, which we shall (inaccurately) call
the reproduction cost, times the number of articles. If we let
D be the total design cost and R be the reproduction cost
per article, the total cost T of producing n articles is given
by the following approximation:
T=D+nR.
In order to price an article for sale it is helpful to know
what it costs. Assuming that an equal share of the design
cost is assumed by each of the articles produced, the perunit cost C is given by the following formula:
C=T/n= (D/n) +R.
Note the inverse relationship between volume and cost; this
is one source of the notion of "economy of scale."
The per-unit cost C of conventionally mass-produced articles is almost always· dominated by the reproduction cost
R. For very large volumes we have:
C = R, approximately.
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Software, viewed as a mass-produced article, is strange
because the design cost D can be very high and the reproduction cost R very low. For software which has a small
sales and support cost, the reproduction cost is essentially
the cost of copying a tape or punching a deck. Thus the perunit cost of unsupported software approaches zero as the
volume becomes very large.

a software cost estimate
Let us use what little public data exist to estimate the
cost of 360 software development. Please keep in mind that
this estimate is very crude; I shall attempt to err on the high
side. Following this I shall attempt to estimate 360 revenue
on the low side. Thus we shall have a high estimate of the
percentage of 360 revenue which pays for software development.
According to Fortune magazine (October, 1966) Mr.
Watson, in his March, 1966, SHARE address, estimated the
1966 360 software budget to be $60 million. Later in the
same article Fortune says that in 1963 and 1964 IBM was
not able to apply its full manpower to 360 software because
of commitments to earlier products. We can now postulate
a development cost contour, based on these data, which is
shown in Fig. 1 (p. 30). We assume a constant $60 million/
year effort from 1965 through 1968, dropping to $30 million/
year over 1969, and continuing at this level through 1974.
Adding up the dollars, we get a total program cost of $495
million. The reasonableness of this estimate is supported by
a statement at the end of the cited Fortune article: " ... the
cost of this [360 programming] effort may run over $200
million."
Estimating total-program 360 revenue would be sheer
speculation, but since I want to err on the low side I can
employ the following assumptions to permit me to m~ke
another estimate instead. First, I assume that in the aggregate, the revenue from a 360 computer will exceed the sale
price of that computer. (That's the point of renting, if the
manufacturer has the cash and can control product obsolescence.) Secondly, I assume that 360 shipments will continue beyond 1970. (This assumption is ridiculously conservative, in view of the fact that the 704-7094 design
lasted for a decade as a result. of momentum alone, and
without today's awareness of the agony of reprogramming.)
Thirdly, I assume that the total flow of sale value of equipment shipped from now through 1970 will exceed the pre. sent flow of value shipped due to 20's, 30's and 40's alone.
(After all, there are machines like the 25, 50, and 65, which
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may do quite well. And remember: IBM grows.)
Now, on the basis of rental price and volume data on the
20, 30, and 40 available in the February, 1968 issue of
Computers and Automation, and using a sale price/rental
price ratio of 45 months gathered from a sample of 360
prices (excluding maintenance) in IBM's FY 1968 GSA
schedule, we can draw'lhe following conclusions. First, the
sale value of 360 'equipment. (i.e. models 20, 30 and 40)
installed through 1967 is $5.97 billion. The shipment rate of
1000 systems/month achieved in 1967 is apparently divided roughly as follows: 400 20's, 400 30's and 200 40's.
Using the sale prices calculated as above, this gives a current sale-price shipment flow of $398 million/month or
$4.774 billion/year. (This is approximately equal to IBM's
current annual revenue, which is reasonable.)
Adding up the numbers, we conclude that the total
shipped sale-price value of models 20, 30 and 40 extrapolated through 1970 is approximately $20.2 billion. On the
basis of the assumptions I stated before, we can safely conclude that total 360 revenue will exceed $20.2 billion.
Divid~ng our programming cost estimate of $495 million
(or less) by the revenue estimate of $20.2 billion (or
more), we conclude that the cost to IBM of 360 programming does not exceed 2.5% of 360 revenue.
Now that we have in hand an estimate of IBM's 360
programming cost we are in a position to ask the question:
How would IBM's prices change if 360 software pricing
were to be separated from 360 hardware pricing? The following analysis is tempting. IBM's overall product
revenue/ cost ratio in a given year is approximately 4/3.
Assuming each dollar of product cost is responsible for

software pricing, was contributing $66 million (one-tenth of
software cost plus profit) toward software revenue now
must contribute the whole $660 million because the other
nine-tenths of the population has opted out. Assuming all
systems had rented for $10,000 per month and IBM's profit
remained unchanged, the following situation would prevail.
Old scheme: Integrated software pricing
Rental $lO,OOO/month
New scheme: Separate software pricing
A. No-software option
Rental $9,667/month
B. With-software option
Rental = $12,997/month
In other words, if nine-tenths of IBM's hardware customers elect to go elsewhere for software (and IBM has advance
knowledge of this so it can price rationally) you, as a new
IBM prospect considering a system which would have
rented for $lO,OOO/month under the old pricing scheme,
are faced with the choice of saving $333/month from the
old price and buying your software elsewhere or paying
$2,997 over the old price to IBM for software. Everything
else being equal, an outside software vendor can meet
IBM's software price by offering to you for $3,330/month a
package which used to cost you $333/month. Not bad ...
for the software house.
Of course, you might observe, my assumption that ninetenths of IBM's customers will go elsewhere for software is
wildly unrealistic. I agree. I chose the exaggeration to make
clear the point that the economic structure of separating the
pricing of software from hardware has within it a quality
which is self-defeating both for the computer manufacturer
and for the user. Recall that because reproduction cost is so
low and design cost is so high, the per-unit cost of software
is peculiarly sensitive to volume. Everything else being
equal, the software producer with the highest volume will
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bringing in the same profit (a simple-minded but still useful
assumption) we can say that at most 3.33% of the user's
rental or sale dollar is buying software. Therefore, a 360
without software would cost 3.33% less than one with software.
implications of separate pricing
Three-and-a-third per cent! Would you, as a manager of
a $10,000/month 360/30 installation, give up IBM software in order to save $333 per month? You needn't answer,
because the question is irrelevant. First of all, the analysis,
which leads to the 3.33% price differential is misleading.
The no-software price may be 3.33% less than today's price,
but what about the with-software price? Let's see.
Assume that IBM has separated its pricing and it ends up
with the same set of hardware customers, buL90% of them
elect not to buy the software. This does not change IBM's
development costs, and if we assume that IBM will set
prices to maintain its profit margin, our revenue estimate is
unchanged. But now the half-billion dollar software bill is
being paid by one-tenth as many people. Put another way,
that tenth of the user population which, with integrated
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have the lowest per-unit costs. This effect is much more
pronounced than in conventional mass-production equipment manufacturing where the reproduction cost dominates
the design cost and the effect of volume on per-unit cost is
only. a second-order effect. Considerations of law and conventional wisdom aside, it seems to me that a case can be
made that software monopoly offers some advantage to the
consumer. (This argument does not take into account important non-cost factors, such as the effect of competition
on quality.)
The effect of separate pricing on the manufacturer is also
self-defeating. As he loses software customers to independent software houses his per-unit costs go up, he is forced to
raise prices, and he drives away more customers. The consequence of a separation of software pricing is an incentive
structure which encourages, the manufacturer to abdicate
his present role as a supplier of software, system integration,
and associated services. The software houses might have a
field day but what about the rest of us?
The advocates of separate software pricing imply that a
hardware-software manufacturer should pay for its software
development only from revenues derived from the sale of
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software. Such a policy on the part of the developer would
be in the greatest interest of those who benefit from separation of pricing, since it minimizes the hardware-only price
and maximizes the software price.
The software development cost for a given machine type
is (or, at least, it should be) more a function of what the
marketplace expects of software for that machine type than
the number of machines actually sold. Thus, as a general
tendency, the smaller a manufacturer's volume of a machine
of a given type, the larger is the percentage of its softwareplus-hardware price which must be devoted to software.
Consequently, when the edict comes to separate the pricing
of software and hardware the lower-volume manufacturers
may have to charge more for their software. This could have
two consequences. First, it could force the smaller manufacturers into a hardware price war against IBM, a war they
cannot, in the long run, win. Secondly, it could lead consumers, other things being equal, to prefer machines which
will run IBM software. Independent software houses will
concentrate on developing proprietary software for 360's
because of the larger potential market; this concentration,
which favors the 360 owner, is already quite evident.
These two consequences, hardware price competition
with IBM and a user tendency to buy IBM-compatible
equipment, would be particularly effective in the small-system market where hardware profit margins are tighter and
volume differences between small and large manufacturers
are greater. The long-term effect of software price separation would therefore be a tendency toward standardization
of hardware characteristics around the 360, particularly in
smaller machines. Technically speaking, this may be a good
thing, but it would probably be accompanied by the demise
of several manufacturers. The net effect, then, would be to
strengthen IBM's position in the small-system market.
If the federal government takes advantage of separate
software pricing in its system procurement practices, one
effect will be to discriminate against those smaller manufacturers who have a relatively large share of government business. All the self-defeating incentives which I have discussed will be felt most acutely by these firms. Of course,
there is plenty of reason to believe that the most articulate
government spokesmen do not speak for the big money.
The recent Phase Two fiasco attests to the pervasiveness of
the Linus Blanket Effect.
Even so, the government seems to have a reasonable argument that a multiple hardware purchaser should not
have to bear the full price of software for each of the machines purchased. After all, it is argued, that portion of the
revenue due to software is pure gravy after the first machine; why should the taxpayer support this exorbitant pricing?
The philosophical prol;>lem of volume discounting is
sticky enough in the relatively simple case where the replication cost of an item is dominant. It has been justly
pointed out that when large and small purchasers of the
same goods are in competition, the volume discount discriminates against the small purchaser. This discrimination
exists in still another form in the software market.
In the case of software, the ordinary small user finds him- .
self in competition with the government and other large
computer purchasers regarding the share of the manufacturer's total software development cost which each should
underwrite. This total cost is fixed; the present pricing arrangement causes it to be borne by each user in proportion
to the number of systems he buys. With volume discounting
the big customers will pay less and the small ones will pay
more.
The fourth and final confusion which I shall discuss is
between software and customer technical support. The
critics of today's integrated pricing argue for separate pricing of software but when they expand on this argument and
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talk about unjust distribution of costs, they refer sometimes
to "software" and sometimes to "support." The term "support" as commonly used refers to the assistance provided by
a vendor, usually in the form of skilled manpower, as a part
of the sales and installation process. Support is generally
charged to marketing cost and is not, in my judgment, included in the estimates of software cost which I made
above. Support costs vary from customer to customer, being
largely a measure of what a salesman feels is required to
capture an order.
vVhat is the nature of support? Almost exclusively, support is help provided to a user in designing and programming his particular application, and in making sense of the
software he gets. Consequently, in the presence of separate
pricing, support is most reasonably provided by an independent contractor or by the suppliers of system and application software. It is inconceivable that the computer manufacturer should provide software support as a part of selling
hardware if, after software pricing is separated, someone
else is providing the software.
Now we can begin to see a consequence of separation of
software pricing of real significance to the industry: it could
change the nature of computer system marketing. After
software prices are separated, the computer manufacturer
will not be in a position to provide support to a customer
who does not buy hi~ software, and he will probably refuse
to do so. The user electing to buy software separately will
then be confronted with the choice of buying system components and assembling them himself or of finding a prime
contractor to do the system integration which was previously offered "free" by the manufacturer. With any sense at all
he'll seek help. The most obviously qualified source of help
will be a software vendor who also offers himself as a prime
contractor.
The major significance of separate software pricing, then,
is that it promises to drive a wedge into the marketing relationship which now exists between the user and the computer manufacturer. The wedge is labeled "prime contractor" and the role is most probably occupied by the software
houses. The computer manufacturers will probably attempt
to get into (that is, maintain their share of) the systems
integration business and it will be interesting to see how
they fare. What will happen within Manufacturer X, for
example, when its prime contracting/marketing organization discovers that its proposals are competitive only when
they employ Manufacturer Y's disc drives?
summary
I have attempted to explore the economics of software by
organizing my discussion around the following four common confusions: the cost-price confusion, the confusion
that software costs as much as hardware, the design-reproduction cost confusion, and the software-support confusion.
In the process I have arrived at the following conclusions.
It appears that software cost does not now contribute to a
large fraction of the price of a System/360; it is probably
less than 3.33% on the average. Software costs are sensitive
to economies of scale, however, and attempts to distribute
software development around to non-manufacturers will
tend both to raise the price to the user and to discourage
the manufacturer from undertaking certain products and
services.
It appears that separation of software pricing and the
volume discounting which this implies will help software
houses and large users, but will discriminate against smaller
users, smaller manufacturers, and those manufacturers who
concentrate on serving the federal government. In the
long run it appears that separation of software pricing
would be a major step in a sequence of events which could
ultimately reduce the computer manufacturers to the role of
component vendors.
•
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by' ROBERT B. BIGELOW
The legal problems of proprietary software depend to a large degree on the viewpoint of the
person who is looking at it. The people who have
these problems include the programmer, the programmer's employer, the person who may contract with the
programmer's employer to develop the program (this could
be the manufacturer or user) and finally the public, which is
divided into two subsets, the government and the citizenry.
To complicate matters, we have not so much an undefined product as a product whose definition keeps changing
all the time. Software can be considered from several levels.
It can be simply the program, as it appears in a deck of
cards or on a reel of tape. It can be this plus the research
effort which has gone into an over-all study of the problem.
Look, for example, at ap the programming for a time-sharing system-this is software. But the individualized customer programs-a subset-'-are marketable commodities in and
of themselves-as is the executive routine-as, may be, the
documentation.
And there is a constantly changing relationship between
hardware and software. Again, in the time-sharing field, as
the problems of the security of data become more important, what has been software is now built into the hardware,
and we have a developing concept of a hybrid personality
called "firmware" (see DATAMATION, January, 1967).

D

protection against unauthorized use

The legal aspect of software, which has been the subject
. of most of the discussion to date, has been the protection of

the program developer's proprietary interests in the software against unauthorized use. This topic breaks down into
two facets. The first deals with the law of intellectual property, primarily expressed by statute in Patent, Copyright
and Trademark laws; the other is that developed by common law-non-statutory methods-including the law of
trade secrets, unfair competition and the law of contracts.
The statutory basis for patent and copyright protection
comes from Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the Constitution, which provides that "The Congress shall have Power
32

... to promote the Progress of Science and "useful Arts,. by
securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the
exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries," Under this power, Congress enacted the Copyright
Law, which, in its current version, gives the author or other
copyright owner exclusive control for 28 years of the right
to reproduce the form of expression. (But it is not a violation of copyright to express the same idea in other words.)
Under the Patent Law, Congress gives the inventor the exclusive right to control the· use of his invention and the
methods embodied therein during the 17-year period the
patent is in force. Because of these essential differences,
copyrights are registered and the fight comes only after the
registration, whereas in patents, the patent is applied for;
the Patent Office searches through the records as to whether
the application meets the criteria of: (a) not already in-
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vented, and (b) not obvious, and then issues the application. Patents which confer a real monopoly can be attacked
before issuance and after.
In May, 1964, the Copyright Office decided that computer programs could be registered if certain requirements
were met (Copyright Office Circular 31D). These included: (1) the elements of assembling, selecting, arranging and editing-in other words, the literary expression-going into the compilation of the program must be sufficient to
constitute original authorship; (2) the program must be
published with the regular copyright notice; (3) the copies
deposited for registration must, at the least, include reproductions in a language intelligible to human beings; in any
case, where the program or its publication was in machine:readable form, something more, such as a print-out of the
entire program, must be deposited.
The Copyright Office took no position on whether the
program was a "writing of an author" and thus copyrightable, or whether the reproduction of the program in a- form
actually used to operate hardware was a copy. But the
Copyright Office, stating that it has a policy of resolving
doubtful issues in favor of registration, decided to allow the
registration of computer programs under such conditions.
Between the issuance of this ruling in May, 1964, and the
middle of 1967, only about a hundred computer programs
were registered for oopyright.
copyright revision
The Copyright Revision Bill which has passed the House
of Representatives and is currently pending in the Senate
(H.R. 2512) appears to include computer programs as
copyrightable material in the definition of the subject matter of copyrights. Section 101 defines a literary work as a
work "expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or indiCia, regardless of the nature of the
material objects, such as books, periodicals, manuscripts,
phonorecords, or film, in which they are embodied." Section
102 states: "Copyright protection subsists . . . in original
works of authorship fixed in any tangible meaning of expression, now known or later developed, from which they
can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated,
whether directly or with the aid of a machine or a device."
However, there is opposition to permitting copyrights
of computer programs on the ground that it would be unlawful to use the program in a computer without the permission of the copyright owner, and this would delay the
development of computer technology. This view has been
advanced particularly by the Interuniversity Communications Council, commonly known as EDUCOM, which is much
worried about the possibility of monopoly control of software for automated processes.
This group feels that authorizing the copyright of programs would give protection similar to that afforded by patents, but without the safeguards afid limitations that surround the patent. EDUCOM claims that had the right of
copyright with r~spect to programs been clear in the past,
so that program preparation had ''been constantly carried
out under the threat of infringement actions charging plagiarism of existing copyrighted programs, it is doubtful
whether the growth of programs and programming techniques of recent years would have been possible."
The proponents of copyright protection have their advocates, too, who claim that copyright protection would encourage program owners to make the programs generally
known to the public instead of keeping them secret, that it
would encourage other people to invest in the development
of new and better computer programs, and that, in self defense, computer manufacturers, no longer able to get a free
ride, would be compelled to create better programs than
some of them are providing for the public today.
This dispute is but one of the many reasons that copyright legislation isnow stalled and may not be enacted this
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year. George Cary, the Deputy Register of Copyright, in
testimony before the Brooks Committee, did not believe
that EDUCOM'S worry is substantial. The case of Baker v.
Selden decided by the Supreme Court in 1879 said, "the
copyright of a work on mathematical science cannot give to
the author an exclusive fight to the methods of operation
which he propounds,· or to the diagrams which he employs
to explain them, so as to prevent an engineer from using
them whenever occasion requires."
Applying this to the current problem, Mr. Cary stated, "if
you had a copyrighted program, which somebody finds it
necessary to use, such use is not an' infringement; but if
somebody is writing a book or is preparing a series of programs, and copies this particular program to put in his book
along with other explanatory programs, the court under this
concept would find that to be an infringement" (Hearings
on Data Processing Management in the Federal Government, July, 1967, p. 170).
But even if copyright may not be clear protection for
programs, the developer of proprietary software should not
overlook the usefulness of copyright protection for manuals,
directives, advertisements and documentation. Registration
of these items, coupled with the user's contractual commitments not to disclose the program, can provide some protection to the software proprietor.
patent protection of software
The constitutional authority for this statute is the same as
for copyrights. But the approach is different. You will recall
that in copyright the mode of expression is protected. In
patents, the procedure or machine is investigated and found
by the government to be new; when the patent is issued,
the owner has the sole right to control the use of the procedure or machine. The general approach of the Patent Office
has been that computer programs are not patentable because they are not methods or apparatus, but rather mathematical processe~ or formulae. !
The Patent Office has some practical problems. First,
they don't have too much information currently on prior art,
at least in the field of programming. Secondly, they don't
have- the personnel to research patent applications for programs, and they can't afford to hire them. However, Patent
Office Group 230 has established sub-class 340-172.5 relat,ing to data processing. In this sub-class, there are 118 categories, number 73 of which is entitled "Micro-Programs
(Software)." There are believed to be about 75 patent applications pending in this category.
In August, 1966, the Patent Office issued "Guidelines to
Examination of Programs" (Patent Office Gazette, Vol. 829,
p. 441), which stated that a patent could be granted to a
program if it could meet the requirements of either a "process" or ·an "apparatus." But, officially, no one has yet
succeeded. These guidelines were the subject of a public
hearing in Washington on Oct. 4, 1966. The hearing was
well-attended primarily by opponents of program patenting.
. Proponents included Bell Laboratories, which felt that
patent protection would encourage public disclosures of
programming techniques. Proponents of patent protection
of programs also feel that such protection would encourage
the development of software houses and discourage the
production of standard package programs by computer
manufacturers. These standard packages do not turn out to
be all things to all men.
It is interesting to note that BEMA argued against patent
protection at the hearing on the guidelines, though IBM
was silent. BEMA'S reason, however, was that if· programs
could be patented, manufacturers would have to adopt
much more restrictive agreements to indemnify customers
against infringement. And it should not be forgotten that
patents, which are a legal monopoly, have often been used
to establish illegal monopolies. That may be one reason the
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Department of Justice opposed program patenting at the
guideline hearing. .
Be all this as it may, the Patent Office, in April, 1968,
issued a patent for a forward oscillating sort to Martin A.
Goetz, vice president of Applied Data Research in Princeton; this patent appears, at least to a non-patent lawyer,
like me, to cover a computer program. But, in mid-June,
Edwin L. Reynolds, the first Assistant Commissioner of the
Patent Office, when asked about the Goetz patent, stated,
"We do not think a program is patentable:"
,
In the spring of 1968, there were pending in the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals some five cases which to some
degree concern the patentability of computer programs.
Decisions in' some of these are likely by mid-summer, and
may give more gUidelines.
new patent legislation

.Currently pending in Congress is a new patent reform
bill introduced by the Administration. In fact, currently
pending in .Congress are several different patent reform
bills. The Administration bill S.1042 follows the recommendation bf the President's Commission on Patent Reform, by
specificaiIy providing in Section 106 that 'fA plan of action
or a set of operating instructions, in whatever form presented, to cause a controllrtble data processor or computer
to perform selected operations shall not be patentable."
Section 106 has been opposed by just about everyone
who has talked to Congress and probably will not be enacted. In hearings at the end of ]aIiuaty, representatives of
the American Patent Law Association, the Electronics In-:dustries Association, the American Chemical Society and
the National Small Business Association, as well as several
individuals appeared in opposition to this section, even if
they expressed no opinion on the patentability of computer
programs. At that time, the Patent Office threw in the towel
and stated its current position as follows: "We have taken
the view that computer programs are not patentable under'
present law, and we shall continue to deny applications for
patents on computer programs per se. It is our opinion,
however, that there are substantial difficulties in finding
adequate definition for computer programs and that it may.
be premature to enact. legislation at the present time. For
this reason, we would recommend that a section excluding
computer programs as patentable subject matter not be included in any patent reform legislation."
trademark

A third statutory method of protection which may be
applicable in certain situations is trademark protection. One
well-kn,own cOlnputer man, Calvin Mooers, is registering for
trademark protection the acronym TRAC for a family of programming langmi.ges he has developed. He states, "In connection with TRAC, I have taken .specific protective action.
by (1) delegating to my organization, Rockford Research,
the authority for the development and publication of authentic standards and specifications for TRAC languages;
and (2) a.dopting TRAC as. the trademark and. service mark
which publicly and authentically identify the languages,
the standards, and any computer services oHered in connection with these standard languages, whether oHered by me
or by licensees. These actions preclude others from publicly
identifying deviant language dialects or services by the
trademark TRAC, or by any misleading combined foims such
as 'Improved TRAC' or 'NU-TRAC.' I believe this approach
directly serves the public interest by providing users with
explicit standardization and compatibility, together with a
means of accurate identification of the computer service facilities oHered to them."

But the enforcement of a trademark can be a very expensive proposition, and subject to many defenses: The same
can be said about claims of copyright and pateIit infringement. If as the Patent Office claims, a program is only a
mental ~rocess, how does oIie get inside the infringer's mind
to prove theinfringeinent? If the mode of expression in a
program is protected by copyright, how much of a new
program must be original to avoid infringement? The difficulties and delays of such litigation can exhaust the assets of
a small company. Even where the rights seem clear, the
software proprietor should consider all the costs-out of
pocket, lost time, tied-up capital and attorney's fees-before
he goes to court. He might do better to forget the infringement and spend his time in developing new software which
he can peddle at such a cheap price that no one will steal
it.
. Let· us turn to possible methods of protecting software
against unauthorized use when the methods do not rely on
federal statutes. There are two basic. approaches, one
through the law of what is known as unfair competitionyou can't play dirty in business-the other, through the law
of trade secrets. To some degree, these are allied.
trade secrets

To deal with trade secrets, this contemplates, as Larry
Boonin, counsel for Auerbach, so deftly put it, "it is a secret
and ... it relates to trade" (Joint Committee on Continuing
Legal Education, Law and Computers in the Mid Sixties,·p.
240). A more general definition is that of Milton Wessel: "A
trade secret is any confidential forrtmla, pattern, device or
compilation of information which is used in one's business
and which gives the owner an opportunity to obtain advantage over competitors who do not have it." I commend to
your attention Wessel's article in the Harvard Business Review for March-April, 1965. Despite a great deal that has
been written in this area since then, it is still the leading
paper. He gives six tests to insure the validity of the trade
secret: (1) Is the program really secret-is access limited
and are records kept of all disclosures? (2) Is the program
really valuable? (3) Was the program developed and
owned by the company-as opposed to an individual employee programmer? This is particularly important when
the employee ceases to be one. (4) Was it difficult to develop the program? In other words, how much did it cost? (5)
Has the program been copied? This goes to the question of
proof of infringement and modifications. And (6) is it fair
to protect the pro grain-or is the owner being more unfair
than the person he claims was unfair?
The unauthorized use of someone's trade secret subjects
the user to a law suit for damages. In some instances it can
also be a criminal act. For example, a recent Massachusetts
statute, which became eHective iIi March, defiries the term
"trade secret" to mean "anything tangible which constitutes, represents, evidences or records a secret Scientific,
technical, merchandising, production, or management information, design, process, procedure; fOnlmla, invention or
improvement." Whoever steals or gets such a trade secret
by false pretenses or copies with intent to convert to his
own use and whoever buys or sells such a trade secret commits larceny and can get five years in jail. Furthermore, he
may have to pay the person or corporation not only for the
damages resulting from his act, but double damages as a
penalty.
In the field of unfair competition, which has been called
the "Book of Rules of the Business Game," we are talking
about the man who cannot obtain satisfactory protection of
his product by statutory means. These people look primarily
to the courts of the various states for protection against a
competitor appropriating to the competitor's use the fruits
of the businessman's 'hard work. They argue that the federal
patent and copyright laws do not prohibit the states from
FOR ACCO CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD ~
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helping the businessman. The defendants argue that it is in
the public interest to promote freedom of information and
competition.
The law of unfair competition developed in favor of the
businessman over the years. But in 1964, the Supreme
Court held "that when an article is unprotected by a patent
or copyright, state law may not forbid others to copy that
article. To forbid copying would interfere with the federal
policy ... of the Constitution and in the implementing of
federal statutes, of allowing free access to copy whatever
the federal patent and copyright laws leave in the public
domain." The Supreme Court cases have recently been interpreted by o~e of the hjgher federal courts to limit very
seriously the law of unfair competition in any sort of intellectual property. To quote: " . . . in view of the federal
policy of encouraging intellectual creation by granting a
limited monopoly at best, we think it sensible to say that the
constitutional clause extends to any concrete, describable
manifestation of intellectual creation; and to the extent that
a creation may be ireffable, we.think it ineligible for protection against copying ... under either state or federal law."
In other words, if you can't get a patent or copyright on it,
anybody can copy it, unless by their contract they have
waived that right.
There is now pending in Congress a bill to establish a
federal law of Unfair Competition (S.1154). This will authorize a civil suit against a person who wrongfully discl9ses
trade secrets or confidential information, who misappropriates quasi-property not otherwise protected by federal law,
or who acts contrary to normal and hQPest business practices (Section 7). The enactment of this statute, which is
supported, with modifications, by the American Bar Association and the American Patent Law Association, might
well help software developers.
And it should be realized that the constitutional authority unde~ which the patent and copyright laws have been
enacted is not exhausted. It may be desirable to enact a
specific statute dealing with protection of software. Such a
statute could preserve to the program developer that protection which will encourage him to develop and to improve,
but could guarantee to the user the right to use the program.
One possible approach is the compulsory licensing of
programs which have monopolistic protection. In the patent
field, ·this approach has become quite common in court decrees, particularly when the compulsory licensing requires a
reasonable royalty. In the copyright area, compulsory licensing is required by statute for phonograph records· and
the royalty is determined by statute. Such compulsory licensing might also avoid another possible evil: the use of
statutory protection to suppress competitors' programs. One
of the reasons the well-known Hartford Empire Company
obtained patents was to block the development of machines
which could do the same job by alternative means and to
obtain patents on possible improvements of competing machines so that they could not be improved.
The arguments favoring proprietary rights for programs
are stro~g. The availability of people who can write programs is far exceeded by demand, and the demand is increasing faster than the supply. When programs cannot be
protected by statute, they must be protected by secrecy.
And when programs are not freely disclosed, they are not as
likely to be improved by use. Secrecy does not follow the
Constitutional plan for intellectual property. It does not
"promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts."
Currently, the best protection of proprietary software
seems to be a contract between the supplier and the user.
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There are several things which should be covered in any
contractfor software. Where a program is to be developed
by an application company for the user, the contract should
specify, in addition to such important items as the price, the
time schedule (particularly important for the user), the
purpose of the program, the documentation required, the
on-site assistance to be rendered by the software house,
and, above all, the ownership rights in the program.
The standards of performance which the software is to
meet should be clearly spelleq out for both the user and the
developer, and the developer should be required to correct
all errors found. So far as I know, there have been no cases
on failure to meet ~ontract specifications on software, but
two cases have been decided dealing with the problem of
hardware supplier's failure to live up to the terms of its
contract. In one, decided in New York, the Federal Rese.rve
Board spelled out in some detail what it was to get. The
hardware supplier was unable to produce; the damages
were over a quarter of a million. dollars (U.S. v. Wegematic
Corporation, 360 F2d 674). In the other case, the contract,
at least the contract which the court discussed, was based
upon the language in the proposal made by the hardware
supplier's sales representative. This proposal really blew the
manufacturer's horn. The court was not sympathetic and
allowed the buyer to rescind the entire contract (Sperry
Rand Corporation v. Industrial Supply Corporation, 337
F.2d, 363).
Particularly if the program is of the process control type,
where a failure to meet specifications could have dangerous
results, the user may be liable to someone who is hurt, without that person having to prove negligence. You've proba- .
bly all heard of cases involving exploding soda pop bottles
or cars which lose a wheel. There is a distinct trend in the
law to dispense with the requirement that a person injured
under such circumstances prove how the defendant was
negligent. I think we may expect to see this doctrine applied
when computer programs are operating and something
blows up. The contract should cover this liability, and both
parties should attempt to obtain insurance coverage against
such an event.
The contract should also cover the developer's liability
for the infringement of the rights of others. While. the developer's own rights in software against unauthorized use
are not clear, it is perfectly possible that in developing the
program he might infringe a copyright or a trade secret,
especially if in developing the program, he uses someone
who has been under a restrictive agreement with another
software house.
.
Particular care should be pai~ in all contracts to documentation. Unless the program has good documentation, it
is, as a practical matter, very expensive to upda~e. Furthermore, if it ever becomes necessary to prove in court that
the program worked the way it was meant to, incomplete
documentation may be enough to keep the program from
being admitted as evidence. And from failure to get the
program admitted, the case could be lost.
Program contracts should also include times for debugging and testing and the user should make SUre that the
software he is asking for will operate on his equipment. It is
frequently advisable to have software delivered some
months earlier than hardware in order to allow familiarization by the user's personnel.
Particularly important in software contracts are provisions for penalties. As you all know, software has been notoriously late. California is putting a penalty clause into all
of its contracts for hardware and software. It is reported
that IBM has signed a contract with California to provide
software which must "show substantial conformance to the
[manufacturer's] specifications" with penalties for failure
to meet such specifications on time (DATAMATION, February, 1968, p. 121). This type of clause will become quite
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common, not only in governmental procurement but also in
acquisitions by sophisticated users. And into the bargaining
equation will go the heavy econOinic weight of the user as
compared to the light weight, comparatively, of the softwarehouse.
When the software is not developed exclusively for one
user, the contract should specify that the ~ser does not get
an exclusive right to the program. The contract should also
cover the user's rights to improyements made by the software developer, the user's rights to make modifications, and
the developer's right to improvements made by the user.
When software is leased or rented, rather than sold outright, the contract should carefully spell out the reservation
of proprietary rights, such as they inay be. It should include
requirements on the user which will help the owner enforce
his proprietary rights. These would include agreements that
the program be logged every time it was run, that the proprietor have the right to audit the user's records with respect
to this software and other prograins, an undertaking by the
user not to copy the software or to let anyone else copy it,
and a requirement that the program be maintained in the
tape or punch card library in its original form and be available only upon signed receipt. The developer should also be
sure that the lease contemplates his right to assign it as
security for a loan, as may be done with hardware.
When software is leased to the federal government, particularly to the Department of Defense, the lessor has to be
very careful. Basic government policy is to abolish the concept of proprietary rights in anything supplied to the government. Defense Procurement Circular #6 has enumerated several categories in which the government would have
unlimited rights, including (1) data resulting directly from
the performance of research, developmental or experimental work specified by the contract; (2) data necessary to
enable others to manufacture the items or perform the processes that were developed under government contracts
(except data developed at private expense); and (3) manuals for installation, operation, maintenance and training.
These are some of the matters which should be considered in contracts for proprietary software. But as a practical
matter, the best protection for the software developer is to
deal with an honest man; give him a square deal, and trust
him. And, as Robert Head has noted, it's only common
sense that a buyer will not give away a pro dUG\: he paid
good money for.

tax aspects
Even in the software field, taxes must be considered.
There is a good argument that developmental costs for software should be treated as an expense item. Accountants
who have looked into the problem have defined software to
includ~ the justification study, the feasibility study, the systems :work and the training of personnel, as well as the
actual programming., In other words, everything related to
. the installation of a computer system, except the hardware
costs. Obviously, these costs can be considerably higher
than the actual hardware outlays, especially if the hardware
is rented. From the user's point of view, the price or rent of
a proprietary program is but the visible portion of his software costs. There is some useful precedent going back as far
as 1925, and including outlays for efficiency systems, management surveys, revisions of accounting systems and so on,
to indicate that proper tax treatment, at least froni the
user's point of view, would be to take all software costs as
an expense of dOing. business in the year in which they were
incurred. (See Falk: Tax Considerations Affecting Bank
Computers, Bankers Magazine, 1966; Bigelow, Computers
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and Taxes, DATAMATION, August, 1967, p. 60)
It has also been suggested that software development
. costs should be treated in the same manner as research and
experimental expenditures. Certain expenditures of this nature can be treated either as expense or as a capital item to
be amortized over a period of not less than five years. Once
the choice is made, you have to stick with it. Research expenditures include amounts paid to others for research
work, so that it can be argued that the user who has a
software house develop a program for him can treat it as a
research expenditure. One caution on this approach-the
expenditures have to be in connection with an existing
trade or business, so if you are planning to go into the business of developing your own softWare, don't try to Claim
development costs as research and development expenses.
From both the user's and the manufactUrer's points of
view, hardware is tangible personal property which has a
useful life of more than one year. It is depreciable, tangible,
personal property to which all the depreciation rules for tax
purposes apply, and for which an investment tax credit may
be taken. The interdependence of hardware and software,
and the growing problem of deciding where the line is be~
tween the two, gives weight to an argument that software'
development costs should be treated the same as hardware
for tax purposes, at least from the user's point of view. The
investment credit is available for depreciable tangible personal property which is used as an integral part of a manufacturing operation. "Integral part" is defined to include
cases where the property is "used direCtly in the activity and
is essential to the completeness of the activity." A computer
program which is used for process control would seem to fit
this requirement. Users of such standard packages should
argue that the package is depreciable, tangible property
and that they should get the investment credit as they do
with purchased or leased hardware.
If a developer can get statutory protection, for software,
the tax treatment may depend on what kind of protection
he gets. For example, if the statutory protection is a patent,
it is treated the same as R & D.But if the protection is
copyright, the money spent in development is a current expense, while the cost of getting the copyright is a capital
investmerit subject to depreciation. And if the protection is
trademark, cost is a nondepreciable capital investment unless the taxpayer makes a specific election to amortize the
cost when he files his return; if he doesn't so elect, he's lost
the cost, from the tax point of view, forever.
When it comes to-litigation against infringers, the tax law
gets really complicated. If the suit is to protect your patent
or copyright, the government will claim it's not an expense,
but a capital investment-unless you can show the suit is for
lost profits. But if you claim lost profits, your recovery is
probably taxable as ordinary income. However, the money
you get for damage to your good will is 'non-taxable to the
extent it doesn't exceed your undepreciated costs. The tax
result may well depend on how you word your complaint
for infringement! (For a general discussion of these aspects;
see cCil, Standard Federal Tax Reports, 1968, #6.)
IIi other words, before you commit yourself on a software
contract, or on a means of software protection, talk to your
tax man. He may save you a lot of money.

programming contracts
A final legal aspect of proprietary software which we
should consider is the contract relationship between the developing company and its employed programmers. Where
the product is developed by a tearri, the individual employee has comparatively few rights. But what of the situation
where the product is developed by a full-time employee, on
his own time? One company in Boston has a problem of just
this nature right now. The product in question is an exceedingly valuable program which the company, which is not in
DATAMATION

the program development business, nevertheless hopes to be
able to peddle. But the employee who put in a great deal of
his own time on the problem wants to make some money·
too. The answer is clearly a written agreement between the
employer an.d the employee covering these questions. Such
a contract should also cover relationships between the employer andJhe employee after the employee leaves.
To cover relationships while employed, the contract
might well include (1) an agreement to disclose all intellectual accomplishments of interest to the company, whether
made on company time or the employee's time, if the discovery is capable of being used by the company, (2) an
,agreement to execute such assignments and other papers as
the company may request to give it appropriate rights in
such discovery, and a representation that there aren't any
such discoveries at the present time-this latter can be very
useful in avoiding arguments later.
To protect the employer's property rights, the contract
should provide that the employee will keep confidential information secret forever, whether related to the company,
its programs, products or possible uses. He should also agree
that if he leaves he will not, without written consent, take
with him processes, formulae, and so forth relating to the
company's operations or its experiments. It is often advisable to include an agreement that while he is employed, he
will not, without specific permission, engage in any other
commercial pursuit.
Turning to contractual arrangements after the employment is over, most agreements of this type which have come
before the courts dealt with people agreeing not to set up a
business such as a restaurant within a certain geographical
area. In the software field, geography is irrelevant. If you
want a noncompetitive, agreement, I suggest you do it on a
time basis. For example, when you hire a man, get him to

agree that for three months after he terminates, he won't
engage in any activity which competes in any business
which the company is engaged in at the time he leaves, and
that during the full year after he leaves, he won't compete
directly with the company in any such business. Time limitations which are reasonable will be upheld. But the courts
won't deprive a man of his livelihood forever.
Even without a contract, if it can be shown that the exemployee made unauthorized use of information which he
received from his employer, he can be enjoined from using
it and made to pay damages. To take a prosaic case, the
milkman who walks off a job, goes to another company and
takes with him his list of customers can be forbidden to use
that list. However, if he sits down and makes up a list from
memory and then goes and solicits these people for his new
company, it may be okay. Similarly, if a programmer walks
off with the program, you can get him for it. But if he is
good enough to recreate the program from memory, you
weren't paying him enough.
One item you may wish to include in a programmer's
contract is an agreement that he will, after termination,
upon payment of an amount specified in the contract, come
back to' work for you for the limited purpose of helping
update programs on which he worked. I have not seen this
in any contrac.t, but I commend it as an approach. With the
difficulty in updating programs, such a clause mjght pay
off.
These have been a few of the legal aspects of proprietary
software. To sum up: currently the best protection for developers against unauthorized use is through contract; new
statutory methods of protection could improve both protection and dissemination; and both developers and users
should talk to their lawyers before they sign their first contract.
•
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SOFTWARE
PACKAGES:
USERS
SPEAK OUT
The user of a softw~re package is often a pioneer; not only is he frequently contracting for a
new program, but he sometimes finds himself
negotiating with a new company. While 'the increasing development of software packages by many firms
makes the obvious point that there is considerable interest
in packaged programs, enough time has not passed, in most
cases, for the effectiveness of these programs to be carefully
evaluated. Users' reactions, of the type that make fiscal impressions on the suppliers, will take a few more years to be
registered.
In the meantime, in an attempt to discover some general
attitudes toward packaged programs from the user's point of
view, DATAMATION staff members interviewed eight companies representing users of nine programs. Although the companies differ as widely as that small sample allows, the
objective was not to present a statistically accurate crosssection of users, but rather to record the experiences of
selected companies in acquiring and implementing programs
obtained from outside sources.
The interviews followed an outline designed to elicit a
description of the company and its requirements and goals,
as well as its selection methods, the conversion and implementation process, production and maintenance provisions,
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satisfied

and what plans and suggestions the company would have
regarding future acquisitions of additional packages.
The names of the interviewed companies will not be disclosed in this article. For this survey, specific identification
of individual users was not considered an important factor
in the appraisal of the packages, and the promise of anonymity encouraged some frank responses.
Four banks were among the interviewees. These include
Bank A, a medium-sized New England bank with deposits
of $260 million, 28 branches, about 900 employees and a dp
system consisting of two 65K 360/30's (soon to be replaced
by two 128K /40's) and a 240-million-character 2314 disc
cluster. A substantial part of this bank's workload comes
from its commercial service center which sells software as
well as machine time, and employs 19 full-time programmer
analysts who also maintain the bank's own software.
A number of banks are among the clients of the service
center; for this group, Bank A obtained elLS (Correspondent Installment Loan System) in September '67 from McDonnell Automation. Installation began last Novemher, and
the package was operational by January '68. The system is
now beingus~d by five correspondent banks.
Midwestern Bank B has deposits of $800 million and a
dp installation boasting two /30'5, two /40's, and tape and
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SOFTWARE PACKAGES:
USERS SPEAK OUT ...

disc files. In August of last year this bank purchased McDonnell's $12K Installment Loan Accounting package to
use for its own operations. The system was installed and was
fully operational by October '67.
Bank C has deposits" of nearly $8 billion, about 10,000
employees, and 150 branches in the New York City metropolitan area. Its computer system includes a 256K /40 with
eight multi-disc drives, a lOOK 7074, six 32K /30's with
two discs each, and "several" 1400's. Two /50's are on order. The applications cover the full range of banking jobs:
"personnel record keeping, demand deposit accounting,
stock transfer, loan ~ccounting, and personal trust accounting. Software support is provided by 100 programmer-analysts. This bank has had its own in-house programming and
system design capability for about six years. The only package from an outside source that it has purchased is GRS
(General Retrieval System). GRS has been operational
about a year; it was acquired from Information Sciences,
Inc., for about $10K, to include in personnel record system.
Bank D is a large many-branched California bank;
among its 13 computers are a /65, a /40, five /30's, and
two B300's. It is a user of ADI?AC, a general purpose commercial language for 1401's and 360's developed by Applied Data Systems, and leased to the bank on a 99-year
contract for $15K plus $lK/year for maintenance. ADPAC
was installed and operational "three or four" months after
the order was placed; the bank has been using it for about
eight months.
A second ADPAC user interviewed is a railroad with two
/65's, a /40 and a 7074; and 140 people on its dp staff (15
of whom do nothing but work on OS). The very first user of
ADPAC, the railroad had it installed-for $15K-in 1962 on
an IBM 1460. Since then, it has been installed on the 360's
and the '74 for another $15K-representing a total investment of $30K with an ongoing maintenance fee of $lK a
year.
One of the first users of Informatics' file management
system, MARK IV, is a restaurant franchiser with 992 units in
operation. The company wanted a system that would be
broad enough to keep track of all business data in the franchises; it ordered MARK IV in January. of this year, paid
$30K for it, and the system was operational in a little over
six months.
Two very large companies with offices throughout the
country complete the sample of users. One, a deparbnent
store headquartered in Chicago, has annual sales of $1.8
billion, and a dp installation that includes a /30, a /40 and
a 50, with tapes and discs. The store is a user of Computer
Sciences Corp.'s Payroll System; purchased for $15K
in March '67, the system was delivered in June '67, and was
operational by the following November. The system is currently handling 6,000 paychecks, and plans call for an increase to 20,000 in the "near future." It is expected to take
several years to include all 90,000 nation-wide employees in
the system.
An electronics manufacturer with installations in many
locations is a user of several packages. In addition to the
programs mentioned below, this company is also now evaluating 15 different file management systems. The selected
package will be leased as an interim system; by early next
year, the company expects to have developed a file management system for its own in-house use, and for use by the
parent company.
Among several packages this manufacturer was the first
to use is DETAP, a decision table preprocessor developed by
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Information Management, Inc. The system cO,sts $14K/
year. It was installed and operational about a week after the
order was placed; DETAP has been in use about six months.
The company was also one of the first users of Computer
Sciences' EXODUS software. Operational for nearly two
years now, EXODUS I translates 1410 autocoder to 360 BAL;
EXODUS II, which translates 1401 autocoder to BAL, has
been installed a little over six months. By using the system
throughout the parent company, the manufacturer got a
special price of $51K for the two versions.
AUTOFLOW, a flowchart generator from Applied Data Research, is a third package implemented by this user. The
basic system, which flowcharts assembly language programs, leases on a three-year contract for $4,200, and is
renewable at $800 a year per location. COBOL and FORTRAN
options add $2,100 in costs for three years, and can be
renewed at $300/year. The company is currently using
AUTOFLOW with options at six locations. There is no price
break for multiple locations, but the user, in this c,ase, does
get some additional capabilities without charge: Speedpack, for fast I/O for tape or disc; and Chart/COBOL and
Compress/coBOL operations to ,develop high-level language
flowcharts. Normally these options go to users at a one-time
charge of $900. The firm has been using AUTOFLOW for over
two years.
selection
Once there is an evident need for a special purpose program, a company is confronted with a "make-or-buy" decision. Major considerations affecting this decision are the
availability and talent of in-house programmers, the economics of "do-it-yourself," and the urgency of the need for
an operational program. Among the companies included in
this survey, most frequently mentioned as the deciding factor was the immediacy of the need. In one case, that of the
restaurant franchiser, development of an in-house system
would have taken three years; the purchase of a package
resulted in an operational program in six months. And Bank
A purchased McDonnell's CILS because a client bank
needed a system that would be operational in three months.
Past" experience with other packages profoundly influences a company's selection process. Bank A bought its first
applications package from another bank on the strength of
a hoteb;oom presentation; the result has been, according to
the bank, "a real mess." Documentation was poor and the
technical support non-existent. Most of the original package
had to be rewritten by the bank's staff; Bank A had somewhat naively assumed that the program-written to provide
doctors with an automated billing system-could be easily
adapted to other applications. This did not prove to be the
case. As a result, Bank A has adopted the policy of purchasing software only from companies devoted to that purpose,
and the bank's procedure for evaluating software is quite
thorough.
When the immediate need for an installment loan accounting system presented itself, Bank A first checked several sources (including the American Banking Assn.'s
ABACUS listings, and the ICP Quarterly) to see what packages were available. Several possibilities were rejected because they required "unsuitable" equipment, were still under development, or employed unfamiliar programming
languages. McDonnell's CILS was the only package that
survived this initial evaluation.
The bank's dp manager and a programmer analyst then
went to McDonnell's headquarters in St. Louis where they
watched a live-load demonstration of the program and from
it obtained a rough measure of throughput time per transaction. The bank's dp delegation then checked "their own file
,record specs against the file definition written into CILS.
They questioned a user in the area, became relatively familCATAMATION

iar with McDonnell's organization and operation, and met
its technical staff. They insisted that one member of the
staff who developed the program come to New England to
provide technical support if and when the bank decided to
purchase the program. "These people are particularly valuable," says a Bank A spokesman; "not only do they have an
intimate knowledge of the program, but they are usually
willing to discuss any Compromises or omissions that occur
along the way." A month after the visit to McDonnell, the
contract was signed.
Bank D, who suffered. from "a .terrible experience with
RPG," became as cautious as B:mk A. Its dp manager conducted a six-month study comparing BASIC, ADPAC, COBOL,
and RPG; the bank then chose ADPAC after deciding it outperformed the others in the test. The bank was also impressed by the enthusiastic comments of other users, and
. the minimal retraining needed for the staff who had previously been working with RPG.

comparison criteria
The majority of the companies interviewed compared
several packages before reaching a final decision. The extent of the comparisons, however, varied considerably with
the company. The restam:ant franchiser that uses MARK IV
"checked out ADPAC" and decided it was too slow to program; the store investigated only those packages that were
randomly brought to its attention.
The electronics manufacturer, as might be expected from
a company with a very large in-house dp staff and sophisticated installations in several locations, has a definite selection criteria: Specifications are drawn up in detail and
given to the purchasing department. The purchasing department searches the market, selects the available packages
that sound appropriate, and sends the specs to the vendors
with a request for bids. When the bids are returned, the dp
manager and his staff evaluate the proposals.
.
When purchasing Information .Management's DETAP, the
company surveyed only one other contender: TRILOG. Using
36 parameters and eight or nine benchmark programs, the
company discovered the two programs were practically
even. But TRILOG'S decision table package· was a module in
an entire file management system; since this was more than
the company needed, and encouraged by IMI's reputation,
DE TAP was purchased.
The company particularly stresses the importance of
benchmark programs. When the differences between two
packages are not obvious, and in order to conduct as
thorough an ~valuation. as possible, this company runs
benchmarks that introduce problem errors.
Two users described selection procedures involving no
comparative evaluations. Bank e, which uses Information
Sciences' GRS program in a personnel system, received a
brochure from lSI just as the necessity for such a system
was becoming evident. Anxious to get an operational system, and convinced of the effectiveness of lSI's approach,
the package was·purchased.
. Perhaps the most unlikely episode in the selection story is
the railroad's. Its dp manager reports that he didn't know
he had a problem until Applied Data Systems' president
Peter Harris convinced him of it. The manager couldn't
contact any other ADPAC users because 'he was the first; he
didn't check out any other programs because he didn't
know of any. The manager did the technical evaluation
himself following a demonstration. Deciding factor in purchasing ADPAC: "Confidence in Peter Harris."
The extent to which modifications in the various packages were necessary is dependent on the special requirements of the user. In instances of major modifications, most
users in this sample purchased the package with the foreknowledge that the software would have to be tailored to
their specific applications.
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As an example, the prospective client of Bank A's service
center was a bank with branches; the package, McDonnell's
CILS, was not capable of accommodating branch banks. An
agreement between user and vendor allowed Bank A to
modify the basic program (at a cost to the bank of $2K) to
accommodate banks with branches; in return, Bank A
gained the right to market the "new" package. This example· su'ggests the possibility that users, by investing in additional development, could get a return on the cost, and
perhaps even some profits on the investment, by marketing
the revised program.
The store, which purchased esc's Payroll System
on the basis of esc's reputation, realized in advance the
extensive modifications the dp staff would have to make;
because of these in-house changes, the store did not demand or expect much conversion or implementation support from the supplier.
Another alternative is presented by the case of Bank G,
which procured lSI's GRS package. The bank states that although it could have adopted a "Dutch burgermaster" attitude (the supplier alone is responsible for delivering a fully
operational system) it preferred the "English empiricist" approach (bank and supplier learn together). This method
proved effective.
lSI's program deck "worked perfectly the day it was delivered," according to a Bank C source~ Nevertheless, it took
more than six months to perfect GRS-primarily because
the initial specs underwent several changes that the bank
regards as more or less unavoidable: The bank's personnel
department was unfamiliar with data management systems,
and th~ supplier was unfamiliar with the special characteristics of the bank's personnel record system.
None of the interviewed users report significant difficul-

"Ever wonder what we make here?"
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USERS SPEAK OUT . . .

ties in making the programs operational on their equipment
configurations or with their operating systems. One of the
few comments relating to this point is from the railroad: in
its installatjon, ADPAC went into operation on DOS and
TOS in a "short time," but the data processing manager
noted that it took a year to be' ~ompletely operational on a
full operating system because of the "complexity" of thirdgeneration operating systems.
Additionally, Bank A criticized McDonnell's CILS' lack of
a programming option that would permit file transfer from
tape 'to disc; as written, CILS provides only for tape-to-tape
processing. The bank will hqve to convert disc when its
present /30's are ultimately replaced by /40's.
vendor support
The importance of ol1-site installation and training support offered by the package suppliers is, as indicated to our
interviewers, directly related to the sophistication of the
user's staff anci equipment, and the complexity of the program.
The department store, after modifying its package considerably, used only 40 hours of the 100 hours of on-site
support offered by esc.
The electronics manufacturer, representing a giant account to any vendor, reports, not surprisingly, instant and
excellent support from both Applied Data Research
(AUTOFLOW) and Information Management, (DETAP). Not
much training. was necessary with the implementation of
either package. AUTOFLOW was introduced to programmers
in a half-day seminar; DETAP was presented by the dp manager in a two-day course to 25 representatives from the
firm's various locations.
The ADP AC users, Bank D and the railroad, in their continuing enthusiasm, described vendor support as "beautiful." The bank has had over 60 programmers trained by
Applied Data Systems; a six-weeks' course for a few was
helel in the time between the order and the installation, and
a three-to-four months" course"was held later for the remainder of the staff.
Both of these companies have had previous, and disappointing, experiences with IBM support-or lack of it. The
bank, before its divorce from RPG, once had 27 IBM 'peopIe 'on its premises "and no one knew about it"-presumably, they had little contact with the bank's dp staff, and
therefore did not aid significantly in the implementation
process. The railroad, which uses an IBM MFT freight location program (and has an in-house staff, as previously
noted, of nearly 140 programmers), mentioned it would
appreciate more on-site assistance. The program involves
120 people who handle 22 miIiion pieces of freight data a
day~ and operate two /65's and a /40. When interviewed,
the dp manager stated that the complexities of the program
on a third-generation system are too much for the console
operator; because of the lack of higher level te"chnical support, the program has not produced results once in the last
two months.
Bank e noted that, in its case, coordination of the sup'port was difficult because Information Sciences did not assign one person to the project who was thoroughly familiar
with all aspects of it. Also, the bank had to supply much of
the training required for GRS. In addition to teaching its
employees how to prepare GRS'input data and how to use
the output, the bank also wrote one of the three manuals
used in this training effort. lSI's training support consisted
of two manuals and an afternoon orientation meeting for
department managers whose operations would be affected
by GRS. This session was conducted by a technical repre-
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sentative who remained on-site during the entire period the
program was being refined into an operational package, and
who was described by the bank as "extremely helpful."
The bank's dp manager suggested that if the personnel
department (the department most affected by this application) had realized the real character of the change to be
wrought by GRS, the clerical training period (which was
three sessions, each lasting a few hours) would have been
longer, the material would have been presented in smaller
bites, and the trainees would have received more opportunity to ask questions and practice the new procedures.
Some users have easily implemented the packages in
their operations. Bank B, which uses McDonnell's Installment Loan Accounting Package, did not use the on-site
support offered; training was minimal and accomplished
through manuals.
Personnel training for the franchiser's MARK IV program.
was only two days of classes, but the company had participated in the applications design of the system.
Bank A, however, because it modified its CILS program
extensively, conducted the bulk of the necessary training
itself. A representative from McDonnell did hold an orientation session for management, but the detailed, working-level
instruction was provided by the bank's senior programmeranalyst. He held three sessions, each lasting over two hours,
spread over a three-week period. The texts consisted mainly
of a manual written by the bank; this was supplemented by
two other documents supplied by McDonnell. The bank considered testing its trainees, but dropped the idea, fearing
that those who received poor grades would become discouraged; there also was the possibility that the grades
would create friction among the trainees.
file conversion
Problems that may arise when preparing new data or modifying old data in order to implement a software package
can be an added expense to the user, as well as presentingsometimes critical-delays. With an inexperienced or busy
staff, the time and money invested in unanticipated reprogramming efforts can represent a serious economic loss.
To avoid this situation, Bank A suggested a few guidelines that a prospective user should consider before purchasing a package. First, the bank's spokesman stated that a
user should make sure the package is compatible with his
operating system, and that the contract makes the supplier
responsible for upgrading the package if additional releases
of the user's operating system are issued between the time
the package is ordered and the time it is installed.
Secondly, this user emphasized the importance of the
buyer knowing enough about the language the program is
written in to feel confident that he' can make in-house
changes. ("No matter how good the program is," said Bank
A's dp manager, "the user will end up doing some of the
work.")
File layout, he continued, is a crucial consideration. It
should provide space for expansion, as well as room for all
presently needed data. Bank A's own experience with McDonnell's CILS is instructive on this point. The file, as defined in the McDonnell program, contained 50 blank positions on each record-each capable of holding one alpha or
two numeric characters. Subsequently, the bank added
some data not specified in the program: branch bank code,
zip code, and a lengthened name and address code. Without the original room for expansion, these changes would
have required considerable reprogramming.
The conversion at Bank A took two months to complete;
although the dp manager reported that the installation
went "extremely well," the bank did have to write its .own
conversion program because the one offered by McDonnell
was considered inadequate. The two-month period to convert and test the files, however, proved to be the average
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Interdata's microcode approach to data communications is a step forward in system
design. FIRMware we call it. It is a story worth hearing-a technique for high
capacity message processing-a safeguard of communications software through
read only memory.

Position~ presently available for computer design engineers-software and hardware.
Please write or call Personnel, Interdata, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, N.J. Tel: 201 2294040

O.

I::aTTEEL '»..A..T..A..
OCEANPORT, NEW JERSEY 07757
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USERS SPEAK OUT ...

amount of time allotted to that procedure by all the users
interviewed except the railroad and Bank B. Using ADPAC
and McDonnell's Installment Loan Accounting packages,
respectively, neither of these companies found any file conversion necessary.
The departrrient store underwent several anticipated file
conversion with its CSC payroll package, because some second-generation payroll files were involved in setting up the
new system.
Few of the interviewed tIsers experienced any problems
with the actual installation of the packages. The department store, with a /30, a /40 and a /50, found the payroll
package "a true third-generation system." The store did report some problems with tax routines, and a longer run-time
than it had expected. (In the future, it plans to more carefully estimate the run-time. )
From the first, Bank B's Installment Loan Accounting
package ran well. The bank was disappointed only with the
report generation, believing the program in this aspect did
not fully use the possibilities offered by 360's. In evaluating
future programs, the bank plans to look'for improvements in
the generating of reports and more effective use of spooling.
The users were also questioned on the quality of the documentation-systems, program, operations, users' manual,
etc.-that was supplied with the system, and if it was sufficient for the user to make modifications or correct bugs
himself. Generally, the response to these questions was favorable. The food franchiser noted that the explanation of
error m~ssages was a good part of MARK IV'S documentation.
Bank B; which described McDonnell's documentation as
good, found it was capable of doing its own debugging, as

"You see, Chief, the communication explosion will make
your people and my people electronic neighbors. 1I
©DATAMATION
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did Applied Data Systems' two ADPAC clients, Bank D and
the railroad. The store reported CSC's system and instruction documentation on the payroll package Was good; but
because it was the first user of this package, the program
documentation was a little late for its purposes, and control
procedures were "practically void."
Bank A was "very satisfied" with McDonnell's documentation and support on CILS, although it had to write a substantial part of the training manual itself. The bank, which
modified the program eX:tensively and arranged the marketing agreement, and has substantial in-house programming
capabilities, did not depend heavily on McDonnell support.
Bank C, which worked closely with Information Sciences
to develop GRS for its' own purposes, had to supply some of
the documentation itself, but considered this "unavoidable."
The manufacturer, which found CSC's EXODUS documentation to be "poor," was pleased with the documentation provided by Applied Data Research on AUTOFLOW, which
included general information manuals, information on
operation, and job control cards for various computers.
The questions referring to the vendors' on-going maintenance support revealed differing arrangements. In the
case of ADP AC, an additional fee for maintenance is added
'to the cost of the package. Information Management's contract with the manufacturer requires IMI to maintain the
DETAP program for one year, and to continue to update the
system until all promised features are incorporated. Applied
Data Research will correct any bugs in AUTOFLOW that are
its fault, as does McDonnell in its installment loan package·
contract with Bank B.
'
Bank A suggested that there should be an open-ended
contingency section 'in the contract that establishes responsibility for breakdowns after acceptance. The bank's dp
manager stated that although most suppliers will reprogram
if presented with "satisfactory proof" that the problem was
their fault, this proof should be defined, and the buyer
should receive, in writing, a commitment from the supplier
as to how soon he will respond when called, and the technical competence of the person he will send.
The users were finally asked how the system performed
in production, and if it had met their original e,xpectations.
Their responses indicate that only a few problems were encountered. The department store discovered that its payroll
program had great difficulty handling cash vouchers; Bank
B had to modify the report generator on the iristallment loan
accounting package, although the package did perform
well in all other aspects in production.
The pleased restaurant franchiser remarked that 15 minutes after an Informatics' representative put the tape on the
machine, MARK IV was installed in his system; also, before
the six-month deadline for an operational system had expired, the franchi~er had already developed eight applications for its five divisions.
Success was also experienced by Bank A: in the seven
months it has been using CILS, no bugs have dev~loped.
And the manufacturer described AUTOFLOW and DETAP as
"running well"; it also finds performance on EXODUS I and II
good. EXODUS I reportedly does 75-85% translation; II, 8090%.
The only major production woes were Bank C's. Despite
all the work that went into programming, documentirig
and training, its GRS was still less than perfect when
the system went into operation. During the following
six months, said the dp manager, "We had to contend with
up ,to 100 pages of error messages a week." Operations
didn't suffer as much as this statistic would suggest, though,
because the old system was being operated in parallel with
the new one. No extra people were hired to service the two
systems, however, and as a result, there was less time availDRTRMRTION

able to debug GRS, and the job took longer than it might
have under other circumstances.
After the first six months of operation, the GRS error load
was down to a dozen pages a week or less. Bank C .and
vendor Information Sciences did the debugging of GRS
jointly, and the bank commented that it is satisfied with the
help it got from lSI. It also feels that the work it put into
the system was justified because the system has produced
substantial improvements in operating efficiency, and, Bank
C believes, will produce even greater benefits in the future.
"We have barely begun to explore the program's capabilities," remarked the dp manager.
So, we asked the eight users in our sample, do you feel
you got your money's worth? Suppliers of software packages and prospective users will both be encouraged to know
the response to this question was a unanimous "yes."

suggestions
Most of the users agreed that they would be willing to
consider purchasing other software packages if and when
the need arose. An exception was the department store; it
stated that it now would be more economical to write necessary programs in-house, unless a program could be found
that would require no modifications of any kind. The store
recommended that package buyers "rent" a representative
from the supplier who has an intimate knowledge of the
purchased program to work with the user's team until the
program is operational.
When asked what advice it would have for companies
considering purchasing software from an outside source,
Bank A suggested that no package should be purchased
until the buyer has seen a live demonstration, preferably on
his own equipment. Also, this user noted that it is in the

buyer's interest to haggle over the acceptance period..:-Le.,
the time that elapses between package delivery and package payment. About 30 days is a bare minimum; 60 days,
said the bank's dp manager, is probably attainable if the
purchaser asks for 90 to begin with and doesn't give up too
quickly. The bank concluded by stating that it preferred to
do business with a package supplier who operates' a service
bureau. This gives the supplier experience with problems at
the application end, and may provide him with a better
understanding of a specific user's operations-information
that can be used to hone the program into a better product.
Many recommendations were offered by the electronics
manufacturer, the most experienced package user in the
sample. It advised a prospective buyer to survey the market
and assign personnel who. understand the problem to conduct a systems analysis of the availabie programs. Attention
should be focused on performance of benchmark programs;
training, maintenance and documentation offered by the
vendor; and experience of the people in the vendor firm.
The manufacturer also suggested that the company advertise within its own firm to encourage employees to use the
program (when applicable, as with AUTOFLOW). Finally,
this user issued a warning about certain generalized packages that are marketed: users should be careful to see if
these programs were developed for second generation equipment and then updated. If so, some inefficiencies may be
present.
( Bank B added that while it definitely plans to consider
the purchase of additional packages, it intends to exercise
more caution in future evaluation processes, particularly
when examining the documentation. "Know what you need
and want," summarized the food franchiser's dp manager,
and then-"compare and go."
•

It takes know-how and imagination to save you a lot of time
and money with your present
data processing equipment.
DATA INFORMATION SERVICES, Inc .... a professional organization dedicated to assisting its clients in obtaining
maximum Gfficiency from their
computer system investment.
The company consists of the
highest caliber personnel from
every area of the entire data
processing industry, covering a
deep and vast range of business appl ications.
DATA INFORMATION SERVICES, Inc .... consultation, technical assistance and creativity
in both systems and programming disciplines.
Interested?

DATA INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
527 Madison Ave.; New York, N.Y. 10022
212-758-4479
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A USER
LOOKS AT
SOFTWARE

J

by AR!HUR C. NESSE

~

.

It was only two or three years ago that the word
"software" began to have any meaning in normal
business parlance. About that time, we began
.... ' .....
spending staff time and money at Ford Motor
Company to investigate the relative merits of software available from various computer suppliers. When money is spent,
it is usually necessary to develop some type of definition of
the activity involved. I remember, with some embarrassment, one definition of computer software. It went
something like this: "Software is the computer programs
which the computer supplier builds into the equipment
so that the equipment will accept application programs
developed by company programmers to do company work."
As of a few years ago, this definition of software was
valid for virtually all computer installations servicing the
commercial or business user and for most engineering-oriented installations as well. Management lives with the idea
that software is an accommodation the computer supplier
provides his customer when the customer selects his particular machine.
Computer users now realize that software is 50% or more
of the bill for a computer. There are more meaningful
differences between software systems than hardware capabilities and software thus deserves a far more critical and
discerning analysis than the hardware itself. Moreover, it deserves attention not simply in computer selection but in the
design and implementation of each maj01; computer application.
Let me illustrate the supplier-to-user relationship 'on software by an analogy. Each year, Ford-U.S. buys some 20,000 or so reels of magnetic tape. We are now in the process
of attempting to select a supplier to provide the magnetic
tape requirements. To the surprise and chagrin of Purchasing, it is all but impossible to develop a set of technical
specifications for magnetic tape, obtain competitive bids,
and buy quality-monitored tape from the lowest qualified
bidder. The potential suppliers are so close to the computer
environment that they insist on including in the price of the
tape the services of analysts to evaluate the quality of the
present tape, to establish tape library procedures, and to
provide. continuing "guidance." Some suppliers want to
provide magnetic tape on a rental basis. Most of the proposals include fairly elaborate provisions for testing, cleaning,
.
recertifying, etc.
My comments on magnetic tape only show that in the
presumably sophisticated world of computer users, a set of
objective standards for magnetic tape has not been devel48

oped. Our friends in Purchasing who are working with us
think it is high time computer people catch up with the
people who make paper boxes, electrical wires, or universal
joints.
You may be thinking at this 'point that the relatively
orderly relationship which we at Ford are moving to in
magnetic tape procurement is a pattern for future user-tosupplier relationships on computer hardware and software.
Perhaps we do aspire to it, but the number of problems
involved in what superficially appears a simple matter of
tape selection are trivial compared with the problem of
establishing relationships in buying computer hardware and
software on an equivalently specific level. This does not
mean that some degree of order is not emerging.

changes ah.ead

.

The software-oriented data center or similarly advanced
user will soon be in a position to specify and buy advanced
hardware to its software specifications. These operations
will be able to update and adapt. software to new equip.;.
ment without obsoleting application programs. The converse of this relationship has, of course, existed for yearsthat is, software is specified ~nd purchased for a particular
configuration of computer hardware or for a family of compatible hardware.

Mr. Nesse is manager of the
computer planning and control department, systems office, Ford Motor Company. He
has been active in various aspects of computer work there
since Ford installed its first
large-scale computer "in 1956.
He has a BA from St. Olaf
College and an MBA from the .
Harvard Business School. ..
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It's no longer news that computers are the fastest growing segment of American industry and software is the fastest growing sub-segmeIlt of the computer business. The
value of computer shipments in 1966 was less than $4 billion. Looking ahead, we are told that the market for computers will be $10 billion, perhaps by 1970. In the 1960's,
hardware represents approximately 60% of th~ value of
computer shipments. By 1975, the Stanford Research Institute tells us, the value of the hardware component in computer shipments will decline from 60% to about 30% or
40%, and the value of software will grow to the complementary 70% or 60%. From other sources, there are serious estimates that in the early 1970's the value of hardware, as a
percentage of the value of computer shipments will represent as Iowa dollar factor as 10% to 15%.
In my story about buying magnetic tape, we noted that
Purchasing objected to the service tie-in value of perhaps
10% to 20% of the total contract price for tape. Their objection was that a service ingredient'in any business relationship should be identified and bid separately if at all possible. When computer hardware and software relationships
are better understood, it is improbable that Ford or any
other large company will be willing to spend about 14 or
more of its computer dollars for software obtained as a service appendage to a computer hardware selection.
Computer users will all accept the generalization that
computer supplier-to-user relationships are changing. In
order to develop a skeleton around which to build a meaningful thesis, I decided to go back to the classics. Aristotle's
analytical technique was built around making a set of observations and, having made these observations, he had a
passion for classifying them. The essence of his procedure
was first to ask questions, or observe data; from this he
hoped to discover some general theory or set of classifications or meanings which would explain or, in his words,
"rationalize" the data.
Towards the rather monumental task of trying to rationalize an inherently irrational subject such as software, I intend to propose a number of questions and offer some answers and comments on each. If the classifications and comments bear any fruit-that is, if they do indeed rationalize
software in today's computer world-my hope is that this
document might be found on dusty book shelves some years
from now alongside one of Aristotle's lesser-known, but
nevertheless important, works. The Aristotle work which
may best relate to today's software world is a compendium
of life and practice in early Western history appropriately
titled "The Customs of the Barbarians."
Without defining or classifying software except to exclude application programs, we improve our understanding
by discussing some basic questions.
Who pays for software? The answer-the user. Consciously or unconsciously, directly or indirectly, the user pays for
software.
Who specifies software? First we have the computer supplier. Within tire supplier's organization you have the push
and pull of professional software experts, hardware experts,
and marketing or sales people.
,
Next we have the government, both as the largest user
and a user slavishly given to writing down contract terms
and conditions. Governmental agencies and semi-governmental agencies such as USASI are important in setting definitions and standards. Finally, the beleaguered user may
have some say on software specifications indirectly, in most
instances, through supplier user groups. The user, however,
will usually have his sayan specifications only if he develops it himself or buys it from a software house.
It's worth noting that the people who decide what software specifications should be will not necessarily implement
software. Software is implemented (produced if you will)
by the supplier, by colleges and universities, and by soft-
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ware companies on contract with either a supplier or a user.
Then, too, the user may do it himself.
Who "debugs" software? Self-evidently, the implementor
should "debug" his software. He may be the one who is
supposed to debug it, but the one who really does the job is
once again the one who ultimately pays for it-that is, the
user.
Who maintains software? Here the answer is the supplier,
the software company, or the user, but not necessarily the
implementor. As to software maintenance, software is like
babies. It seems that every red-blooded computer man from
operator and programmer to systems manager wants to conceive it. Like babies, however, it is very, very difficult to
find somebody who wants to maintain it or take care of it. If
you want to draw the analogy one point further, I would
say that most software is born prematurely. A premature
birth can grow into a living and thriving member of the
community if kept in an incubator. Unfortunately, some
excellent software dies an untimely death because it is born
so early that no amount of incubator care can enable it to
.
sustain the initial exposure to the world.
What does the user look for in software? Most users
would agree with the following items in approximate priority order-comprehensibility, operability, enhancement
without adverse feedback on existing standards and practices or reprogramming, and finally, computer efficiency of
applications programs.
Somehow it ought to be possible to develop software in
such a way that, when the software is changed, it does not
feed back to obsolete existing applications programs. Particularly, it should be possible to develop new operating systems without requiring the user to spend time and money to
adapt existing work to new software. When working applications programs must be modified in order to achieve the
performance offered by new operating systems, the users
have a very legitimate complaint against the people who
supply the software.
Ideally speaking, once the user has an appli~ation program that runs and accomplishes its objective, he should be
free from having to adapt and modify his program for any
changes in supplier software. One reason for the establishmentof software activities bY'users is to make an effort to
insulate the applications environment from the vagaries of
software as developed by suppliers or by software houses.

classes of software
Keeping in mind the objective of looking at software
from a number of points of view, we now arrive at the point
where it is necessary to differentiate among various classes
of software. I propose five general categories: Interface,
Utility, Hardware Control, Nonprogrammer Systems, and
Standard Application Packages.
For each of the general categories of software, it is
worthwhile to look again at the general questions as to who
specifies, implements, and maintains each.
Interface Software. This includes the assemblers or compilers necessary for interaction between the applications
programmer and the computer hardware. In general, these
routines are written by software experts familiar with the
hardware and are coded in machine language. There is a
trend for such software to be written in a higher-level language, possibly a specialized language for software. Nevertheless, even a high-level language designed for writing
software still requires some type of machine-level "handles"
to act as interface to the hardware.
Assemblers and compilers basic to a computer will probably always be the basic responsibility of the computer supplier. This does not mean that the software that the supplier
releases becomes the software which the user chooses to
adopt. For commercial applications, Ford has a subset of
COBOL for its particular environment. This subset is com-
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pleted for machines of 65K.and under and goes under the
title of FOBOL 1. We are developing a subset of COBOL for
,large-scale machines. This is called FOBOL 2. It is only a
small step between specifying a standard subset of COBOL
and developing significant extensions of COBOL particularly
useful to Ford's environment.
The reason for Ford action on COBOL compilers is to attempt to minimize the use of clumsy or inefficient statements and to preserve a reasonable degree of machine independence between suppliers. In one case, it required the
change of some 300 statements to convert a COBOL program
from one computer to another. This program was not de.:.
veloped to FOBOL specifications. We went through the 300
changes, however, and found that only four changes would
have been required if FOBOL standards had been adhered
to.
We see a new relationship emerging between the computer supplier and the computer user. In the past, the relationship has been between the supplier's systems engineer
or software specialist and the applications programmers. In
other words, the systems engineer trained the applications
programmers and provided the service, assistance, and advice necessary to develop and install productive applications programs.
When a company starts to develop subsets of a programming language and applies this to. a number of computer
suppliers, it automatically transfers the technical relationship with the suppliers to a special group of qualified systems programmers within the user's environment. I believe
this is a fortunate development-as much for the computer
suppliers as for the companies that use computers. The
establishment of technically competent groups within a
user's environment to interact with computer suppliers
places the training and communication burden where it belongs-that is, within the company. It frees the supplier of a
significant amount of time and cost as well as responsibilities which are difficult to acquit.
The _function of establishing standards and providing
training for applications programmers is one that is taken
on very grudgingly by users. Nevertheless, the testing and
acceptance of software offerings, the establishment of software standards, the development of good programming and
documentation practices is something which the user cannot and should not deputize to the supplier.
Utility Software. This classification includes such items as
sorts and merges, table manipulation, input! output routines, and some general-purpose communications packages.
Here, I imagine suppliers in the computer business have
some rather difficult trade-offs to meet. An adaptable and
generalized utility routine can be written in a high-level
language. However, this flexibility usually cannot be preserved without sacrificing the competitive throughput capability of the various utilities. Particularly damaging is the
fact that a large amount of machine comparison benchmark
work is based on utility routines, usually sorting. Therefore,
compromises in the speed-performance of the common util-_
ities often will place one machine at a disadvantage vs.
another machine.
As users, we feel very much on the spot in making reasonable judgments of the value and productivity of the utility routines available. In general, comprehensibility and
usability are more important than a profusion of offerings.
The necessity for multiple weeks' training of specialists to
comprehend the various packages is definitely a negative
factor.
In the "utility" family of software, I believe the role of
the supplier will diminish. I believe we wilJ see utility rou-
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tines developed by users for their environment. For many
standard offerings, we are told to expect "firmware" rather
than "software." Someone has projected that inexpensive
and dependable hardware with built-in programs will replace troublesome software for many common functions
such as input/output control, sorting, merging, etc. As time
goes by, users and software houses will develop utility routines for a particular environment which are more simple to
use, more efficient as to machine time, and better documented than general-purpose 'utility routines available from
the computer supplier.
Hardware Control Software. This includes the so-called
executive and operating systems. We already see extensive
cuttin'g and choosing by user technical groups and _extensive user adaptation of the operating systems provided by
the computer suppliers. If such systems could be built modularly to facilitate the pruning of non-relevant functions by
users, it would be helpful. Even for relatively standard
communications functions such as line control, the user remains pretty much on his own. Adaptation of so-called
standard communication packages may often cost more
than a new development from scratch.
In general, the investment in hardware operating systems
is probably too great to expect fundamental development
by users who run their own equipment. In the operating
-systems area, though, we will see a cutting and trying and
adaptation continually applied to general-purpose offerings.
Accordingly, the maintenance functions of the operating
systems, I think, will inevitably become a part of the user
environment with only the developmental and general-purpose responsibility continuing with the supplier.
Software in this category affects the user intimately; it
may actually dictate the method of operation in the shop
and may help or hinder the design of application programs.
It also is perhaps the most demanding of the user in terms
of training and computer knowledge. I don't know if it's
harder to develop -a compiler or an operating system or if
any generalizations apply. If, however, operating systems
are the hardest to develop and maintain, it's a relevant item
that this is the area where the user is most on his own.
N onprogrammer Software Systems. Through new families of software systems, people are gaining the capability of
using a computer without the necessity of learning how to
program. In general, a programming language -such as
BASIC, conversational FORTRAN, report generators, and
many so-called data management systems for storing, retrieving, and classifying information are intended for use by
nonprogrammers. There is little doubt that in the next couple of _years we' will see extensive use of large-scale computers directly by nonprogrammer users.
At Ford we have one of the largest time-sharing systems
-in the country. The system is serviced by some 200 terminals
located throughout the United States and some are connected overseas. While this was developed specifically for
problem solving rather than for data processing, the acceptance and use in the administrative and financial environment has been impressive.
Ford has also purchased a commercial data management
system and literally hundreds of nonprogrammer employes
are learning to use the computer directly with only a few
days of training.
The forecast of a $10 billion computer market which I
referred to earlier was accompanied by the estimate that
equipment for multi-access use of computers will be $6 billion out of th~ $10 billion market. The projection also
showed that the greatest growth in the multi-access market
will be for business and financial management purposes.
There is little in the multi-access computer environment
which will erode the systems already in operation. We can
assuredly look forward to anincrease in conventional batch
processing work for many years to come. Terminal orienta-
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tion-or perhaps we should call it the multi-access environment-is essentially a brand new method of computer use.
The installation of multi-access time-sharing terminals did
practically nothing at Ford to slow the ,growth of batch
processing work of a scientific and engineering nature. I
believe that the same pattern will develop in the business
environment. Just as the engineer or engineering analyst is
able to go to the console to call out standard programs or to
develop his own programs in order to solve a particular
problem, the financial analyst and clerk will be able to use
the computer for large areas of work not suitable with present techniques.
'
The principal growth in easy-to-use English language
programming is probably going to come from the data centers at the large companies and from commercial data cen- '
ters. Computer suppliers who can place their machines with
the leading data centers will undoubtedly have a significant
advantage in placing their machines with users.
As nonprogrammer types' of software come into day-byday use, software will finally become fully user-oriented
rather than machine-oqented.
Standard Application Software. We can look back as far
as 10 years and see very significant eHorts to develop standard-purpose packages for such items as accounts payable,
accounts receivable, payroll inventory, etc. 'Few of the efforts have lived up to their advance billings. Some major
eHorts are continuing today for inventory, insurance companies, reservations, etc.
'
Usually, projects to extend programmed applications between divisions in a company or between companies have
been very, very disappointing. This is because the extent of
nonapplicability to a particular activity has been too great,
. general-purpose applications consume too much computer
time, or the programming economies gained by use of the
general-purpose package have been too small. The transplant of applications packages has an important role to play
within a company. It may also have an important role to
play between companies, but only for a limited number of
specialized applications.
'
,
Except as a sales tool and for specialized areas, the standard applications are not expected to qe an accepted function for the computer suppliers to develop, install, and particularly not to maintain. There is, however, an important
role in this area for internal systems activities in a large
company and for the'independent data centers which are in
a position to develop and sell proprietary packages includ~
ing operational computer service.
where we are going

User-Supplier Relationships. In smaller companies, the
application programmer still faces the computer supplier's
systems engineer. The sy~tems engineer advises him of the
language to use, the operating systeIp. applicable, programming techniques, utility programs to select, etc. The role of
the computer supplier has now changed in the larger companies. In the larger companies, the supplier's systems engineers face a systems programmirig group, or at least a technical interface group which reviews the software oHerings,
the hardware oHerings, and makes the decisions for a group
of applications programmers. We thus see the supplier systems engineer usually removed at least one step from the
applications programmer.
In the scientific an'd engineering environment, we have
already reached the point where the user controls and, to
some extent, develops software. Computer programmers,
except for those full-time in software work, are only incidentally experts in coding the computer; they are generally mathematicians, statisticians, or engineers with computer
capability to give advice and assistance to the problem-oriented user. As time goes by, we can expect to see a similar
trend among commercial and business users.
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Thus we arrive at the rather unsurprising conclusion that
the user who pays for software will increasingly assert his
rights to call the tune in development. Little by little, the
more advanced users will grow unwilling to pay for software and hardware as a common lump. They will buy the
'two separately and selectively based on local requirements
and economics. What the advanced user does today, we can
, expect the rest of the industry to do a few years hence.
Advanced Systems'. The key items in virtually every major new systems plan are two-communication and mass
storage. In automotive systems, when a customer orders a
car, it becomes the immediate and direct concern of a host
of activities-the sales forecasters, the assembly plant, the in
company and outside suppliers, the dealer, the distribution
group, the accountants, the finance company, and even
those who follow up on customer satisfaction and take care
of warranty costs. The hierarchy of relationships which, .of
necessity, is sequential in nature, has been greatly speeded
up and rationalized by computers. We have had considerable success in "integrating" the work-that is, building one
system so it feeds a derivative system, etc., on down the
sales, production, and distribution cycle.
,
In automatic system development the so called "data
bank" approach offers the possibility of establishing a single
record for the initial transaction on a vehicle and appending to this base record all of the informational requirements
of vq.rious organizational components affected. On-line
status inquiry throughout the entire cycle is conspicuously
desirable. This data bank approach is relatively simple to
conceptualize, but infinitely difficult and expensive to implement. For this reason we will see, and we are already
seeing, these individual areas of the vehicle cycle' being
built into a series' of related data banks. Despite the difficulties involved, the trend of large-scale systems development
lies in the general direction of data banks and hardware
and software with on-line inquiry and retrieval capability.
The communications-oriented data bank systems evolving from current batch systems are planned and implemented by the professional systems expert and the programmer together with hardware and software support.
.The volumes of data and high cost involved dictate such
action. There is, however, a family of commercial computer
applications which are the equivalent of the engineer's
problem-oriented environment typically solved by the user
directly with a time-sharing console. This area has potential
for computer use relatively untouched by the typical batch
data processing environment. Commercial business timesharing in an interactive mode calls for new software, particularly in data handling capability, new terminals, extensive communications, and provision for data storage and
retrieval. It's the next computer frontier and the commercial
data centers are racing to see w~o gets off the starting line
first.
We will see conversational COBOL or its equivalent. We
will see inexpensive but powerful terminals with capability
to balance and edit computer input, store and retrieve data
and interact with a central computer with no programming
capability whatever required of the user. We will see the
data management systems which store and retrieve information from' computers-essentially by posting forms and
following instructions. We will be able to store and retrieve
information in computers, combine totals and develop analyses by doing nothing more complicated than the analyst
must do to develop a spread sheet and operate a key driven
calculator.
Someone said after being first on the list to use a new
software package, ''I've had my last first." There will be
many software "firsts" in the next few years.' Each computer
supplier, each software house, and each user will be driven
to a series of firsts within his own environment. Those who
are afraid to take their tum are already going backward. •
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where it goes

RUSKIN

Many helpful tabulations of computer hardware
features and costs are available, 'as are surveys
on computer use and costs, which involve opin. ions or subjective judgment, or are restricted to a
small select group of manufacturers, The author has long
believed that there remains a need for objective and basic
statistics about ail types of computer users' costs, staffing
and utilization. This belief was reinforced when it was
found that large (over 50%) differences in costs and staffing
can exist even between similar-sized companies in the same
industry, undertaking similar data processing applications.
A comprehensive survey of computer users' costs, staffing
and utilization was therefore initiated by the author last fall.
The survey was conducted by the Industrial Engineering
group of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. The University also contributed the computer time necessary for
detailed analysis of the results.
Some 2,000 questionnaires were sent to a cross-section of
North American edp users. The information was requested
on an anonymous basis, and the questions were specific
enough to uncover costs of equipment and staff by industry,
size of company, type of applications, hours of use, etc.

er than average cost might be explainable by outstanding
efficiency but, on the other hand, perhaps the explanation
lies in failure to implement potentially profitable application areas.
To make the survey more meaningful, results were sorted
by country, by industry, by annual sales or revenue, by number of customers or accounts, and by other relevant factors.!
To provide a measure of the actuai "spread" experienced;
the survey results show a lower quartile, a median, and an
upper quartile, where practical.
Costs and staffing will naturally be irifluenced by the extent of the edp functions and applications undertaken, and
the survey therefore includes application areas. It cannot be
expected that the cost of advanced and specialized computer applications used by different companies would be
cOIPparable. On the other hand, standard accounting or
standard commercial applications could be fairly comparable between similar companies. The detailed analysis of
survey results therefore also includes a proration of each

results as bench marks?
In view of the large sums expended on edp; top management of many companies would dearly like to know how
their edp costs, staffing, and extent of applications compare
with those of similar organizations undertaking similar applicati~ns. The question is: Can a survey really provide a
meaningful yardstick? The author believes that, while comparisons with survey results cannot by themselves indicate
anything either good or bad, they can serve as flags, just like
budget variances, and lead to explanations of relevance to
management .. At best, a -higher than average cost may be
easily explainable in terms of the increased benefits obtained from a wider range of computer applications. A low1 However, sorting is deliberately limited in such a way that all results
will remain anonymous, so that no company can be identified on
account of its unique size or position.
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ONE OF A KIND

This is the heart of the Data Devices Mark-II Tape
Cleaner. No one else has anything like it. It removes dust, dirt, oxide clumps and other foreign
particles from your computer tape, and whisks
them away with true vacuum action. You never see
the dirt, and neither does your tape. The Mark-II
cleans your tape thoroughly and efficiently, but
doesn't scrape away the oxide as it goes after the
dirt, can't damage the tape, and will not create
magnetic fields.
The rotating cylinder eliminates contaminants, as
it eliminates the need for pads, wipers, solvents
and blade replacement. Multiple blades pass over
each section of the tape, removing contamination.
Most important, the self-sharpening cleaning element is guaranteed for the life of the cleaner.
With the Mark-II Tape Cleaner you don't keep an
inventory of supplies ... you clean tape!
WRITE FOR DETAILED LITERATURE

data devices, inc.
18666 Topham Street / Tarzana, California 91356
Phone: 213·345·7013
A subsidiary of

data products corporation
ANOTHER

@ data productsi
PERIPHERAL
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Straight talk to decision-makers
who cannot afford to compromise
on reliability in selecting
a disk pack.
The new "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk
Pack is made for those who demand the ultimate in reliability
and dependability in random access data storage.
It is a product of 3M Company's
21 years of technological experience in the development and perfection of magnetic coatings ...
a result of the same advanced
technology that produced the
standards for computer tapes:
"Scotch" Brand 777 and 777 GP.
Here are some of the reasons
"Scotch" Brand 906 Disk Packs
belong in your data processing
system:
1.3M Company manufactures its
own oxide, binder and substrate.
This single-source technology
assures consistent quality control
at all stages of manufacture to
consistently produce a uniform
product.
2. "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk Packs
surpass all industry standards for
performance. They are guaranteed error-free when used on IBM
1311, 2311 or equivalent drives.
3. The oxide concentration and
the coating thickness on each
"Scotch" Brand Disk is electronically regulated to control the
critical level-of-output factor
(Read Pulse Amplitude). Too thin
a coating, even with the proper
amount of oxide in the dispersion,

results in too little output. Too
thick a coating or too high an
oxide content will produce excessive output.
4. Every "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk
Pack is total area tested. This goes
far beyond conventional initialization procedures: every recordable area that can be reached by
a head is tested for possible errorproducing coating flaws.
5. The polymers and oxides used
are the finest quality available.
They are specially prepared and
blended in a uniqueformula, and
are applied to the substrate by a
3M-developed coating technique.

Uniform coating

6. The surface waviness of the
substrate and the coating thickness on "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk
Packs are held to minute tolerances to assure consistent flying
altitude of heads and minimize
undesirable signal modulation.
7. "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk Packs
are fi nished by a process that
assures radial as well as circumferential smoothness. In many finishing processes, to assure that
the finishing marks are parallel
with the recording track geometry, radial surface smoothness is
often sacrificed.

9. The rigid center mounting in
"Scotch" Brand 906 Disk Packs is
engineered to prevent shifting of
disks from their balanced position, thereby avoiding wobble or
vibration in subsequent use.
10. Each "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk
Pack comes in a strong, durable
LEXAN® canister that assures
safe transportation and storage.
A built-in foam rubber seal keeps
the contents dust free.
11. "Scotch" Brand 906 Disk Packs
are available for sale or lease.
For more information on "Scotch"
Brand Disk Packs,· see your 3M
representative, or write: Market
Services Department, Magnetic
Products Division, 3M Company,
3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
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Is she for you or against you?

FORTUNA-GODDESS OF FORTUNE

Fortune smiles on those enterprises which are
managed best - and the best-managed enterprises
today make optimal use of automated Management Information Systems. In designing these
systems, Planning Research distinguishes information from the raw data that formerly took days
or weeks of processing to be useful to the decisionmaker. Real information can now be available in
hours or minutes, not buried in voluminous tab
runs. You can manage with it.
The payoff is increased profits.
When we structure a Management Information
System, we examine the total environment in
which it will function. We begin by defining the
objectives you want to achieve. We survey your
organization and define its information needs. We
define both the eGo nomic implications and the
technical specificadons of the system. We design it
to respond to all th1e people who use it. We select
and procure the most effective hardware (we

make no hardware of our own). We select or
create the software. We train your operations personnel. More important, we train your users. This
total approach ensures that the system arches
across your enterprise, interacts successfully with
your people, and works with maximum efficiency.
We can do all this because Planning Research is
a unique group of professionals. In addition to the
computer sciences, disciplines include economics,
business administration, behavioral psychology,
most branches of engineering, the classical sciences, and mathematics. These disciplines, representing more than thirty areas of knowledge, are
skillfully blended on project teams to form the
most powerful analytic tool yet developed for the
solution of computer systems problems.
To find out how a Planning Research system
can let you manage information for your benefit,
contact Mr. J. N. Graham, Jr., Vice President and
. General Manager, Computer Systems. Division.

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION
Home office: 1100 Glendon Avenue', Los Angeles, California 90024
An Equal Opportunity Employer. Candidates are invited to write to the Administrator for Professional Staffing.
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company's edp costs in accordance with hours it spends on
standard accounting applications processing in an attempt
to develop some kind of edp cost bench mark for standard
accounting applications.
survey forms used
The survey forms used were designed for computer tape
sorting and analysis. Hundreds of different types of analyses
are possible, but the key analyses cover seven main topics:
1. Location
2. Industry
3. Company size: Revenues, Customers, Employees
4. Direct edp costs
5. Number of edp staff
6. Application areas
7. Equipment.
In addition to the quantities shown on the survey forms,
the following items are computed for analysis:
Equivalent annual cost of purchased equipmenF
Breakdown of edp cost components, in dollars and percentages
Breakdown of edp cost components in terms of edp cost
per $ million sales (or revenue)
Breakdown of edp cost components in terms of edp cost
per customer (or account)
INDUSTRY'

sales for each company, according to the percentage of the
total hours used by each company for processessing each
application.
The survey was originally confined to Canada, where in
1966 there were about 1,000 computers used by about 800
organizations, each of which was sent a set of forms. The
response was excellent. RepHes from over 200 companies
were received. 3 On a statistical basis, the results can therefore be expected to be representative of three quarters of all
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Canadian computer users, with a 95% level of probability.
We received many letters endorsing the concept of the
survey and numerous requests for detailed results. A number of compani~s also submitted helpful criticisms and comments, from which it appeared that the two-page survey
form was somewhat too elaborate, and that the application
areas surveyed were oriented a little too much towards
manufacturing. These comments will be considered in any
future surveys.
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Direct edp cost (equipment, staff, materials and other) by industry.
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Fig. 2 edp percentage cost breakdown.
Percentage of users reporting different applications or
types of equipment
Prorated cost of each application per $ million sales. This
was obtained by prorating of total edp cost per $ million
2 Purchased equipment costs .have been converted" to an equivalent
annual rental, using a discounted cash flow method with a 6% interest,
and a 10% resale value at the end of a five-year life.
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need for u.s. survey
The survey was next extended to the U.S. to get a meaningful comparison between Canadian and U.S. users. Also,
it was believed that U.S. computer users would find the
U.S. sutveyresults helpful in providing factual and objecA total of 394 computer survey records were obtained from Canadian
computer installations, because many firms had several Sllparate computer
installations. Each separate installation was treated as a separate record,
and another record was created for the company total in cases where a
company had more than one computer. Not all companies c.ompleted
every item of the que"stionnaire, and this accounts for the different totals
of records shown in the detailed analysis of various items.

3
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tive statistics about edp costs, staffing and utilization in the
U.S.
Earlier attempts to compare Canadian with U.S. users
had been handicapped because no really comparable data
was available. In 1967 the Canadian Institute of Ch~rtered
HARDWARE BRACKET
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Fig. 5 Number of programmers and analysts by hardware
bracket.
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Accountants made a survey of the computer application
areas of 56 of the largest Canadian investor-owned corporations, including organizations other than manufacturers.
They then compared it with a U.S. survey involving 33 U.S.
manufacturing companies, which were selected on a quite
different 'basis, sales growth and return on investment, rather than mere size. It is doubtful if such a comparison between U.S: and Canadian companies, selected on entirely
different bases, can really be meaningful.
The present survey should also be helpful to the average
U.S. computer user. A bench mark used in earlier U.S. surveys was the direct edp cost per $ million sales. An overall
average of $5,600 was quoted in a recent survey of 108
leading manufacturers, whose sales volume varied from un.der $50 million to over $10 billion. However, our survey
shows that the edp cost per $ million sales goes down
rapidly with increasing company sales volume, as might be
expected from economies of scale. It may therefore be misleading for U.S. companies of widely differing sales volumes
to use the same $5,600 industry average as a bench mark.
Further, no one can be sure of the assumption, implicit in
earlier U.S. surveys, that the edp costs and practices of the
ind~stry leaders are appropriate bench marks for the average U.S. company. To what extent would edp costs and
pqlCtices, entirely suited to say General Motors or IBM, still
be' appropriate if applied to the average U.S. company, especially one that is not a manufacturer? More basic' statistics about a representative cross-section of U.S. computer
users would aid in answering that question.
.
In short, a great deal more basic and objective statistics
about computer users' costs, staffing and utilization would
be 'of value to the average North American company or
organization, especially one that is not engaged in manufacturing.

Procurement

summary of canadian results • . •

Accnts Payable
GeneralAIC

The results !Jf the survey and analysis of Canadian users
are summarized here. They may be of general interest since
our replies to date from U.S. users seem to indicate generally similar patterns, although it is too early to be sure.
,
The survey data has been subjected to detailed computer
analysis in over 150 different ways, or combinations thereof,
e,g., by type of industry, by' number of customers, by dollar
sales or revenue, by total costs, by equipment costs,' etc.
Space limitations permit showing only summarized results.
(Detailed results for Canadian users in various industries
are available in booklet form from "Computer Survey," Dept.
of Mech. Engineering, Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.)

ACCOUNTING

Plant AIC
Sales Anal. 8. Stats.
Inventory Control
Shareholders Rcrdl, chks.
Audit Trail
Management Info.
Other AIC
Prodn. Control, Schdlng.
Inspection, Quality Cntrl.
Maintenance Control

Operations. Dispatching
Engng. Computations
Scientific Computations
Op. Reseal'ch, lin. prog.
Other Eng., Scientific
Status Enq. Resvns, etc •.
Message Switching
O.L.R.T.

Other O. L. R. T.
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Fig. 6 Application areas.

The direct yearly edp costs (equipment, staff, material
and other) are shown in Fig. 1 for various industries in
Canada. The median edp cost is greatest for the petroleum
and mining industry, and least for the construction industry~ The median edp cost for a Canadian computer user is

Table I: Yearly edp cost per customer (or account); all canadian users
# Customers
or Accounts

Lower
Quartile
$/Cust/Year

Median
$/Cust/Year

Upper
Quartile
$/Cust/Year

Above 100,000
10,000 to. 100,000
1,000 to 10,000

0.70
3.40
24.00

1.80
8.90
45.00

2.50
1'3.00
66.00

2.50

.15.50

37.00

Av~rage

for all
customer brackets
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about a quarter of a million dollars per year. Since there
were over a thousand computer installations in Canada in
1967, it appears that well over a quarter of a billion dollars
per year is being spent on edp in Canada.
'
Fig. 2 shows the percentage breakdown of edp costs into
equipment, staff, materials, and supplies, and other. (These
costs do not add up to 100%, because a company that has
median equipment ~sts does not necessarily also have
median staff costs, etc.) Staff accounts for around 48% of
the total edp costs, and exceeds equipment, which is a close
second at 44%.
'
A useful bench mark for analysis is the edp cost per $
million of sales (or revenue) for companies in different sales
or revenue brackets. Fig. 3 shows that the median edp cost
per $ million sales decreases rapidly with increasing company sales or revenue. The median edp cost per $ million
sales, for a company with over $500 million sales, is less than
one-tenth that for a company with under $10 million sales,
50

Fig. 8 shows that over one user in ten reported having online real-time systems.
Fig. 9 indicates that one in five companies reported the
use of an outside service center as well as their own computer, presumably because their own computer has insufficient capacity for scientific and engineering programs,
or is overloaded.
Fig. 9 also shows that a substantial number of the companies utilizes outside kypunch services and outside contract programming.

conclusion
, This paper summarizes the results of a searching survey
of Canadian computer users' costs, staffing, and applications.
'
The survey in the U.S. is still continuing but unfortunately the rate of response has been disappointingly slow, as
compared to the high rate of response in Canada. Editorial
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obviously due to economies of scale for larger installations.
Analyses were also made of the yearly edp cost per customer (or account) for various industries, and for various
numbers of customers.; The results for all Canadian users are
shown in Table I, and. again show the effects of economies
of scale.
'

further results
Fig. 4 shows the nuinber of staff, by type, for all Canadian edp users. Production and operating staff (operators,
keypunch and verifier operators, clerical and managers) account for about 70% of .the total. The balance of 30% is made
up of analysts and programmers, i.e., the software staff.
Fig. 5 indicates ho,w the number of analysts and programmers grows with the hardware cost, i.e., with computer
size. Surprisingly, it appears that there are no great economies in relative software costs as computers get larger.
The percentage of companies reporting the use of various
types of applications was analyzed and combined into an
application profile, as shown in Fig. 6. Similar application
profiles were drawn up for each industry. Obviously, most
Canadian computer users still have a long way to go to full
computerization of various business functions.
The percentage of computer users working one, two, or
three shifts is shown in Fig. 7. For the purpose of drawing
this chart, it was assumed that one shift represents 176
hours per month.
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Fig. 9 Percentage of users with outside services or rentals.

mention by DATAMATION of the survey in a December 1967
news item provided a helpful boost, but we still do not have
enough replies for the size of sample desired.
DATAMATION has kindly offered welcome and helpful
additional support in facilitating the mailing of 1,000 additional computer survey questionnaires to a small 'cross-section of its readership. Hopefully, the appearance of this
article will persuade' a large percentage of the recipients
to respond to the questionnaire in the interest of providing
the first opportunity for North American computer users to
get objective and detailed information on costs, staffing and
utilization in various types of industries and organizations.
The results of the U.S. surveys will be published when
•
the analysis is completed.
aATAMATIClN
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PROGRAM
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

for big, statistiCal,
analytical jobs

by ARNOLD D. KARUSH
Statistical and analytical programs are essentially
an embodiment of a model representing some
aspect of the real world. The answers they pro. , vide are only approximations to the true values
'of the system being modeled. Thus any error degrades their
usefulness by creating either undue confidence or pessimism in the model's validity.

D

Quality assurance involves the continual monitoring of
the operating program or system for the purpose of detecting possible or actual problems, the resolving of potential
problems, the verification of the output, and the assurance
of good communication between the designer, programmer
and user.
The large, sampling type, statistical and analytical programs that are discussed in this paper are generally characterized by:
1. Large quantities of input data.
2. A complex structuring of the input data.
3. A preponderance of contractive and inferential data
transformations with only a few one-to-one transformations.
A contractive transformation occurs when, using a formal
algorithm, a single value is used to represent a set of values.
An example is the use of the mean. The mean is derived
from, and represents, all of the values in the set.
An inferential transformation occurs when, using either
algorithms or heuristics, an implication can be derived from
a set of values; the implied fact is then used in further
analysis and the original values are discarded. An example
is the determination of the heading of an aircraft from a
mass of radar data.
A one-to-one transformation occurs when' one set of
values is converted into another set, both sets containing the
same number of values. An example is the conversion of
octal numbers to their decimal equivalents.
This discussion of quality assurance is divided into three
parts. The first part deals with the specific characteristics of
this kind of program and then proceeds to examine reasons
for degradation of quality and to describe some quality-control techniques.
Four problem areas will be distinguished in the first part:
input data, processing, output data, and communication.
The second part of the discussion is concerned with four
techniques which have an overriding effect on the degree tq
which the quality can be controlled. These techniques are
reproducibility of the input data; recording capability; reduction capability; and output of the monitoring function.
The third part considers the question of cost effe~tiveness
of quality control.
.

input data
The input data used by this kind of program is characterized by quantity and complexity. There are large volumes of data to be manipulated and often a great many
program decisions to be made in preparing the data for
processing. More specifically, there exist the characteristics
of:
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1. Repetitiveness-the data is blocked into logical segments each of which can be continually repeated.
2. Logical interrelationship-the ordering of blocks of
data and individual datum with respect to each other.
3. Temporal interrelationship-the ordering of data by
time, particularly where data are arriving on more than
one I/O channel or where blocks of data each refer
to the same time period.
4. Complex input format-the data may be compressed
in order to make their transmission as efficient as possible. It may be coded or scrambled for security or
redundancy reasons.
Because of the input data's complexity, and the correspondingly large potential for error, the user must concern
himself with the quality of the data. A technique to assure
quality is that of continually monitoring the input data for
certain kinds of problems. Areas to monitor for are:
Temporal Organization. The temporal organization of
the input data is subject to error because of problems within
the input system. Errors may be due to tapes being out of
sequence, I/O channels not functioning correctly, and
events not all reaching the computer in the allotted time
interval. When the data are coming from only one channel,
time sequenced, all that has to be checked is the correct
temporal ordering of the data and, if applicable, a minimum amount of data in a specified interval. However, when
more than one channel is being used simultaneously, it is
necessary to check that all data for a given time interval are
available and that data from two different intervals are not
processed together. All input data should be identifiable
with respect to time, and maximum use of these time keys
should be made by the program in order to assure correct
processing.
Physical Organization. The physical organization of the
input data is also subject to error because of problems within the input system (e.g., noise, tape problems, hardware
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with systems programming
and special project development. He was previously with
RCA and the Univ. of Pennsylvania's Institute for Cooperative Research. He has a SA
from the Univ. of Pennsylvania.
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failure). Added to this complexity, however, is the fact that
the input data· ~re often compressed or encoded for such
. purposes as reducing the storage space required, or providing for redundancy. Thus the program must often reorganize the data within the computer for efficient processing. A
redundant number of control items should be provideq
within the input data for direCting the program in the data
. reorganization. This redundancy is useful because it allows
the program to extract a maximum amount of information
from degraded data. The program should be designed to
make use of the most efficient set of keys first, to expect a
variety of types of degradation including the destruction of
the beginning and end indications of a block of data, and to
use secondary keys where necessary and possiple.
Logical Organization. The logical organization of the input data may. be disrupted because of the previously mentioned errors in the input system, and also by logical errors
in the devices (e.g., a computer program, I/O control unit)
which produce the data. Such problems can be caused by
, missing blocks of data, blocks with incorrect identifications,
an excessive or insufficient number of blocks, blocks that
have an incorrect length, etc. The program should be coded
with a list of parameters describing the logical organization
of the input, and it should verify this organization for the
data it reads.

processing
It is during the processing qf the already prepared input
data that most errors or potential problems can be detected.
There may· be problems with 'the program code, numerical
analysis techniques, program design, or design specifications. Fr~quently the errors and problems can be uncovered
by program self-checking features, that is, monitoring.
The decision of what to monitor is a function of the nature of the variables and the type of processing.
Statistical Processing. This involves the contractive processing of data. That is, the reduction of a large mass of
values to a set of relatively few values, this set presumably
being representative of certai~ aspects of the original values. In performing this kind of processing it is often necessary to use numerical analysis· tec4niques to manipulate the
large volume of data and the possibly c6'mplex calculations.
The intermediate results 6f arithmetic calculations should
be monitored for values of an incorrect magnitude. A value
which is unexpectedly large or small can degrade the ultimate result. It also sugg~sts that an ~rror may exist. The
arithmetic error detection circuitry of the computer should
also be monitored.
Logical ProcesSing. There are two types of analyzing that
may be performed. The first is called inferential. It involves
analyzing the data in order to infer specified ,characteristics
about the environment which generated the data. Monitoring should be performed for unexpected or improbable· results. The second type of analysis determines the logical
path which the succeeding processing will follow. These
logical decisions should' be designed' to take into account
all possible results: It is not safe to assume that particular
conditions will never exist; faulty design is often manifested
by unexpected conditions.
Ordering of the Variables. The variables may be unordered, string ordered, or tabular ordered, the last two being the more common. With string ordering, all the values
for one variable appear in sequence. With tabular on;lering,'
the values for all of the variables describing a particular
event are grouped together, then the same variables are
grouped with new data for another event. Thus the logical
relationships 'among data for a particular entity. can be
checked. For example, the correctness of the ordering of
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data for an entity in tables and arrays of different structures
can be validated. Also, the relationships between· data for
all entities can be check€id. For example, in a list-ordered
structure the threads should all begin and terminate at
proper points. Thus it is clear that any inherent ordering of
the data can, and should, be used to check structure of the
data.
'
Values of Critical Variables. Another quality control factor involves the values of certain critical variables. The program can check whether these variables exceed their expected bounds. The variables should be selected 'on the
basis of how serious a problem would be caused by their
containing erroneous values. Intermediate values, particularly counts and the number of entries in tables, should be
monitored continually. ,The tables are particularly important as an excess number of entrie~ can result in other data
being destroyed. An excess value for a count datum, or for
the number entries in a table, is a good indication that errors or inadequate design exists.
Logic Dependency of the Variables. The interpretation
of the meaning and/or coding of a variable may be dependent upon the value of other variables. The monitoring process can determine when there are incorrect values for such
variables by using the available logical relationships to look
for logical incongruities.

output
.
The degree to which the output can be verified is highly
dependent upon the complexity of the arithmetic and logical calculations and on the quantity of the inputs. The kind
of pr!Jgram that is under discllssion is characterized by a
high degree of complexity and quantity. Thus, several techniques may be necessary in order to verify the output.
The simplest technique is to have available a standard set
of representative inputs fqr which all of the correct output
values are known. Then it is a relatively straightforward
matter to compare the program's output against the standard output. This requires an input data recording or simulation capability in order to repeatedly input and process
the same data.
There may be other programs .that operate on the same
set of data as the object program and which are known to
be working correctly. If they output data which is the same
as~ 'or related to, the object program's output, then comparisons of values can be fruitfully made.
.
When data with predetermined values can be input to
the program, it may be possible to perform some of the
program's calculations by'hancl on the same data and then
compare both sets of results. This is generally very time
consuming.
The previous three techniques all involve comparison
with known values. Many times, however, there are no
known values. In this case, the only way to verify the output requires a thorough knowledge of the system being
modeled and of the algorithms in the program. Two techniques for verifying the output are suggested here.
The first involves knowing the magnitude of the output
values. This can be derived from previous rough analysis of
the expected input values plus the knowledge of the system
and the algorithms. Values that exceed expecteu boundaries
may be viewed with suspicion.
The second technique requires the manipulation of the
inputs or input system in a controlled manner so as to be
able to predict variations in the output. By observing the
directiori and magnitude of change in the output values,
one can determine if the program is behaving approximately as intended.
The purpos~ of programmed monitoring of the output
data is to provide an automated method for examining the
reasonableness of the final values computed by the pro(Continued on page 65)
gram.
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There are certain characteristics of the output data that
can be automatically monitored in order to warn the user of
a potential lack of validity iri the results. All output data
that can take on a range of values should have its bounds
specified by paramet~rs within the program. The program,
then, can bring to the user's attention data that exceed
these bounds. The program should also be aware of nonexistent data. This is important when a datum is used in an
equation, as its absence or zero value is not immediately
apparent to the user.
Particularly when performing statistical calculations,
there' is often an implicit requirement that the sample values be of a certain range and quantity. The program should
incorporate checks to determine when data fall out of that
range and when the size of the sample is too small. It is
desirable to make use of statistical techniques which utilize
the sample size to determine probable error.

,
communication
Problems that are caused by inadequate communication
are evid~riced by the programmer incorrectly implementing
the design and by the user misunderstanding the output. In
order to minimize the errors caused by inadequacy in this
area, there must be standards for communication from designer to programmer and from programmer to user. An
understanding by the user of exactly how the program implements the design specifications enables him to better understand the meaning and implications of the output and to
participate in the monitoring of possible ,problems. Such
standards also provide for efficient feedback- to the programmer and designer.
The information- to be communicated by the designer
should include:
1. Description of all equations.
2. Error tolerances and magnitude bounds for numerical
values.
3. Explicit descriptions of how measurements ~re to be
made.
4. Explicit definitions of logical algorithms.
5. Statement of the order of processing operations where
this is not obvious.
6. Descriptions of program monitoring.
7. Descriptions of input data format.
8. Descriptions of output data format.
9. Control card specification.
The document from the programmer to the user should
describe how the program implement~d the design' specifications, particularly where the programmer had to refine or
modify the design specifications. It should include a detailed explanation of how each output datum, or component
of such, is computed. This involves describing the input
data used, any unusual conditions involved in its processing, and the order in which decisions are made. This kind of
information will enable the user to determine if the design
specification was implemented meaningfully and whether
there should be design changes.
In summation, the design specification document begins
with assumptions about what information is desired and
then describes the characteristics of this information and
how to compute it. The programmer-to-user document describes how the programmer achieved' the design requirements.
In the previous discussion, four problem areas for quality
control were distinguished. These are input data, processing, output data and communication. There are several programmed techniques for aiding in the quality control of the
first three areas. Reproducibility of the input data is a re-
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quirement for verifying the correctness of the input. Data
recording of the program's own tables must be done to resolve processing problems. Data reduction versatility is
highly desirable for reducing the effort bf interpreting the
recorded data. The existence of a monitoring function is
necessary for finding problems that involve errors in transient data.
It is essential that the program be able to process the
same set of data more than once. The input data that have
already been recorded and input to the program in their
recorded state present no problem. Otherwise, one of two.
techniques must be used to obtain reproducible input. The
first is to have the program record the data while the data
. are being reacl. For example, a block of data'would be read
from the input medium; then, while the data are being processed, they would also be written onto a tape. This requires only a little additional time if an extra I/O channel
is available. Of course, a playback feature must be incorporated into the program in order to read the recorded
data as live inputs. The second technique is to provide
simulated inputs to the program. The 'term simulation as
used here means the production of realistic appearing inputs in an artificial environment. This technique implies
reproducibility.
.
There are several reasons for the significance of being
able to reproduce the input data, If an error is suspected in
the input there is one good way to verify it-by examining
that input data. It is usually cheaper to do this than to rerun
the program with modifications to look for the error if it
occurs again. It is desirable to be able to rerun the job either
for an additional copy of the output or because the program
had been given incorrect instructions (e.g., erroneous control cards). To be able to compare a modified program's
output with a standard output provides the most thorough
way to check out corrections or changes to a program. This
requires reproducible input.

data recording
In order to determine the cause for many of the problems
that will occur it is desirable, if not a necessity, to have a
data recording and data reduction capability for the program itself. This means that the program is able to record
the data it uses and produces while performing its operational function. It is not actually necessary for the program
to record the data physically. Instead, the program may
select that data requested for analysis and then allow the
data reduction function to process the data while the operational program pauses.
A determination by the program of when to record data
can be based on three criteria:
Time oriented. The program can record during some specific time period or time intervals. Since most input data for
the type of program under discussion is absolutely or relatively time ordered, this kind of orientation provides for a
sampling of the program's responses.
1l,nvi'iy oriented. In many input systems the data is ordered by separate but related entities. For example, in an
airline reservation system each flight may be considered an
entity. Both the input data and the program's data that
refers to that entity could be recorded. Thus problems can
be resolved with respect to a particular entity instead of
having to resolve them by examining cross sections of data,
Function oriented. Generally, programs are divided into
separate areas, either logically or physically, based on the
various functions which must be performed. Often there are
problems which can be isolated to a specific function but
not to a specific time or entity. For this reason it is desirable
to have the Gapability of recording before, during, or after a
function has completed operation.
The question of what data to record must be considered
because the recording, and the corresponding data reduc-
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tion, can be a costly process. The simplest, and generally
most useful, solution to the problem is to record table blocks
or blocks of core memory. More specialized techniques involve recording particular entries of tables and individual
items of tables.
data reduction

Once the data for checkout of a problem has beenselected or recorded, it is then necessary to process it in some
manner to be readable. The simplest, but least useful, form
of processing yields an octal or hexadecimal printout of the
data. For any large amount of recorded data such a printout
is very difficult to work with. It is preferable to have a data
reduction capability that converts the recorded data into
the items of information it represents. This involves the
printing of titles to identify such facts about the data as
time, location, table name,and item name and the conversion of the binary values into the coding they represent,
.
such as decimal or Hollerith.
Data reduction may be performed on recorded data after
the operatiOnal program has run, or it may function in alternation with the operational program. Tlie latter mode
presumes a nonreal-time program that can be interrupted at
any time. This mode would allow quicker response as there
is no intermediate storage of the data to be reduced.
So far, the discussion has implied data reduction with
respect to the program's functions. It can be very useful to
have a reduction capability for the input data as well. Often, this is the only way to obtain information for solving
certain types of problems relating to the content of the input.
mon.itor output

When the monitoring routines that are checking for possible or actual errors find an error, they must communicate
this to the user. The monitoring routines should print a
statement about each error onto an on-line I/O uni,t in order
to provide the option of whether or not to discontinue the
program run. The message should contain the following
information as a minimum:
1. Reason for, or type of, problem.
2. Where, in the program, the problem occurred (core
location, procedure, etc.)
3. The value of the data word (s) that caused the problem.
4. If the processing at that point can be associated with
a logical entity, then state the identification of that
entity.
.
'
If the prograin is operating on prerecorded data, tpe
more serious kinds of problems should cause the program
to halt in order to give the user an option whether or not
'he wants to continue the job. It is generally not a good idea
to halt when processing live data as some data may be lost
while the program is halted, thus further degrading the program's output.
cost effectiveness

The cost of installing quality control features in a program can be very high, ranging from 10% to 30% of the
basic program's cost. There is also increased cost in running
the program as the monitoring features can add 5 to 15% to
the running time. However, balanced against this are three
important benefits that accrue to a program with extensive
quality control features. First is the increase in checkout
speed and decrease in undetected errors. Second is a reduction in program maintenance. And last-an intangible but
still important consideration-is the greater confidence felt
by a user of the program.
•
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WHAT
THEY
REALLY MEAN
by D.V. BOLTON
(Interpreting proposals is always a problem, especially for
the new prospective user. This brief guide to sales terminology explains some of the ??lore common phrases.)
PROPOSAL PHRASE

MEANING

You are fortunate indeed to have contacted a manufacturer
who cali deliver the equipment within the six month delivery period, whiCh we estimate you will require.

If we don't get some revenue from you this year we won't
make our budget.

We have carried out an exhaustive and comprehensive survey of your problems.

Look at the number of times we have taken you to lunch.

Furthermore, in a multiprogramrriing environment, two
machines would offer an element of parallel processing
which would not otherwise be possible on any computer
equipment you are likely to consider.

We can't do it on one machine.

We cannot qveremphasize the importance of this decimal
arithmetic capability.

We have no floating point hardware.

Our third-generation equipment provides the highest standard of reliaqility.

There will be no local back-up.

While we have not shown detailed flow charts and description of your production control systems, we estirriate that
the computer time required each week should not exceed
four hours.

We can't understand your specification, but the last one we
did took four hours.

No detailed knowledge of the communications network' to
the interface is required by the users' programming staff.

You will h~ve to hire a specialist who can understand it.

Using our advanced high level COBOL compilers, programs
can now be written in the English Language.

!i52 NICTRB
360 TIMES.

This particular peripheral unit is available on a purchaseonly basis.

We don't make it, and never want to see it again once you
have bought it.

Local back-up with comparable installations will be provided.

We are' hoping to sell a similar configuration to another
com·pany about 350 miles away.

The software we have recommended is in the advanced
development stage.

We will start writing it as soon as you sign the order.

The equipment can be delivered to suit your requirements,
but we estimate that you will not be ready to take delivery
until considerable systems work has been carried out.

We cannot deliver a machine for two years.

Independent assessment has rated' our data preparation
equipment among the best available.

If you don't want our computer please buy our punches.

In accordance with our policy of progressive improvement,
the right is reserved to alter any detail of price, specification
9r terms without notice .

We hereby divest ourselves of any responsibility for what
we have said, written, or are about to say or write.
•
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As information technology becomes more of a science, it becomes obvious that using a computer for
information retrieval can prove rather costly.
Better to keep it busy computing: Kodak has a system that can complement your computer (or· go it
alone) ... one that can retrieve information faster
and at" a small fraction of the cost. Called the
RECORDAK MIRACODE System, this photographic
memory system on microfilm can retrieve data by

any index technique-alpha, numeric, boundary condition, you name it. Press a few keys, it runs through
thou~ands of microfilm images ... displays the one
you are looking for ... even gives you a paper print
-all in seconds. For details, contact: Eastman
Kodak Company, Business Systems Markets Divi, sioJ?, Dept. NN-6, Rochester, N. Y. 14650.
"Recordak" and ".Uiracode" are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Company.

~1?~€IJ/(1J1l1f Microfilm
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news
scene

an interpretive review
of recent important
developments in
information processing

RELEASE DUE FOR FEDERAL
DIRECTIVE ON ASCII USE
A directive telling federal agencies
when they should begin using ASCII for
information interchange, and as a file
code, was in near final fonn at press
time. It should be released this month.
, The provisions were applied to "all
computers and related equipment configurations brought into the federal inventory, and (to) data systems developed by or for government agencies,
on or after July 1, 19q9." Actually
there will be some impact' even before
then because many systems to be installed in fiscal '70 are being planned
right now, and these plans may have
to be altered. "If a great deal" of alteration is necessary, though, says one of
the drafters of the directive, the agency may be allowed to delay its conversion to. ASCII and proceed with acquisition and in~tallation of its new system
largely along the lines previously
planned.
As we reported last month (p. 19),
users with existing dpe will be allowed
some time, after they acquire new
gear, to convert their present files to
the ASCII code, mag tape and paper
tape standards. Likewise, they will not
have to begin using ASCII as an information interchange code immediately.
The latter, change will have priority
over the former but, in both cases, the
directive will also say that use of ASCII
"should" occur by the time reprogramming and file conversion of the old system have been completed. This means
that a replacement computer can be
installed and go into operation before
the user switches to ASCII. It also
means that an augmented system-i.e.,
one in which older equipment continues to handle part of the workload for
a prolonged period of time-can operate for quite a while without being
converted.
The directive will allude to this situation by saying. that, in an augmented system, "the use of the standardsmay have to be deferred." The
only user who will be expected to use
ASCII at the time his new system goes
into operation will. be the one who
"has no existing tape fiJes or program
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libraries which prevent use of the approved federal standard."
Drafters of the directive apparently
are bending over backwards to soften
the impact of the new standards on
users .and allay industry fears. The
most dramatic evidence of this in the
document will be a disclaimer of any
intention to standardize internal cpu
operating codes. The specific language
isn't known, but probably there will be
references to the future development
of code-independent processes and to
the ease and low cost of translating
. ASCII into a variety of interal codes,
and vice versa, at the I/O interface.
The directive will also disclaim ~y
intention of standardizing for the sake
of standardization. It will recognize
that use of existing non-standard. systems should be continued as long as
such use is economically' advantageous. That attitude should help many
users win permission to delay their
adoption, of ASCII. Agency and department heads will be able to plan reprieves, largely on their own, which
should also help.
But users won't be allowed to take
their own sweet time. Department and
agency heads, while .given authority to
grant waivers, will have to coordinate
such plans with NBS before putting
them into effect. They will have to be
able to demonstrate that a proposed
delay will have "minimal effect" on the
interchange of information with other
systems, and that the delay will also
avoid "continuing cost or effiCiency
disadvantages." Even then, the user
may be overruled if NBS decides that
delay will cause serious harm to the
standardization program.
While ASCII standardization will
probably proceed slowly, it is intended
to be all-encompassing. Besides federal
government agencies, a number of
others will be encouraged and/or required to adopt the standard ultimately-notably, state and local government, plus all the organizations encompassed by BOB circular A-54. The
latter group includes many government contractors, universities, com-

mercial service bureaus, software and
systems consultants.
"It is becoming increasingly difficult
to distinguish between information
which will always remain inside the originating installation and information
which may now or later be needed
elsewhere," the directive will point
out. QED, when an agency converts
its machine-readable files to ASCII all of
them will have to be converted.
extra character approval
Users who need characters other
than those in the standard ASCII set
will be able to obtain them through
use of "variations," "expansions,"
and/or "subsets" of the standard ASCII
family of symbols.. These alternate or
extra character sets will have to be registered with, and be approved by, the
National Bureau of Standards before
they can be used. NBS, by this monitoring, hopefully will be able to minimize "proliferation and confusion."
Basically, a 'fvariation" from the
ASCII standard set is obtained by lifting
out some of the standard characters
and using the related bit configurations for other characters. A .variation
could be used by an agency, for example, that had no need of alpha characters, but did have a need for Greek
symbols, in addition to the numeric,
graphic, and communication control
syinbols in the standard ASCII set.
An "expansion" utilizes the 128
spare positions in the basic ASCII bit
configuration. The code, as approved
by USASI, accommodates, a total of 256
characters, but only' 128 were specified. The extras can be made recognizable to a machine by recording a "one"
in the bs position. For the standard
ASCII character set, a "zero" is always
recorded in this position.
An example of a "subset" is packed
numerics. Here, a' portion of the standard ASCII set is recorded in an 8-bit
format, but different logic is needed to
read and write the data.
All three alterations of the basic
ASCII code will be available to users
with special needs, provided they can
show that the need is substantial and
genuine, and provided the modification doesn't hinder the maximum practical use of the standard ASCII code
and character set.
-PHIL HIRSCH

(Continued on page 70)

news scene

WHILE OTHERS LEASELEASeD BUYS, BUYS, BUYS
As of June 30, Leasco Data Processing
Equipment Corp. announced ninemonth revenues of $20,830,500, up
from $10,043,979 for the comparable
1967 period. About 850 people then
worked in the company, which has
domestic and European subsidiaries
engaged primarily in computer leasing
and information services.
'
. Between then and early September,
the ambitious four-year-old firm had
slipped its acquiring tentacles around
three software firms grossing over $8
million (total) and a cargo-container
leasing combine doing almost $10 million a year-and was topping these off
with a tender offer for majority stock
ownership in the $350 million Reliance Insurance Co., founded in 1820.
These were moves designed to give
Leasco a giant start into financial services, . while providing inexpensive
capital to its leasing and other operations;. to bolster its already extensive
information and software services here
and abroad; and finally, to add a new
dimension to its leasing activity via the
growing and Wall Street-touted cargo.container business.
. These are the salient statistics on the
acquisitions, which include Reliance,
Operations Research Inc., Information
Development Co., Institute for Electronic Administration, N.V., and the
container combine, CTI-Container
Transport International Inc;, Container Leasing Corp, and Express Forwarding and Storage Co.:

the line-up
Reliance Insurance. Co., 'Philadelphia. Leasco hopes to obtain 51% of .
the stock through the tender offer,
which was to end Sept. 10 but may
have been extended. This meant at
least 2,750,000 shares, as Leasco already had almost 20% before it made
. the offer to Reliance shareholders. Reliance directors initially vehemently
resisted the offer, although Leasco says
that differences have been ironed out
and is confident of its success. If this is
accomplished, Leasco will attempt to
gain all outstanding voting stock. Reliance has seven subsidiaries in property
and causalty and life insurance
(ranked 24th in 1966 in fire and casualty). Four other subsidiaries a~e engaged in premium financing, real estate, or serving as agencies for the insurance fiims'. The exchange is for one
Reliance common share for one Leasco
common and one-half warrant.
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. Operations Research Inc., Silver
Spring, Md. Privately held, the 240man .firm is being bought for 67,000
shares of Leasco common stock. Revenues for 1967 were $5 million. Capabilities include management information and control systems, programming
planning and budgeting, simulation
and analytical models, value engineering and operational analysis, econometric and cost analysis, and human
factors research studies. Offices or personnel in 30 locations, worldwide.
Information Developme~t Co., Los
Angeles. Privately held, the 60-man
firm made over $1 million in '67, is
being bought for 20,000 shares of
stock. Its forte is languages, compilers,
operating systems, and real-time application packages. Offices in San
Francisco, Boston and Phiiadelphia.
Institute for Eleotronic Administration, N.V., Rotterdam. The 90-man
firm is the largest software (business
packages) and service bureau operation in Holland. It grossed $1.7 million
in '67, $250K earnings, and is being
bought for $2,321,300 and 4,383
Leasco shares;
CTI-Container Transport International Inc., Container Leasing Corp.
and Express Forwarding and Storage
Co., New York. This combine grossed
$9,850,572 and earned over $900K in
'67, is being bought for 265,000 shares.

one big, rich family
The new additions and existing subsidiaries of the parent Leasco firm are
very much entwined, according to
Henry A. Sweetbaum, executive vice
president of the Great Neck, N.Y., corporation. Reliance, with "redundant
funds" because of its investment activity, would ~provide capital for leasing
and other services and for more acquisitions~ It is also the base for more financial services, which Sweetbaum
said. would include areas "like banking, mutual funds." (Leasco last year
had begun and then canceled efforts to
buy a Long Island bank, but it seems
that did not end activity in this. area.)
In a trade-off, Leasco's computer-Ie asingcompany may extend services to
the financial and container subsidiary;
but more immediate, its software and
consulting services, under Leasco. Systems and Research Corp., will be
made available to them.
ORI and IDC will be absorbed into
Systems and Research and give much
more shape to corporate plans for software and software/computer leasing

activities. Sweetbaum sees Leasco providing "all computer services": problem definition and analysis, software
and 'application package development,
writing of system specifications, providing equipment on a lease basis, installation, and facility management
and operation. ORI, he says, will provide the problem definition and
analysis capability; IDC, the software
system development.
Documentation Inc. and Fox Computer Services, acquired last year,
make up most of the current 700-man
subsidiary (over 1,000 with'the purchases). Doc Inc. brought library science talents, including computerbased information storage and retrieval, and the small Fox group specializes
in simulation and modeling programming, the implementation complement to ORI's activity. The subsidiary
has also built up in several application
areas,with banking as a prime target,
along with law, engineering, biomedicine, and economics. Dr. Fred Hammer, president of Systems and Research, is a financial services specialist
(formerly with Bankers Trust) and
has a 14-man staff for this area.
(This seems to mark considerable
progress for Leasco, since 350 of the
Doc Inc. staff has been devoted to one
NASA contract, the operation of the
Technical Information Center, College
. Park, Md., which has brought $4 million annually. That was almost half the
revenues for the subsidiary last year.
This contract went up for competitive
bid this year, and at writing two fimis,
Leasco being one, are left in the running. But revenues are going up, as
Leasco should announce about $14
million for Systems ana Research as of
year end, Sept. 30, and $1.4 million in
earnings. Thus the contract, which
does not provide high earnings, is less
important. If the ORI buys are concluded in time, add $6 million to the
gross. )
The business-applications oriented
Dutch company, which will operate as
one of the subsidiaries of the European
holding company, Leasco Systems and
Research N.V., brings the international software staff to 140.

getting together
Relative to leasing, Sweetbaum
notes that many of its leasing customers are also software customers because
of the coordination between the leasing subsidiary and Systems and Research. (True of many firms in this
field.) The firm has, however, begun
plans' for development of total packages, in which it will configure a hardware system with ''black-box interfacing" and program packages for special
applications.
The software group will also be inDATAMATION
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volved with the time-sharing subsidiary set up this year. _(The first system
will be installed later this year.)
Sweetbaum notes that Leasco sees its
time-sharing future i~ the marketing of
data banks and packages for specific
application areas.
Since Leasco is also operating software and leasing subsidiaries abroad
and plans to share all the corporation's
talents in these. areas, it now faces the
problem of coordination. Toward that
end, one solution is the current development of a computer-based personnel
management system to locate capabili-

ties needed for projects. Leasco Systems will establish regional offices and
use the 11 leasing marketing offices, as
well.
And since Leasco Systems and Research alone now has over 1,000 people (with additions plausi1?le), the
firm faces the problem of holding-on to
its professionals in this "turnstile industry." Toward that end, Sweetbaum
says the firm has bought 100 acres in
Tysons Corners, Va., for the Systems
and Res·earch headquarters, which will
in effect be a campus (designed by
college-campus architects), with tennis. and squash courts and a swimming
pool. For a company that's just over
four years old ....
-ANGELINE PANTAGES

THE CARTERFONE CASE AGAINIT MA Y BE TOO EARL Y TO REJOICE
AT&T's new tariff-permitting the direct coupling of independently manufactured terminals to the public telephone system through independently
manufactured modems-may be far
less of a concession to on-line dp users
than it appears to be.
As one expert puts it, "Ma Bell
hasn't surrendered; at most, the company has retreated, slightly. I expect
their lawyers to counterattack soonprobably by demanding higher rates."
The couilterattack may have begun already.
Last June 26, Southwestern Bell
sent a letter to a major on-line dp user
announcing that his monthly line
charge was being raised 50%. "Computer usage has come to a point where
on-line or real-time use is a reality,"
the letter explained. "We (have)
found that this new use of our exchange service is unique'; because it
involves "extremely long holding time
and heavy usage." S.outhwestern Bell
.felt an additional line charge was
needed to "provide you the· service required" and to "adequately compensate the telephone company for the expansion of services necessitated by this
unique service."
On Aug. 7, the data processor wrote
back and said, in effect that Southwestern Bell's interpretation of OLRTas
a "unique service" was in itself unique,
because such systems have been a reality for quite a while. The company refused to pay the higher rate without
further justification. A week later,
Southwestern Bell retreated, by withdraWing the proposed rate hike "for
reconsideration." But the carrier
added that "a new tariff will be filed
with the appropriate state corporation
commission in each Southwestern Bell
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area and will affect lines terminating
directly from the telephone central
office into a data set which interfaces
to an on-line computer."
According to another source, Southwestern Bell has since filed for, and.
won, such a rate increase in Arkansas
. and Kansas; at press time, the company reportedly was preparing to request a similar change in Oklahoma
and Texas intra-state tariffs. Meanwhile, Mountain States and New York
Bell affiliates were said to be considering like moves in Colorado and New
York, respectively.

divide and conquer
An executive of the dp firm that corresponded with Southwestern Bell was
asked if there might be a connection
between that proposed rate increase
and the tariff changes recently unveiled by AT&T. "Of courSe. there is,"
he answered. "Bell frequently uses its
operating companies to get higher
rates into a number of intra-state tariffs; then, when enough territory has
been conquered, the company goes to
the FCC and asks that the interstate
tariff schedule be brought into conformity."
Another dp industry source reported
he has a letter from AT&T which states
that the headquarters office encouraged Southwestern Bell to· file for
higher charges, as a pilot test, and is
observing the reaction carefully.
AT&T's top brass told a rather different story late last August when
they appeared at a press conference
and announced the proposal to lift the
foreign attachment ban.
Board Chairman H. L. Romnes and
President Ben Gilmer explained that
Ma Bell was proposing a new "data

access arrangement," under which independently manufactured' terminals
could be coupled electrically, inductively, or acoustically to the public
telephone system through a "protective device" and a "network controller." The data communications user
would pay $10 to have the protective
device installed, and $2 a month for
service. The cost of the cOntroller
would be included in his monthly line
charge.
This reporter then asked both executives whether line charges would be
increased. The answer: "no." When
Romnes and Gilmer were asked if
AT&T planned to increase line charges
in the foreseeable future to reflect the
expense of the controller, the answer
was the same.
Even if interstate line ch~rges aren't
raised, the _proposed biriff probably
will disappoint many telecommunica~
tions users. For it doesn't necessarily
carry out the mandate which the FCC
issued in its recent Carterfone decision.
That decision said, among other
things, that "a customer desiring to use
an (independently manufactured) in:..
terconnecting device . . . should be
able to do so, so long as the interconnection does not adversely affect the
telephone company's operations or the
telephone system's utility for. others."
Ma Bell has now responded with a
proposal that leaves its lawyers and
engineers with virtually as much power as they ever had to decide when
such interconnecting devices generate
adverse effects. .
Under the proposal, an independently manufactured modem can do
the modulation-demodulation perfOmied until now exclusively by a carrier-supplied data set. But the protective_ device and network controller
wotild continue to regulate all other
modem functions-signal frequency
and amplitude, opening and closing of
the line, and dialing of the circuit
needed to connect sender and receiver.
Both devices are to be supplied exclu:..
sively by the Bell system, and no one
else apparently will have any say in
their design.

let us do it
Romnes and Gilmer emphasized
this point at ,the August press conference. The telephone network must be
protected against cross-talk and other
hazards, it was explained, and AT&T
, doesn't feel that this responsibility can
safely be farmed out. Romnes was
asked whether Western Electric; _Bell's
manufacturing arm, would supply the
two devices as original equipment to
independent terminal and modem
makers, so that these firms might simplify their circuit designs, improve
71
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equipment reliability, and possibly reduce costs to the user. Romnes said
this idea was, impractical because it
would create "maintenance problems."
In view of AT&T's attitude, it is at
least possible the company will overprotect its network if the proposed tariff is implemented. That, in essence, is
what Ma Bell has done until now by
banning all foreign interconnections to
the switched network. And that is one
of the things the FCC was trying to
stop when it ruled in favor of the Carterfone.
The chief result of such a policy
probably will be to hinder design of
faster, lower-cost modems. No independent is going to invest in equipment for the switched network which
is incompatible with the protective device that stands guard over the user's
communications port. So, whoever
controls. the design and manufacture
of that device occupies a strategic position. While the acceptable frequency
band and signal strength undoubtedly
\vill be broadened ultimately, this development will occur only as fast as
AT&T wants it to.
A major iridependent modem manufacturer believes Ma Bell will be "reasonable." He argues that "they have
excellent engineering talent and are as
interested as any independent in advancing the state of the art." But he
admits that if Bell decides'to be unreasonable, because of a desire to squeeze
additional profit from its existing modem inventory, users and independent
equipment makers will have trouble
proving injury to FCC or to a court.
Independently manufactured terminals now available for use in
switched network service offer only
"somewhat" faster speeds and "somewhat" lower prices, says our source.
So, if the proposed tariff goes into effect next month, as seems likely, it will
not increase users' data transmission
capabilities dramatically.
I

The fact that independently manufacttired modems can be sold to the ultimate user, while Bell insists on renting, should-says our source-give the
independents a way of widening their
market share significantly, if Western
Electric doesn't change its no-sale policy. Bell also may be able to hold on to
much or all of its present market by
offering better or lower-cost maintenance. Another problem is that "the
phone company can sometimes change
the characteristics of a communication
line to erase certain shortcomings in
their equipment. The independent
doesn't have that option."
The sources we talked to agree generally that the FCC will approve the
AT&T proposal. Most felt that the
commission would amend its Carterfone decision to eliminate the conclusion that "the (foreign attachment
ban) has been unreasonable, discriminatory, and unlawful in the past."
. AT&T has threatened to take the
whole decision to court if this portion
isn't stricken, because the original lan-

ACM SESSION A TTACKS PROBLEM OF
PROGRAMMING MANAGEMENT ECONOMICS
It would seem that the world's longest
session deserves the world's longest
write-up.
In a laudatory effort to offer a continued and intensive attack on one of
the computer industry's most pressing
and stubborn problems, SDC's George
Weinwurm organized for last month's
ACM Conference an all-day, threepart session on "Managing, the Economics of Computer Programming.'"
What this means, it turns out, is
managing programmers and programming efforts economically. Weinwurm
feels that in our industry "the state of
the art of management is far behind
the technical state of the art," and that
the gap is widening. The session did
little to refute these allegations.

brandon strikes
sample changes
The kind of improvement that can
be anticipated is suggested by a comparison of Rixon's PM24A modem,
which is rated at 2400 bps, and sells
for about $2400, with the Bell 201C;
it's sold to independent telephone
companies for $2200, rents to Bell customers for $75-80/month, and is rated
at 2K bps. Rixon's ,FM18,rated at
1200 bps, sells for $400-600; the comparable Bell unit, the Model 202,
moves data at approximately the same
speed, but sells for $700-900 to other
phone companies and rents for $30 a
month to users.
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guage opens the door to expensive
lawsuits from equipment makers, and
makes the outcome of Carterfone's
pending lawsuit against AT&T almost
a foregone conclusion.
. The FCC decision dealt explicitly
with only one kind of system-mobile
radio-and left up in the air the ques~
tion of how the commission feels about
the foreign attachment of other customer provided communications systems. As Gilmer explained at the August press conference, "this matter involves serious and complex problems
which go beyond those involved with
the connection of terminal devices . . .
and requires much more consideration
by both the industry and the regulatory commissions." It is likely that independent equipment makers will
argue that if the switched network can
be adequately protected, right now,
against the excesses of a mobile radio system, it can also be protected,
right now, against the same sort of
threat posed by other customer-provided communications systems. -P.H.

Dick Brandon kicked off the prepared speeches with a long and bombastic attack-Weinwurm characterizes
Brandon as the William Jennings Bryan of the computer industry-which
can be summed up in these words: We
are doing a lousy job of selecting,
training and managing programmers
in a technology which is moving too
fast to allow us to develop better ways
of doing these things.
His paper-minus many witticisms,
two attacks on competitor Charles
Philip Lecht, and a characterization of
DATAMATION as a fascist (conserva, tive in its attitude toward edp) publication-is available in the Proceedings,

which is also mIssing Brandon's inspired solution for programming management problems: "combine the
ACM, SPA and DPMA into one effective organization," which would administer a significantly funded research effort.
. Carl Reynolds, who has survived the
overseeing of large programming projects at IBM and the presidency of a
large software house, talked brieRy,
quietly and to the point. In essence,
Reynolds feels that "there is no fundamental difference between ... managing the development of computer programming systems and ... managing
comparable developments in any other
technology . . ." What is needed to
achieve sensible management in our
industry, Reynolds, concluded, is, first,
a knowledge of the programming technology; second, commitments based on
that technology and "not on the needs
of the outside world ... and not on the
unreasonable hopes of starry-eyed experts;" third, "schedules based on physical' events, and on numerical descriptions of the products that are being
produced ... "; fourth, assessment of
"the status of the project against a welldeveloped plan. ; . befo're attempting
to understand what is wrong and what
ought to be done about it"; and, "fi:
nally, one must do something about
the trouble one finds."
Carl Clewlow, head of the committee which produced the significant
(Continued on page 77)
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Buy as much of our plug-in mass storage system
as you need at 27~ a thousand character$.
You can start with one Bryant memory drum or disc file and end up with as
many as eight. Increasing your system's capacity from 8 million to 5 billion
characters. All at 27c a thousand characters anywhere along the line.
And there's plenty to offer for the money.
For exam pIe, the universal controller system interfaces to just abou t any computer
made with the push of a plug. It can operate in several different modes, both
serial and parallel. It features word transfer rates from 50'microseconds to 900 nanoseconds per word-to and from two com pu ter
central processors. And it'comes with a software package"com-'
plete with handler and maintenance routines (if specified).
Skeptics beware. We're out to make
BRYANT
Bryant Believers out of you. Write and COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
see. Ex-Cell-O Corporation, Bryant Computer Products, 850 Ladd Rd., Walled
~~®
XLO-IOOO C~ntroller plug-in Lake Ml"chl" gan 48088
Auto-Lift Drum System
"
•
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EX·CELL·O CORPORATION
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FOR AMPEX CIRCLE 28 ON READER CARD~
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A FERROSHEEN® TAPE THAT PROTECTS HEADS,
PROLONGS TAPE LIFE, ELIMINATES ERRORS

If you were to countersink a nail into a piece of balsa
wood, then sand the wood with a power sander, you'd find
that the nail head is quickly exposed. This is roughly what
happens when computer tape is polished by standard burnishing methods: the oxide particles within the tape coating
are exposed. This abrasive exposed oxide is one of the
major causes of computer head-wear probl(3ms which can
reduce entire system reliability.

THE CATT: Supercleaned for error-free operation
Just before we package Ampex computer tape, we
wash it in an inert fluid to eliminate any debris or loose
oxide particles. We call this procedure Supercleaning,
because it totally eliminates all foreign matter that can
cause costly "write skips."

We developed a new process of tape finishing in order to
eliminate these abrasive particles. It combines the precise
degrees of heat and pressure needed to completely smooth
the tape surface, eliminating any microscopic hills and valleys that could cause tape-to-head problems and dropouts.
The result: exclusive Ampex Ferrosheen® Tape.

Ampex computer
tape is passed
through a special
Supercleaning process during final wind.

THE CATT: A special formulation to prolong
tape life and reduce head wear
Ampex CATT computer tape is subjected to precisely
controlled heat and
pressure-ultra finished -to give it a
non-abrasive, supersmooth surface.

THE CATT: Complete-area-tested across all tracks
and the spaces in between
Tape which bears the CATT label has been certified 100%
error-free across its entire area. This means all recording
tracks plus all the space between the tracks. During final
tests, the tape is recorded and read back at its certified
packing density. If a single uncorrectable error or dropout
occurs, the entire tape is rejected.

Our new coating formulation not only reduces tapewear
and headwear but also produces a tough, smooth surface that's highly resistant to penetration by small particles that could cause permanent errors if they became
embedded in the tape surface.
Ampex computer tape comes in 7- and 9-track formats,
with bit packing densities from 556 cpi to 1600 cpi /
3200 fci.
For complete information, fill out and mail this coupon:
Gentlemen:
Here are some facts about my computer operation. Please tell
me more about Ampex CATT tape.
Type of computer(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of computers in operation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r
I.""*'''
[1/,1;

Staggered 9-track
heads test Ampex
computer tape
across the entire
area of every reel.

1,

Type of tape presently u s e d - - - - - - - - - - - Bit density certification _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME __________________________
COMPANY-_______________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
CITY__________ STATE _____ ZIP _ __

I

~~A

Mail to: Amoex Corooration. 401 Broadwav. Redwood Citv. Calif. 940E

two doves

two hawks

These two military and two commercial
memories round out the broadest
system line in the industry. Whatever
your environmental requirement,
we have a system to meet it. And we
have it available right now.
There are other advantages in letting
us build your system. The design
techniques we've mastered for our
military memories have been adapted
for our commercial devices. You get
the benefit of features like pluggable
stacks and electronics for easier
mai ntenance, integrated ci rcu its for
increased reliability, and space-saving
design concepts.
Brief specs are listed below, but

for the full story write to Electronic
Memories, Inc., 12621 Chadron Avenue,
Hawthorne, California 90250.
(a) SEMS 5-Designed for airborne
applications, the SEMS 5 has a 2 microsecond cycle time, packs 131,062 bits
into only 132 cubic inches and meets
applicable portions of MIL-E-54oo,
MIL-E-4158, and MIL-E-164oo.
(b) SEMS 7- Developed for ground
based applications, this rugged memory
has a 2 microsecond cycle time, a
327,680 bit storage capacity and meets
applicable portions of MIL-E-4158,
MIL-E-16400 and SCL-62oo.
(c) MICROMEMORYTM 1000-Taking up

only 400 cubic inches, the 1000 features
a 32,768 bit capacity and a 2.5 microsecond cycle time. It uses a unique 3D
drive configuration permitting a
particularly low component count,
with correspondingly high MTBF,
and a price less than 10 cents per bit
in small quantities.
(d) NANOMEMORYTM 2000 SERIESCombining integrated circuit electronics
and a unique 2~D drive system, the 2000
Series has a 294,902 bit capacity, cycle
times of either 650 or 900 nanoseconds,
and a configuration measuring only
21.5 inches deep by 19 inches wide by
7 inches high, including power supply
and optional tester.

em electronic Illelllories
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study of federal adp which led to the
Brooks Bill (he's now with the DOD),
isolated one of the key problems at his
huge (1,300,000 employees) computer-oriented agency,' which last year
accounted for over 70% of the 90,000plus adp man-years in the federal government. By 1972, Clewlowestimates,
he'll need 10,000 programmers. But to
get them, he'll have to hire 23,000.

marginal applications
Clewlow attacked some of the approaches which have led to problems
in the past, such as increasing the utilization of computers by adding marginal, uneconomical applications, and
the "mirage measurem~nt" which
equates programming efficiency. with
the time spent on the program, forget-:
ting the computer times required by
the programs produced by different
individuals.
He outlined some possible solutions
to the programming manpower problem, including the pooling or exchange
of computer programming resources,
"buying into" ongoing computer program developments, centralized systems design and programming, arid
common or standardized codes or abbreviations. And he summarized several Navy' projects-a description and
classification of computer and programming jobs; a basic programming
knowledge test; a computer position
profil~; a prediction of success in pro-'
grammer training using' data collected
over 3}~ years from 20 classes; and a
systems analysis test.
After lunch, IBM's Al Pietrasanta
stated that available rules for estimating system development costs are inadequate ... prilnitive at best. Underestinlation, a normal occurrence, is
usually due to leaving out some factor,
and he stressed that "the problem of
resource estimating of computer program system development is funda-'
. mentally qualitative rather than quan..;
titative." He noted that, "As systems
grow larger, there appears to be a disproportionate increase in the manyears required for development."
(Parkinson's Law?) It's a mistake, he
noted, to extrapolate small systems requirements to large systems.

by the book

' .

Dr. Edward A. Nelson of SDC described a planning guide, a general
project reporting and control system
and a cost estimating handbook developed by SDC for the Air Force, and
which have been "widely distributed
to government agencies and also to a
number of private corporations." General observations drawn from the qe-
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velopment of these documents includes: (1) cost data should be collected during the project; (2) usef~l
estimating relationships should have "a
comparatively narrow focus, e.g., on
specific languages and/or applications; (3) "All permanent programming organizations should collect cost
data on their own operations;" (4)
"The basic structure" of the handbooks
and the repolting system developed by
SDC "could be used without modifica· tion by any computer programming
organization." But he advised "some
adaptation" of the material, and urged
"extreme caution" in applying numerical cost estimation from SDC's research.
Dr. Harold Sackman, also of SDC,
stressed human factors and the need
for systematic scientific studies of the
computer users, and what comprises
excellence in programmers. He reviewed the literature of man-machine
communication and outlined a conceptual framework for research inchlding
methodological, normative, behavioral
and social effectiveness areas.
In the final session, BOB's Joe Cunningham and AEC's Herb Schwartz
conducted a prefabricated discussion
summarizing the main issues of the
preceding papers apd panel discussions. Some of their conclusions: education is technically oriented, toward
the doer, not the manager; there's a
plethora of published materials on the
subject of programming management.
What we heed is a bulletin (abstractin'g service?) ; management in this field
is different from others but we think
it's up to the rest of the world to understand us; there's a great need for
research into the information using
process as well as the pro~ramming

and programming management processes.
In his summary, Weinwurm thought
that one of the reasons it is "so difficult
to get a handle on the problem is that
it exists on different levels, involves
communities of people' who don't talk
to each other very well. The problem
has not been looked at in its totality."

building on tradition
But, he said, "There are' traditional management techniques and we
would be better off using them." But
we must translate these techniques
into the context of the computer programming manager for the manager.
We must validate these techniques for
.edp; we must do a better job of training. and disseminating available information .... we must do more retraining; and we must try to learn from our
mistakes in an organized fashion. This
need· for empirical standards calls for'
an institutional framework, which
could start with SHARE and .GUIDE,
"which cut across the entire computer
community." To support the necessary
research, Weinwurm thought that it
would not be unreasonable to assess
~o of 1%, a sum which would be
enough but which all could afford.
Finally, said Weinwurm, "We must
work jointly, not let small groups dictate to us; we need a focus for work of
this kind; and we must begin now."
Each of the other speakers had one
last crack at the audience and each
other, but we'll spare you; all of the
papers and most of the off-the-cuff witticisms will be available-after editing,
hopefully-in. a book which will probably be available next year from Brandon/Systems·Press.
-RBF, AD

COMPUTER APPLICA TIONS EXPLAINS
ITS' PROBLEMS, PLANS FOR CHAIYGE
Computer Applications Inc'., one of
the oldest and largest firms in the software field, has gone off in sevetal different directions this year. It has, made
six acquisitions since January, primarily in the publishing field. Its professional software services . division has
been troubled by' executive turnover:
And its earnings report . (fiscal '68,'
ending Sept. 30) will show an increase
in gross sales .from $33.9 million to
· about $48 million, but a dip in earn· ings from $.58/share to around $.50/
share, primarily' due to development
efforts, relocation of a subsidiary, and
stock dilution.
.
The reasons for the difficulties, says
CAl vice· president Howard Morrison,
are, first, that the firm has been willing
to pay the price of innovation and

growth in this and other fiscal yearsand the expected upward trend in .
earnings in 1969 will bear this out. Its
executive and malulgement turnover,
which occurred primarily in the northeast region, can be attributed to several factors. Two are the Wall Street
money available to. support riew companies ·in the software field (two
groups of CAl employees from .the
N.Y. office formed new firms this year)
and the sheer mobility of the programmer force, particularly in the New
York area.
But more important, while not denying that there have' been troubles in
the northeast, CAl· counters that the
face of the software industry is changing, and it is reorganizing' to meet the
(Continued pn page 81)
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Averag~ acces~. tim.e for your 'disk drive is 75 milliseconds":':.or more:

Fast.

Ii
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E'ItrolI
2301
Pt-

Averag~ crGces~ti~~fOJ MAI's'ne~

230'1' disk

st~~age

drive is only 50

mi"is~conds ..

330/0 faster.
...........................................
MAl's new 2301 disk storage 'drive can reach stored information
on your disk packs 33% faster than your present disk drive.
It also costs 16% less to rent. And 10% less to maintain.
The secret behind MAl's 2301 is a new device we call tt)e voice coil
actuator-located in the drive's head assembly. It's electric, instead of
hydraulic like most actuators.
Therefore, it's a lot faster.
It also has 40 fewer moving parts. No fluid connectors. No motion
converters. No racks. And no pinions.
Which means it's also less likely to break down.
MAl's new 2301 is plug-to-plug interchangeable with IBM's 2311Models 1 and 11. And it's fully compatible with all Systems 360 on
which they can be installed.
Which all adds up to one big benefit: more computer throughput for
each of your operating dollars.
If that's what you need, just mail the coupon. We'll do the rest.
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Send me more information on your new 2301
disk storage drive. MAl Equipment Corporation,
Disk Drive Marketing, 300 East 44th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10017
Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address _________________________

MAl

City ____________________________
State _____________
Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.
.
.........................................

The care and feeding of cotnputers in Europe.

Ba'sically computers are the s~m'e
throughout the world. To be produc'tive
they need the right kind of care and
feeding. In other words, thoroughly
professional software support. The un~
fortunate fact is, in Europe there just
hasn't been enough to go around.
Now, Leasco can give your overseas
operation the same quality of creative,
competent systems support we provide
in the U.S.
We've set up software service compa~
nies in business centers throughout
,Europe. Each one is a complete systems
, center offering the full range of capabili~
ties. They're managed by local nationals
with full support' from Leasco, the
world's largest ingependent computer

services organization.
We bring to your European opera~
dons the expertise and sophistication
of 17 years in systems support. We can
provide a total problem~solving serv~
ice, or any part of it. We'll define the
problem. Design the answer. Test and
prove it on our own computers. Install
it properly on yours.
'
Throughout the project our Euro~
pean teams will work with your people
and live with the system in order to
guarantee performance. If you want,
they can even operate your facilities
for you.
At the same time, you have the reas~
surance of being able to coordinate
your various European projects directly
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with Leasco mamigeinent' in, the U.S'When you do business with Leasco,
you have at your disposal more than
1,000 specialists in 25 offices and facili~
ties around the world. And you have the
security of knowing that we take the
responsibility of making your com~
puter system work.
Write for Leasco's European capabili~
ties brochure, and let us give your com~
puters the professional care and feed~
ing they need.

, Leasco

Leasco Systems & Research (Europe)
Two Penn Plaza, New York, N.Y.10001.
In Europe: Willemskade 18, Rotterdam,
the Netherlands.

news scene
demands of this change. In effect, says
Morrison, CAl has been a company
built on programmers and now is
building up to be a company managed
by managers, strongly staffed by applications specialists, and with a professional marketing force.
The new organization chart at the
3000-employee firm which is now taking effect, provides a better picture of
its direction. Under president Jack DeVries and new executive vice president
Mark Channing, the divisions will
break down into information sciences,
information processing, graphic arts
and publishing, and market research.
Formerly, each of the regional heads
for software services and heads of the
subsidiaries reported to DeVries, but
now will report to the divisional· vice
_
presidents.
:
Current software and consulting
services will fall under the 1l00-man
information sciences division, made up
of the northeast, south central, and
western regions, each with several
branch offices. This inc1ud'es the May
acquisition, Management. Software
Development Corp. A special research
and development group, the systems
design division headed by vp Harvey·
Dubner, will report directly to DeVries.
The information .processing division,
under vice president and CAl founder
Joseph Delario, will consist of the acquired service bureaus, including
Electronic Business Services, Inc., Peninsula Tabulating Service, Inc., and
Suburban Data Processing Center.
The yet unnamed graphic arts and
publishing effort will consist of New
Era Letter Co., Inc., Medical Audits
Inc. (both direct mail firms), New Era
Lithograph Co., James Gray HoovenNahm, Inc. (both lithographic and
supporting services), and the publishing firms acquired in the last year:
Wm. Penn Publishing Corp. and affiliates, Triton Press, Inc., Paris Book
Center Inc., and affiliate, and Arlington House and two affiliates. New Era
Lithograph will do all the printing for
the CAl and other publishing houses;
much of this activity is becoming computer-based. It was the movement of
New Era Litho from aNew York location to a Long Island printing plant
purchased from Weyerhaeuser that
helped put a dent into CAl earnings
this year, said a CAl spokesman.
The market research group will include Home Testing Institute/TvQ
and SPEEData, Inc., a 250-man subsidiary formed by CAl three years ago for
computer-based analysis of grocery
product movement. SPEEData has
probably been most responsible for
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keeping CAl earnings down to the 23% level in the last few years. Several
millions have been poured into this
and because it has not yet operated
nationally, it has not yet shown a profit. (It has actually been in business
one year.) This is one of the "innovation" areas CAl feels will begin to pay
handsomely, however, probably by
third quarter '69. CAl expects that
with new -public offerings (sPEEData
will get' $4 million from a CAl offering
arid then go public itself), this subsidiary will go nationwide and attack a
market that currently runs up to $50
million a year, according to Morrison.
This subsidi1ry offers edp services
which trace and report grocery product movement from manufacturer
warehouses. This is different-and
more effective, says CAl-from the services of the biggest firm currently in
the field, Nielsen ($20 million annually from this activity), which audits the
grocery stores themselves.
Morrison expanded on how CAl's
software services are changing. He
readily conceded that the proliferating
new firms have intensified competition
for contracts, which makes the CAl reorganization and emphasis on specialists in management, marketing and
applications more important. Prime
example of CAl's effort is the recent
hiring of Mark G. Channing, executive
vp, who will be in charge of the firm's
financial system. He was one of the
Ford. "whiz kids," says Morrison, "the
best financial management in the auto
industry."
CAl is also hiring applications specialists and placing them at various
management levels. Several will be on
the corporate level to help determine
over-all direction of the firm in' their
areas and will be available throughout
the information sciences division. Others will head up subdivisions within
ISO.. In marketing, the 225-man New
York office, which Morrison says never
had a professional marketing force but

1/

relied on "bright programmers, now
has seven people devoted only to marketing. And other offices are following
suit.
CAl has marked three areas which
will be major activities in the next 10
years, says Morrison: banking, education, and urban systems. The firm is already working in each, and is one of
the few "profit-oriented companies' in
urban systems." In education, CAl
realizes that edp-based efforts are in
the R&D stage, but intends to' "pay the
price of admission." A small b~t important contract for CAl is one in which it
is developing a curriculum of computer-aided courses for the School of the
Deaf at Gallaudet College. Its Washington office, run through an acquisition, is the strongest in education, and
New York is building up for it. .
Another effort beginning is the hiring and training in-house of CAl employees to meet contract needs. It
seems, too, to be an effort to cut down
on the "here today, gone tomorrow"
habits of the programmer nomad. This
will be particularly important in New
York, which Morrison calls "job-shop
town." CAl also plans more education
seminars for its customers.
Among the firms which spun off
from CAl this year was Wellington
Systems, headed by William Lucas
and several other CAl people. Because
some of them came to CAl as a group
and signed a contract prohibiting two
01' more from going into competition
with the firm,. Computer Applications
has now obtained a court order enjoining them from going after business
with an "extensive list" of CAl clients
for one year and from raiding the CAl
staff further. This, says CAl, is the first
action of its kind in the s~ftware field,
and the firm intends to make it stick.
The other offshoot, Bradford Systems,
headed by ex-CAl vps from the northeast region, is not affected by any legal
-A.P.
action.

All these specifications done by computer! Next thing,
they'll have computers to set up these machines!"

© DATAMATION
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that you'll want to live with a long, .
Some computers come and go.
And when they go, you're out of luck
if you own one and want to extend
the system to keep pace
with your expanding needs.
No problem when you own a
member of the Honeywell Series 16
family of real-time integratedcircuit computer systems. This
prolific brood includes standard
computer mainframes like the
DDP-516 and DDP-416, many
peripherals, a mature and expanding
software library plus support
services tailored to stretch the life
of your investment. Special systems,
functional application packages
and new configurations like our
Ruggedized and Ruggedized/EMI
suppressed models give you even
greater flexibility. No wonder
Series 16 systems are being used
so much in applications
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like communications, research,
medicine, industrial control and
flight simulation.
, . .
A~d Hon.eywell s Series 1.6 family
WIll contrnue to grow - Investment
today in time, money and effort
will not go down the drain because
of sudden obsolescence tomorrow.

tlD1.e

For more information about the
Series 16 family and some of the
ways Honeywell computers are
being used, write:
Honeywell, Computer Control
Division, Framingham,
Massachusetts 01701.

Honeywuell
COMPUTER CONTROL
DIVISION
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CDC, CCC MAKE IT LEGAL;
ACQUISITIONS ACCUMULATE

§1L

n ews~ briefs
SERVICE, ~UREAUS GROGGY
BUT GAME IN BANK FIGHT

.'

The service bureaus see a glimmer of
hope in their fight to keep banks from
expanding unchecked in the SB business.
The reason is an August ruling by
the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals which said that an insurance
agency association could indeed sue a
commercial bank for its insurance operations-a reversal of a lower court
decision. (Comptroller Saxon and Citizens & Southern National Bank vs.
Georgia Association of Independent
Insurance Agents Inc., et al.) Two districtcourts have already den'ied service bureaus the right to sue commercial banks and the Comptroller, but
one decision is in appeal and the other
may be.
ADAPSO director Jerome Dreyer says
that the hope is ,the successful insurance ~ppeal will help in the bureaus'
appeals. If not, the apparent dissent
over "standing" (the right to sue) in
suits against bank expansion may stimulate'the,Supreme Court to review the
matter. It's significant· that Justice Homer Thornberry, nominated to the Supre~eCourt, made the insurance appeal ruling. But also important is the
fact that the ruling drew on a specific
statute barring commercial banks from
insurance agent activities in cities over
5,000. The service bureaus do not have
a ciearcut law ,to argue with.
til

Actually, software firm Mandate
Systems, Inc., developed and, as a result of nonpayment, owns the whole
software system. Though willing to cooperate with the investors in a sale,
Mandate has meanwhile set up a subsidiary, Scholarship Search Corp.,
which has continued to improve the
system and data base. (A fairly complete base would contain 750,000
scholarships.) The New York firm will,
for $20, provide a search and computer-generated letter to the student, listing details of 10 to 30 scholarships for
which he is eligible.
Market potential for such a system
is indicated by the two million students entering college each year.

The marriage of Control Data Corp.
and Commercial Credit Corp. has
been formally blessed by. stockholders
representing 79.5% of ecc's and 85%
of CDC's shares. During the annual
meeting at CDC on Aug. 15, president
M'illiam Norris also said that the 7600
was in the wings. (It is now expected
to be announced by the end of the
year. )
The merger brings into the CDC
family the subsidiaries'-Qf CCC, including Contract Information Processing
, Corp. (former child of cce and
RCA). It is too early to tell which way
the data center company will go; there
is an escape clause in their contract
that should either parent become involved with a competitor of one it was
free to get out.
However, the planning for the data
centers had not gone beyond the first
center, which was to be at Baltimore,
and no hardware or property is yet involved.While RCA ,reported to one
source that it expected to, deliver the
Spectra 70's, CDC reports that obviously one center would not be of

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
COMPANY WANTS A BUYER
Turns out a young man needs more
than a good idea to make a million in
the computer field.
Last, year, David" Christmann III,
, then 24, had hopes of providing scholarship information to students through
~ computer data base. By January, his
firm (North American Educational
Computer Services) had 10,000 aid
items (5,000 scholarships) in the
data base, over 5,000 applicants for
the service, and a debt running into
several hundred thousand dollars due
to poor management. The young exec
was bought out for a reported pittance
by the investors, who are hoping to sell
the company. (A few inquiries were
processed, money refunded on the
rest. )
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CHAIRMAN, GUESTS, AND CAMELS AT ACM LUNCHEON
As general chairman Richard Blue
opened the luncheon program at
the national ACM conference in
Las Vegas; he heard the curtains
part behind him and "a mooing
sound-or whatever it is that camels
do." A plan for the camels, appearing in a Las Vegas show, had come
up earlier at the conference when a
group 'of colleagues suggested that
he ride one to the lunch and he de-

elined. The next day, however, the'
group reconvened-without Blue.
And in the best traditions of American business a committee was
formed, with subcommittees on
Slogan Sele'ction and Printing,
Camel Procurement and Transportation, and Interface with Stardust
Hotel Management. Project Camel
implementation is shown above.
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much use without the other 29, for
which no plans yet exist. CIPC can be
entirely sold to RCA, but more likely
CDC will buyout RCA's 40%. Preliminary talks between the two companies.
have been cordial.
Just as this merger was consummated, CDC announced that it would
purchase the Business Forms Group of
. Victor, Comptometer and also. acquire
Prfuted .Circuits, Inc., through stock.
Business Forms will bring CDC an
expanded line of dp supply products
(including multi-part forms for highspeed line printers), 850 people including 135 field salesmen in a nation, wide sales organization; and manufilCturing plants in six cities.
Printed Circuits, Inc., will provide
circuits for CDC computers-includirig
the supers-and for opEm market sales.
PCI is billed as one of .the nation's
leading suppliers of multi-layer .printed
circuit boards .to the computer and
aerospace industries.
Other acquisitions this year have
been the Data Processing Systems Div.
of SCM Corp., which brought .the
Typetronic machines; Pacific Technical Analysts, Inc., with offices in Honolulu for consulting and analysis service; Electronic Accounting Card
Corp., fourth or fifth in punched card
production. There was also. an attempted merger with Electronic Associates, Inc., which aborted.
During the past five years CDC has
picked up a variety of companies to
complement its activities and products. One of the earliest-an attempt to
break into the business data processing
area-was the Computer DIvision of
Bendix Corp. and its hardy little G-15,
which was widely used. In 1964 'came
TRG, Inc., and subsidiaries, adding
communication, sonar, radio and navigational systems. Data display equipment and data collection were brought
in by acquisitions, respectively, of
Data Display, Inc., and the Data Sys-'
tems Operation, Stromberg Division,
General Time Corp. Scanners came
through Rabinow Engineering. Other
companies: Control Systems division
of Daystron, Inc., now producing sys.:.
terns' for power, chemical, petroleum,
and steel industries; Computech, Inc~,
Glen W. Preston Associates, Howard
Research Corp. and subsidiary; Commercial Computer Division, Librascope . Group of General Precision,
Inc.; GPI Computers Canada Ltd. arid
Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.;
Automatic Control Co.; Ultimate Systerns, Corp.; .and C-E-I-R with its
American Research Bureau, Automation Institute of America, and Automation Institute of San Francisco, Inc.
84

Foreign operations were supplemented with the acquisition of Waltek
Ltd., Hong Kong manufacturer of,
computer memory components; Samaraughi & Co., S.p.A. (now Control
Data Italia, S.p.A.) operating data
centers in Rome, Milan and Genoa.
CDC also has 96% of Electrofact, N.V.,
a Dutch company which makes and
sells measuring, recording and control
devices arid systems for industrial processes, and makes CDC magnetic tape
units for Common Market sale.
ELECTION COMPUTER ISSUE:
BULLETINS OR BALLOTS?
The computer will play' two distinct
roles in the upcoming' national elections: It will be involved in the actual
vote counting process in numerous
election districts across the country;
and it will be utilized by the various
news media, as usual, to analyze incoming returns from key areas in an
effort to spot trends and predict final
results. It is in these. two discrepant
roles that computers may develop an
information lag, because in key areas
where the vote-counting computer is
used, it hasn't been able to provide the
snap tallies necessary to the vote':'analyzing computer.
There are many computerized voting systems that will be operating election night, including Cubic Corp.'s Votronics, which counts· paper ballots;
the Coleman Vote Tally System; Diamond National's Datavote, card-oriented system; and IBM's Votomatic,
which is the most extensively used
(and 'whose name, we understand, is
being changed to Voter Recording
Device) , .servicing 62 election districts
from Maine to Calif. The system involves a card punched with 'a stylus to
indicate the voter's choice: All the systems expect to improve their November performances over the primaries;
although a one-shot" real-time, on-line
situation can't be anything but nervous-making.
IBM's 62distficts, for instance,
function independently in terms of
vote gathering anddisseniination of
information. Thus, any snap tally arrangement would' have to be worked
out between the news media and the
district. IBM says it has little or no
control, and some of the 62 are cooperating with news media and some are
not. Regarding the snap tally, so essential to network reporting,Raymond
Lee, regi~trar of voters in Los Angeles,
testifying at an Assembly subcommittee hearing into the reasons for the
vote-count delay in the Calif. primary,
said ,that he had been informed prior
to the primary by the state attorney
general that snap tallies were illegal,
an opinion later modified. Plans now
are to attempt some form of snap hand

a

'

tally at '2% or 3% of L.A. county's precincts to accommodate the news media
and politicians who don't want to go to
bed thinking they're president and
wake up discovering they're not.
IBM will have some 90K Votomatic
machines and 100 computers in operation election day and will increase the
number of card readers to count the
votes, the number in Los Angeles going from 11 to 20. Accelerated collection procedures, utilizing more personnel and better routes to countil)g centers, will· be used. Precincts will be
closed more promptly and election officers will be given more precise education on ,the handling of write-ins,
which will be counted in the precincts
(DATAMATION, July '68, p. 93).
The three major networks and two
wire services, AP and UPI, have set up
a non-profit pool called News Election
Service (NES) to collect and transmit
vote data on, election night to the nve
members. NES will have seven regional centers throughout the country each
equipped with telephones, two Tally
card transmitters, keypunches, high-,
speed paper tape units and Teletypes.
At another location in each region,
close to the center, will be a rented
(for that night, from a service bureau
or user facility) 360/30 for analysis of
local results and substantiation purposes. It will use the punched canl,s
from the center, which will be handcarried to it after the data has been
transmitted to New York and the two
Associated Press 360/40's NES will
use at AP headquarters. The system is
duplexed, with one /40 doing all'I/O
and the other, receiving the same data,
going on-line only in the event of failure. It is a multiprogramming, realtilne system using software developed
or modified by Programming Methods,
Inc., N.Y. Two IBM 2703 communications systems at AP will handle the incoming and outgoing lines to the other
four members of the pool.
NES will not do data analysis,
which will be undertaken by the networks and services on their own computers with the basic data provided by
NES. This data will come from NES
reporters stationed at 125,000 precincts around the country who will ask
voting officials for results when the
polls close and then call the tally into
the regional center. There, a worker
will take down the precinct number,
the level or type of election, and the
tabulation on forms that are then keypunched and, verified. The cards are
inserted into a Tally card transmitter
and the data is sent over high-speed
lines to the 360/40's .in N.Y., which
will take in data and generate reports
minute-to-minute; every ten ininutes,
etc., depending on the varying re(Continued on page 89)
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Lockheed'snevv
bulk-capacity memory
system costs just a
little bit a ,~it.
I

Seems a bit hard to believe, but it's
true. Based on 1 million words at 32
bits, Lockheed's eM-300 costs as little
as 1 %¢ per bit. 0 Lockheed built the
eM-300 to fill the memory system gap.
It's a new class of random access, EDP
peripheral storage system. It couples bulk
capacity (up to 32 million bits) with the
speed of some smaller systems (full cycle time-2
to 4 microseconds). Inherently high operating margins
are provided by its 2%D, 2 wire organization. And
this, combined with Lockheed's worst-case design
criteria, makes the eM-300's peripheral storage capability the most reliable today. 0 Take the first step
toward filling your memory system gap. Inquire about
the new eM-300 now. Write: Memory Products,
Lockheed Electronics Company, 6201 East
Randolph Street, Los Angeles, California 90022.
Write for "Bulk Core Memories."

'-LOCKHEED
ELECTRONICS

CO~PANV
.. 01'

A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCR~FT CORPORATION
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Take a good look
at this label.
It's on our new "Scotch" Brand
777GP Computer Tape.
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This is 3M's
Guaranteed Performance* Tape
that makes costly roll-by-roll
certification obsolete.
What is "Scotch" Brand 777GP?
A new Guaranteed Performance
computer tape designed specifically
for use on third generation computers-an extension of the high reliability "Scotch" Brand 777 Computer
Tape except that it does not require
roll-by-roll certification.
*What performance can I expect
from 777GP? With 777GP there are
no read errors. In this critical area
you will receive the same long term
reliability as with certified "Scotch"
Brand 777 Computer Tape. (For detailed specifications and performance characteristics ask your 3M
representative for specification
sheet M-CL 155.)
How can 3M assure such performance? Because 3M's exclusive
binder formulation has eliminated
oxide re-deposits that cause read
errors, and today's third generation
dual-gap head computers now compensate for mi nor tape flaws with
no loss of data. In addition, 3M's
advancements inman ufactu ri ng
technology have reduced
minor tape defects
the poi nt where rol
by-roll certification
is no longer a valid
investment.

\

How is 777GP quality assured?
There are more than 100 distinc1
quality control checks in the manufacture of every roll of 777GP. WE
have replaced outmoded roll-byroll certification with
automated in-process
electronic testing.
You can't "inspect" i
quality into a tape,
it has to be there
to begin with.

I

L.

For what performance capabilities
is 777GP recommended? 777GP
performs at all bit densities to 1600
bpi (3200 fci).
I s "Scotch" Brand 777 certified
com puter tape still available? Yes,
for those who feel the added cost
of certification is warranted because the information bei ng recorded or stored is irretrievable
and even the remotest chance of a
write-ski p can not be ri sked.
I'm interested in trying your new
"Scotch" Brand 777GP Computer
Tape. What do I do now? See your
3M representative. Or write: Market
Services Department, Magnetic
Products Division, 3M Company,
3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.

II!Im

Who knows more about computer tape than
the people who perfected it?
.

magnetic Products Division

~CDmPANY

Visit the MDS Exhibit at the

BEMA SHOW - Oct. 28-Nov.1

MDS 7160 High-Speed Line Printer
and Magnetic Tape Handling Unit

International Amphitheatre, Chicago ...
Northeast Arena between 4 & 5 at A, S, C
Uplfr,lf$e your Throughput . .. with MDS
MDS 1320 Buffered Line Printer and 6403 DataRecorder, with data transmission

Inpr!:akd Output Units
Puf~Mt)s Corp. on the list of exhibits you can't afford to miss
at ihe:BEMAShow. Our entire exhibit is keyed to the upgradingot;Hata processing throughput, with MDS input and output un~ts.
.
Our exhibit will include: MDS 7160 High-Speed Line Printer
with Tape Handling Unit. .. MDS 2100 Ticket Read/Punch
System ... MDS 4400 Source Data Gathering System . .. MDS
1103/6403 Long Distance Transmission Units . .. MDS 7500
System Comprising MDS Card Reader, Card Punch, Magnetic
Tape Data-Recorder, 1320 Buffered Line Printer.

Data Input Station for MDS 4400
Source Data Gathering System

P.O. Box 630 • Palisade Street, Herkimer, N.Y. 13350
Telephone 315/866-6800
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quirements of subscribers. From transmission of data to the networks, it will
be computer-to-computer communicatiqn. Reports will also go back to the
high-speed paper tape units at the regional centers, each unit earmarked for
a speCific Teletype that will be on-line
to a Teletype at the local news services
and TV and radio stations. Thus, some
of the reports will be tailormade for a
particular region, as well as serve as a
basis for national totals.
This will be the first time the system
has been coordinated nationally via a
computer operation, although it was
working on a limited basis for the pri,.
maries. Programming Methods says
the national election software has been
debugged since June and exhaustive
tests will be run until November. They
are aware the election date can't be
held up because software delivery
slipped.
The prospects for quick, efficient
gathering and reporting of the election
results look good. In the meantime,
town officials of Arlington, Mass., have
thrown out computers after two election tries because they said they were
too costly, didn't save time and were
disliked by the voters. They want to
have a paper ballot they can call their
own.

•

,I

FIRE FIGHTERS HELPED
BY COMPUTER DISPATCHING
Two pilot. studies for computer-:-aided
fire fighting are being done by the
Forest Fire Lab of the U.S. Forestry
Service, Riverside, Calif. The first involves automatic dispatching of firefightJng .equipment and has already
started on a limited basis. The other is
a probability forecasting program to
determine. how many men and what
equipment will be needed for various
sections of a fire. The lab is using the
Datel 3021 terminal linked to AllenBabcock's 360/50 in Los Angeles (on a
regular time-sharing customer basis)
for both projects.
The automatic dispatching system is
not yet 100% operational, but has already been used to advantage. In addition to keeping an equipment invento~y: the computer recommel1ds the
fire company which should be sent and
computes the shortest route to the
scene of the fire. For crews not familiar
~ith the area, directions to .the location are also given. In a recent fire, the
dispatcher, finding the engfne company he wanted to send was at another fire, started another company rolling, but the computer came up with. a
better answer-the dispatcher immediately sent the computer-recommended
company, and it got there faster.
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Dispatchers can communicate with
the computer in a conversational mode
-an addition to the original programin which they simply type on the keyboard in English to report the location
of a' fire, ask for a status report on
equipment, make changes in the inventory, etc. This eliminates the need
for extremely experienced dispatchers,
who had to work mainly from memory.
Another by-product of writing the
program was that it forced the Forestry Service to analyze travel time
throughout San Bernardino Countyand it was found that in several cases
fire companies had never been disp~tched to locations which they were
actually in the best position to serve.
Next step will be the,automatic dispatching of fire-fighting aircraft to
fires, and eventually-hopefully-the
same for fire-fighting personnel.
This August the automatic dispatching cost the Forestry Service $125 for
the terminal and around $38QO for cpu
time (ten hours). The lab feels this is
tOQ high a pr,ice, bl.lt the project is in
the. development stage, and a program
optimization study should be completed by next May which will get the
costs down to $1,000 a month, a reasonable figure, according to Ernest T.
Tolin, who is in charge of computer
services at the Forest Fire Lab.
The second study is in "fire intelligence," or probability forecasting. This
would enable the computer to analyze
the fuel type involved, the terrain,
what type of equipment the Forestry
Service wants to use, and generate a
printout on how much equipment, or
how many men, are needed and the
percent of chance of containment of
the present fire if these recommendations are followed. In this case, the terminal could be mounted in a trailer
and sent to the scene of the fire, where
phone wires would be tapped to get
onto the computer. The progra~ is
completed, but the lab is still waiting
for an opportunity to test it. It seems
that you can't just go to any old fire
and set up operations. They're waiting
for the "ideal fire."
UltiIl1ately they hope to do a fire
spread model, but it's quite a way off.
This program would . analyze fuel
types, terrain, weather conditions, etc.,
and predict fire spread, possibly as far
as five or six hours in advance.
The studies are being financed by
the Dept. of Agriculture fire research
fund and grants from the Calif. State
Div. of Forestry.
-

CRITICISM, KUDO
FOR PROGRAMMING SCHOOL
The names and plac~s have been
changed to protect a national pro-

gramming school that has only one rotten apple in its barrel of franchises
that we know of.
Last month, DATA'MATION received
a carbon copy of a letter from Mr.
Agonia to the state's attorney general
about the unethical activity of a programming school. Mr. Agonia explained that his son had taken the
school's programming aptitude test
and passed. He could not, however,
enter the course until he had received
l
a high-school equivalency diploma.
The helpful school salesman urged the
young man to make a $200 downpayment for the course, as an "incentive,"
and assured him that it would be refunded if he did not achieve his
equivalency diploma. The father also
signed a paper which the salesman
said would simply verify for his office
that he had made a potential sale.
For some reason, the young applicant did not achieve his diplom~ and
his draft deferment was coming to an
end. When the father called to request
the refund, it was refused, even
though the son was not eligible to take
the course. Mr. Agonia then enlisted
the aid of a lawyer, who also COl1tacted
the school. It turned out that Mr.
Agonia had signed a contract (alb~it
unknowingly and he never got a copy)
so he had' no legal recourse. The' resourceful man, however, wrote to his
local attorney general, Better Business
Bureau, and friendly computer, magazines.
This office contacted the corporqte
headquarters of the sch091 and was assured that if the facts were' correct the
money should be returned. The result
is that Mr. Agonia's ~on received his
refund and the sales office of this franchise reportedly' received - a corporate
visit. Unfortunately the director of this
franchise did not choose' to take the
matter well as he wrote these confusing, unprofessional comments in his
letter:
.
"We do not recall nor do our records
indicate any advice from your attorney
regarding a change in your son's draft
status. We do recall a phone conversation with a voice, a day befor~ ... was
scheduled to start his course on July 9.
The voice purported to be you said ...
would not be starting because he had
failed the test necessary to obtain his
high school equivalency' certificate.
We requested a statement in writing
since we found it difficult to reconcile
that statement with the high degree of
aptitude evidenced by his test mark
here. We are pleased to finally have
the true facts~ and to know that ... is
not stupid, as the voice led us to believe."
Whatever the case, the school took
funds from an ineligible student. The
moral of the story: any student or ap89
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plicant to these schools who feels he
has a justified complaint should approach the school's corporate management, and failing that, should then go
to the press and consumer fraud agencies.

FINDING A PLACE
TO PUT THE MONEY
What profitable to do with those big
monthly rental receipts pulled down
by computer leasing firms other than
bank them against the day the mortgages fall due?
A Dallas concern, Data Automation
Co., has hit upon a novel scheme, one
that may allow their rental money to
do double duty-if it works as planned.
Data Automation is acquiring KBK
Investment Corp., a factoring firm 10. cated out in the oil lands of west Texas, where it assists in financing oil field
exploration and· drilling-at rates of return up to 3% a month. In. addition,
some of KBK's more successful clients
have migrated north to Alaska where
oil is also found in large quantities,
leading KBK to establish offices in Anchorage.
It's a good, secure business, according to DAC prexy Jim Devlin, who
also anticipates yet another benefit
from the KBK association. "We plan to
develop a generalized software package to optimize a factoring firm's investment program, which we'll use first
at KBK and then make available to
other investment companies," he said.
The package, perhaps the first developed for the field, will be developed
under the guidance of a new DAC senior executive from a major investment
firm who has a programming background, unlikely as that sounds.
DAC is not putting all its financing
eggs in one basket, however. It recently negotiated a $1.5 million line of
credit for its disc pack leasing program
with a Dallas bank and $6 million for
general leasing use with a Chicago investment firm.

ACM UTILITY SESSION-AT&T
IS WATCHING AND WAITING
After the session on "Computer Service 'Utilities,''' at the ACM national
conference, a man approached speaker
Michael A. Duggan and said, "I
thought you had left the Justice Department."
The .rhetorical question-Duggan is
now at the University of New Hampshire-was a fair one: Duggan hit hard
at M-a Bell in his talk, indicating that
AT&T has the capabilities (in its Electronic Switching Station) and perhaps
the inclination to go into the computer
service business. It's a move that Dug-
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gan obviously deplores.
The alternatives he sees facing the
computer utility industry include:
"(1) a give-away to AT&T; (2) limit
it to - the communication carriersAT&T, Western Union, ITT, RCA,
and GT&E; or (3) allow a free competitive market to shape the industry,
at least for the foreseeable future."
Duggan obviously hopes that FCC
policies will help the utility industry
evolve under the impetus of free competition.
There were few clues as to how the
Federal Communications Commission
will approach the development of such
policies-except, perhaps, gingerly-in
a talk delivered by Ernie Nash of the
FCC at the same session. Nash re- .
viewed the role of the FCC and repeatedsome well-known facts: "The
line of demarcation between edp and
communications has begun to obliterate; the users are not certain what they
want and the common carriers don't
understand all their technology can offer; there will be more data traffic
than voice in two years".
Nash noted that the FCC's tacit approval of Western Union's SleOM market information services (see Dec. '67,
p. 68) indicates that they view it as a
communications, not data processing,
service. But he also pointed out that if
WU broadens the service-or if, specifically, WU adds a fourth computer to
the service-the tariffs would be subject to review and probable rejection.
At session on Data Communications
the next day, Nash gave a special report on the status of the FCC inquirx
. . at least that was the title. He apologized for the legal machinery required
to establish procedures, and he indicated that computer folk have not examined closely enough the alternatives
to the regular services of the common
carriers ... the 890-megacycle microwave system, for instance.
At the "Utility" session, Nash indicated that the FCC has awarded a
contract to Stanford Research Institute
to evaluate the replies to the FCC inquiry. So what was billed as a battle
between -the computer and communications industries may boil down to a
skirmish between consultants SRI and
Booze, Allen & Hamilton, which did
the bulk of the work in preparing the
response to the inquiry of the -Business
Equipment Manufacturers' Assoc.
Nash concluded by acknowledging
that the communications/computer
confrontation was "a gnawing question"; he hoped that the FCC would
be able to "nurture progress," but
noted that the FCC "cannot sacrifice
the reasonable requirements of all
concerned." Which might be interpreted to mean that neither side can
expect a clear-cut victory.

The panel discussion which followed did little to shed light on the
problems of the utility or to offer any
solutions. Einar Stefferud of SDC
noted that the problems are political,
not technical; "All we have to do is
decide what we want to do," he said.
What is needed, he said, is a common
addressing scheme which will allow all
computers to use one monopolistic
regulated network. And he feels that
the future sl1ap~ of the utility industry
will be oligopolistic-with many large
suppliers and many small ones.
Dave Farber of RAND (and formerly
of Bell Labs) answered Duggan's
charges by indicating that ESS "is not
really capable of providing a competitive computer service." But he admitted that the technology available to
Bell would allow it to offer a competitive service "at many levels." The fact
that Bell is on the verge of going into
the picture phone business could lead
to "a very large service" involving
touch-tone phones and displays in
homes, coupled with broadband capability plus programs and local and
large central computers. The big question is whether Bell knows how to
market such services. Farber's answer:
small (home) computation services,
yes; large computational services, no.
Jim Babcock, a computer utility service pioneer, took time to defend the
Bell system. As a user over the past
three to four years, Babcock has noted
more responsive service at local and
national levels in. trying to solve particular problems of remote terminals of
all kinds.
The first phone company acoustical
coupler will be available in the first
quarter of '69, said Babcock, "which is
better than the speed with which IBM
-is making available a working copy of
OS/360." But what is needed, said
Babcock "-and if the phone company
doesn't provide it, someone else wiIl-"
is "a way to switch files. The future of
the computer utility lies in access to
large data b-ases." And Babcock
wouldn't mind seeing ESS provide
him with this capability.

INSTANT EDP COMPANY
APPEARS IN DALLAS
By pulling together its edp activities
into a subsidiary of LTV Aerospace,
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., has created
overnight a rather sizeable software/
service firm.
The new company, Computer Technology Inc., combines the computer
people and equipment from LTV Inc.,
LTV Aerospace and the latter's subsidiary, Service Technology Corp., which
brings to the marriage a handsome
dowry of an $80-million backlog. STC,
which will operate as a subsidiary of
CT, provides systems site manage91

ttMylar" is the cotnl?uter tape base
that .moves the data
that moves S&H merchandise
"Accurate inventory control is an
absolute must in our business:' says
Allan V esley, Director of Information
Systems for The Sperry & Hutchinson
Company.
"With nine regional distributing
warehouses, over 800 redemption centers
and more than 50 million pieces of merchandise, we have earned consumer
confidence through our policy of rapid
redemption. Our computer program
makes this possible. And it's reassuring
to know that most of our critical information is stored on computer tapes
of'Mylar'* polyester film."

Mr. Vesley is assured of high-quality tape because much of his worrying is
done for him ... by computer-tape manufacturers. These tape manufacturers
concern themse"lves with sophisticated
coating techniques, quality-control

testing and base-film selection, so that
tape users, such as S & H, get the ultimate in trouble-free tape performance.
No wonder so many manufactur·
ers of analog and digital tapes specify
"Mylar" for their film base. Tape
manufacturers won't sell-or buyanything less than the best. That's why
today more computer tapes are made
by more manufacturers on a base of
"Mylar" than any other material.

FILM DEPARTMENT
"Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

<[(J PDHl> MYLAR"
"G u s ....TO"

polyester film
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ment for NASA and DOD.
President of the big new baby company is C. W. "Bill" Woerner, formerly
vp and midwestern regional manager
for IBM's Data Processing Div.
Company HQwill be in Chicago,
but most of the 2700 employees and
, the edp gear will remain in Dallas.
CT kicks off with a 10-year contract to provide data processing services for LTV Inc., LTV Aerospace
and another subsidiary, LTV Electro
Systems. The charter calls for providing a full range of computer-related
products and services to the computer
field.
At the moment, LTV Inc. holds 27%
of the shares in CT; 70% will be held
by LTV Aerospace Corp.; 3%, by management. A public offering is planned
for the near future, details of which are
not yet available.
LTV Aerospace is kicking in $10 million in cash to help the new company
get rolling.
.

Specify Tile fll105t Versatile flange

of

GUARANTEED Quolity-Controlled Tope
for Your NjC Automoted Mochines

HAMMING RECEIVES
TURING AWARD
Richard W. Hamming is one of the
computer industry's most widely respected authorities. A founder and
past president of the ACM, head of
the Computing Science Research Laboratories at Bell Labs, he is the author
of the widely quoted statement: "The
purpose of computing is insight, not
numbers."
He is also a practical man. At a Las

r~1VlAtl ®

neinforced' for Accuracy, Sirengih and Siobiliiy

AsIc About Our Three
NEW COMBINATIONS For

Top N/C Performance

n-V-CT52D, metalized Mylar, .0020"
R-V-CZ64, Mylar/foil/Mylar, .003"
n-V-CPl15, paper/Mylar/paper, .004"

Every roll of Arvey tape is guaranteed to meet specified
physical tolerances and performance requirements. Splicefree, continuous roll lengths are accurately measured to
assure full programmed capacity.
Arvey's exclusive LAMCOTE® lamination process produces tape with exceptional strength and dimensional stability and meets the most rigid requirements for photoelectric and electro-mechanical readers. After perforation,
tapes can be read indefinitely; no elongation or deformation
of code or feed holes; opaque to infrared and visible light.
Immediate shipment on all standard colors, widths,
thicknesses' and combinations: Test Arvey tape at our·
expense. Write for complete specifications and samples.
Vegas computer conference several
years ago a DATAMATION editor approached him and asked; "As a man of
mathematics who understands the theories of numbers and statistics which
rule this place, what is your theory on
gambling?"
Hamming immediately offered the
following: "If you find a penny on the

®

®

Du Pont registered trademark
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Security is an IBM 1800 computer.

o

This is an executive. Show him the letters IBM on the front of a computer and
he feels secure. Even if the machine behind
the letters isn't as good as another one his
company could buy.
For example, our SEL 810B is a better
computer than the IBM 1800. Judge for
yourself:
The SEL 810B is faster-790 nanoseconds versus 2 or 4 microseconds. Are
you interested in monitor programming?
Why wait for TSX and MPX. The SEL 810B
RTX has faster response time and is easier
to use.
And Systems Engi neeri ng Laboratories
can design and del iver custom front- end
equipment with the SEL810B.IBM can't
with the 1800.
We can deliver in 90 days. Figure on
a year for the IBM 1800.
To top it all, the SEL 810B costs less.

In fact, you can buy two SEL 810B's for the
price of a typical 1800.
What does IBM have to say about all
, this? That they're dedicated to service. A
noble dedication. But we say a computer
is built to perform, not to be serviced.
We know these are pretty brash words.
And we expect to be called on them. We
invite you to be among the fi rst. ,
Call us at home collect. Tell us you
want to see proof, not just claims. We'll
set up a demonstration.
We figure if we spread" the word often
enough about the SEL 810B, eventually it'll
have to filter up through that great big
security blanket.
.
Call Joe PopoloatSystems Engineering
Laboratories in Ft. Lauderdale. The number is Area Code 305/587-2900.
Or write P.O. Box 9148, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33310.

Systems Engineering Laboratories
See us in Booth 1500 at ISA.
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Hoor, pick it up. That's the only way

you'll stay ahead of the game. But," he
added," "I haven't found a penny yet."
The editor fished out a penny and
dropped it on the Hoor. Hamming
picked it up and walked away.
So it was no surprise to hear Dr.
Hamming offer the ACM and the
co'mputer industry some practical advice as he delivered the third annual
A. M. Turing Lecture in Sin/Sun City
last month.
In "One Man's View of Computer
Science" Hamming stressed that "specialization leads to triviality," and to
prepare students of today for the year
2000 when they will be at the peak of
their careers, the computer science
curriculum needs more of a practical
engineering Havor than now taught in
most courses. At the risk of being misunderstood, he said, he'd like to
change the name of computer "science" to computer "engineering," to
emphasize that the problem is not
"Can it be done?'~ but is more a question of finding a practical machine or
program with a reasonable expenditure of time and effort.
Probably the most important way to
produce this Havor of practicality,
Hamming said, is to avoid the "black

and white mentality that characterizes
so much of (pure) mathematics" and
to stress the judgment and balancing
of conHicting aims that characterize
engineering. To change computer science's reputation, he continued, we
need to avoid the "bragging and uselessness and the game playing" that
the pure mathematicians (of which
HamIlling himself is one) so often engage in.
Specifically, in the curriculum, he
would like to see a strong minor in
some field other than computer science
and mathematics; more of that "practical engineering Havor" in software
training through the development of
relevant theories rather than· gimmicks; applications to be taught in
their natural environments by the appropriate departments (e.g., COBOL in
the business administration dept.);
formal mathematics courses more
suited to the needs of computer science; more laboratory work; and,
throughout it all, the imparting of a
standard of professional ethics.

of their products and professional
staffs into Computer Usage Development Corp.
The reason for the end of these firms
as separate entities was two-fold.
Computer Usage Business Services
had unsuccessfully attacked markets
that were new and unknown to the
company-:-edp services for the very
small user, and a CUE-developed
home-study programming course· originally aimed at the general public.
Second, Computer Usage saw that
some of the developments of these subsidiaries would best be managed and
marketed by CUDC and could not justify supporting multiple overheads.
In ~n interview, Charles Benton,
new president and chief executive officer of CUC and CUDC, explained
that the firm has always serviced the
large industrial computer market. CUBS
was faced with the problem of addressing the small individual market. Indeed, he said, "no one has penetrated" this market.
CUC will not give up the packages
CUBS developed, such as payroll, but is
putting them into the "~xisting marketing and systems organization" of cunc.
CUDC will perform the CUBS centracts
at its centers; some contracts represent
many small businesses.
CUE was in a somewhat similar situation. The home-shldy programming

COMPUTER USAGE ADJUSTS
SUBSIDIARIES' ACTIVITIES
The upshot of Computer Usage Co.'s
financial problems with its subsidiaries, Computer Usage Business Services, Inc., and Computer Usage Education; Inc., is the absorption of many

PROTECT DATA INPUT LINES
FROM TRANSIENTS

'his announcement is neither an oDer to sell nor a solicitation 0/ an oDer to buy any 0/
these securities. The offering is made only by the Prospectus.
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New Issue

Use Joslyn Communications Protectors. Choose from many
models. Each designed to be connected in series with the
data input line to provide positive protection for virtually the
life of the products they protect.
Model 1635-02-employs a tri-guard spark gap with
cornmon h. ermetically sealed gas chamber. Max. signal
<0.5 db;
~\.;~ discharge rating - 10 ka at 10 x 20,us; transient into
.",..- protector-1O kv peak,S ka peak at 10 x 20ps; max_
output volts - < 120 at <0.2,us.
~\.\

<:~, peak-1O v; insertion loss at max. signal -

Series 1600 includes models featuring a maximum current surge rating of 40 ka at 10 x 20fLs; also super
precision, very low dc voltage breakdown. and wide
band pass. Available in balanced-pair or coaxial singleended configuration.
Series 1620 Balanced Pair Protectors feature low dc
breakdown voltage from 2 v to 100 v, depending upon
model.
Writ-e or call today for full information. Joslyn Electronic
Systems, Santa Barbara Research Park, P.O. Box 817, Goleta,
California 93017. Tel. (805) 968-3551.
.

@JOS1Vn

...
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260,000 Shares

~.~lRof; g: ~(.

~fI

Common Stock
($.01 par value)

Price $5.00 Per Share
Copies 0/ the Prospectus may be obtained /rom the undersigned
only in States in which the Prospectus may be legally disfributed.
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course has been highly praised in the
industry, but even though several hundred people had purchased it, the
costs of operating the course, which
included computer time for a program
written by the student for each lesson,
were helping to keep the operation in
the red. What happens now is that the
home-study course for the public will
be licensed. McGraw-Hill is already licensed to use it in its textbook development.
The subsidiary has also developed
education courses in edp and management for commercial and government
institutions, however, and it is these
services that CUDC will offer to its customers. CUE's professional staff will
continue to do development work in
this area.
The nine-month earnings report
(ending Jurie 30), which showed revenues up ($10.1 million vs. $9.9 million in '67) , but earnings down
($154,367 vs. $411,603), also stated
that CUDC had not done as well as anticipated. Benton said that there was
<'no one thing that caused it," just <'not
having the right number of people at
the right place at the right time."
<'There's a large market for systems
-analysis and programming," he said.
<'Our ability to reach that market depends first on people to solve problems, then on marketing capability
and management bf operations." Benton, who recently joined CUC after
Elmer Kubie and Carl Reynolds resigned, could not say what this meant
for the specific organization of the
firm. But he did note that it would
<'more directly bring to bear the corporate resources in support of the regional organization." There will be a
<'growth in management controls" and
a <'greater emphasis on marketing."
Benton sees CUC as a total information systems firm with these capabilities: systems consultation, feasibility
studies, systems design, systems aralysis, systems programming, programming, education, facilities operation.
( turnkey or management) .
To shore up each' of these areas,
Benton said that CUC <'wili consider
buying firms where it augments capabilities and fits the growth pattern," although his comments did not imply
that CUC would break its conservative
direction and begin a buying' spree.
CUC will grow in areas like systems
programming and analysis by hiring
and training in-house, he said. As for
systems management, CUDC has its
Computer Usage Facilities Management subsidiary. Benton notes that although the government started using
outside firms for this service 10 years

This·•. isthe .most powerful, yet
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Call today for immediate trial:
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NOW
COMPUTER
METHODS
CORPORATION
IS A
SINGLE,
NATIONWIDE
SOURCE
FOR:

* A TESTIMONIAL from McDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORPORATION on our AUTOMATIC TESTING PROCEDURE
(TESTPAK) ... Program test time has been reduced from an average of 12 minutes to 1 minute per test.
Test turnaround time has been reduced from 48 hours to 2 hours. Programmer retention of individual
test tapes eliminated (approximately 40 test tapes per programmer).

CMC offers "total systems capabilities"
with its offices at these locations:

e e
eee
eee

COMPUTER METHODS CORPORATION

CORPORATE
470 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, New York 10605
914/428-0400

LOS ANGELES
1633 Westwood Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90024
213/272-1181

NEW YORK CITY
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022
212/688-0520

COMPUTATION CENTER
100 Merrick Road
Rockville Centre, New York 11571
516/764-2800
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A Subsidiary of Coburn Corporation of America
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ago, the commercial world is just now
beginning to accept it. Other areas
CUC is examining include further development of proprietary packages,
but in modular form, so that generally
applicable parts of a package can be
marketed broadly. For each application these modules would be configured with tailor-made modules fitting
the needs of the specific customer.
There is also "tremendous room for
horizontal expansion," said Walter
Johnson,
CUC
treasurer.
CUC
branches are now in 20 locations.
"There is room for many times that."
CUC could use several large offices in
Manhattan, and in addition to the
large cities, will also go into more large
suburban areas.

The house built by a computer.
Building houses isn't what it used to be.
Today a major builder must have a
myriad of information right at his fingertips. Each day he must know the
exact status of each house, the correct
inventory of materials, the up-dated
performance levels of each contractor,
the cash flow requirements ... and the
precise tax status of each project.
Logicon, a computer. sciences company, recently completed an information system for a major national builder
-providing more than 85 inanagement
reports using a single "input" program.
This program focuses all the raw data
at a single point and validates it to
make the total system "fail safe" from
doding and keypunch errors.
In addition to developing complex
management information systems, Logicon develops computer systems that
help map the planets and train people
to perform complex tasks under highstress conditions.
Logicon is different from other computer companies. First, it provides complete computer services-analysis,
design and implementation-all in a
single organization. Second, prime emphasis is placed on cost effectiveness in
relation to each customer's individual
working environment. Last, but certain-

. ly not least, is Logicon's unique simulation techniques that curtail the common
"trial by error" shakedowns that so
often haunt new computer installations.
With this experience and philosophy,
it's· not surprising that Logicon has
grown rapidly. The company has maintained a growth rate of over 40% every
year and has achieved an especially
high rate of repeat business from "satisfied customers".
For more information about Logicon,
you are invited to contact Mr. James
Fisherkeller,. Director of Marketing, at
our corporate headquarters.

I-

• • lOGICON

Los Angeles, San Diego, Washington D.C.
Corporate headquarters: 255 W.Fifth St.,
San Pedro, California 90731
PROGRAMMERS, SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
-In addition to a stimulating environment, Logicon
offers unique profit sharing/stock purchase opportunities. To inquire about positions in the Los Angeles,
San Diego or Washington, D.C. areas please. write to
Mr. G. B. Kellenberger at the corporate headquarters
office. (An equal opportunity employer.)

COLLINS ENTERS COMPUTER
HARDWARE, SERVICES MARKET
Plans for entering the computer business on a large scale-both in hardware
and with a unique service-center concept-were revealed by Arthur A. Collins, founder, president, and chairman
of Collins Radio Co.
Actually, the big manufacturer of
communications, avionics, and other
electronic equipment has been building digital computers for nearly a decade. Examples are the C-8401 communications processor, the Data Central switching system,and the C-8500
-a 32-bit, 1.2 usec processor that
comes with up to 262K core and a host
of peripherals, including a smaller
"device control" computer, crt terminals, modems, and magnetic card files,
as well as the usual printers, card
units, discs, drums, and mag tape.
Even a small tape cartridge unit is
available, for initial program load and
diagnostic routines.
But the marketing program for these
goodies has been close to nonexistent.
Collins had the equipment. And if you
happened to know about it-maybe
because your company was a customer
of theirs for other products-they
might sell you some. Penn-Central and
Delta Airlines, for example, use Col1in~
computers.
Now, presumably, this is going to
change. But the company may have a
struggle ahead, not only in competing
with the well-established computer
makers but even in getting the idea
across that prospects should identify
Collins with computers.
If bold and novel ideas are a harbinger of success, however, Collins
may end up a winner. Consider, for
example, their concept for on-line,
production/ process-control
service
centers. This scheme envisions nothing
less than the actual control by a cus-
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tomer of a part of Collins production
facilities. A customer might want, say,
a certain quantity of an extremely
complex circuitboard.· He would be
able to go to a Collins service center
(or be tied into it through a terminal),
feed in the specifications, and initiate
the actual production of the component at one of Collins' plants in another city.
Does Collins have the resources, especially the money, to carry out these
ideas and compete ~ith a line of computers at the same time?
There are some reasons to think they
have a chance. Collins is a more-thanmedium-sized company. Sales for fiscal
'67 were $438.9 million and for '68,
just ended, they rose to $447 millionproducing a net profit of $13 million.
The company employs more than 23,000 people and has big plants in Dallas
(corporate headquarters) and Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, as well as facilities in
Newport Beach and Santa Ana, Calif.,
and Toronto. They also have nine subsidiaries in other countries.
They have been active in computer
control of production processes in their
own manufacturing, have facilities for
thin-film production, multilayer circuitboard manufacturing, and digitally controlled printed circuit layout.
They are also, of course, vastly experienced in communications-:-including
satellite/ground station networks. And
the C-8500, as noted above, includes a
line of modern peripheral equipment.
An understated news release from
Collins says that "sales volume in the
computer systems and service area will
not fully reflect the ultim~te importance of this activity in the immediate
future."
Well, there's always room for one
more. Especially a modest one."
HONEYWELL'S MICRO sWiTCH
READIES LOW-COST KEYBOARD
Anticipating the rapid growth of the
market for computer terminals in t~e
next few years and trying to ~asten the
day when they will be cheaper, Micro
Switch division of Honeywell is producing a solid state keyboard compatiblewith existing computers and remote terminals, with a built-in iriarketing program of de-escalating prices.
The keyboards are designed for ASCII
code and may also be coded for EBCDIC,
Baudot, hexadecimal or teletypesetter
systems.
Micro Switch (largest producer of
precision switches in the world) has
been building, at customer request,
specially tailored keyboards in limited
quantities of one to several-an expensive process. The solid state keyboard

The
"hidden"
features of
TATE Infinite
Access Flooring
After the floor panels are in place, in a computer room, office area, or other access flooring
installation; some of the best features of a Tate
Infinite Access Floor are hidden from view.
But, when you look underneath, you'll discover
these hidden features which make a Tate Access
Floor the finest you can specify.
First, you'll see the underside of the Tate all
steel panel. It's constructed of two steel sheets;
the top perfectly flat to receive the floor covering
of your choice ... the bottom sheet die-formed
into fourteen intersecting "Z" beams for maximum
strength ... the two parts welded together
at 176 points.
Next, one of three understructure
systems that are available; each
designed to meet a different need based
on your requirements.
Your requirement could be for the Tate
Snap-on Stringer that provides a rigid grid,
but with each stringer individually removable by
hand without special tools. You may require maximum accessibility,
and the Tate Stringerless system is what you'll find. But if the most
rigid floor understructure is your requirement, the Tate Bolted Stringer
system, with only one bolt needed to secure four stringers, is there.
Supporting the system is the Tate "Levelock" pedestal. It consists
of a tubular steel column, then the Tate "cam-Iokh feature that prevents vibration or routine cable maintenance from changing the height
and leveling setting . .A steel adjusting nut - a ~8" steel stud - both
the strongest on the market. And the "Levelock" feature itself, exclusive with Tate floors - adjusts the pedestal for perfect vertical align- ,
ment by compensating for the normal sub-floor irregularities ... it
guarantees absolutely level floors, axial loading of understructure, and
no "rocking" panels.
Thus, it's the "hidden" features, combined with the all important
visible feature of attractiveness and perfect, level surface, that makes
a Tate Access Floor the best you can specify.

ri#t?£i

---

TATE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS, INC.
a division of Tate Industries

Montevideo Road, Box 349C, Jessup, Maryland 20794 (301) 799-4200
write today for free cata·log and the name of your nearest Tate distributor.
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is MS's answer to a need for a less expensive component; it can be mass
produced and by 1970 the price can
be brought down to $100-half present
prices.
The basic keyboard consists of four
rows which provide up to a 69-key array. Keys are arranged in standard
typewriter format (with additional
symbols and function keys) but may
be arranged in any desired sequence.
Each key contains a pinhead sized integrated circuit chip (containing a
Hall generator, a trigger circuit, and
an amplifier) and a magnet. When the
key is manually depressed, the magnetic field alters the voltage in the Hall
generator. The analog output is converted to digital output by the trigger
circuit. The output is then amplified
and fed to the encoding matrix.
The keys terminate in one of two
printed circuit boards within the keyboard: termination and encoding. The
printed circuit board encodes by interconnecting conductors from the two
printed sides of the board. One side of

the encoding board has two vertical
columns for each key while the reverse
side has 32 horizontal rows of conductors. There are 16 possible combinations of a four-bit binary code (four
zeroes through four ones). To form an
eight-bit code two separate grid systems are utilized.
The solid-state approach is claimed
to have some major benefits: low cost,
no moving contact, electrical compatibility (voltage and current levels are
the same as other logic devices in other
equipment), and electrical repeatability (no degradation from aging and
circuits do not have to compensate for
variations in contact resistance from
s~itch to switch). The keyboard was
announced in September and seven
units were scheduled for delivery in

that month; full production is expected by mid-1969.
The keyboard is envisioned for use
in terminals which will be in increasing demand for bank, hotel, brokerage,
insurance, and airline industry information. Other fields which will need a
growing number of computer termirials are government, education, research, and health, plus the proliferating t-s companies with multiplying
customers. The more visionary marketing people at MS see the housewife using an inexpensive terminal hooked to
a computer and the family tv set used
as the crt for visual output. For information:
CIRCLE 230 ON READER CARD

COMPUTER AGE INDUSTRIES
ADDS TWO SUBSIDIARIES
Computer Age Industries, Inc., a oneman holding firm started in June by
Swen Larsen, a Control Data Institute
founder, now has two subsidiaries:
Oyer Professional Computer Services,
an educational-service firm for "professional groups," residing in a Manhattan penthouse; and Computer Age Institute, programming school, nicely ensconced on an 83~-acre estate in Norfolk, Va.
Oyer, which is headed by ex-Computer Usage Education director Paul
Oyer, was formed in June and merged
with Computer Age in July. The fiveman subsidiary this fall will offer advanced courses in programming, systems analysis and design, and timesharing to edp professionals; computer
courses for non-edp professionals such
as engineers, lawyers, and accountants;
and various management courses for
execs and dp managers. Backing is
from "Washington financiers."
WESCON PANEL DISCUSSES
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
The final session of the Western Electronic Show and Convention featured
a panel discussion on "The Impact of
New Technology on Data Communication." It was moderated in firm style
by George Gilman of Mitre Corp., and
the panel consisted of James Babcock,
Allen-Babcock Computing; Dean Gillette, Bell Telephone Laboratories;
Richard Petritz, Texas Instruments;
Virgil Vaughan, AT&T; Ted Glaser,
Case Institute; Merlin Smith, IBM;
and Charles Strom, Rome Air Development AFB. From the panelists'
opening observations, it was apparent
that the impact of new technology on
data communication has been, is, and
will be great, but there was considerable uncertainty as to how technology
will affect the new directions of data
communication. Jim Babcock lauded
the technological developments that
have been the outgrowth of the

Reactive Terminal
Service Centers
NEW YORK·NEW JERSEY
Route 17 and Garden State Parkway
Paramus, New Jersey 07652
Phone: (201) 262-8700
67 Broad Street
New York, New York 10004
Phone: (212) 344-0811
488 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10002
Phone: (212) 421-2111
226 Seventh Street
Garden City, New York 11530
Phone: (516) 248-4100
53 Bank Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Phone: (609) 924·7664
WASHINGTON
1140 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 223·1497
BOSTON
125 Second Avenue
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Phone: (617) 893·5860
SAN FRANCISCO
351 California Street
San Francisco, California 94104'
Phone: (415) 421·9794
LOS ANGELES
999 N. Sepulveda Boulevard,
EI Segundo, California 90245
Phone: (213) 322·7800
16661 Ventura Boulevard
Encino, California 91316
Phone: (213) 783-6065
727 West 7th Street-Suite 1040
Los Angeles, California
Phone: (213) 627·6785
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we introduced our R.eac.tive Terminal Service in New
York la!:it April, we've spread rapidly across the nation, bringing the
world's most advanced time-sharing service to thousands of businessmen, scientists, engineers and
programmers.
Five cities now have our RTS
system. And more than 20 will have
it before long. (These progress reports will keep you posted.)
R TS is the only time-sharing
service that gives you on-line ability to write OS-compatible programs using FORTRAN-G, and also
provides unlimited on and off-line
program storage, your pick of
many terminals, line-by-line debugging capability, and the largest
core storage per user offered anywhere by anyone. Basic Assembly
Language is also available.
In addition, we have expanded
our user work file capabilities to
2.4 million bytes of data storage
for each program. No other timeINCE

sharing service
can handle such
large data bases.
And this da ta can
be read, updated and
saved from your terminal at will.
We have also added an update
text editor that allows you to easily and quickly change a single
character, or a string of characters, in both data and programs.
What's next is another language
-BASIC. (See next month's Progress Report.)
These new features, combined
with the backup provided by ITT
Data Services' network of largescale computer centers, make RTS
the most versatile and efficient
computer time-sharing service
there is.
For further information or a
demonstration, call, or write, the
ITT Data Services center nearest
you. Once you've tried RTS, you'll
want to put it in your next progress. report.

Reactive Terminal Service*,
ITT's new System/360
computer time-sharing
service, is now available in
New York, Boston, Los Angeles,
Washington, and San Francisco.
San Diego, Chicago, and
Pittsburgh are next in line.

ITT

*Service marks of ITT Data Services, a division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

DATA SERVICES
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Brush
announces

•
(actual size)

A record/playback/erase audio in less than
1,4 cu. in•••• less than 1 % 3rd harmonic distortion •••

less than 1 milliwatt d-c power requirement!
The Shrunken Head. Another first
from Brush - pioneer in magnetic
heads design.
Ideal for battery-powered satellite,
oceanographic, military recon and
office-equipment recorders - where
highest audio quality must be achieved
with low, low power consumption.
It's all done with d-c bias and d-c
erase in a unique Brush design. Result:
iess than 1 % distortion, signal-to-noise
ratio of better than -' 40 dB at J~
ips and frequency response of 400 Hz
to 3 kHz at 1916 ips. And all with only
1 milliwatt d-c power consumption!
Low power, low dIstortion, end-ofyour-thumb size' make this the logical
head for portable audio recorders

0

for continuous operation over long
periods on transistor-battery power.
Hostile environments don't bother it.
Available in a wide range of track
widths.
Designing something small and battery-powered for high performance?
Then send for free specs on the
shrunken Brush low-powered audio
head. Another example of Brusli capability in designing heads for tomorrow's requirements. Clevite Corporation, Brush Instruments Division, 37th
and Perkins, Cleveland, Ohio 44 i 14.

ClEVITEBRUSH
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healthy interdependence between the
computer and communications industries. But he stressed the need for a
network able to generate a file coast-tocoast, as well as for more sophisticated
software for computer-to- (differentmodel) computer communication.
Virgil Vaughan, in rethrn, commented that there had been very few
firm orders to AT&T for switching networks from computer people and, indeed, that there had been a lack of intercommunication between AT&T and
computer people, that software was
not being provided to assist AT&T in
system design.
Dean Gillette foresaw a future of
private dedicated lines together with
commercial networks for occasional
users. He also predicted that lasers and
satellites will complement microwave
transmission, and that coaxial cables
for pulse code transmission will be a
new development . . . ~4" cable will
carry ~4 million voice pulses that will
be translated into digital transmission.
Richard Petritz dwelt on the effect of
LSI, a development that presages not
only bigger and better computers, according to Petritz, but smaller, more
complex machines that will be used
widely in business offices. He saw timesharing as a function solely for large
operations.
In his evaluation' of the technological impact, Ted Glaser leavened his
remarks with a welcome wit. He said
that we're having a data explosion and
there just might be some information
in it. And that soon one will be able to
pick up a phone and call anyone anywhere in the world in 30 seconds . ','
and then what does one say? He felt
that new companies will be formed to
provide transmission lines but that the
common carriers serve as efficient
clearing houses with better error control.
.
Merlin Smith asserted that politics
and policies have a longer turnaround
time than technology advances. He
stressed the need for vendor coordination and systems compatibility and
agreed with Petritz that LSI would be
of value in constructing memory and
putting more software into hardware,
but said it had been, disappointing in
other areas. Charles Strom w.as another
who felt that alternate transmission
routes are necessary and he emphasized the need to solve standardization
problems. He asked the question: Will
today's installations evolve into tomorrow's . . . or will they have to be
junked?
In the give-and-take discussion that
followed, Babcock told how he spends
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And that means more of it faster, and with less cost, work
and worry. Raytheon Computer's $15,000 703 has system
characteristics built-in ... 1.75 usee cycle time ... 16-bit word
... memory expandable to 32K ... byte and word manipulation
... real-time priority interrupt ... options like direct memory
access, multiply/divide, expandable I/O bus.

Software? A real-time monitor, an executive, assemblers,
debugging aids, real-time FORTRAN IV and SENSOR, a
unique hardware diagnostic program that spots malfunctioning IC elements so you can plug in a new one and be back
on the air in a few minutes .

Peripherals? Up to 256 including all the conventional high

About the only other thing you'll need to get a 703 into your
system is a call to a sales engineer. Raytheon Computer,

and low speed, mass and non-mass devices plus-from
Raytheon Computer only-analog data acquisition instru-

546-7160. Ask for Data File CB-161. In Europe and the Mid-

ments like the MINIVERTER@l, 100KHz ADCs
and a long line of analog and dig itoll C mod vies
for expanded logic, interfacing and control.

2700 S. Fairview St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92704; Phone (714)

[;AYTH EO ~
_

_

East, write Raytheon Overseas, Ltd., Shelley
House-Noble St., London E.C.2, England,
Phone: 01 6068991, Telex 851-25251.
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The Mark VI is a new 20-surface disc pack built to
the same exacting standards as the Memorex Mark I.
The Mark VI is fully compatible with the IBM
2314 drive, as well as the new Memorex 660 drive.
In addition, all Mark VI packs are initialized be-

fore shipment, with the home addresses and record
zeros (this to save you time and trouble and permit
immediate VOL and VTOC assignments).
Mark VI has been extensively field tested and is
now being delivered in production quantities.

(

tor)
Par:

J
t

s

Call your man from· Memorex in any· of our 50 factory sales/service offices or write: Memorex, Memorex
Park, Santa Clara, California 95050.

-----_._--,.- _._'

Everyone~s talking

about fourth
generation
computers
'1

(We're
shipping
them)
The big operational difference in fourth generation computers is micro-programming. The big user difference is a
tremendous improvement in cost/performance ratio over a
broadened area of application. Through micro-programming, the user can adapt the logic design of the computer
to optimize the system for different types of problems.
Machine language independence and problem adaptability
make fourth generation computers extremely versatile and
remarkably economical. They embody all the technical advancement of third generation machines-and then some.
We shipped the first of the fourth generation computers
and have shipped more of them than anyone else.
If talk isn't enough, call Standard Computer.

IC-4000-one of Standard's fourth generation computers.
500 nanosecond control memory compiles up to 4,000
FORTRAN statements per minute-other models offer
time sharing-optimized problem adaptation. Full information and documentation on request.

Standard

Computer

Standard Computer Corporation, 1411 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90015 (213) 387-5267
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time with Bell telephone installers to
teach them a little about programming
so they'll understand more about his
problems and those of the terminal
user. Gillette rejoined that Babcock
usually asks for nonstandard arrangements, so the training is necessary. He
added that standardization occurs only
for economic reasons and that the evolution of switch networks may impose
standards. Smith interjected that he
wanted AT&T to impose standards but·
Vaughan answered that the common
carrier's role is simply to communicate,
not to impose standards.
.
The questions from the floor centered primarily on the feasibility and
availability of the home computer system, the "housewife's set." Smith
opined that there wouldn't be much of
a market for a terminal that cost over
$50, but a housewife user (with a
Teletype terminal in her home) in the
audience said that if people will pay
$300 for a color TV set, surely they
will pay comparably for access to a
data bank. The question was asked:
Will technology broaden the user base
in a home environment? Babcock replied that computer personnel, especially in time-sharing companies, were
at fault for dwelling too much on the
lovely complexities of their business
and not explaining the relatively simple applications available to everyone.
He predicted home sets in five to ten
years. Smith said that to broaden the
user base, the 9ata base must be enlarged to include services of interest, to
which Petritz responded by asking
who's going to take the time and effort
to make the data base interesting
enough to put terminals into homes.
Glaser commented that no one rents a
telephone to talk to himself and he advocated a communal data base, with
sociological interaction among people
as the key factor. There was a question
from the floor as to the necessity for
the establishment of qualifications for
home users. Glaser answered that one
by saying that many years ago there
had been serious recommendation that
licensed users only should be able to
open the locks that should be placed
on all telephones

that include verify, record, program,
size, multicode and double verify. The
computer is a Varian 62/i with a 4K
word memory, and the data station includes a standard 64-character set
with a keypunch layout and a crt that
displays characters in English. Displays include last character entered
column number, program number:
multicode character, operating mode
and tape status. Up to 30 programs
may be stored in the LC 720 system at
a time, with all programs available to
all operators. Price for disc operation
starts high at around $llOK for a 10terminal operation, compared with
$93K for disc and tape operation offered by the other system (which does
not include crt's) and drops steadily in
cost with additional terminals to below
that of Mohawk Data Recorder and
, the Honeywell Key tape. For information:
CIRCLE 231 ON READER CA~D

DIAGNOSES BY COMPUTER
JUST A MEGABUCK AWAY
The American Biomedical Corp., Dallas, until recently Bio-Assay Labora-

tory, is marching boldly into the brave
new world of computer networks, with
just a few mental reservations.
A privately held firm, American
Biomedical has offered standard medical laboratory services in Dallas and
Houston. Its prexy, Clinton H. Howard, looks to the day when his company can offer a computerized diagnostic service to physicians and dinics
across the country. The contemplated
service would allow doctors to submit
Comprehensive reports on patient's
current illness and medical history to
,the central computer, which would
spew forth the likely diagnosis-at a
handsome fee. Teletypes would be
used for input/output.
There are a few problems, however.
First, the writing of a generalized diagnostic program, a true monster. Second, the acquisition of the necessary
computing equipment, and third, the
hiring of people. And fourth, the financing of the foregoing. "We~re moving carefully in this direction," noted
president Howard, "feeling our way.
There are no real precedents for us to
follow."

NEW DATA COLLECTION
SYSTEM INTRODUCED
Another data collection system utilizing a small computer and key-to-disc
operation (DATAMATION, Sept., p.17)
was announced recently by Logic
Corp., Haddonfield, N.J., with the introduction of its System LC 720,
which features IBM interchangeability, multiple-terminal expansion options up to, 120, and operating modes
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IIThey've got a new machine down there for handling the unemployment
1I
checks that does'the work of five men in half the time.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
CAl FROM WESCON SESSION
Ina paper presented to the session on
"Higher Educational Achievement
Through Learping Instrumentation" at
the August WESCON' gathering in Los
Angeles, Martin L. Klein, of North
American Rockwell Corp., had some
sobering evaluations of computeraided instruction techniques and results. He maintained that interpersonal
relationships between teachers and
students go hand-in-hand with educa,.
tion at the elementary and secondary
levels, and that no machine can ever
replace the teacher, although' instrumentation aids will certainly be necessary to educate the. 43 million students
currently at those levels in the U.S. He
noted that motivation is the primary
factor in the progress of learning in a
computer-structured environment, and
he questioned the efficacy of such motivation encouragement from a computer as "It is pbvious that you are
able to make judgment decisions. Continue in confidence."
Klein contended that there are effective, less costly substitutes for computers and emphasized that with the
introduction· of technology into the
field of education, there are questions

event that he produces incorrect answers in a predetermined quaqtity, the
system will stop and an alarm will
alert a master teacher who will then
appear on the crt and have a dialogue
with the student to determine the difficulty. Remedies includ~ repeating a
segment of the program, reporting to
the counselor's office for re-evaluation,
or moving on to another oper~tion and
later participation in a customized
prescription loop. Upon completing
the course, the student is then directed
to a hands-on training ~rea, where he
continues to be provided with review
'information, procedural data, and other back-up assistance.
Butterbaugh asked for a united effort from education, industry, labor
and the government to realize the potential skills that can turn untrained
youth into contributing citizens.
'

needing answers: What values do we
expect to receive from our educational
system and what trade-offs among the
many alternative approaches are we
prepared to make? What is the nature
of the learning process: what do people want to learn, why do they want to
learn it, when should they learn it, and
how and where can it best be learned?
Attempting to answer at le~st some
of these questions is the Southern California Regional Occupational Center,
a recently formed and now operating
organization reported on in the same
session in a paper presented by Wayne
L. Butterbaugh, superintendent of the
center. Established under a joint powers agreement among six uqified and
high school districts, the center's purpose is to teach high school students,
as well as adults, an occupational skill
at the job entry level. Students spend
four hours a day at their high schools
and three hours a day at the center,
which serves as an extension of the
schools it receives students from. The
present curriculum includes course's
. for keypunch operators, qental and
medical assistants, secretarial training,
and major appliance repair and welding.
The computerized system is self-instructional, with the student under a
"surveillance and detection" monitor
that checks his responses. In the

WESTERN UNION'S SICOM
GOES INTO OPERATION'
Western Union has amiounced the
operational' status of, SlcoM-Securities . Industry Communications-with
Shields & Co. of New York having
completed two months of successful
trials handling some 50,000 messages a
week.
The system, based on four Univac
418'shoused in WU's Mahwah, N.J.,
processing center, has been in the

This advertisement appears only as a matter of record,

'The business and assets of

Control Data Corporation
and

Commercial Credit Company
have been combined

•
We assisted Control Data Corporation
in the negotiations.

White, Weld & Co.
NEW YORK
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making for some time; tariffs for it and
INFOCOM were filed with the FCC toward the end of1967."
SICOM is designed for those financial
houses that don't want the trouble or
expense of setting up their own systems. Besides forwarding buy and se]]
orders, it verifies transactions and
turns out a daily printout recording activity. Present capacity is 900 stations,
with expansion expected as demand
increases.

SDC GETS NSF CONTRACT
TO EXTEND PLANIT SYSTEM
System Development Corp.'s PLANIT
(DATAMATION, Sept., p. 41) got a
boost from the National Science Foundation in the form of a $433,000 contract for further development of the
system over the next two years.
Devised by Dr. Charles Frye and
Samuel Feingold, PLANIT-Programming LAN guage for Interactive
Teaching-is intended to give teachers
a relatively simple means of building
up CAl material without requiring
thorough computer experience. It has
been available only for on-line use
from the SDC computer center. The
new version, to be written in FORTRAN
IV with its own executive routine, will
be available to universities and schools
for use on their own computers. Sample machines that can handle it are
256K-byte versions of 360's, from mod
40 up, 1108, B 3500 and larger Burroughs equipment, the bigger Spectra
70's and CDC units.
The big attraction is that users don't
have to pay anything except reproduction costs of cards and tape, provided
that they have programming staffs
able to prepare supporting subroutines
for the specific computer to be used.
Simultaneous use by upwards of 50
students will be possible with the new
version, which will include recordkeeping and progress evaluation routines.
An all-day briefing at SDC was
scheduled for Sept. 24 to describe the
language in detail. For those missing
it, Dr. Frye says that a mailing list is
being compiled; to get on it, write to
him at SDC, 2500 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90406. You'll get
progress reports on the project, user's
instructions, and a FORTRAN listing
when the new version is completed.

MANY COMPUTER OPERATIONS
MANAGERS ARE IN .COMA
The first known organization for computer operations supervisors has been
formed in the San Francisco bay area.
(Continued on page 112)

Profit-eater.
Please do not feed.
Keypunch machines have fierce appetites.
They thrive on overhead expense that eats into profits. (Keypunching alone can account for as much as 35% of your computer operatiqn.
And up to 90% of time delays.)

Eliminate keypunching with an OpScan ® 70 optical scanning system. You'll save time, space and money. You'll also improve computer
efficiency by speeding up the flow of data-with fewer errors.
We make a variety of optical scanning systems that convert data from
source document to computer input
in a single step. Literature de~crib
ing them is yours without cost or
obligation.
Write for the facts. You'll find them
easy to digest.

OPTICAL SCANNING CORPORATION
Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940 Phone (215) 968-4611
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The business and assets of

Control Data Corporation
and

Commercial Credit Company
have been combined

The undersigned assisted Commercial Credit Company
in the negotiations leading to t~is transaction.

-

II
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

Kidder, Peabody
f1CO.
INCORPORATED

Founded 1865
Members New York and American Stock Exchanges

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
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Called COMA, for Computer Operations Manager's Association, it now has
25 members and is headed by Rich;ud
Montgomery, operations manager at
Stanford Univ. Computation Center.
Other officers are from Fireman's Fund
American Insurance, Delmonte Corp.,
and Pacific Gas & Electric.
The goals of COMA are to develop
standards of computer operation, provide opportunities for professional development, . exchange information on
equipment and operations methods,
and provide a voice for operations personnel.
WASHINGTON STATE SETTING
UP LEGISLATIVE DP SYSTEM
Washington State legislators will benefit from the use of two dp systems during their next session starting Jan. 13.
This May 23 the Legislative Council
authorized $148,000 to complete an
information retrieval system already in
process, and to implement an on-line
legislative status system using programs furnished by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The information retrieval system
will give legislators and others immediate answers to questions about
Washington state laws and court decisions. It will add each bill passed by
the legislature as that bill becomes
law.
The status system will provide a
daily report of status of bills immediately following the close of the session
each day. A few copies will be available at that time for overnight use by
key legislators. One copy will go to the
state printer who will print 3,000 reports to daily status report, other management reports will be generated
from input during each session day.
Historical information will be kept
in machine-readable form to print the
legislative record, and the system is
programmed to keep an up-to-date index on the legislative proceedings.
According to J. E. Kirschner, manager of legislative information systems,
a feasibility study of the information
retrieval system actually started over
two years ago, after Richard O. White,
Washington' State Code Reviser, and
others, became interested in performing law search by computer. The Department of Institutions and the Institutional Industries Commission inaugurated an inmate keypunch training
program and made its services available as an economical source for the
creation of a law-oriented information
retrieval data base. Present keypunch
production exceeds 100,000 cards
CATAMRTION
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monthly.
All the Revised Code of Washington
statutes (one-half million lines of text)
will be in the computer's memory
banks by Jan. 1, 1969, and at present
the information retrieval system is performing searches on a partially completed data base. For the time being,
Kirschner's staff is using computer
time on a 256K IBM 360/40 at the
Washington State Department of Institutions' computer center.
A question to the computer (in most
cases, says Kirschner, it will take an
attorney to word this properly) will

6'

"It's good
business to
help colleges"
"Business has a direct and pressing
need for colleges of high calibre.
Carnation recognizes that its success tomorrow depends in large part
upon the quality of the college graduates it hires to-day. We also benefit
from the continuing stream of ideas
and information which college researchers provide.
"Colleges are faced by the continuing pressure of higher costs
due in large part to the demands of
a more complex technology. To
maintain their standards and to
fulfill their crucial role, they need
increased support by business.
"Carnation now provides voluntary financial aid to more than 125
colleges and feels that this is one
of its best investments for the
future."
H. E. Olson, President
Carnation Company

A major problem in the education of
students is rising costs. If companies
wish to insure the availability of college talent, they must help support
col~eges with financial aid.
SPECIAL TO CORPORATE OF·
FICERS-A new booklet of par·
ticular interest if your company
has not yet established an aidto-education program. Write for:
"How to Aid Education-and
Yourself", Box 36, Times Square
Station, New York. N. Y. 10036

.3'....
~\"'NG ...

COLLEGE IS

$
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bring printouts of all references,
whether as "pointers" (titles or chapters) or complete text.
The search will take less than 60
seconds, says Kirschner. Printout time
depends on the amount of text. If you
ask for all references to "felony," with
material from 125 sections of the code,
the printout time would be almost four
minutes. The printer has both upper
and lower case and produces 450-500
lpm.
The information retrieval law search
system-a document processing system
-is run in a batch environment, and
consists of about 25 programs.
Both information retrieval and status systems will use an IBM 360/50, on
(Continued on page 116)

Computer leasing
requires a knowledge of
.data processing and great·
financial responsibility.
(You'll find both at Talcott.)

Talcott Computer Leasing is a
division of James Talcott, Inc.,
one of the nation's largest organizations specializing in cor~
porate finance and equipment
leasing.
Talcott, in business since
1854, was one of the earliest
users of data processing systems. Besides this first-hand
experience, the computer
specialists who have
now joi ned Ta Icott
Computer LeaSing
give us a well-rounded

view of every industry's computer needs ... from basic to the
most sophisticated systems.
Additiona Ily, Talcott's resources, in excess of half a
billion dollars, assure you of its
financial responsibility, now
and in the future.
For a discussion of how your
company may benefit fully
through Talcott Computer Leasing services,
contact Talcott's
Truman F. Rice,
(212) 956-4123.

COUSrIL FOR

J fl:-iA:-iCiAL
V
AJJlTO

~<tile gf;"J~
EDU~ATlON

BUSINESS' BEST FRIEND

TALCDTT CDMPUTER LEASING
A Division of James Talcott, Inc. I Founded 1854
1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10019 . (212) 956-4123
Current resources: In excess of half a billion dollars

Published as a public service in cooperation
with The Advertising Council and
the Council for Financial Aid to "Education
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CALCOMP GPCP
(General Purpose Contouring. Program)
This program al!tomatically plots functions of two independent variables in the form' of contour diagrams
or maps. Written in FORTRAN IV, it is easy to use,
extremely flexible, accurate, economical. It is about
30 times faster than manual and does jobs impossible
to do by hand. Used with any CalComp plotter system,
GPCP can be applied to such fields as geophysics,
meteorology, engineering, biology and medicine.
Now available for a one-time lease charge of..

$10,000

CALCOMP THREE-D
(Perspective drawing software package)
This program is a set of FORTRAN subroutines for use
with any CalComp digital plotting system to produce
perspective drawings of surfaces. It can also generate
stereoscopic views of surfaces, and, with CalComp
Model 835 microfilm plotter, can produce animated
films. Easy to use, flexible and economical, THREE-D
can be applied to such fields as marketing, engineering, toolmaking and designing.
Now available for a one-time lease charge of. ..

$3,000

CALCOMP FLOWGEN/F
(Flowchart software package)
This program allows any computer programmer to
automatically produce flowcharts of his program on
any CalComp plotting system. An extremely useful
tool in documentation of checked-out programs, it is
even more valuable during the check-out phase of a
new program or a new computer. FLOWGEN/F is fast,
tirne-saving, accurate.
Now available for a one-time lease charge of. ..

$4,500

Standard of the Plotting Industry
California Computer Products, Inc., Dept. 0-7
305 N. Muller St., Anaheim, California 92803

(714) 774-9141
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lease time from the Washington State
Comput~r Service Center beginning
, October, 1968.
A comprehensive system for applying data processing techniques to legislative status reporting and other legislative record keeping, developed by
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
has been offered to the state 6f Washington through intergovernmental free
exchange, the eastern state to provide
the programs needed to run the system
in Washington. This offer w~s approved by Legislative Council action
May 23, and the legislative information programs are on the way to Washington.
The status system will be on-line 16
hours per day during the session. Input
and inquiry into the system will be via
IBM. 2260's strategically located in the
Legislative Building. Of these, the
main input will come from two 2260
stations in the Senate and House
chambers. The respective docket
clerks will enter the information as the
action takes place. Previously, notes of
legislative action on bills were put on
slips of paper, and, variously checked
and annotated, went to the printer at
the end of the day.
By the time the Legislature convEmes, the two systems will have been
set up and tested, and: the legislators
will have the same information they
had before, but so quickly that the nature of their proceedings will be very
different.
Previously, an attorney drafting a
biil might have needed such information as "What references to 'felony'
does the Washington Code contain?"and had to wait several weeks for a
battery of law clerks to do the research. And law clerks might .be in
short supply during a legislative session. Now that attorney will have his
information quickly:
The Legislative Information Systems office will share the computer
complex with 18 other state agencies.
The two systems, information retrieval
and 'status report, are the first regular
data processing service for the legislature. But there is already considerable
use of dp by other state departments,
and it seems likely integration and coordination of dp facilities will be given
more attention by the state of Washington in the near future.

BOSTON FIRM IS DOING
REAL-TiME STOCK ANALYSIS
the offices of Spear & Staff, Inc., an

In

investment advisory service near Boston, price fluctuations of 1200 issues
on the New York Stock Exchange are
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analyzed in real time by a Digital
Equipment Corp. LINC-8 computer.
This is said to be the first such application to be accomplished in real time, although many other investment finns
have computers.
The LINC-8 is programmed to detect
buy and sell pressures and their interaction, and undervaluation in a stock.
Output is displayed on a crt, in groups
of five stocks. Following the NYSE code
name of the stock is its latest price, its
trend, and potential for the day; projections are altered as each trade is reported.
Stocks are compared to each other
and are checked against past performance over a 35-week period. At the
close of trading, the machine establishes market trends for use by the firm
in its daily investment bulletiris, which
were previously" prepared bi-weekly.
Use of the computer has enabled
Spear & Staff to offer analysis service
"once reserved for the very wealthy" to
accounts as low as $5,000.

EDUCATION OffiCE STUDIES
AUTOMATION IN LIBRARIES
The Office of Eduq;:ltion of the Dept.
of Health, Education, and Welfare is
sponsoring 20 research projects during
the current fiscal year "to help the Nation's libraries and information centers
take advantage of automation and
other technologic~l advances in improving their services and facilities."
Total cost of the studies will be about
$1.8 million. Among the projects are
several which directly involve edp.
Two projects 'were described as
"typical" :
Information
Dy~amics
Corp., Bethesda, Md., will conduct a
$74K "Study of the Development and
"Present Status of Automated Techniques and Procedures in Federal Libraries ~nd Documentation Centers,"
in an effort to "provide an overview of
e.xisting Federal facilities, successes
and problems and patterns of development in using automated information
systems, and reasons for" employing
such systems." Syracuse Univ. will undertake the "Development of a Computer-Based Laboratory Pr"ogram for
Library Science Students Using L.C./
MARC Tapes" on a $104K grant. Students will be trained in the use of the
Library of Congress system for cataloging and classifying library materials ..

DYNAMICS RESEARCH
ENTERS COMPUTER fiELD
, There is ~ "great need" in areas such as
process control, vehicular traffic control, and oceanogr~phic studies for a
ruggedized computer which combines

the reliability and maintainability
found in the military specification
machines and the price currently offered in commercial systems, according to Dynamics Research Corp.,
Stoneham, Mass.
The first computer offering of this
firm, the mil! spec DRC-44, with a oneusec cycle time and $39K base price, is
aimed at this market. Dynamics Research, a 13-year-old firm in research
and manufacturing for the control and
measurement fields, began its computer group activity a year ago and is already geared up to provide 17-week
delivery of the system.
, The DRC-44 is a 24-bit fixed-point
system with a storage capacity of 4K64K words. Built into the system are
full arithmetic capabilities, six index
registers (expandable), and I/O control for six high-speed data channels
and 128 subchannels with a 24 megabit/second transfer rate. The unit can
directly address 64K words with three
index registers, has multi-level indirect
addressing capabilities, priority interrupt on all I/O channels and a 78-instruction set. It can operate in a multi-:
processing configuration of two or
more cpu's either sharing one memory
bank through one I/O bus (with pri"ority sequence) or having separate
memory banks and buses for each
processor.
Meeting mil specs, the unit has a
mean time between failure of 5,000
hours and repair time of 5-30 minutes.
The ease of repair is based primarily
on the fact that the unit uses only four
types of printed circuitboard modules
and a total of 37 modules. The basic
4K processor measures one and a half
cubic feet and weighs 50 pounds. It
withstands temperatures from 32 ° to
122°F, and humidity up to 95%.
In software, DRC does not have a
monitor yet, although it has begun
work on it (no delivery date). The
firm claims that process control is a
unique field for computers: the users
generally do most of their own maintenance and invariably require and develop monitors and other software
specifically tailored to their application. Available programs include an
assembler, and I/O packages such as
'trace programs, on-line debugging
routine, symbolic editor, diagnostic
routines and basic mathematical subroutines.
The $39K system is a 4K unit without peripherals. A large configuration
is exemplified by this $500K system
proposed for railroad yard automation:
two 24K processors, two tape units,
two card reader punches, two 12 megabit discs, seven crt displays and 10
Teletypes. Standard and process control peripherals are available; DRC is
manufacturing interfaces for these de-

Because of the steadily increasing
quantity of data NASA is acquiring
from new and orbiting satellites,
the NASA Information Processing
Division required a means of most
efficiently' utilizing their computers
for the processing of this information. They called on C-E-I-R,
who designed a system which
meshes with the existing NASA
data recording systems. A key part
of the system is a resource requirements model which is a sim.,.
ulation of the relationships of the
various' ele!11ents in the satellite
data processing systems expressed in mathematical terms.

The C-E-I-R simulation model will
project support requirements of
each satellite mission and determine th~ availability of data proceSSing resources. The system can
produce a series of" possible
schedules so that the most efficient use of the computers" can be
realized. New schedule possibilities and feasible schedule alterations can be tested with the
model which responds to managerial "What if .. , ?" questions.
YOUR PROBLEMS ARE OUR BUS/NESSI

The system which provides optimum utilization of NASA computers was designed
by our Management" Systems staff. For
complete information on this and other
services,

WRITE OR CALL:

5272.Ai~er Rd., Washington, O.C.2001S.
Phone:

(3~1)

652-2268 ....

'., ....
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Who said you can't buy more 16 ... 8it
computer capability for less than $30,000?
see Says you

can - and you don't have to
be a Dr. Livingston to find it.
"Our NEW 4700, 16 bit, 920 Nanosecond Digital
Computer is the first small machine with a throughput rate fast enough to handle those tough jobs ...
It costs less than $15,000 for the basic machine.
The 4700 can free a larger system for more important
work. It can be "the brains behind a satellite communications network ... a message switcher or a
data terminal.
The 4700 can control processes whiie your engineers
check out programs simultaneously. It gives you an
economical way out of the communications bottle" neck ... a complete remote capability at a price you
can afford.

Whatever Your Computer AppliC?ation -

Sci~ntific

Compare the 4700 with other computers.
You can spend $30,000 for a 16-bit model that
expands from 4K to 32K. The 4700 expands from
4K to 65K.
You can pay $30,000 for a 16-bit machine with a
790 nanosecond cycle time. The 4700 does it in
920 nanoseconds, but it only costs half the price.
You can spend $30,000 for a 16-bit machine and not
get hardware double precision and fioating point
arithmetic. The 4700 offers this option for only
$5,000.
Furthermore, we don't know any 18-bit orange that
dares to compare itself with our 16-bit apple.

Be Sure You Talk With SCC Before You Buy

Control Corporation

P.O. Box 34529. Dallas, Texas 75234 • 214 - 241-2111 • TWX 910-860-5509
EASTERN REGION: College Park, Md.
CENTRAL REGION: Dallas, Tex.
WESTERN REGION: Palo Alto, Calif.
Huntsville, Ala.
Hazelwood, Mo.
EI Monte, Calif.
Parsippany, N. J.
Houston, Tex.
West Springfield, Mass.
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This advertisement is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy these securities.
The offering is made only by the Prospectus.
NEW ISSUE

vices.
Among competitors are the PDP-9
and process control systems IBM 1800
and GE 4020. It also competes ;.vith·
such military units as IBM's 4 Pi. DRC
says it now has orders for three systems
from the Navy and delivers one to
MIT this month.

1,000,000 Shares

Diebold Computer LeaSing, Inc.
Common $tock Class A

NEW YORK GETS GRANT FOR
AMBULANCE SERVICE STUDY
The National Highway Safety Bureau
of the U.S. Dept. of Transportation has
given New York City a $130,000 grant
to develop an emergency ambulance
service which can be adopted for use .
in other urban areas of the country.
Through computer simulation studies, the city is endeavoring to devise a
system that would routinely determine
how many ambulances are needed to .
provide emergency service, where ambulances should be stationed, what
personnel staffing patterns should be
at various times, and which hospitals
should be designated to receive emergency cases.
The city attracted the grant as an
outgrowth of a recent study of emergency ambulance service in which
thousands of ambulance runs were
simulated on an IBM 360. This work
resulted in a plan which is expected to
improve the average response time of
ambulances on emergency calls by
over 20% and reduce by two-thirds the
number of calls in which excessive delays are experienced. Among significant findings was the discovery that
most efficient use of ambulances would
result if they were detached from hospital districts and operated from curbside "ambulance stands" strategically
located throughout the city.

Price $24.50 per Share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State only from such of the
undersigned and others as may lawfully offer these securities in such State.

Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
Blyth & Co., Inc.

October 1968

Drexel Harriman Ripley

Glore Forgan, Wm. R. Staats Inc.

Incorporated

Hornblower & Weeks-Hemphill, Noyes

Kidder, Peabody & Co.
Incorporated

Loeb, Rhoades & Co.

Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis

Salomon Brothers & Hutzler

Smith, Barney & Co.
Incorporated

Stone & Webster Securities Corporation -

Robert Fleming
Incorporated

August 28, 1968
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MEDICAL LAB SET UP FOR
AUTOMATED EXAM ANALYSIS
Check-Up, Inc., the only known privately owned and operated automated
medical laboratory, was recently
opened by pathologist Dr. John Kevorkian in Southfield, Mich. Check-Up is
using an IBM 1800, three 2310 discs,
three 1053 printers and a 1443 line
printer. When all lab equipment has'
arrived, the Auto-Analyzer, chemical
hematology
equipment,
analyzer,
atomic absorption analyzer, and a
three-point ECG machine will be online.
Since mid-June, Check-Up has been
doing ECG's on a 12-point machine
and sending the graphs to Washington
for computer analysis. As soon as the
new machine arrives, the clinic will.
analyze' the graphs using a computer
program developed at the Mayo Clinic.

White, Weld & Co.

Q'J/o.d

($.10 Par Value)

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned only
in States in which the undersigned are qualified to act as dealers in
securities and in which the Prospectus may legally be distributed. .

Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Inc.

William Norton & Company

Seidlitz & Company, Inc.
Stanley Heller & Co.

First Hanover Corporation

Ufitec International
Limited
August 15,1968
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Your computer
deservesa
Floating Floors
system.

\

Here are five good reasons why Floating Floors elevated floorirJg
systems belong in your computer room:
1. TOTAL ACCESS. Simply lift a panel, and you have complete access
to cables. Maintenance is easy. And system changes can be made
quickly-with no downtime.
.
2. NO STATIC BUILD-UP. The floor is completely grounded for safe,
worry-free, continuous operation. That's a "plus" feature of nonmagnetic aluminum.
3. RUST-FREE ENVIRONMENT. There's no downtime caused by iron
oxide infiltration. Corrosion-resistant aluminum won't rust, never needs
painting. No paint, of course, means no paint flake~ in the atmosphere.
4. TOTAL INTERCHANGEABILITY. Every panel is a match; everyone
is edge-machined for absolute squareness. They can't bind or seize-up
after computer is installed.
5. SAFETY. These panels are fireproof. They're lightweight, easy to lift,
won't hurt you if accidentally dropped. Proven application and continuous testing by the company that pioneered free access floors is your
further guarantee of total safety.
There are more reasons why your computer should have the best available raised floor system-and your local Floating FI.oors distributor
will be glad to outline them for you. Call him today. Or write National
Lead Company, Floating Floors, Inc., Room 4620,111 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. 10006.
.

~~!i!i!D.~!.,k~i~a~
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Check-Up proposes to do individual
annual medical checkups on a group
basis (such as executives or union
members) with reports going to the
patient's own doctor for diagnosis. The
output of the 1800 includes reports
covering 65 test analyses (including
12 blood tests and six X-rays). The
clinic is modeled on Kaiser's program
at the Permanente Medical Group at
Oakland, Calif.
Besides Dr. Kevorkian, who is at the
clinic full time, consuItants-a cardiologist, ophthalmologist, and radiologist
-come in part time daily. The company says that it will save patients
both time and money on examinations,
with the tests taking two hours at the
clinic rather than the two to three days
required at a hospital for in-patients'
scheduling. Costs should be about onethird to one-quarter of manually handled tests. Eventually, with additional
medical help, the clinic will be able to
handle 300 to 400 patients a day.
EDP AT SEA
TRACKS BALLOONS
Honeywell claims that the first general
purpose computer to hit the high seas
is a DDP-116 used in weather balloon
tracking by the Coast Guard Cutter
Chincoteague. The system, used with
radar, has already reduced calculations on data from the balloons from
about three hours to 90 minutes, with
further reductions anticipated. The
116 will be replaced by a DDP-516 in
January and ultimately the newer machines will be installed on a total of 39
cutters at a cost of $1 million.
Weather balloons are regularly
launched by cutters serving as "ocean
station vessels" in various parts of the .
Atlantic and Pacific. Information obtained from the balloons is relayed to
the Weather Bureau to aid in compiling forecasts and storm warnings
which enable transoceanic ships and
aircraft to avoid dangerous climatic
conditions. Although balloon tracking
has bee~ the primary concern of the
Coast Guard thus far, additional applications planned for the computer sys- .
tern include airborne target tracking
and fire control, as well as certain
shipboard administrative functio~ls.
The Coast Guard has been experimenting with the 116 aboard the
Chincote~gue for over a year. When a
balloon is launched from the cutter, it
is tracked by radar to a maximum
range of 180,000 yards. A ranging unit
.sends start-stop pulses to the computer
where a range digitizer determines
slant range to the balloon. Inputs from
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gyro units provide ship's heading, roll
and pitch information which together
with radar azimuth and elevation angle data from the antenna are transformed into true coordinates. These
data and corrections for the curvature
of the earth are used to compute balloon altitude and wind speed and direction. Output of this information is
produced on a radio teletype tape
which is then placed in a sender for
transmission to the Weather Bureau.
MIDWEST SPAWNS ANOTHER
COMMERCIAL TIME-SHARER
Another midwestern. t-s firm, just
hatched, is Shared Computer Systems,
Chicago-which claims to have gone
beyond t-s to its successor, Remote
Conversation Computation (RCC).
With one B5500 installed and operational
July and another 5500 coming in October (plus several more in
the unspecified future), demonstrations of RCC have begun. Gerald J.
Haller, president of SCS, left his vp
post at Tiine Sharing Systems, Milwaukee, to start this new company.
Operations at SCS are to be different than the usual t-s company: there

in

will be no ,written contracts, no initiation of service charges, and no minimum charges. Monthly charges ar~
strictly on actual time used. Three services are offered: conversational, deferred priority, and remote batch.
Each service has its own set of charges.
Deferred priority means that after a
problem is input the terminal is disconnected and the service defers processing until more computer time is
available. But any job requiring 10
minutes or less of cpu time will be
available within three hours of submission. Results are stored on-line for
user's recall.
Languages offered are cOBOL 61,
Extended ALGOL, BASIC, and FORTRAN
IV Level H. The library will have 300
programs and subroutines available for
users. The system will allow 40 customers simultaneous use for 14 hours a
&~

,

Initially, the firm is using TTY 33's
or 35's, but clients will be able to use
crt's and other high speed terminals
with card readers and line printers
shortly.
The first 17 customers are using
RCC to supplement their own large
systems. By Oct. 1, Haller expects to
be able to demonstrate a COBOL syntax
compiler which is 99% compatible
with 360 COBOL.

GRAY FORTRESS
FAILS TO STORM U.K.
The United Kingdom is the only nonCommunist country in the Western
Hemisphere in which IBM has less
than half of the edp market (on the
other side of the world, Japan has the
same distinction), according· to' a report prepared by the Scientific, Photographic and Business Equipment
Div. of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce
and published, in Overseas Business
Reports No. 68-65. British firms have
more than half of the domestic market,
making the U.K. "the only country besides the U.S. having a large, national,
modern computer industry." IBM
presently has :;tbout 40% of the market
by volume, and runs two plants in B'ritain-one in Scotland, the other in England.
Although Britain ranks fourth in
"number of general-purpose digital
computers" in the world, with 1700 installed at the end of 1966, according
to the Reports, it is second only to the
U.S. as a manufacturer of computers.
International Computers, Ltd., the
largest British computer manufacturer,
has the biggest slice of the nation's
market. ICL is the result of the m'erger
this 'year of International Computers
and Tabulators with English Electric- .
Leo Marconi. Prior to the merger, ICT

POWER LINE FLUCTUATIONS Do you know that power fluctuations
can cause computer errors? Your computer has stringent electrical
input requirements, typically between -8% and +10% of voltage,
and ±1/2Hz.
Deviations from these tolerances, acknowledged by leading public
utilities to be a common occurrence, generate errors, loss of data
and automatic equipment shutdown. The result: costly downtime for
computer checks and program reruns.
AIROYAL MONITOR GIVES INSTANT ALARM . ..
RECORDS TIME AND SOURCE OF FLUCTUATIONS The Airoyal
Power Monitor continuously measures deviations in voltage and
frequency, and gives in$tant audible and visual warning of departure
from preset tolerances. Time and source of fault are shown on clock
and event recorder.
There are four standard models with various accessories for recording as well as monitoring of voltage, frequency, and/ or temperature
and humidity. Airoyal also makes custom units, with virtually any
desired combination of features, to specifications.
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Honeywell just added
10 new products
to its direct access line.
A wise move.
Direct access just became more
manageable and less expensive.
To our broad line of disk drives,
disk files and magnetic drums, we've
now added three new disk packs, four
new disk drives and three new disk
central processors.
What does this mean" to you?
For one thing, it means your computer system cart now grow more
easily than ever before. Because we've
made our direct access increments
smaller than ever before. Our disks
store as few as 3.6 million characters
or as many as 1.2 billion. And they

don't require reprogramming when
you move up to a larger systeID.
It also means you can come to
Honeywell for a complete line of
dire~t access products mantifactu~ed
by the people who manuf.acture
Honeywell computers. People who
know how to get the most out df any
size system.
We think it was a wise move on our
part to offer such a broad direct access
product line~
It might be a wise move
:..
on your part to look into it. ~
Honeywell direct

ac~

The Other Computer Company:
Honeywell.
.
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PAN AM ADDS NEW CRT'S
TO RESERVATION SYSTEM
Pan Am has awarded a $1.3 million

news briefs
had about 40% of the market, and
EELM about 10%. ICL has 34,000
employees and anticipates sales of
$240 million and an annual' expansion
rate of 15%. It is the largest non-American computer manufacturer and the
fourth largest in the world.
The Reports states that total deliveries of computers in 1967, both at home
and for export, set a record high of
$305.3 million in value, 11% higher
than 1966. During 1967, value of
computer deliveries increased in each
quarter. Notably, deliveries of Britishmanufactured equipment to the home
market increased 30% by volume,
while exports went up 12%. ("British
made" includes products of American
companies manufactured in the U.K.)
In contrast, deliveries 6f "factored
computers" (machines sold by firms in
Britain which are not the manufacturers-most of this equipment is imported) decreased 15%. Deliveries of
factored machines for export decreased 12%. The breakdown of dollar
values showed British-made computers
delivered in 1967 amounted to $252.6
million in the home market, $88.1 million for export, vs. $203.4 million and
$76.8 million, respectively, in 1966.
For factored computers, totals were
$74.7 million sold in the U.K., $4.1
million exported in 1967; corresponding figures for 1966 were $87.7 million
and $4.6 million, respectively.
U.S. companies in the U.K. market
include Honeywell,Burroughs, NCR,
Univac, Digital Equipment Corp.,
Control Data Ltd. of England, GE,
and IT&T. Of these, Honeywell, Burroughs, and NCR have plants in Scot-

land, "owing to favorable development
and investment terms for electronics
firms there." Reports from sources other than the Dept. of Commerce have
stated that Honeywell has 5% of the
market, and Univac 3%. Also, Burroughs' outstanding year in 1967 has
given the company order book value of
nearly $100 million, a figure close to
that of IBM and ICT. According to
the Overseas Business Reports, "Honeywell has concentrated its European
manufacturing in Scotland and will
double production at this plant, from
which ten million dollars' worth of
equipment was exported to the Continent in 1966." Honeywell is operating
an "advanced programming center" in
the U.K.' which utilizes "good quality
European sOftware personnel who can
be recruited more cheaply than in the
U.S." Honeywell will also be manufacturing Bunker-Ramo display devices in
Britain. Burroughs "had a very successful year in 1966 with exports from the
Scottish factory up 75% and sales revenue up from $44 million to $57 million. Burroughs plans a $25 million expansion in production facilities in
Scotland over the next 5 years, which
includes a Board ,of Trade loan of $8.5
million." NCR has an arrangement
with the English firm, Elliott Automation, by which Elliott "supplies central
hardware and NCR the peripherals for
systems which they both market outside the U.S. They also share software
development. This seems to work to
the satisfaction of both companies."
Overseas Business Reports is available for 15¢ per copy from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govt.
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

"Just remember, Simpkins, the basic principle of our profession . . . The
quality of the garbage out is only as good as the quality of the garbage in./I
© DATAMATION
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contract to Stromberg Datagraphics,
Inc., San Diego, for installation of 57:
SD 1110 desk top crt's at the airline's
headquarters reservations office in the
Pan Am Building, New York. Delivery
of the crt's, scheduled for completion
next month, will provide sales agents
with access to the PANAMAC electronic
reservations complex, which serves 161
cities on six continents.
The contract represents the first major order for the SD 1110 and the first
use of crt's in PANAMAC. Previously,
Pan Am used keyboard terminals only.
The crt's have not replaced any of
these units, however, but are being.
phased into the network as it expands.
In addition to reservation information,
the crt's provide sales agents with displays of Bight sclIedules, information
on customs regulations, arrangements
for connecting transportation, hotel
availability and other information related to air travel.
The SD 1110's are connected by
telephone lines to the PANAMAC central computer, and can exchange data
at 300 cps, whereas the typewriter terminals are limited to 11 cps. Each crt
has a typewriter keyboard and a patented CHARACTRON tube capable of
generating 1000 alphanumeric characters. The crt produces its images in
single bursts of electrons beamed
through a dime-sized disc inside the
tube. A stencil, cut into the disc, du- .
plicates the characters and symbols on
the keyboard.

IBM AI~S ARABS
IN MUMMY HUNT

So~etime this month a computer donated by IBM may unlock the mystery
of the tomb of Chephreh, an Egyptia~
pharoah whose mummy has possibly
escaped the clutches of grave robbers
and archaeologists for over two thousand years. Scientists from the Univ. of
California at Berkeley and Ein Shams
·Univ., Cairo, are using the IBM 1130
in an effort to discover a suspected secret burial chamber in Chephren's
pyramid, a 447 -foot-high structure believed to have been erected in the second century B.C. The pyramid is
known to have only a single, empty
vault, in contrast to the intricate passageways found in other pyramids.
This has led some archaeologists to belie~e that Chephren constructed a
tomb so cleverly concealed that it has
never been detected.
The basis for the present investigation is a technique conceived by Dr.
Luis Alvarez of the Univ.· of California. Two electronic "spark chambers"
are installed in the vault, near the cen- ter of the pyramid. The spark cham;.
OATRMRTICIN
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Befor~. you can wink,

SolatrQQbegin$
voltage'cortJ!ction.
i"n .008 seconds, Solatron ® Regulators respond to correct
voltage dips and peaks that damage sensitive data processing
equipment. In just 1/5 second they bring voltage levels
back to normal.
Computers are designed to operate within a limited voltage
range. Voltage dips caused by air-conditioning compressors,
elevators, machinery, and other electrical equipment can
trigger memory loss, parity loss and digit drops. Voltage
surges can damage components and printed circuit cards.
Solatron ® Regulators-designed for EDP-protect your
equipment and data by maintaining computer voltage
within ±0.5% for line changes. Correction starts in the
first half cycle and is complete within 1/5 of a second.
Solatron ® Regulators have no harmful wave form distortion.
And there's no maintenar1'ce either, because Solatron ®
LVR's have no moving parts.
The cost? Nothing-if you consider your savings in down
time and parts replacement. Ask us to prove it to you ...
we'll do it quicker than a wink!
Sola's Computer Regulation Analyst, Mr. Carl Love can help
you solve your voltage fluctuation problems. Call him at
312-439-2800 or write: Mr. Carl L. Love, Sola Electric,
1717 Busse Rd., Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.

SUPPLIERS DF CDNFIDENCE
TD THE INDUSTRIES
WE SERVE

SOLA ELECTRIC
OIVISION

OF

SOLA

BASIC

INOUSTRIES

IN CANADA: SOLA BASIC LIMITED. 377 EVANS AVENUE. TORONTO 1B. ONTARIO
OTHER DIVISIDNS: ANCHOR ELECTRIC. ENGINEERED CERAMICS. HEVI-DUTY ELECTRIC
• LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY • NELSON ELECTRIC. SIERRA ELECTRIC
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bers identify both the number and the
direction of sub-atomic particles called
"muons" ,after they have passed
through'the massive Hmestone monument. Muons constantly bombard the
earth, but the fact that the number of
muons. passing through the ston'e will
vary depending on whether or not
the~e ,is a void in the pyramid will determine the existence of a concealed
chamber.
Duririg a four-month, period, the
spark chambers have recorded coordinates for some three ~illion, traces of
sub-atomic particles on tape. The computer will filter out secondary and irrelevant recordings and match the coordinates to develop, the angle' at
which the muons hit the spark chambers and the number of muons which
struck from particular directions.
Printout will be on a "map" showing
coordinates of the interior of thepyra~
mid with the numbers of muons, relative to other areas, which penetrated
to the center of the pyramid. Any
groupings of high numbers of particles
will indicate the location cif a previously unknown cavity which may be the
tomb of Chephren.

'68 FJCC DEC. 9':'11
IN SAN FRANCISCO
In a year seemingly dedicated to in~
tense controversy in and out of the
data processing industry,' the tecl:Inical
program committee of the Fall Joint
Computer Conference, perhaps in exhausted reaction, has announced that
the sessions, to be headquartered in
the San Francisco Hilton Hotel December 9-11, will be more traditionally
structured.
"We have decided to return emphasis to the more formal presentation
of related-subject papers," explained
Robert Glaser, technical program
chairman' and a vp of Corhpata, Inc.
"This means reversing the recent trend
toward panels and open sessions on
controversial subjects." The program
will contain approximately 150 papers
on familiar topics: resource allocation,
time-sharing, numerical control, OCR,
OLRT systems, memories, medical dp,
management information systems.
Some seven panel sessions are also
planned. In addition to discussions on
robots, design automation, displays,
and process control programming, two
sessions will discuss "Human Augmentation Through Computers and Teleoperators," and "A Research Center
for Augmenting Human Intellect." A
special panel session on the FCC hearings on the communications/data processing interface is also scheduled.
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Tours to Stanford Univ., Stanford
Research Institute, and Mobility Systems, Inc., will be offered as a part of
certain sessions.
The opening session of the conference will be addressed by keynote
speaker Howard W. Johnson, president of. MIT,. Mr. Johnson.is a member
of the President's Advisory Committee
on ;Labor-Management Policy and the
National Manpower Adviso~y Ccimmittee. ,Dr. Garrett Hardin, professor
of biology at the Univ. of California at
Santa Barbara, will be the featured
speaker at the conference 'luncheon on
Dec. 10. Both men will speak on the
impact of computer technology ori toda y's society. '
Th~ impact of computer technology
on a t leas~ one aspect of today' s society
-as viewed one, month after November's ,general election-will be the subJect 6f a general public meeting on
Tuesday evening"Dec. io, in the Civic
Auditoriurh. Entitled "Information,
Computers and the Political Process;"
the meeting will attempt to explore the
ways information and computing machines can improve communications
between the. electorate and the goverrlmental "establishment.'~ Speakers
will be Dr . Robert Hofstadter, Nobel
Lau~eate professor of physics at Stanford; Dr. EmanJ:lel G. Mesthen.e, director' of the Harvard Univ. program on
technology and 'society; Dennis Flannagan, editor of Scientific American;
Dr. John R. ,Pierce, executive director
of commuhications systems research
for Bell Labs; and Dr. Garrett Hardin,
professor of biology, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara.
Over 120 exhibitors have been attracted to this winter's rites, and will
be competing for attention in Brooks
Hall.
Final credits go to general chairman, Dr. William Davidow of HewlettPackard, and AFIPS sponsoring societies: Assn. for Computing Machinery;
IEEE Computing Group; Simulation
Councils, Inc.; Assn. for Machine
Translation and Computational Linguistics; and American Documentation Institute.
• A machine that could build a wall
from Los Angeles to San Francisco in
three months (how about a wall
around Los Angeles?) has been developed by M. Kellner & Son Lumber Co.
of Fresno, Calif. The 120-foot-Iong
complex is directed by an IBM 1130,
which controls the How of building materials and automatic nailing machines
as the wall frame moves along on a
conveyor. Besides turning out 20 feet
of wall per minute, the 1130 prints up
the bill of materials needed for each
unit.

• GE may not.yet be so big in selling
computers, but it has an impressive
record in buying and using them., Recent figures put out by the' wodd's
fourth largest industrial corp'or~tion
show it 'to be the second, largest compu~~r user (first is General Motors).
The company says it now has more
than 300: 15% in the $1000-$5000 per
month class; 76~ renting at $5000 to
$20,000; and the remaining 9% big
ones over $20;000/month. They also
have about, 800 terminals hooked to
time:sh~red machines. All this gear is
worth about $160 million, and the
company sperit. $80 million last year
for edp, including the cost of 4000
people to take care of the computers.
•. Illinois Institute of Technology
and nine oth~r colleges and universities began linkage in a computer network in July. The $880K program is a
two-year pr:oject with a National Science Fo,!-mdation grant of $632K and
is part of the NSF program to explore
computer potential in science education and research. The grant will sup-:port a cooperative interdisciplinary
venture in undergraduate curriculum
development. Faculty members in participating institutions will be grouped
by academic discipline and helped in
curriculum development by leaders
~ho have used computers in six disciplines: biology, business-managementeconomics, chemistry, mathematics,
physics, and psychology-educationsociology. The program' is open to other colleges and universities without
NSF support. Such participation
would have an average cost of $14K
for faculty salaries and $22K for terminals, phone lines, computer time
and supplies.
• The Association of American Railways and the International Union of
Railways (Europe) have appointed a
committee on cybernetics which will '
maintain liaison in the development of
"new techniques from the untapped
,potentials of electronic data processing." American committee head is
Robert B. Curry, vi;> in charge of the
AAR's Management Systems Dept.
His European counterparts ,are Dr.
Sydney Jones, chairman of UIC's cybernetics gro'up, and P. Schoonjans,
senior technical adviser for the general
secretariat of UIC.
• Control Data Institute notes that
their schools in Dallas and Detroit
have been accredited by NATTS, the
National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools. The approval permits students to apply for federally inDRTRMRTION

..'

Nothing matches your computer
like a Tab Storaway.
(Except another Tab Storaway.)
Tab Storaways are as modern as today's third. generation computer. (You can match or
harmonize them to your computer in any of
. 22 colors.) What they
can do for you is
almost limitless. They
can quickly put card
files at your fingertips.
Or tape reels. Or data cells and tape reels. Or tape
reels and disc packs. Or disc packs and procedure
,tJ

manuals. Or program decks and tape reels.

Or tape reels, disc packs, and data cells. In fact, our
Storaways are versatile enough to hold whatever
you use in your computer
room. You provide the
specifications. We'll
provide the Storaways.
So if you're looking for
Storaways to go with your computer, just mail
the coupon to Tab. Ask us for a match.
Gentlemen: I'd like more information on your Storaway cabinets.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Street _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _
I

I

TAB
PRODUCTS

I
I

CO.

633 Battery St., San Francisco, California 94111
_____________ _____________
SEE TAB PRODUCTS CO. IN ACTION AT THE B.E.M.A. EXPOSITION
Oct. 28-Nov. 1. International Amphitheater. Chicago
~
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sured loans under the National Vocational Student Loan Act. Courses offered include programming, and the
training is aimed at students with a
high school education or the equivalent but without computer experience.

• Applied Data Research has named
Centre D' Analyze et de Programmation as its marketing representative for
proprietary software programs, including AutoHow, in five European nations .. CAP, Europe's largest independent software house, is headquartered
in Paris. and operates throughout
France, Belgium,. Holland, Switzerland and England. ADR made its first
direct sales move outside the U.S. last
January, when Japan Office Supplies,
Ltd., was named Far East marketing
representative.

• The Conference on Data Systems
Languages (CODASYL) has been reor.ganized to "broaden and improve
CODASYL activities and their responsiveness to user needs." John L. Jones,
Southern Railway Co., continues as
chairman of the executive committee.
New standing committees and their
chairmen: planning, Warren G. Simmons, lJ.S. Steel; programming language, Richard C. Kurz, NCR; systems, T. William Olle, RCA. Jones announced that future publications of
COBOL speoifications will be known as
the J oumal of COBOL Development, to
distinguish it from the anticipated
USASI COBOL Standard.
~\. Systems Engineering Laboratories,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., has entered into
-, an agreement with Kyokuto Boeki
Kaisha, Ltd., Tokyo, whereby KBK
will inarket·SEL computers, peripheral equipment, and system products in
Japan, .South Korea, Formosa, and the
Philippines ..

• The U.S. Army is renting an additional 85 NCR 500 systems to augment. the 52 mobile computers being
used in Southeast Asia fot automated
stock accounting. In Vietnam the 500's
are used in van mounted data centers
assigned to Army logistical units. Of
the new order, 52 will be van mounted
for use abroad, the other 33 will join
the six in the U.S. for similar functions
and training. By 1973 the Army ex~
peets to have up to 400 of these systems worldwide.
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• The Consumers Power Co., Jackson, Mich., is using an .IBM 1800 data
acquisition and control system to provide continuous monitoring of over
600 checkpoints. on gas pipelines.
When measuring devices at the checkpoints show irregularities in gas pressure, density, temperature, specific
gravity, etc., the computer alerts technicians at the gas control station, permitting prompt corrective action. The
machine is also used to predict demand for gas on the basis of weather
reports during the winter months, and
is programmed to suggest what steps
should be taken to assure adequate gas
supplies during cold spells.

• Officers for the 1969 Spring Joint
Computer Conference to be held at
Boston's War Memorial Auditorium
next May 14-16 are: Dr. Harrison W.
Fuller, Sanders Associates, general
chairman; John E. Ward, Electronic
Systems Lab at MIT, vice chairman;·
Albin A. Hastbacka, Aerospace Systems Div. of. RCA, secretary; Brandt
R. Allen, Harvard Business School,
treasurer.' Committees and chairmen
are: technical program, Theodore H .
Bonn, Honeywell EDP Div.; local arrangements, Charles W. Gardiner,
Wayne-George Div. of Itek Corp.; exhibits coordination, David Sudkin,
Adage Inc.; registration, Bruce M.
Campbell, IBM; printing and mailing,
Allen Z. Kluchman, Data General
Corp.; public relations, Norman M.
Bryden, Honeywell EDP Div. Exhibits
manager is H. G. Asmus of AFIPS.
Frank E. Heart and Hawley K. Rising,
both of Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
Inc., are serving as advisors.

• A system for monitoring and analyzing the incidence of tuberculosis
and other communicable diseases by
area has been developed by the Medical College of Georgia and NCR. The
program was written for a 10K NCR
315 and is now operating in one county in Georgia and one in South Carolina. A standard form for patient information is used. New case and contact report lists, by locality, are prepared weekly and sent to field investigators. Action for treatment is begun
with computer-written appointment
lette~s. At the same time, the computer
sets up schedules for treatment centers.

• Honeywell began construction last
month of a 150,000-square-foot plant
and office building in Billerica, Mass.,
to be completed in August 1969. The
facility will be used to manufacture,

assemble and test computer peripherals, including a new disc drive being
announced this month, as well as
printed circuit boards and backboards
for edp systems. About 600 persons
will be employed.

• Digital Equipment Corp. has announced price reductions on memory
expansion modules for their PDP-8IS
computers. Prices are based on expan· sion increments of 4K. Expansion from
4K to 8K now costs $3500 (down from
$5000). Increases from 8K to 12K,
16K to 20K, and 24K to 28K each cost
$2800 (reduced from $4000). Increases from 12K to 16K, 20K to 24K,
and 28K to 32K each cost $2000 (reduced from $3000). These variations
in price are caused by the necessity of
installing an additional memory
mounting block with each 8K increment.

• Lever Brothers
Company announced formation last month of a
data processing subsidiary, Lever Data
Processing Services, Inc., which will
.offer various services, including computer time sales, service bureau operations, edp consulting and recruiting,
software and application development,
and educational programs. Thomas S.
Carroll, president, stated that it would
take "several months" to complete
planning and organization of the new
company.
• Data Processing Financial & G~n
eral announced its intention to go into
the time-sharing business at a bash at
its new Data Center Div. installation
in Los Angeles August 23. This center
is the first of three planned for the L.A.
area; another has opened in San Francisco; others slated for Houston and
New York so far. The tactically oriented company plans to' offer timesharing through these data centers ina
year or so-when a higher volume is
· being processed, hardware and soft· ware for time-sharing is better developed, and after others have done a little more pioneering in the field.

shortlines ...
Automated Data Sciences Inc., New
York-based systems design and programming firm, has acquired Western
Data Processing Corp., Mayaguez,
P.R., service bureau ... The Laboratory Program for Computer Assisted
Learning (Project LOCAL), Westwood,
Mass., has installed five PDP-8/I systems in local high schools to aid in
teaching math and science as well as
to familiarize students with edp.
DRTRMRTICIN

NEVER BOUGHT MORE

More $ But Still Less The programs
below costa bit more but a whole lot
less than you could produce them for
on your own. Can we send descriptive
literature?
UNI-APT: APT N/C processor for the
PDP-8
Circle 94 on Reader Card
UNITE I: Simulates SDS 900s on
Sigma 5/1
Circle 95 on Reader Card
UNITE II: Simulates SDS 9300s on
Sigma 5/1
Circle 96 on Reader Card
UNITE III: Simulates CDC lower 3000s
on Sigma 5/7
Circle 97 on Reader Card
UNI-PLAN: School and City budget
preparation and tracking system
UNITED COMPUTING CORPORATION Circle 98 on Reader Card
802 Torrance Boulevard
UNITED COMPUTING: To find out
more about us
Redondo Beach, California 90277
(213) 376-8438
Circle 99 on Reader Card
Today, it buys UNI-TRY, complete with
source deck and documentation.
UN I-TRY prepares sample output
reports before programming and checking out a proposed system, especially
useful in format design and management presentations.
The beck: 199 source cards. The Documentation: 4 pages of user instructions.
The Deal: Send check for $2.00* with
your computer model # and we'll send
the deck and documentation by return
mail. It would cost you at least $150 to
develop in-house. At a 75 to 1 purchase
ratio, it's the best buy in the software
world.

~Ih~ I ~ l:t .J)
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United Computing Corpo'ration
802 Torrance Boulevard
Redondo Beach, California 90277
Here's my check for two dollars*. Send
my UNI-TRY deck and documentation
to
Name ____________________
Title ____________________
Company ______________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
My computer is a _________
model # ___________
Note: not available for some esoteric
computers.
*Add $2.00 for a total 01' $4.00 to cover
postage outside of continental U.S.A.

• ...................................
•......
_
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Susie Meyer
meetsPL/I
The story of how a single language answers
the question, lIean a
young girl with no previous programming
experience find happiness handling both
commercial and scientific applications, without resorting to an
assembler language?1I

Let's face it. The cost of
programming just keeps
going up. So for some
time to come, how well
you do your job depends
on how programmers like
Susie Meyer do theirs.
That's the reason for
'PL/I, the high-level language for both' scientific
and commercial applications.
With PL/I, programmers don't have to learn
other high-level languages. They can concentrate more on the job, less
on the language.
So think about PL/I.
Not just in terms of
training, but in terms of
the total impact it can
·have on your operation.

Take it a step at a time.
Programmers don't have
to'learn all of PLjI to use
it~ TakeN ew York Life
Insurance Company for
e:?Campie. 'First programmer trainees get a good
grounding in computer
basics. Then a combina":
tion of PLjI self-study
courf!es and workshops
readies ·them to code
meaningful and useful
programs.
As the new programmers gain skill and experience they use other
. parts
the' language on
tougher problems.'" .Most
importantly; they learn
while doing.
.

of

Load Module
(executable)

Freedom of expres-.
sio'n! That's what it's
all about. The sam'e features that makePLjI
easy to learn make it easy
to use. First of all, programming time' can be
shortened by, u~ing a
single high-level language. In most cases, as'" sembler languages aren't
needed anymore.
''' ... ~~.~,~ also a feature
.ho·t-·'''.jTVI''''ifies coding for
erienced program. It automatically
a choice among alves; Thelangu~ge
provides'a new ease
of writing. It's neithei·
cryptic nor verbose. The
result is a new freedom
of expression - freedom
froin arbitrary language
restrictions""":freedom to
concentrate on applica':'
tion developm'ent.

A bright future for'
Susie. PLjI has groWtJ:!
built in. As your system
grows, PLjI will grow
right'along with it.
. Continued growth of
PLjI means a brighter
future for your programmers. It also means continued use of your programs and equipmentwith a minimum impact
on your investment.

r - - - - - - - - - - - It's time to get involved. - - - - - - - - - - We'd like to get you more involved with PLjI. As a first step, send
this coupon for more information.
IBM Data Processing Division, Dept. 41 A
112 East Post Road, .White Plains, New York 10601
Name ___________________________________________________________
Position _______________________-'--________________________
Company__________-'--_________________________________
Division________________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ________ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

IBM.

An altimeter is just one of
hundreds of components on every U.S.
Air Force plane. Each is a potential
trouble spot. The Air Force has skilled
mechanics to detect faulty parts on
the ground, and it has given them
access to a UNIVAC@ real-time computer
system to locate replacement parts
from inventory in a matter of seconds.
And, the parts can be delivered to the
flight line in about twelve minutes.
The warehouse location, quantity
on hand and cost of 65,000 parts is in
the memory of a Univac real-time
computer system.
When the mechanic orders a

replacement altimeter, the computer
notifies issue clerks and indicates where
it's stored. The computer checks its
memory again. This time to see how
many altimeters should be on hand. If
inventory is now too low to meet
expected demand, it initiates are-order
and updates accounting records for
Base Level Supply Command.
Multiply that altimeter order by
a few hundred an hour and you have a
rough idea how much work the Air
Force gets out of this Univac inventory
system. A total system with
forecasting, control a'nd cost-cutting
functions built in.

There's a Univac system at virtually every Air Force base.\166 systems
to be more precise. All equipment
and procedures are the same. Personnel
have to be trained only once to use any
of them.
.
Univac computer systems are also
being used by people in business,
government and science. And you don't
have to own an air force to have one
working for you.

UNIVAC

Univac is saving alotof people a lot of time.
..JL

,rSPe~V
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According to the instruments
this plane is at 32,000 feet.
Air Force mechanics can ask a computer system for a new altimeter. They can get it delivered in about twelve minutes.

~
neY# products
programming keyboard
The Model 380 Programming Keyboard memorizes operator keystrokes
on mag tape and can repeat them as
programs of up to 640 steps. The plug-

operation. The third is a real-time
monitor to provide priority processing
of systems tasks in a competitive timebased environment. It is fully compatible with the batch and interjob
processors, which can be used in a foreground/background mode. The system
permits real-time operation with batch
data processing functions running
concurrently in the background. The
basic price is $22K and delivery is six

months
ARO.
PROGRAMMING
SERVICES, INC., Woodland Hills,
Calif. For information:
, CIRCLE 161 ON READER CARD

general purpose computer
The SPC-8 is a general purpose digital
computer with a 4K by 8-bit word
memory, expandable to 8K words,
with a cycle time of 2.2 usec. The processor includes a parallel adder, three
addressing modes, six 12-bit registers,
two accumulators, a hardware index
register, a priority interrupt system,
and a teletypewriter interface. Options
include a real time control group, real
time instruction set, power fail detection and automatic restart, and more
than 30 functional and interface modules.
SPC-8 software provides a one-pass

-PRODUCT OF THE MONTH--------.:....-.-----,

in mag tape cartridges may be erased
and reused or ejected and retained.
The device contains keys for all Wang
calculator functions and for operation
of optional compatible system modules, including optional data storage
registers, typewriters, and teletypewriters. Using the output from a teletypewriter, it is possible to read input
from the keyboard into larger computer systems. The Model 380 can loop,
branch and make programmed decisions, and with its increased number of
math function keys, seems to be another advance in building software into
hardware. The price of the keyboard is
$1,500 and a 246-page program library is furnished free. WANG LABORATORIES, INC., Tewksbury,
Mass. For information:
CIRCLE 160 ON READER CARD

small computer software
The Small Computer Monitor (Executive) System is softwa~e designed with
three basic monitors for real-time and
data processing applications with
small computers of the DEC, Varian,
etc., variety. It is written in BASIC or
the assembly language of the object
computer with the aid of the com·pany's in-house meta-assembler. The
foundation monitor of the three monitors is the interjob processor, which
performs basic tasks such as program
loading and record keeping. It operates serially and provides the front end
function for the batch processor, the
second monitor, which operates in a
mode grouping several jobs together
prior to execution to allow continuous

A facsimile communication device
dubbed the "Electronic Mailbox" is
a transceiver that can both send and
receive graphic information on
83~" x II" documents over a directdial telephone network iOn-plant or
to any location in the U.S. and Canada over regular telephone lines.
The copy is produced in 43~ minutes and operation does not require
trained personnel as there are no
operator controls or adjustments.
The analog device is always "on" to
either send or receive and is
equipped for unattended operation.
An accessory document loader will
automatically transmit up to 50 documents and an automatic answering
feature permits the "mailbox" to receive transmissions when no one is
present. The machine holds enough
paper to receive 150 8W' xlI",
documents without reloading.
The company anticipates that the
widest application of· the unit will

be in sales order-entry systems, but
it has been field-tested for two years
in such applications as transmission
of engineering change orders between engineering and production
departments, signature verification,
transmission of bills of lading, crew
schedules, and transmission of news
copy for editing.
'
The transceiver will lease for
$100-$150 a month, depending on
options, and this price, according to
the company, is approximately half
the rate of existing facsimile transmitter and receiver pairs. Each customer will receive a "dial Datafax
directory" listing the telephone
numbers of other users, which will
be updated quarterly. Tne equipment will be demonstrated for the
first time at the BEMA show in Chicago, Oct. 28-Nov. 1, and delivery
will be 30-45 days from that time.
DATAFAX CORP., Chicago, Ill.
For information:
-
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Economy
Simplicity
Reliability

new producfs
conversational assembler, a basic utility system for correcting and modifying programs, a math package, and
computer test programs. The computer

is desi~ed for use in custom data processing and control systems, in R&Q,
labs, and in universities. It is priced at
$4,900, with delivery in 120 days
ARO.·AUTOMATioN PROD. DIV.,
GENERAL AUTOMATION, INC.!
Orange, Calif. For informattpn:
CIRCLE 163
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coordinate digitizer

CMCMODEL18

Tape Reader
This simple,unit reads
tape uni-directiona"y . . . at
30 characters per second.
Starwheels sense holes; output is in the form of contact
closures.
Model 18 Tape Reader
provides control equivalent
to that of far more costly
units without complex circuitry or timing. As easy to
use as a relay.
Priced at only $180 F.O.B.

COMPUTER
MECHANISMS
CORPORATION
290 Huyler St., S. Hackensack,
N.J.07606 (201) 487-1970 I

Model PF-IOB, "Pencil Follower" Coordinate Digitizer, is designed to con:.
vert graphic information into recorded
or on-line digital form for computer
processing. The system consists of a
flat or tiltable reading table, electronics console and an optional output device such as mag tape, paper tape,
card punch, electric typewriter or on-line computer. Digitizing is accomplished by bringing a pencil-type cursor to a fixed point in the point mode,
or by tracing the graphical information
in the continuous mode. The digitizing
rate for the continuous mode is from 0
to 50 points per second, depending
upon the complexity of the data and
the output recording speed. The cur-,
sors are free moving with no mechanical linkage inertia and can be inter-·
changed in seconds. Each PF-I0B is
supplied ~ith a FORTRAN control software package for the common data,
normalizing functions of scaling, edit-.
ing" curve fitting and formatting.
Prices range from $9,450 for the basic
digitizer to $19,875 for a.complete system. Delivery is 45-60 days. EDWIN
INDUSTRIES CORP., Silver Spring,
Md. For information:
CIRCLE 164 ON READER CARD

four disc drives
Honeywell plans production of its own
disc drive line and this' month announced four models: types 155, 273,
275 and 278. The 155, built for the 110
computer, will handle the single-disc
cartridge; the other models, for series
200 computers iarger than the 110 and
120, will take the II-disc packs. The
unique feature claimed for these units
is a tPtally ~lectronic read/write head
positioner, as opposed to the common-

.

ly used hydraulic and electro-mechan- .
ical positioners. It is said to afford
higher reliability (fewer moving
parts) and accuracy and faster access
time.
The packs that go with these drives
are also new Honeywell products. The
single-disc cartridge, the M4010, sells
for $90. There are two versions of the
. II-disc pack: the.M4007, which sells
for $600 and has an iron oxide coating
that pe~its "single" density packing
of 1,100 bpi, an industry "first," according to the company. The'M4008
II-disc pack is a double-density unit
that sells for $650.
The 155 drive is a two-spindle unit
handling two single-disc cartridges
with 1.8 million 6-bit characters storage per disc. The unit has two read/
write heads per disc (200 tracks/
side), 1,100 bpi packing density, 1,700 rpm speed, 100 msec average
"seek" time, 17.5 msec latency time,
and a tr~nsfer rate of 147,500 cps. The
cost is $330 to $370 a month (five year
lease to short-tem rental); purchase
price is $14,190.
..
.
. The 273 and the 275 each handle
the slngle-'density disc pack, which has
an 18.4 million 6~bit character ,capacity. The 278 operates with the doubledensity pack with over 35 million
character capacity, and is interchangeable with the IBM 2314. The
273 275 and 278 have these common
cha;acteristics: 20. read/write heads
per pack, 50 msec average seek time,
12.5,msec latency time, and 2,400 rpm
speed. Each model has brushes that
clean the disc surfaces as operation
starts.
The 273 is.a single-spindle drive
handling one II-disc pack.. Transfer
rate is 208,300 cps. Delivery begins
july '69. Cost is $695-775/mo., or
$31,500 to purchase. Although the series 200 machines will handle eight of
these drives, the 275 or 278 are more
economical when the larger capacity is
required.
.
The multiple-spindle 275 can handle up to nine of. the II-disc packs
(eight operating, one shindby) for a
total storage of 147.2 million characters on-line. It has the same packing
density and transfer rate as the 273.
Deliveries begin the first quarter of
1970. Cost is $3,780-4,235 a month;
purchase, $172,200 ..
The 278 also handles nine packs,
but has. a double density of 2200 bpi,
so that maximum storage is 280 million
characters and transfer rate is 416,667
cps. Delivery begins the third quarter
of 1~}70. Cost is' $4795-5370 a month;
purchase, $218,400. HONEYWELL
EDP DIVISION, Wellesley, Mass. For
inform a tion:
CIRCLE 165 ON READER CARD
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A COlnDl.on DruDl. :Inter£ace

·has uncoDl.Dl.on advantages
This integrated package is installed in each of VRC's standard drum
memories. It provides all Read/Write functions, iIlcluding data conversiori to a reliable recording mode, and self-clocking data recovery.
You supply NRZ data in, Write Enable and Synch Clear. You get
4 writing and addressing clocks, a data-derived read clock, and NRZ
data out at 2 MHz rates.
'
An equally standard package, also installed within the d~um housing, handles track selection. Whether 128, 512 or 1024 tracks, the
same modules are used. You supply X and Y address levels at 5 volts.
The selection package does the rest.
VRC's common-design concept means your parts and training costs
stay low, no matter which drums, or how many drums, you use. It
means you can switch from a 2.6 megabit to a 67.5 megabit model
... or any size in between ... without changing your interface. And
it means the same reliability, backed by the same 1-year warranty,
ort the entire drum. Including the electronics. '

Computers are known by their MEMORIES

... so

T
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T

T
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DRUM MEMORIES • SYSTEMS • DISK PACKS
20d Precision Park • North Springfield, Vermont 05150 • Tel. 802/886-2256 • TWX 710 363-6533
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, new products
disc only computers

Honeywell is bringing down the price
of four of its computer systems $300 to
$400 a month by offering them with
disc control units built in, rather than
separate. The Modei 110-2 will now be
available for $2,275 a month under a
five year lease (leasing condition is the
same for all four systems) and can be
purchased for $102,375. The system
includes a 12K memory, integrated
disc control unit, two read/write channels, a line printer, card reader/punch,
and a type 155 cartridge disc drive.
Model 110-3 rents for $2,970 a month
and the purchase price is $113,650. It
contains all the features of the 110-2
plus a 6-pack drive (CDC models
tagged by Honeywell as 259B or
258B) . The 120-3 rental price is
$3,205 a month and the selling price is
$144,225. It has the same drives as the
110-3 with a third read/write channel
optional. The 125-3 provides the same
features as the 110-3 with third and
fourth read/write channels optional.
It may be rented for $4,440 a month
and selis for $199,800. HONEYWELL
EDP, Wellesley Hills, Mass. For information:
CIRCLE 166 ON READER CARD

computer user terminal

The CDC 200 User Terminal for multiple access telephone communication
to a central computer ("any standard
commercial computer," although the
company recommends a CDC 6000 or
3000 Series) consists of a CDC 217-2
entry/display, ':a CDC 224-2 card
reader, and either a CDC 222-1 or 2222 line printer. A typewriter output station maybe included instead of a
printer. The entrY/display keyboard
has a 63-ch~mict~r set and the crt display is a 14" screen with a capacity of
20 lines~ 50 characters per line. The
car9 reader' is a. photoelectric reader
with a: speed of 333 cards per minute,
and the line· printers operate at 300
lines per minute in either 80 or 136
columns. The terminal controller and
1,000-character buffer ~re contained
in the· entry/display station, and terminal-computer' comrh).mication is effeqted by Data Phone or its equivalent.
CONTROL 'DATA CORP., Minneapolis, Minn. For infomiation:
CIRCLE'167 ON READER CARD

payroll system

CPACS (Comprehensive Payroll Accounting System) is GE's automated
payroll processing system for use with
the GE-400 computers to accumulate,
calculate and report nearly every function of payroll accounting "in a frac136

tion of the former time." The system
will process the complete payroll of organizations with a thousand or more
employees ,and will automatically
compute tax deductions for 50 states
and over 40 local taxes. The system
was developed by GE Supply Co. for
its own 165 locations around the country. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Phoenix, Ariz .. For information:,
CIRCLE 168 ON READER CARD

correction •••

Cartrifile is a data systems peripheral, compatible with small computers
and data terminal systems, that
reads and writes data simultaneouslyon any two of four tape files.
DATAMATION erred (Aug. '68) in
describing the tape used by Cartrifile, which combines four tape

stored in a hoiding register. Then the
coupler control logic gates the data onto the I/O bus lines as soon as the receiving computer is capable of accepting data. Basic price· starts at around
$33K and delivery is three months
ARO. DATAMETRICS CORP., Van
Nuys, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 170 ON READER CARD

disc memory

The M-200 is a head-per-track disc
memory system designed specifically
for the small computer market. It has a
single 12" diameter disc and from 16
to 128 data tracks, with storage capac- .
ity from 426K bits to 3,400K bits. The
M-200 features 8.7 msec average access time, a plated cobalt alloy surface,
belt drive, IC electronics, and .three
timing tracks. It weighs 651bs. and occupies seven vertical inches in a standard RETMA rack. Price for a 3,400K
bit capacity unit is $5,600: APPLIED
MAGNETICS CORP., Goleta, Calif.
For information:
CIRCLE 171 ON READER CARD

tape reader/spooler

transports and their controller in a
single cartridge-loaded unit. Each
cartridge contains two }~" computer-grade digital mag tapes, each of
which is phase-recorded bit-serially
in two tracks, with built-in error.correction. The packing density of each
tape is 1,200 flux changes per inch,
and the capacity per tape is 220K
4-bit words or 150K 6-bit words ..
Control circuitry also interfaces
with 8- or 12-bit parallel I/O and
transfer rates range up to 1,200 4bit words· a second. TRI-DATA
CORP., Mountain View, Calif. For
information:
CIRCLE 169 ON READER CARD

The RRS-3000- 7~f is a photoelectric
punched tape reader/spooler available
in unidirectional and bidirectional
models equi'pped with 7~~" diameter
separable reels. The models include
such features as: 15,000 hour, selfclean~ng quartz light source; fiber optic distributor and light guides; speeds
up to 300 cps, with rewind averaging .
over 200 ips; and integrated circuits
mounted on two pluggable printed
circuit cards and providing either
DTL or TTL logic levels. Prices are
$1,595 for unidirectional and $1,715
for bidirectional models, and delivery
is 10 weeks ARO. REMEX ELECTRONICS, Hawthorne, Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 172 ON READER CARD

h,tercomputer couplers

A series of intercomputer couplers recently introduced by the company will
permit channel-to-channel communication between Univac computers
(models 418, 490 and 1108) and IBM
series 360 (-30 through -75), with
both alphanumeric and binary data.
The maximum transfer rate is approximately 330K bytes per second. The
coupler houses the control logic for
communication, and in the idle condition continuously searches for an initiating command from either computer.
When it is received, the command
(write) is stored in a command buffer
register. The coupler then determines
the availability of the other computer
to receive data, and when this is established, requests an output word from
the initiating computer. When this is
accepted by the coupler, the data is

programming technique

COMPUTRAN is a programming technique that produce~ COBOL source records in the same format and sequenced in the same logical manner
for all programs. It is currently available for IBM 360 systems DOS or OS
and requires 32K and two disc drives.
The company has announced a second
version ·of COMPUTRAN, due this
month, that will produce COBOL data
division and procedure division entries. A 45-day free trial is offered.
COMPUMATICS, INC., Chicago, Ill.
For information:
CIRCLE 173 ON READER CARD

reader / sorter for banks

Honeywell will go after the banking
market, now dominated by IBM and
J:JATAMATICN

Burroughs, with the Type 232 MICR
reader/sorter, a device that reads
magnetic ink-encoded documents at
speeds up to 600 documents per minute and sorts them into 11 different
slots (10 accept and one reject). The
unit can be operated as a free-standing
machine or on-line to any Series 200
computer. The 232 reader/sorter will
lease for around $1,200 per month,
with a sale price of $56,250, and· will
be available in January. HONEYWELL EDP, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
For information:
CIRCLE 174 ON READER CARD

larger small computer
The PDC-816 is a larger version of the
company's PDC-808, with a 4K word,
16-bit memory, and like its predecessor is also designed for reliability, with
an 8 usec cycle time. It features multilevel indirect addressing, hardware in-

dex'r,egister, conditional jumps, parallel processing, block I/O, and three
priority interrupts. Available peripherals include Teletype, mag and paper
tape, disc, and modems. The company
says the unit undergoes 16K hours of
test operation before it is marketed to
ensure troJIble-free functioning. The
price is $11,900. COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC., Newport Beach,
Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 175 ON READER CARD

display panels
The company's new line of plug-in, alph~mumeric display panels is for display applications ranging from small
consoles to large wall systems. The
panels contain one tq four 10-module
lines with 2.7"-high characters and operating speeds are 10, 15, 80 or 250
cps. The panels interface to keyboards,
tape readers, computers, and communication circuits and accept serial or
ASCII inputs directly. A standard unit
can control up to 1,280 modules.
FERRANTI-PACKARD ELECTRIC,
LTD., Toronto, Onto For information:
CIRCLE 176 ON READER CARD

mag tape recorder
The Model 70 digital mag tape recorder is fully IBM compatible and accepts asynchronous data rates from 0-

100 cps and synchronous data rates to
2,000 cps. The packing density is 200
bpi, with higher densities optional.
Also optional are asynchronous data
rates from 0-500 cps, and error-checking circuits.' DTL and multifunction
TTL IC's are used throughout. The
price is $1,950. CIPHER DATA
PRODUCTS, San Diego, Calif. For information:

quired for hospital personnel. The system can be interfaced with various
types of data acquisition equipment
(e.g., spectrophotometers) found in
laboratories, and produces from this
data, cumulative chart reports, patient
inquiries, Hoor reports, and quality
control infonnation. DIVERSIFIED
NUMERICAL
APPLICATIONS,
Minneapolis" Minn. For information:

CIRCLE 177 ON READER CARD
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laboratory system
The DNA Clinical Laboratory system
uses a Raytheon 703 cpu and a mass
memory unit with a storage capacity
of 6.4 million bits and an average access time of 16.7 msec. Laboratory
personnel interface to the system is
provided by DNA 20/20 keyboard
terminals, which are coded in ASCII,
are compatible with ASR 33/35 Teletypes, and can be operated with any
standard computer systems communications interface. The input keyboards
of the terminals are customized to
meet the specific requirements of the
laboratdry in which they are. utilized
(such as hematology, bacteriology,
chemistry and urinalysis). Since the
terminal formats the input message,
the operator need not be a t,rained typist, and no computer knowledge is re-

x-y recorder
The Model 530 X-Y recorder will record (on 8J~" x II" or II" x 17" paper) cartesian coordinate graphs of the
relationship between two functions of
DC or slowly changing AC voltages.
The machine operates at a speed of
30"/second on X axis and 20"/second
on Y axis. It has a common mode rejection of up to 130 db. The recorder can
also accept ± 100 volt reference from a
computer or can b~ switched to internal reference. Priced at $1,190, the
unit is available for delivery 60-90
days ARO. HONEYWELL TEST INSTRUMENTS DIV., Denver, Colo.
For information:
CIRCLE 179 ON READER CARD

(Continued on page 140)

REGULATED O-C POWER SUPPLIES

Direct Operation
From AC line

15v 100MA

SPECIFICATIONS: Model PM 576
Size
Input

1.75x2.25xl in.
115 VAC, ± 10 VAC
60,to 400 Hz
Output Voltage
15 VDC
Output Current
0-100 MA
Short circuit proof
Load Regulation
.02% NL-FL
line Regulation
± .02%
Temp. Coeff.
.02%/ O C
Ripple and Noise
0.5 MV, RMS
Output Z
0.2 ohms @ 10 KC
Operating Temp.
oto 70° C
Derate 5 MAIO Cabove 55° C
Derate 1 MAIO Cbelow 15° C
Storage Temp.
-25 to +85°C
Delivery
Stock
PRICE Cl-9) *
$24.95
ClO-24)
$19.95

A complete family of single output
modules:
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

538
562
585
556
563
522
529
544

170V
28V
24V
22V
12V
6V
5V
3.6V

10
40
50
55
100
200
250
250

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Computer Products, Inc., 2801 E. Oakland
Park Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33306
Phone 305 - 565·9565.

•
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How the Xerox Computer Forms Printer
takes 7 printout bugaboos •••

The bugaboos:

1. Additional passes
2. Special "one-shot" copies
of completed reports

3. Decollating and bursting
4. Pre-printed forms
5. Forms storage
6. Carbon copies
7. Binding

138

DATAMATION

and wipes them out.

How t"'e Computer Forms
Printer (CFP) does it:

6. No more carbons or carbon smear.

1. The CFP runs off all the copies you

Every copy the CFP produces is of fine
xerographic quality and each is as sharp
and clear as the first

need, off-line from the original singleply fanfold. Time spent in setting up
computer for additional passes plus personnel time involved is wiped out

7. The CFP reduces 149'8" x 11" printout to 11" X .81f2" size, making binding
easy. The use of pre-punched paper can
further simplify and speed up this operation.

2. The CFP quickly and easily handles
"one-shots" of any report weeks or even
months later without tying up the computer.

3. Because the CFP uses single-ply,

So much for the bugaboos. YO\.J can also
. expect enthusiastic reaction from management to the reduced~size copies the
CFP produces. They're a lot more useful
because they're so much easier to handle, mail and file.

decollating and bursting are eliminated.
And the CFP automatically sorts and collates copies for you as it duplicates.

4. By using a simple overlay that lets
you add headings and guidelines, you
can create forms at the same time you
are copying printout, eliminating the
need for expensive pre-printed forms.

Call your nearest Xerox Information Systems Representative and tell him what
bugs you. He'll show you how the Xerox
Computer Forms Printer can take care
of it.

5. Printing your own forms can also give
you a large saving in storage space.

XEROX
XEROX CORPORATION, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14603. OVERSEAS: SUBSIDIARIES THROUGHOUT LATIN AMERICA; AND IN ASSOCIATION WITH RANK ORGANISATION LTD.,

RANK XEROX LTD., LONDON; AND THROUGH RANK XEROX LTD., FUJI·XEROX

October 1968

co.,

LTD., TOKYO. XEROX IS A REGISTERED TRAOEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION.
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new products

optical-tape conversion package
The latest NCR Optical Font system, .
designated 420-739, reads data recorded on optical font journal tapes of
cash registers, adding machines and
accounting machines, and transcribes
this data onto magnetic tape. Rental
starts at $1.4K per month, claimed to
be the lowest price in the industry.
The system consists of an optical scanner linked to a new nine~channel, 800
bpi buffered tape handler with 180
characters of memory and a 64-character keyboard for fonnatting, tape labeling and file updating. NCR, Dayton,
Ohio. For infonnation:

data storage system
The Model 7231/7232 Rapid Access
Data (RAD) disc file head-per-track
storage system is for use with SDS Sigma computers. The unit has a storage
capacity of 6 million bytes, and trelns..:
fer rates of up to 384,000 bytes per
second. The 7231 controller handles
up to four 7232 storage units, providing a maximum storage capacity of 25
million bytes per controller. Average
access time to any segment of the disc
is 17 msec. SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS, Santa Monica, Calif. For infonnation:

CIRCLE 182 ON READER CARD

combination. From lK to 12K cards
can be searched simultaneously, and
the machine accepts cards of paper,
plastic or film in 8" x 5" size or variables thereof. RANDOMATIC DATA
SYSTEMS, INC., Trenton, New Jersey. For infonnation:
CIRCLE 183 ON READER CARD

ll-disc pack
The Mark VI disc pack has 11 discs
with 20 recording surfaces and a capacity of over 25 million bits. The
pack is designed for use on the Memorex 660 and IBM 2314 disc drives and
is interchangeable with the IBM 2316.
MEMOREX CORP., Santa Clara,
Calif. For infonnation:
CIRCLE 184 ON READER CARD
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card retrieval
The Model RS-460 is a card retrieval,
random card file system featuring a
code display and selection board on
which desired code factors light up
upon pushbutton selection and stay lit
until erased by a switch. This pennits
in-depth searching by a variety of descriptive code factors. The ,wanted
cards protrude above the level of the
other cards in the trays. The cards are
notched along the edges by a punch
built into the equipment, and the
notches are read by the .machine as
name or number, or alphanumeric

incremental recorder
The Delta-Corder IIA incremental
digital recorder has a straightline tape
path design, and provides recording at
200 bpi. The unit has a capacity of
over one-half million characters, and
uses 300' of mag tape on a 6" reel.
Standard features include full IBM
729 low density compatibility, and a
speed of 150 steps a second. DELTACORDERS, INC., Phoenix, Ariz. For
infonnation:
CIRCLE 181 ON READER CARD

from Tape leader·Connectors. ••
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Brady Latch . LeaderConnectors save computer. tape arid threading time: Self-sticking
Connectors apply fast
to connecting ends of
tapes or leaders, or directly to reels. Hold
until disconnected.

BP-130

Magnet
Holder

BP-300
Holder for
Sl col. cards.

KEEP PRE-PUNCHED TABULATING
CARDS WHERE THEY'RE NEEDED
WITH, BEEMAK HOLDERS.
Allows fingertip storage of pre-punched
card, next to product to implement invoicing, inventory control, production control, etc. Capacity 75 or 300 cards - many
shapes and sizes - with a variety of metal
clips for attaching to any type shelf or bin.
Holders with magnets - with spurs for
corrugated cartons - with hooks for tote
boxes - with pre-applied adhesive for any
smooth surface. Also tab card vinyl envelopes, standard or special .. Hundreds of
firms have filled the gaps in their data
processing systems with .Beemak Holders.

instrumentation computer
The DIDAC system is a modular instrumentation computer for real-time
analysis of random or noisy data signals and provides basic data processing capabilities of either an 800 or 4K
word, 24-bit core memory. Specialized
signal conditioning, logic circuitry and
A/D conversion are incorporated in
replaceable modules mounted in the
mainframe. The system accepts up to
four channels of analog data, and has a
5 usec memory cycle speed with a 10

to Toh lahels . • •
Brady Tab Labels are
made for high speed
EDP print-out. Pure
white stock prints
sharp and clean without smearing. No missing labels, confetti or
tearing. 81 stock sizes
and styles.

BP·150

Card Basket

FREE SAMPLE BP·l00 HOLDER
AND LITERATURE ON REQUEST

Horizontal
Holder

mrnrJmD. is the Quality leader
Brady products are stocked locally
by your EDP Distributor.
Wont samples and more information on Brody Quality
Latch Leader-Connectors? Brody Quality Tab Labels?
Write:

BP-400 Desk Tray

BEEMAK
PLASTICS

~

12·CR

7424 SANTA MONICA BLVD., LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA 90046 • PHONE: 213 876·1770
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BP-SOO
Programming Tray

W. H.

mCJ~rnil

CO., 781 W. Glendale, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201

EST. 1914

Manufacturers of Quality Pressure·Sensitive Tape Products, Identification and
Labeling Systems, Self· Bonding Nameplates, Automatic Machines for Dispensing
Labels, Nameplates, Masks and Tape.
27064
CIRCLE 71 ON READER CARD
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MHz clock rate. It can sample, digitize, process and store input signals at
a rate of up to lOOK data samples per
second. INTERTECHNIQUE INSTRUMENTS, INC., Dover, New Jersey. For information:
CIRCLE 188 ON READER CARD

facsimile system
The Magnafax 850 remote copier
transmits and receives printed material
in six minutes via acoustical links with
standard
(voice-grade)
telephone
lines. The Magnafax 850 does not require special electrolytic paper to record the copy; the unit can use carbon .
sets with plain bond paper. When in
the receiving mode, the copier can
print up to three simultaneous copies;'
it can· also print spirit masters, and
Vue-graph transparencies. Compatible
with a standard Dataphone, the 850
leases for $65 a month, including service; without the acoustic coupler, it
leases for $60 a month. To market this
item, the Magnavox Company has created a wholly owned subsidiary,
headed by Oscar T. Simpson. MAGNAVOX SYSTEMS, INC., New York,
N.Y. For information:
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trust accounting software

ACTUAL INSTALLATION

Oblique suspended filing permits easier, quicker
EDP referencing through

A personal trust' accounting system,
written i~ COBOL, is designed to become part of a bank's central information file with remote inquiry terminals,
or to stand alone. Features of the system include tickler file reports, real estate bill preparation, check and de-posit ticket preparation, account synopsis
sheet, estimated monthly income to
each account, and statistics for government records. The package presents
information in over 60 report formats,
has eight master files and standard
formatted transactions. Without major
modifications, the package is $35K.
ARIES CORP., Fairfield, N.J. For information:

;II
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smaller bindings. Makes

en
.-

your EDP filing area attractive in appearance, efficient in operation~ Write
for free illustrated material.

OBLIU\\~

Suspended Filing Compartments
R. P. GILLOTIE & CO., INC. ~
929 Holland Ave., Cayce, S. C. 29033
(803) 254·8452
CIRCLE 72 ON READER CARD
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digital plotter
The Data Interface Plotter Terminal,
Model PT-l, is compatible with any
Teletype terminal and its telephone
coupler and plots data while it is.
printed on a user's time-sharing terminal. The X and Y data to be plotted
. are scaled to provide the desired plot
size and then printed in columnqr format. Thus, plotting can be done in any
time:-sharing language that has a columnar format capability. A number
up to 999 in the first column of the
Teletype printout causes the plotter
pen to move up to 15". along the X
CIRCLE 73 ON READER CARD
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FORD... and
491 others in
the Fortune
~500'use

our Data
Processing
Seminars.
(Can the other 8 be
using ollr competitors 1)

new products
axis, followed by a movement of up to
10" along the Y axis in response to a y.
column printout of a number up to
999. The maximum length of 25" on
the plotting surface is traversed in two
seconds. The plotter is capable of producing block diagrams, Row charts,
bar graphs, timing diagrams, step
graphs, organization charts a,nd spectra presentations. It is priced under
$4,500. DATA INTERFACE CORP.,
Tarzana, Calif. For information:
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accounting package
A Fixed Asset Accounting Package, for
use on 360/30 and Honeywell H-200
tape- and disc-oriented computers, offers "a wide range" of depreciation
methods from which' to choose .. The
package eliminates peak workloads at
the end of an accounting period, and
allows for long-range projection of
depreciation amounts. AMERICAN
SOFTWARE & COMPUTER CO., Atlanta, Ga. For information: .
CIRCLE 186 ON READER CARD

Technical people gain the
knowledge needed to make a
computer as wondrous as it
looks. Management people gain
insights into what the new EDPoriented tools can do.
Few months go by in the world
of EDP without some advanced
procedure suddenly becoming
obsolete. Continuing education
is the only answer. AndC-E-I-R's
2 to '5 day seminars have proven
a practical solution.
Over 30 courses are offered at
various cities throughout the
country. These are de$igned for
business and technical management, and cover computer
sciences, management sciences
and mathematical and statistical
sciences. And in-plant seminars
can be arranged to fit your need.

I

Free catalog lists courses,
dates, cities, costs, details~
For your copy, call or write
.
Dept. D-3

I

INSTITUTE fOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SUBSIDIARY OF

U1i!!W!1111
5272~iverRd., Washington,D.C.20016

Telephone: (301) 652-2268
CIRCLE 75 ON READER CARD
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disc storage system
The DSU-8100 is a line of modular
disc storage systems that enters a market supplied mainly up to now by Bur..,
roughs. It features standard 25 and 50
million bit head-per-track and movinghead disc storage modules that can be
randomly combined with multiple
drives to provide from 25 million to
multibillion bit memory capacities.
The "economy" modules, where each
head servjces four data tracks, have a
positioning time of 25 msec. The headper-track modules locate data in 16.7
msec average. Each disc module is
contained within its own sealed housing. The DSU-8100 can accommodate
up to three computers in a single operational system. COMPUTER PERIPHERALS CORP., San Diego,
Calif. For information:
CIRCLE 187 ON READER CARD

digital computer system
The Series 6000 digital computer system is based around the DC-6024 cpu,
which is designed for use in simulation, process control and scientific applications including multiprogramming, time-sharing, real-time and
off-line uses. The DC-6024 has five 24bit general purpose registers, a 4Kword memory (expandable to 65K
words in 4K or 8K increments), and
four levels of priority interrupt. Cycle
time is 600 nsec. Add and subtract time
for fixed point is 1.2 usec; multiply and'
CIRCLE 76 ON READER CARD
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The 70/750 Modular
Video Data System
.
gives you ad\(antages
like these.
.
,

Versatility. You ent!3r and retrieve
data the way that's most convenient,
most familiar. By means of a noiseless electronic keyboard that CCl-n be
used in keypunch or typewriter mode
at will. The 70/750 1ets you display in~
formation in either upper or Iqwer
case, or both. You can er~se single
characters or whole Ijnes. You·can insert new data into old; the old text
shifts automatically fo. make room for
the new material. .And· you· hav,e the
option of an un!imited niJmb~r of. formats and 9 screen arrays to accom- .
modate your standard business forms.
None of these impor.tant advantages
is available from Number One.
Easy viewing. RCA's television leadership has a lot to do with it. Our
monoscope tube generates whole
letters, numerals and symbols on the
screen. So you see steadier, brighter,
clearer images than you can get with
characters formed from dot matrices
or line segments.

More thruput. Compared to Number
One, RCA's modular system lets you
connect twice as many terminals per
controller using a multiplexor; onethird again as many using a communications controller. Our full duplex
mode of transmission gives you a
data rate that's much faster. That
means more work done in a given
period of time. And to display special
information when it's required, you
can override routine work on the terminals you ,select.
You get facts when you want them.
Faster, more efficiently, with greater
flexibility. For more insight into the
70/750 Modular Video Data System,
call or write your nearest RCA Information Systems office.

[J(lC]500
Information
Systems
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD

new products
divide times are 4.8 and 9.0 usec, respectively; floating point hardware is
optional.
The basic I/O unit is an ASR-33
Teletype; the system uses the ASCII
code. Standard software for the DC-

1401 simulatQr program .
A 1401 simulator program for 360's
simulates 1401 .tape systems and accepts 1401 object decks and an "automated operator" command language.
The company claims the command
language eliminates all of the manual
operator intervention required in emulator mode. The package can be multiprogrammed with. other jobs~ COMPUVISOR, INC., Ithaca, N.Y. For information:
.
CIRCL~
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printer

6024 includes an operating system, assembler, utilities, and a support library
with FORTRAN math functions and
hardware test routines. FORTRAN IV is
available as an option.
The DC-6024 is the first unit in the
Series 6000 computer system, which
will later include a line of compatible
peripheral equipment. Price of the basic system is $49,500. DAT ACRAFT
CORP., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. For information:
CIRCLE 191 ON READER CARD.

The SD 4360 is a 7,000-line-a-minute
computer printer that translates digital
data into readable text and displays it
on the face of a Charactron shaped
beam tube where it is photographed
on film. The Charactron. creates the
image by directing the electron beam
through individual characters cut in a
matrix in the tube.
The SD 4360 printer is compatible
with "most" computer-generated mag
tapes; it records letters, numbers and
symbols at rates up to 30,000 a second
(in standard computer page format of
132 characters a line, 64 lines to the
page, and 120 pages a minute) .
Optional features include a line
printer simulator for printing line
printer tapes without reformatting,

and a universal camera that accepts either 16 mm or 105 mm microfiche.
STROMBERG
DATAGRAPHICS,
INC., San Diego, California. For information:
CIRCLE 193 ON READER CARD

core memory system
The ComRac 150 (Commercial Random Access Core) is a core memory
system with a cycle time of 1.5 usec,
an access time of 0.7 usec and is available in capacities up to 4K words by
36 bits or 8K words by 24 bits. The
memory is packaged in plug-in assemblies and measures 19" by 5W'. It operates in the standard modes of read/
restore, clear/write, buffer read and
buffer write. INFORMATION CONTROL CORP., EI Segundo, Calif. For
information:
.
CIRCLE 194 ON READER CARD

diagnostic monitor
is a stand .alone diagnostic
monitor that provides on-line diagnostic services for any peripheral device
that operates with a System/360. Originally developed for use with crt terminals, the monitor has been generalized to include disc t>r tape drives,
printers, plotters, optical scanners, audio response devices and other 360compatible
devices.
PROGRAMSSTP AC

KICKED OFF .
• • • By Program Check
You know how the old pigskin feels
Operation exception . . . specification
exception .. 1. data exception ... they
all kick you off the field.
.
Want to get back in the ballgame ...
and stay there?
DATA SCIENCES' PROGRAM CHECK
DEBUG MODULE LE1!S YOU
CONTINUE TESTING PROBLEM
PROGRAMS
- EVEN AFTER PROGRAM CHECK
So call Data Sciences ...
you can reduce debug time
by as much as 40 percent.
Now, Coach, now? Yes, NOW.
DATA SCIENC~S CORPORATION
150 West 52 Street New York, N. Y. 10019
(212) 586-7990

®

AAMCO TALKS D,OLLARS AND SENSE
IrO EXPERIENCED EDP MEN
With all that work you put in and all the problems you face one
thing just doesn't figure. Why aren't you drawing top dollar?
Just for the record, top dollar means $20,OOO~$30,OOO-$50,OOO
annually for owners of AAMCO Transmission Centers from coa~t to
coast. No automotive ability required. But you must have a good
head for business and the burning ambition fo make the kind of
real money you're worth. The world's largest chain of franchised
transmission centers t~kes care of the rest.
Get the full story noW. Send for AAMCO's free illustrated
Prosperity Plan. Put your years into high gear now!
Write us right away or call collect 215-265-6000.

AAMCO Transmissions
Department N
651 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pa. 19406

CIRCLE 79 ON READER CARD
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MING SCIENCES' CORP.,
York, N.Y. For information:

New

CIRCLE 195 ON READER CARD

paper tape verifier
The CPV 700 keypunches, verifies and
dupli(2ates paper tape and is avaihlble
with 10-, 44-, or full 67-key keyboard.
The unit can be equipped for any tape
code, including ASCII and six-channel
typesetting. Both punch and reader
are bidirectional for error correction.
Display lights on the keyboard show
the last code read or punched. The
unit sells for $4,500. COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC., S~attle, Wash.
For information:

for date. Date and time are also displayed in bcd on the front panel of the
clock/ calendar and each character can
be set to the proper starting time by
pushbuttons. The clock/calendar uses
AC power and automatically corrects
for 30-day and. 31-day months and
leap year. CHRONO-LOG CORP.,
Broomall, Pa. For information:
CIRCLE 199 ON READER CARD

tab reader
The Sealectrocard 51 x 12 tab reader
supplies 612 bits of information from a
standard 80 x 12 IBM punched card.
It features an eleCtrical lock-out that

prevents closure of the contacts before
a card is fully inserted and properly
oriented, and is designed to prevent
lint and dirt from impairing reliability.
SEALECTRO CORP., Mamaroneck,
N.Y. For information:
CIRCLE 220 ON READER CARD

interface hardware
Interface hardware will connect a
DEC PDP-8L or -81 to an IBM 360
multiplexor or selector channel directly, without use of special IBM peripheral equipment. DAYTON SCIENTIFIC, INC., Dayton, Ohio. For
information:
CIRCLE 221 ON READER CARD
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multiplexor
Cashing in on the growth of the timesharing business, Rixon has introduced
a new model in its line of multiplexors
for general dp applications. The model
TDX time division multiplexor permits
simultaneous transmission of up to 24
i~depe~dent channels of data over single 3 KHz voice-grade telephone circuits. It can be configured for 8, 12, 16
or 24 channels operating either at 110;
134.5 or 150 b~lUd. TDX complies
with all EIA computer interface standards; control signal error protection is
implemented with time diffusion and
parity techniques. RIXON ELECTRONICS, INC., Silver Spring, Md.
For information:
CIRCLE 197 ON READER .CARD

p~ocess

controller

The VIDAR 5206 D-DAS (Digital Data
Acquisition System) collects data from
1 to 1,000 data points such as thermocouples, strain gages, flow meters, load
. cells, and pressure transducers, arid
then analyzes the data, formats reports, and sets control outputs as
needed to adjust devices, processes or
production equipment. The system
can recognize dynamically changing
test conditions and modify its own operational modes automatically. A software package for a wide range of automatic measurement tasks is supplied
as standard. Prices start at under
$30K. . VI DAR CORP., Mountain
View, C~lif. For information:
CIRCLE 198 ON READER CARD

progr~mmable

clock/calendar

The Model 1130 Programmable Clock/
Calendar is used with the IBM 1130
to log job complete time, nonproductive time, and downtime. It reads
hours, hundredths of hours, month,
and day into ~ore. A normal paper
tape read program is used to read the
clock/calendar. Eight characters are
required: four characters for time; four

.OPPORTUNITIES for

PROJECT LEADERS
&SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
With Banking, Financial, Securitie~
, and/or Brokerage Experience

If you are one of the relatively few (a~ yet). in~ividuals who combine a
knowledge of brokerage operations with systems analysis, we invite
you to participate in the development of an eritirely new computerized
uBack Office" Brokerage Information System.
We require specia,lists with at least 2 years' experience in systems
design. Articulate innovators with working knowledge of Margina,
Cashiers and Accounting areas will expand our Back Office operations
into a dynamic automated facility utilizing 3rd generation computer
systems. Working closely with various operations units to determine
management information requirements, you'll be responsible for systems
feasibility studies, information requirement analysis, complete documentation for your systems designs, and the training of supervisory
and production personnel involved in ·supporting these systems.
These qre EXCELLENT career positions to challenge your full potential
with a major Wall Street br·okerage firm. In' addition to the EXCEllENT
salaries, fringe benefits, and tuition refund from a highly successful
investment firm, experienced line Managers, Supervisors and Area
Le~ders will en'joy working with a Management which welcome~ your
creative ideas and lets you realize their implementation.
Send resume with salary requirements, in strict confidence, to:
Mr. F. BOWEN, Box #58, Bowling Green Station, New York
City 10004.

f'1~ FRANCIS I. duPONT & Co.
Your investment success is our business

OVER 110 OFFICES IN THE U.S., CANADA AND ABROAD. MEMBERS N.Y.
STOCK EXCHANGE, PRINCIPAL SECURITY AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES: ONE WALL STREET,. N.Y. TEL: 212-344-?OOO

"An Equal oppo~tunity Employer"
CIRCLE 338 ·ON R~ADER CARD
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photocomposition

I
II

II

I I
system
spotlight
This is
one of a series
of descriptions of new
computer-based systems
of general interest.
The equipment discussed
is already installed
and operational.

Times Mirror Press, los Angeles
computer
and peripherals
Raytheon 725Z
Ra ytheon 725M
Photon, Inc., ZIP 901 photocomposer
SC-1080 Magnetic tape units
Bryant 10256 Magnetic Drum
IBM Selectric typewriters
Tally 424 paper tape reader
application'
At the Times Mirror Press, a division
of the Times Mirror Company, in Los
Angeles, a Raytheon Computer is

teamed on-line with a photocomposer
unit to automatically produce telephone books.
The scheme allows the preparation
of 1000 pages, with corrections for
photoplating, in about 30 hours. Previously, it required about 80 man-days
to reach a comparable state.
The system accepts telephone listings on magnetic tape and produces a
life-sized photograph of a telephone
book page which is then used in a photoplating process in preparation for
printing.

Raytheon 725Z computers, with Selectric typewriters, SC-1080 tape units, and
Tally 424 paper tape readers.

Information for the series
is compiled by
Compata, Inc., consultants
in digital systems,
logic design, and
applications programming.
148
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The processes of film develoPII?ent
and paper mat preparation for offset
printing are fast enough to take full
advantage of the system's speed.
The basic block diagram is outlined
in Fig. 1.
software
In any given area, listing information is typically gatherea ftom anumber of different branch offic~s and recorded on magnetic tape. These data
are first processed by an off-line
"merge" program on the 725M machine. The function of the "merge"
program is to order the listings alphabetically into one directory.
The 725M is also used to make final
proof deletions and additions requested by the phone company.
To ptoduce page-oriented listings in
preparation for presentation to the
photocomposer, three additional programs are run on the 725Z rriachine.
The first program provides line justification by inserting the required number of leader dots between the nameaddress field and the actual phone
number. The second program provides
paging requirements. It builds a glossary that determines the number of
listings and listing placement on the
page. The paging program also performs supporting tasks such as providing page numbers, first and last listings
for page indexing and other required
headings. The third program is called
the "line to ZIP" program. This program moves data from the drum to the
ZIP 901 photocomposer. The data is
. first arranged in a core buffer where
each character· has a flash position
code associated with it. A direct memory access unit is then employed to
unload the buffer and present the

information to the ZIP 901 working
registers.
hardware
There are currently two Raytheon
725M computers installed to handle
"merge" programs (see software). The
725M is a 12-bit machine with 4096
words of core. Each machine has a
tape controller capable of handling
four tape units.
In addition, there are two 725Z
computers, each coupled to separate
ZIP 901 photocomposer machines. The
725Z computers each have 4096 12-bit
words of core and a cycle time of 2.5
usec.
A large Bryant 10256 drum unit
serves as auxiliary storage. It is divided
into four functional units of 24 tracks
each. Tracks are further subdivided into long tracks which are used for data
storage and short tracks which are
used for program storage. A core resident controller oversees program sequencing.
The 725Z's also have SC-1080 tape
units, IBM Selectric typewriters and a
Tally 424 paper tape reader.
The ZIP 901 photocomposer is built
by Photon, Inc., and can be fitted with
three matrices of 88 characters each at
a single time to provide a 264-character set. Each of the characters of the
stationary matrix is provided with individual means of flash illumination.
Character images are reproduced on
film by a lens scanning the entire film
width. The ultiinate position of a character on the film is determined by the
timing of the appropriate flash illumination circuit. The sequence of characters and the timing of their presentation to the moving lens is under
computer control.

Productivity of characters per second varies according to type style and
size and line length. For example: at
30 (6 point) characters per inch and
2.37 (9 inch) lines per second the
composing rate is 30 x 9 x 2.37 or 640
characters per second.
•

From top: Raytheon 725M computer;
725Z console; interior view of Photon
Zip 901 photocomposer.

. Simplified schematic of Times Mirror Press Photocomposition System.
725Z TAPE UNITS

725M TAPE UNITS

FROM.
REGIONAL
OFFICES

725M

o

~

MERGING PROGRAM
LINE JUSTIFICATION,
PAGING AND
LINE TO ZIP PROGRAMS
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Who buys EMR?

The company that needs multiprocessing
capahilityat an economical price.
Everyone uses the computer these days. The
engineer, the research scientist, the pure
mathematician, to name three. Trouble is,
they all want to do their p~ocessing at the
same time. That calls for a multiprocessing
system. Systems with multiprocessing capabilities can be very expensive, as you probably
kriow. You're talking over $500,000 in no time.
Now conside~ the ADVANCE 6 J 30 system
from EMR, For around $300,000 you get all
the following: 16K CPU, typewriter, disc, '
printer, card and tape equipment, priority interrupts, communications controller, A/D
converter, and ASSET, our own real time executive, with batch processing and FORTRAN
IV. This works out to about 23 cents per minute on a lease basis. That's a real bargain for
the fastest *16-bit computer available today,
and the only one with multiple asynchronous

memory bus structure to give an I/O rate of
better than 5 megawords per second.
A well known drug manufacturer will be
using this 6130 system in acquiring analog
data from 32 lab experiments and converting
it to digital values. When experiments are
completed, the 6130 calls in application programs to process the acquired data and also
continues receiving raw data· from other experiments. Simultaneously other departments
use the 6 J 30 system to transmit and receive
regular business messages fl-om distant IBM
Systems. I n short, the 6130 system keeps
everybody happy-at a price that gladdens
the heart!
Interested? Write or call our marketing
manager for more information about the
ADVANCE 6130.

*Adam Associates "Computer Characteristics Qua.rterly".

IIi1!iI

COMPUTER

EMR DIVISION OF WESTON INSTRUMENTS, INC· A SCHLUMBER6ER COMPANY
8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 • Phone (612) 888-9581
\
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applications. The stored program 4,096 (32-bit) word machine comes
with a warranty similar to a new computer. MUTUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS, Culver City, Calif. For copy:

$

nevv literature
PROGRAM COPYRIGHTS: 29-page report discusses the according of copyright to computer programs, reach of a
copyright on computer programs, input copying in a machine-language
representation, o:q-demand distributing libraries, computer-assisted instruction systems, computer preparation of derivative works, and property
rights in the results of computer programs. PB-178 367. Cost: $3; microfiche, $.65. CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S.
DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Springfield, Va. 22151.

AUTOMATIC FLOWCHARTING: Eight.page brochure describes FLOWGEN/F
flowchart. generator software program
which produces ink-on-paper· flowcharts from FORTRAN source programs.
It takes information directly from program source cards and generates plot
commands to drive a CalComp plotter.
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Anaheim, Calif. For copy:

ince and city. Cost: $10. THE CANADIAN INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY, c/o The Univ. of Waterloo, Box 484, Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada.

CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD

TECHNICAL PAPERS: Bibliography gives
list of over 80 technical papers covering semiconductors, integrated circuits, capacitors, resistors, hybrid circuits, and their applications. All papers listed are available from the company at no charge. SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North Adams, Mass. For
copy:
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

CAl SEMINARS: Program describes one-

day introductory briefings, management exercises, instructional programming workshops and higher level briefing sessions. Sample issue of newsletter
also sent. INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION,
Doylestown, Pa. For copy:

use of the firm's 915 page reader in
banking applications and provides a
summary of common data input problems. CONTROL DATA CORP.,
Minneapolis, Minn. For copy:

CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD
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SUCH A DEAL: Data sheet describes the
refurbished Control Data LGP-30, a
low-cost general-purpose desk-size
computer for business, accounting, engineering, scientific and educational

SMALL GP COMPUTER: Four-page brochure includes photos and performance characteristics for the Micro D
computer and its test sets, plus data on
options and software. The computer is

OCR FOR BANKING: Brochure describes

CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD

THE LEASING DECISION: 16-page book-

let for 360 users discusses whether a
user should rent frorri IBM or lease
from a computer leasing company.
Also described is a consulting service
for obtaining, analyzing and negotiating lease proposals from third-party
lessors. U.S. COMPUTER CONSULT ANTS CORP., San Francisco, Calif.
For copy:

BOUND
BY YOUR
PERIPHERALS?
Would you I ike to go a step further with your
operation but can't because additional peripheral
equipment isn't available from your original supplier?

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD

Contact ANN ARBOR COMPUTER CORPORATION. We
supply peripheral equipment to meet any requirement,

DISPLAY SYSTEM: Eight-page brochure

describes Ferranti Argus terminal display equipment for airline reservation
systems and illustrates the system now
operational for BOAC. DECISION
SERVICES INTERNATIONAL, Boston, Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD

including card and tape readers and punches,
magnetic tape, disc files and drums.
We also supply software.
We don't make computers - we make them work.

ANN

A R ,B 0 R

COM PUT E R

COR P 0 RAT ION

CANADIAN CENSUS: 84-page report

lists digital computers in Canada with
comparative tables showing each supplier's share of the market on a monthly rental and/or computers installed
basis. Other tables of users and suppliers are subdivided to industry, prov-
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the

JERVIS B. WE.BB COMPANY
415 W. HURON, ANN ARBOR, MICH. 48103

Phone: (313) 761-2151
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new literature
said to be the smallest general purpose
maclline now in production that is
completely free of environmental controls. It is now available for commercial
and military aerospace applications.
ARMA DIV., AMBAC INDUSTRIES
INC., Garden City, N.Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD

DISC FILE SYSTEMS: Four-page brochure describes the company's on-line
disc file systems providing storage of
up to 850 million characters with an
average access time of 170 msec. The
systems feature modular design and
can be interfaced with almost any
computer by using the XLO-1000
controller. BRYANT COMPUTER
PRODUCTS,Walled Lake, Mich. For
copy:
CIR<;'LE 208 ON READER CARD

DATA SCHEDULES: 176-page report describes a data collection aid that assists
compilers in gathering data essential
to an understanding of the present information system within a scientific
discipline or engineering field. Included are methods and costs for using
the schedules, methods of keeping

data current and integrating information across disciplines, and a demonstration of their applicability. in the
field of chemistry. PB-17B 527. Cost:
$3; microfiche, $.65. CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Springfield, Va. 22151.

mission requirements for use in supervisory control data accumulation,
computer linkage and digital telemetering systems. RFL INDUSTRIES,
INC., Boonton, N.J. For copy:

TAPE PREPARATION: 16-page brochure
describes Quickpoint-B computerbased system for numerical control
tape preparation and covers inputing
coordinate data, geometric commands,
profiling, pattern commands and permanent memory. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass. For
copy:

RECORDING SYSTEM: 4B-page programmer's manual describes Series F system
which records computer-generated
data stored on magnetic tape onto
16mm dry-silver microfilm at speeds
up to 20K lpm. The system uses an
electron beam that writes directly on·
the microfilm, forming the latent
image. This image is then developed
with heat. 3M CO., St. Paul, Minn.
For copy:

CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD
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DATA TRANSMISSION: Eighteen-page

applications booklet describes three
systems: The model 2056 is an asynchronous channel in which two- or
three-state data streams may be transmitted. The model 3227 is a coherent
channel in which two-state data
streams may be transmitted along with
and in synchronizm with 50% clock
pulses. The· model 4000 is a synchronous channel in which the clock information is taken from the data set at
both ends. These channels supply a
majority of the industrial data trans-

FIBER OPTICS IN DP: ,Data sheet notes

that glass flexible fiber optics can increase reliability in punched tape or
card reading systems because longfilament bulbs or delicate miniature
bulbs are frequently unable to withstand vibrations in reader/printers. In
addition, miniature bulbs are difficult
to replace because of the confined area
in which they are mounted. Fiber optics pipe light to the tape head from a
remote, more rugged light source.
CORNING GLASS WORKS, Corning, N.Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD

MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS: Ten-page bro-

chure describes DigiNet 150 data multiplex systems for time-sharing systems
which allow t-s centers to take advantage of dedicatee! transmission lines by
multiplexing many simultaneous fullduplex channels onto a single voicegrade telephone circuit. This enables
the centers to extend service into distant areas to users not previously
served. Systems are available for exchanging data at rates of 110, 134.5 or
150 bps/data channel. GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS DEPT., Lynchburg, Va.
For copy:
CIRCLE 213 ON READER CARD

Information Systems Managers
Our expanding Information Systems activities have opened several highpotential positions. We need men with strong ability as entrepreneurs to
manage new branch operations throughout the U.S. Each will build his own
staff, select and compete for his own business - mainly in government,
medical, and educational computer/communications systems. Candidates
should have related professional background, be systems- and businessoriented, and have management experience. In short, we want men capable of advancing with us in this growing field. For more information,
please get in touch with: Mr. J. N. Love, Professional Placement Manager,
Dept. 2711, P. O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, California 94088. Lockheed is an
equal opportunity employer.

LOCKI-IEEI3
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
A GROUP DIVISION Or LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

TRANSLA TOR: Data sheet gives specifi-

cations on the model 1BO translator
units that can link computers and/or
any automated, tape operated, coded
communications network (regardless
of make or model of the machines,
speed differentials, network size, or
types of tape), translating between
modes at up to 50K cps. The translator
can be incorporated into direct-wired
local networks, or with far-flung, national/international operations using

CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD
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Bell system and interconnected communications services. Modules may be
_ added or changed at any time. ADVANCED SPACE AGE PRODUCTS,
Alexandria, Va. For copy:
CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD

DATA SET: Four-page bulletin describes
Transidata T20lB solid-state data set
that transmits and receives data over
voice bandwidth leased or private
- lines at a fixed rate of 2400 bps. SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO., Springfield,
Ill. For copy:
CIRCLE 215 ON READER CARD

Six-page bulletin describes Omega off-line liquid scintillation data reduction system that automatically reduced data from laboratory instruments and provides the laboratory analyst with use of a digital
computer without sending raw data to
an analysis and programming group
for interpretation. The basic system,
consisting of two desk-top units, a
master control module (equipped with
two Teletype 33 tape readers), and
electronic module, costs under $6K.
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, Fullerton, Calif. For copy:

DATA REDUCTION:

CIRCLE 216 ON READER CARD

Eight-page
brochure describes the Telemux IV
data concentrator which compresses
data from a number of low-speed communications devices, such as teleprinters or paper tape readers, into a
concentrated aggregate for high-speed
transmission over a single voice-grade
line. DACOM DIV., COMPUTER
TEST CORP., Cherry Hill, N.J. For
copy:
DATA CONCENTRATOR:

CIRCLE 217 ON READER CARD

CATHODE RAY TUBES: Sixteen-page reference guide describes over 100 different crt's for industrial and military display applications. WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRONIC TUBE DIV., Elmira,
N.Y. For copy:
CIRCLE 218 ON READER CARD

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS: Wall chart (2'
x 3') contains specifications, prices,
and list of sales representatives for the
company's line of electronic solidstate counters, including bi-directional
counters, variable time base counters,
pre-set counters, counter-timers, and
strain gage digitizers. ANADEX INSTRUMENTS INC., Van Nuys, Calif.
For copy:

THE
ELECTRONICS
DIVISION
of

AEROJET
(25 miles east of Los Angeles)

Has immediate requirements for:

SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS
Position offers uriique opportunity
to work with a small group involved
in development of state-of-the-art development, design, coding, and checkout of the software required to examine mission data in a real time mode
from a sensory satellite system. Salary is open, dependent on the individual applicants background and
capability.
DATA PROCESSING
SPECIALISTS
Primary emphasis is in development
of digital data processing software
system for a real-time application involving multi-sensor satellite.~ Experience in sub-contract management.
AFSCM 37S series highly desirable.
Minimum S years' previous experience in related area with BS/BA in
Math or Science. Eight years' related
experience with MS in Math desirable.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
SPECIALISTS
Facilitates the solution of programming problems at all levels. Implements and designs computer software
systems. Resolves equipment operation problems, and solves application
problems. Prepares and plans software
documentation and establishes standards. Trains personnel to operate and
program equipment. Minimum: BS
in Business Administration, Math or
a Science plus 5 years' of progressive
experience. Specialized training in
computer field and/or statistics required.
Submit resume, including salary requirement to:

D. L. Rowe, Mgr. Professional Placement
P.o. Box 303-1,
Azusa, Calif. 91702
A subsidiary of
the General Tire & Rubber Co.
an equal opportunity employer
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4 DIGITAL TAPE TRANSPORTS

c;;::::
CartriFile
I.!.J.
TRI-OATA

CONTROLLER

READ/WRITE
ELECTRONICS

4 Mag Tape Transports & Controller
A computer peripheral for program loading,
data sorting and data-terminal use

40BB

Number of tape units 4 with integral controller and read/
write electronics
Number of cartridges 2 - each containing 2 tapes
Simultaneous Data may be written on one tape
operations while data is read from another.
Other tapes may be in Load-Point
Search.
Capacity of system 600,000 6-bit words
Capacity per tape 150,000 6.;.bit words in 1,000-charac.ter records. Capacity varies with
tape length and record length.
Record length Variable
Word length Selectable: 4, 6, 8, or 12 bits
Tape speed 10 inches per second
Transfer rate' 857 6-bit words/second. Varies with
word length.
Inter-record gap 0.2 inch
Start time 15 milliseconds
Stop time 10 milliseconds
Recording density 600 bits per inch
Recording technique Bit-serial, phase-encoded, 2-track
redundant

Error correction Built-in multi-bit error correction
based on redundant tracks and redundancy of phase encoding.
Mounting & size Desk top or 19-rnch rack-mount, 17
x 7 x 13.5 inches.
Price $5,200 includes all electronics,
power supply and cabinet, two tape
cartridges and interface connectors.

CartriFile TAPE CARTRIDGES
File protect Switch and indicator for each of two
tapes in each cartridge.
Tape Endless loops of Y4 -inch-wide computer-grade magnetic tapes, two per
cartridge.
Certification Tapes are tested and certified errorfree.
Number of tapes 2 per cartridge.
100 feet
150 feet
Length of tape 50 feet

Interested? Call Moxon Electronics in New
Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, or the Greater
New York City area (201) 343-9490, (609) 6655444; Instrument Dynamics in New England
(617) 245-5100, (203) 233-5503, (203) 324-5545;
L. G. White 8r: Company in Washington, D. C.,

Maryland and Virginia (301) 585-3111;
Arnold Barnes Company in Texas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma and Arkansas (214) AD 5-4541 ; King
Engineering in California, Arizona and Southern Nevada (213) 981-0161, (714) 745-2310,
(415) 342-9645; or ...

TR I-DATA Corporation, 800 Maude Avenue, Mountain View, California 94040 (415) 969-3700
154
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Data entry/.retrieval
from any aesk
In your company

-.

easier, more economical than ever with
Bunker-Ramo's new Series 2200 terminals

When key personnel need instant
access to computer-stored information,
the easiest, least expensive way to give
it to them is with a Bunker-Ramo Series
2200 desktop terminal unit.
Series 2200 units are third generation,
combining Bunker-Ramo's experience
in proViding thousands of commercial
CRT display devices - more than all
other manufacturers combined - with
the latest techniques in integrated
micro-electronics. They operate with
any general purpose computer,
including the 360, over any distance.
Compare
No other terminal equipment offers this
combination of features:
• Large screen. New 12-inch CRT
display provides space for 960
characters in any configuration you

choose. Formats may be varied
automatically to suit data
requirements.
• Modern Electronic Keyboard. Silent
alphanumeric keyboard permits data
entry or retrieval by typist or non-typist.
Sixteen special program assist keys
permit system designer to adapt unit to
his company's requirements.
• Separate Keyboard and Display.
User locates keyboard and display for
easiest data entry and viewing.
• Compact Control Unit. Integrated
circuitry makes control unit size a
fraction of others.
Flexibility
A host of features permit the system
designer to tailor Series 2200 units to
his special requirements. Included are:
• Tab Key. Permits operator to enter

I"
.

October 1968

data in blocks without space-by-space
counting.
• Block-Numeric Keyboard. Standard
10-key configuration for heavily
numeric data.
• Printer Control. Where "hard"
copies are required, printer can be
controlled either locally or by the
computer.
• Display Only Units.,Permit display
of information remotely from keyboard
and main display unit.
Price
And all this is available at low costs.
Get the full story by contacting
Management Information System Sales,
Business and Industry Division, The
Bunker-Ramo Corporation,
445 Fairfield Avenue,
Stamford, Connecticut 06904.

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

®
CIRCLE 83 ON READER CARD
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IBM~

offers an "incredible reading machine"

1J

~@&~DIDJ& &9~ ~@@ is

just credible, reads multiple fonts, and
is lower in systems cost
Optical Character Recognition equipment that converts ordinary
business fOrms directly into machine language provides great
economy and efficiency. The functional differences among
machines are significant. What, for example, is the
total cost of the complete package? Will delivery
be a matter of months, or of years? What can it
read, and are the characters also easily read by the
human eye? Do you have to use an independent
computing system to make it work?
Wh~n you're ready to invest, you ought to know the

answers to all these questions.
Our Scan-Data Model 300 will out-perform any
other reading machine for economy, accuracy
and ease of operation. If you think such
"claims are incredible, let us show you the
facts. Write for literature.

(215) 277-0500
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Office Automation in Social Perspective,
H. A. Rhee, Basil Blackwell & Mott, Ltd.,
Oxford, 1968.

Thi~ is a book on sociology. The author
is a sociologist, not a computer professional; this enhances the book's attractiveness to the computing community
because it represents the point of view
of an outsider equipped with tools of
analysis most of us lack. We rarely
have a chance to see the computing
profession and the effects of computers
through the eyes of such an analyst.
The book has both the faults and virtues of the author's academic viewpoint: a tendency to pedantic writing
(though this book is by no means difficult to read) coupled with a careful,
systematic attitude that minimizes
"arm waving" and personal opinions in
favor of demonstrable facts. The book
contains in its extensive bibliography
and references the most comprehensive survey of sources relating to the
computer's effect on its users that I
have ever seen, and to many it will be
worthwhile for this alone. It suffers,
however, from the inevitable problem
in a book derived from other material
rather than from first-hand experience:
the author lacks conviction, and is inevitably somewhat out of date~
The book also suffers from the author's acaderr\ic background, particularly as influenced by the British
school of industrial sociology~ He does
not seem to be at home with the new
directions in organizational evolution,
and with recent changes in attitudes
and motivations of employees. Be
tends to take the traditional point of
view that the office is a discrete, structured social unit changing little and
responding to traditional motivations,
contrasted sharply with manufacturing
, and producing elements of the organization. The dynamic and loosening
structures the blurs across traditional
organizati~nal lines that are becoming
common (to many of us the most interesting aspect of the organizational
impact of computers) do not appear to
be familiar to him.
Another (forgivable) drawback is
the author's evident bias against bureaucracy and the depersonalizing aspect of the computer in the office. He
hints darkly that there is a serious incidence of "psychosomatic disease" in
organizations with computers, and implies that human relationships no
longer matter in automated offices.

This will be news to many a computer
profeSSional who has broken his lance
on the windmill of human relationships, and is somewhat contradicted
by the author's own guardedly hopeful
conclusions about the eventual support
to human fulfillment that may be
made possible by the computer.
Since the book is intended for sociologists and lay readers, the author
summarizes some of the fundamentals
of data. processing. He briefly reviews
the history of office mechanisms: the
typewriter, shorthand, the telephone,
adding machines, accounting machines, punched card systems, and
computers. These capsule histories are
excellent (though sometimes accompanied by debatable conclusions about
their effects) , and while everyone
practicing in data processing ought to
be familiar with them and find this
part of the book superfluous, I wonder
how many of us are familiar with all
these areas. (I wasn't.) When the
author moves to an explanation of the
elements of. the computer and of the
reasons for introducing computers in
offices, his ground weakens a little and
his second-hand knowledge betrqys
him occasionally. For example, he refers to SAGE and SABRE as ~'very comprehensive simulation systems." These
errors are forgivable, though, because
it is the author's objective lack of association with data processing that
lends value to the book and a few
weaknesses of technic;ll fact are insignificant.
The author's view of computing as a
profession is very interesting. He feels
that the computing business has the
necessary characteristics of a profession but has not yet realized them. He
says, "The computer elite are beginning to erect collective defenses
against the lay world." (I hope s?me
of us are trying to do the OPPoslte!)
Another interesting but debatable observation is that professionalism in
data processing tends to flourish mo~t
when the power of top management IS
weak. Does this imply that strong
managers mean non-professional programmers? In commenting on the f~ct
that economics of computer usage Imply off-shift work on the part of programmers and operators, he refers to
some studies which indicate that overtime and off-shift work tend to have
harmful physical effects. (Hear that,
programmers of the world?) The author also cites a very interesting study
of programmers in Europe who, over
time, apparently lost their interest in
being considered professionals and
substituted more· traditional interests
. in job security and advancement in the
organiza tion.
A large portion of the book is devoted to consideration of the probable
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Help us
Market it.

Stromberg "Micromation" systems translate computer data into
readable language, then display it
on a cathode ray tube through the
matrix shown above. Photographing this data at rates up to 90,000
characters per second, the systems print and process the equivalent of 16,000 pages of computer
data in 65 minutes. To plan and
direct the strategy for marketing
these advanced systems in the
fields of banking, utilities, transportation and manufacturing, we
need ... right now ...

Industry Specialists
In-depth data-processing experience with the above industries or
with computer manufacturer is
required. Openings are in San
Diego, California. A unique compensation plan nas been created
for these positions. .
To find out more about these
marketing opportunities, send
your resume to Mr. J. R. Colvin,
Personnel Administration Manager, Dept. 0-2,

Stromberg
Datagraphics, Inc.
A Subsidiary of General Dynamics
P. O. 80)( 2449, San Diego, Calif. 92112
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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We asked 900 HYbrid-Compuler
users whallher wanled
in anew 100-V Compulee
Then we buill il.

The new EAI 7800 Scientific Computation System. There
are a lot of reasons to choose it. Things you told us you
wanted in a computer.
Very important things like versatility. Flexibility. Reliability. Economical 100-volt throughput. All reasons why
the 7800 is the logical choice for such a wide range of
applications.
Take its versatility and flexibility. Start with the basic 7800
design. Add analog options, or go hybrid. Economically.
Use it in real-time applications. Effectively. Put it into a
wide range of on-line applications. Easily. It's an open':'
shop oriented machine with conventional patching. But
you get this high degree of universality without the usual
universal price penalties.
158

Take its reliability. EAI quality. EAI components and
construction. EAI maintainability. EAI installation and
training. EAI documentation. When you buy an EAI computer you don't just get a machine-ypu get an EAI system.
Big difference.
And the 7800's low iriitial cost and fast problem turnaround make it the most economical high-performance,
high-quality 100":V computer around.
We're taking the wraps off the newest Il1:ember of the EAI
family at FJCC. Come in and let us tell you why the 7800
is the computer for all seasons. For all reasons: All good.
Or, if you'd like advance information, drop us a line.

Ell

®Electronic Associates, Inc., West Long Branch, New Jersey
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CAR
EERS
COAST TO COAST
EUROPE·

TOP
20%
EXCLUSIVEI
The unIque personal and confidential relationship we establish with you and our clients
permits us to offer you outstanding job opportunities, many not found anywhere else. If your
potential or abilities are above average and you
are looking for a challenge, our unique service
provides 49 state and international coverage.

PARTIAL LIST COMPUTER CAREERS
SALARIES $10,000 - $35,000
• Marketing/Sales
• Management or
Computer Consulting
• Operations Research/
Management Science
• Time Sharing/Real Time Systems
• Computerized Process Control
• Management Information Systems
• Systems Planning/Development
• Business Systems, Programming
• Applied Mathematics
• Scientific Computation
• logic/Digital and/
or Circuit Design
• Software/Applications Packages
(From Junior to V.P.
and Director Levels)

Our clients assume all expenses
Write in full confidence to
Joseph Albert or phone 212/679·5688
Indicate salary and geographic requirements.

Member ACM
career Consultants in the Data Processing Field

210 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010
CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD
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books
eventual outcome of the "computer
revolution." The author argues convincingly that it will be a long time before final outcomes become clear; that
computer-based data handling systems
are still primitive, and that major social revolutions have never been perceivable until after they have fully
matured. It seems that prophets of
"office automation" might exercise a
degree of humility, and concentrate
more on the facts and less on debatable possibilities for the future that lie
mostly in the area of science fiction.
While maintaining his attitude of
scientific caution, Mr. Rhee nevertheless permits himself a few observations
about what seems to be emerging. He
is not· able to conclude whether organizations are tending to centralize or
decentralize their structures because of
computers, but believes that the traditional reasons for decisions about organizational structure are changing.
He believes that compromises between
the extremes of centralization and decentralization will continue, but that
they will be reached for new reasons
which may be more compatible with
the actual nature of the business and
the interests of the employees. On the
subject of clerical unemployment, Mr.
Rhee agrees with most other observers
that computers have rarely caused ac- .
tual layoffs and reductions in force
among present staffs, but he also demonstrates clearly that reductions in
growth rates of employment are in
general dramatic. He is worried that if
computers have produced stable rather
than growing clerical employment at a
time of explosively increasing clerical
workload, as the population grows,
there may eventually be a severe increase in unemployment due more to
the lack of creation of new job opportunities than elimination of old ones.
An interesting observation.
Toward the end of the book the author moves into less tangible realms of
sociological philosophy, which I found
the most interesting and novel part of
the book. He suggests, that the traditional notion of work. as a relatively
unpleasant occupation undertaken in
return for pay is both a superficial and
modern one. In other words, the "puritan ethic" as far as work for pay is concerned has never been accepted by
many in the world, and has only recently been accepted by any. He
thinks that it is at least possible that
the general concept of work may
change, that it will evolve toward a
more psychologically fulfilling concept. He admits that he cannot tell exactly how this will occur or when, but
the viewpoint is both a hopeful and

Shape of Opportunity

Help us
Sell it.

That's the matrix at the heart of
the Stromberg "Micromation"
Systems, now being purchased
and leased by banks, insurance
firms, merchandisers, transportation companies, and government
agencies in ever-increasing numbers. To staff our fast-expanding,
nationwide network of sales and
customer service offices, we need
... right now ...

Sales Representatives
Candidates must have a quotaproducing computer-equipment
sales record. Openings exist in
New York City, Atlanta, Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles
and other major cities. We offer an
outstanding sales compensation
program.
To find out more about these
sales opportunities, send your
resume to Mr. J. R. Colvin, Personnel Administration Manager,
Dept. 0-2,

Stromberg
Datagraphics, Inc.
A Subsidiary of General Dynamics
P.O. Box 2449, San Diego, Calif.·92112
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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SOME SPLENDID
DATA HANDLING SPACE
IS FOR LEASE
Del Amo Financial Center, the stunningly beautiful
complex of buildings in the South Bay area of Metropolitan
Los Angeles, is the ideal location for any firm involved in
automated information handling. Here are some reasons why:

The Location. You are right in
the same neighborhood with most
of the major computer industry
firms in Southern California. It's
six minutes to Los Angeles
International Airport by helicopter,
about 17 minutes by car.
Your Business Neighbors. Eighty
blue-ribbon firms-including four
major banks, three brokerages,
eight insurance companies, and
western regional headquarters of
major companies, like Xeroxare already in Del Amo Financial
Center. Within the overall 300-acre
Del Amo Center-"downtown" for
the 800,000 affluent South Bay
population - are scores of retail
business firms including such giants
as Sears, I. Magnin, Bullocks,
Joseph Magnin, J. C. Penney,
White Front, Desmonds and
The Broadway ..
Residential Areas. It's a five-minute
drive to Palos Verdes Peninsula,
perhaps the country's most desirable
executive living area. Also plenty
of choice homes nearby in
Torrance, Redondo Beach and
other beach cities.
Recreation. It's 10 minutes from
Del Amo to the beaches and yacht

harbors, with golf courses, race
tracks, sports stadiums, theaters
and almost every other form of
recreation nearby.
The Climate. The average
temperature is 62 0 and there are
330 rainless days a yearand NO smog.
The Offices. Del Amo Financial
Center offices are perfect for
automatic information handling
equipment. The floor loading is
more than adequate for any kind of
equipment and the ceilings are
high enough to permit installation
of elevated floor systems. The
electrical system can handle the
load with ease, including
special air conditioning. Building
elevators go down to a lowe~
level truck-unloading platform.
All buildings have controlled
.temperatpre and humidity, glare
control, J:1igh speed elevators,
electric stairways to the parking
areas and plenty of reserved parking
for employees and customers.
Office Help. Staffing your offices
will be a joy. Plenty of high-caliber
administrative and clerical
talent waiting in line to work in
these beautiful buildings.
CIRCLE 81 ON READER CARD

Expansion Space. With two
additional 300,000 square-foot
phases of the Del Amo
Financial Center scheduled for
construction, there will be
plenty of- room for expansion
no matter how fast you grow.
Send for our Brochure. For more
information on this choice space,
call or write Marketing Director,
Suite 441-E, Great Lakes Realty
Corporation, Del Amo Financial
Center, Torrance, California 90503.
He'll arrange for a tour
and send you our brochure.
His number is (213) 370-5832.

Del Amo
FINANCIAL CENTER

books
limited, numbered
illustrated edition

the
author of
the

ANALYTIC
ENGINE
one dollar
David W. Kean's "small contribution" on the provocative life
and times of Charles Babbage,
thwarted politician, tormentor
of organ grinders, hobnobber
with the great and progenitor of
the information processing industry.
Charmingly illustrated,
bound in decorated bQards, this
small book will be a wise and
witty addition to your own library; a thoughtful Christmas
gift this year. Send one modest
dollar (includes tax and postage) with your name and address to:

THOMPSON
BOOK COMPANY
National Press Building
Washington, D. C. 20004

interesting one. Is it possible that the
occupations of systems analysis and
programming, as contrasted with traditional office and factory jobs, may
give us some clues to the kind of evolution he refers to?
To summarize, this book is admirable for its carefully reasoned and factual basis, and interesting both for the
entirely objective viewpoint it represents toward computing and its practitioners, and for several novel ideas. It
contains some guarded pessimism and
some guarded optimism which (naturally) preclude any extreme findings
on one side or the other. The author,
acknowledging this, ends with a clever
observation-"In Chinese, the word
crisis is written with two characters,
one meaning danger and the other opportunity. In this sense, the post-industrial technology of which electronic
data processing is a part, represents a
crisis."
-FREDERIC C. WITHINGTON
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Help us
Install it.

•
book briefs
(For further information on the books
listed below, please write directly to
the publishing company.)
Introduction to Data Processing, by F. R.
Crawford. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. 1968. 402 pp. $9.

An overview of the edp scene in 31
chapters and four appendices, liberally
illustrated. The five basic sections (orientation; number systems and computer arithmetic; the computer, its components and functions; stored program
concepts; programming systems) are
each followed by a glossary.
Automated Language Processing: The
State of the Art, edited by Harold Borko.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc;, New York, N.Y.
1967.386 pp. $12.95

This book contains a series of 11 articles, divided into three sections: language data processing, statistical analysis and syntactic analysis. A foreword
by Anthony Oettinger states: "By focusing on statistical analysis and on
syntax [the book] concentrates on the
areas in which the most solid ... work
to date has been done . . . it also calls
attention to important and beautiful
theoretical work."

Stromberg "Micromation" Systems are the equipment the business world uses to help man keep
up with the computer. The matrix
above is the heart of these systems. To staff our fast-expanding,
nationwide network of sales and
customer service offices - to install these advanced systems, interface them with the customer's
computer equipment, and to keep
them operating efficiently-we
need right now . ...

Customer Engineers
Advanced solid-state and digital
circuitry experience, with minimum of two years' technical application, are required. Positions
are available in major cities.
To find out more about these
outstanding field opportunities,
write to Mr. J. R. Colvin, Personnel Administration Manager, Dept.

0-2,

Stromberg
Datagraphics, Inc.
A Subsidiary of General Dynamics
P.O. Box 2449, San Diego, Calif. 92112
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The, Fairbanks Morse
Caprocon system speeds
the processing of cargoautomatically,
for United Airlines.
Akey to the system
is Kleinschmidt
For high speed in automated
communications, there's only one
answer: Kleinschmidt.
Take the Fairbanks Morse
CAPROCON™ system. At United
Airlines Cargo Terminal in Los
Angeles, Caprocon, aided by Kleinschmidt data printers, brings new
speed and efficiency to the processing
of random parcels.
Working at a rate of 800 parcels per
hour, Caprocon weighs and measures
parcels instantly. It feeds the information on cubageand qensity to
Kleinschmidt data printers. Bills,
labels, and shipping instructions ate
printed out automatically. Result:
more efficient palletizing, more
economical aircraft loading, faster
service than ever before.
Kleinschmidt 311 ™Data Printer
works at speeds up to 4 times faster
than most other teleprinters. And,
with 70% fewer moving parts, it's
extremely reliable.
Like other Kleinschmidt data
printers, the 311 is compatible with
all makes of telecommunication
equipment. You can fit it directly into
your present system or into one being
designed for you.
If you have a problem in
telecommunications, shouldn't you
communicate with Kleinschmidt?
CIRCLE 87 ON READER CARD

Oh,sure.
Youinight computerize your own
general ledger system.
WIth± $500,000.
Acouple ofyears.
More months for coding &debugging.
Aroomful of programmers.
The patience of Job.
You might even give it
the same name as ours.

CSCQL/ll.

Integrated General Ledg~r. Provides total
automated )."ecordkeeJ?iBg &acc()unt reporting.
Brings all forms of accQlJntjng records into One
general ledger. Jle~~yt.oi~st~~l()nyour 360.
Produces 44 differentr~portsongeneralledger,
subsidiary ledger, v()ucher irivoice.Profltable
for large or small businesses. Eliminates time,
casts,demands
onpresentpersonneltodevelop
.
.
your awn~ys telI1 . ($~eabov~.) Available now.
Call: Charles Sullivan: (213) 67$-:0592.
Com pllter S~ieBsesDivision,q5<ON arth
Sepulveda Blvd~rElSegundo,California 90245.
.'

.

. . . . . . .

Computer
Sciences
Corporation
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world~report
REACTION TO THE
RUSSIAN INVASiON

Russia's strongarm tactics against the liberal elements
in Czechoslovakia have produced a setback in sales
policies for Western manufacturers cultivating the
Eastern bloc market. Nurturing of the market behind
the iron curtain has been a slow process over the past
five years. But American firms such as IBM, Univac
and GE (through its European subsidiaries) and the
near-at-hand ICT, English Electric and Siemens have
steadily gained ground. In spite of the present
uncertainties the three U.S. makers put up a brave
show at the important BRNO trade fair in
Czechoslovakia in mid-September.
The hovering Soviet spect~e dampened the ardour
of the most enthusiastic salesmen. Nevertheless, the
now consolidated U.K. computer group ICL chalked up
another $2.5 million worth of orders for more
1900 series and System 4 processors to go to
university 'research and steel industry production
scheduling. What worries some sales people is that
increased tension will bring about more rigorous
policing of the Cocom agreement of the Nato countries
about goods banned for export to the east.
Although there is little ambiguity in the Cocom
list about ,the generation age and type of systems
which can be shipped, departments responsible for
agreeing on export licenses in all governments
participating have shown increasing leniency. Stiffer
bureaucratic intervention could cut business without
difficulty. Forecasts of the value of business
expected from the Eastern bloc vary considerably.
But one prediction of $40 million total in 1970 was
justified by present rates of growth.

SWEDEN WILL GET
COMPLEX WEATHE~STEM

Early next year Sweden should be ready to switch over
to an automated weather watch system that has cost
near $5 million to develop. In essence the scheme is
to concentrate and process all weather forecasting
data from ships, field stations and satellites into
two forecasting centres. The familiar isobar charts
will be produced automatically on display screens with
light pen attachments so weathermen can call up
det~ils of special interest for local areas.
Facsimiles
of maps will be distributed to regular users, such as
military, aviation and government organisations. The
complete system ordered 'by the Swedish Air Force Board
includes Standard Radio and Telephone communications
and display equipment, Facit peripherals and facsimile
equipment and Marconi Myriad cpu's.

EE-GEC MERGER
BRINGS NEW GIANT

An unexpected merger has been negotiated in the U.K.
which will influence the gradual concentration of
resources of European computer manufacturing. A group
with $2.25 billion sales of electrical, electronics
and communications goods is to be formed by marrying
English Electric with the General Electric Company
(no 'relation to the U.S. GE). First effect of this
combine will be to produce the world's biggest computer
process control house with even more installations
than the U.S. GE, putting IBM about fourth in the
slowly developing art of on-line control.

J
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COMPUTER CONTROLLED VOICE RESPONSE
BY COGNITRONICS
COGNITRONICS CORPORATION designs and builds
SPEECHMAKER® voice response systems for leading
computer manufacturers and end users of data
processing products. This equipment permits transmission of information to and from a computer,
utilizing the most inexpensive in'put / output device
available-a standard Touch-Tone®* telephone.
The voice response system consists of telephone
equipment and a Cognitronics multiplexed SPEECHMAKER interfaced to a computer. This system combination enables users at any remote location to
have a computer at their fingertips.
The multiplexed SPEECH MAKER, which carries a
one-year warranty, supplies the voice for the computer and gives it the capability of outputting many
different audio messages simultaneously. The system is field expandable on a modular basis to meet
any requirement.
'
If inexpensive data collection or immediate decision information is a requirement of your business,
write or call us for more details on our SPEECHMAKER voice response systems.

C&19ni/rDnic s
CorporallDn
333 Bedford Road • Mount Kisco
New York 10549 • Phone 914-666-2941
-TOUCH-TONE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE BELL SYSTEM.
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world report
But the ramifications of this merger are wide and
many. It occurred because the $300 million
electronics and communications combine,Plessey, ~ade
an unheralded bid for the much bigger English Electric.
Mutual interests between the two groups include semiconductor manufacturing, military and process on-line
computing, radar systems and video displays. In
addition, English has a major stake in electrical
generation -- from nuclear reactor design to turbines
-- and a flourishing business in diesels. Plessey's
strength is in telephone exchanges and associated
communications equipment. Each has a stake in
International Computer Ltd., ICL. If Plessey and EE
had combined, they would have had something like 38%
of ICL's equity -- which would just about mean control.
Approval of the new marriage by the government
monopolies watchdog is more for the sake of needed
concentration in the heavy electrical industry than
for computers. But the fact of domination of ICL, as
the chosen national computer company, by a components
and communications supplier, weighed government men in
favour of an English Electric and GEC tie-up rather
than one with Plessey.
Sorting out the interests of the two companies"
will be tricky business. On the computer and
communications front, English Electric has in process
and on-line military systems the M series of computers,
Elliott Automation's 900 series of military systems
and Arch industrial .uni ts, Marconi's Myriad, displays
at both Elliott and Marconi, and the Marconidata range
of data transmission systems. GEC has a computers
and automation group, which developed some process
installations with SDS equipment, and the AEI
Automation group, which sells the ConPac range under
license from U.S. GE.
The biggest single on-line computer maker left
out of talks so far is Ferranti, with the Argus series
of micro min machines and displays, who run a close
second to English Electric on installations.
The two English Electric companies, Elliott
Automation and Marconi, have just picked up a $5 million
contract for an early warning defence project.
Elliott is providing more 920 micromin processors.
One of Elliott's big successes with the 900
series has been for mobile data handling units for
air defence work and portable battlefield computing
systems. A new system has been developed with Nato
forces. Called Retriever, the idea is to give
battlefield commanders a display screen with a
communications link to tactical headquarters.

'I

BITS AND PIECES

October 1968

The Franklin Institute is opening a Centre for
Computer Aided Analysis in Europe. . It will make
available to members programs of an engineering nature
or sell programs one-off. Cost of membership is $5000
a year. Twenty-five members are ne'eded as a minimum
to give a viable base for the service ••• ICL has opened
a new headquarters in Paris. Sales in France of
1900 series have reached $12 million this year so far,
an increase of 40% over last year ••• At a meeting at
Dundee in Scotland of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, Professor Donald Michie,
Edinburgh University, proposed a government paid
independent inquiry of programming languages to assess
cost-benefits. He despaired of PL-I and suggested
others as the survey subject.
167

Introducing tile

S·PC-S

g,eneral purpQs~
computer
:buy it because of its high performance
- not its low price.

's a new full-scale digital computer from General Autoon that puts new meaning into price/performance. The
-S's price tag of $4900 makes computer power available
ousands of new applications previously restricted by
computer costs.
SPC-S is a full-scale general-purpose computer with
4K word memory, a cycle time of 2 f.1sec, and IC'd
ction for reliability. With its 6 programmable ,12-bit
2 accumulators, a hardware index register, the
can execute programs at a rate of 230,000 ins~ruc
r second. The SPC-8 includes 46 basic comm'ands,
ty interrupt system, and a teletypewriter interface.
mes with special system interface units which interSPC-S easily to instrumentation, computerperipheyboards and displays, sensors and communication
·And with programming aids and application soft, of course.
.
With its power, performance, versatility, and low price,
theSPC-8 makes sense in any application where computer
powerrnaybeneeded. It will pay you to get complete ihforrnationon the new SPC-S. Write or call.

GENERAL AUTOMATION, INC.
Automation Products Division
706 West Katella, Orange, Calif. (714) 633-1091
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What would you do if your top programmer
were activated tomorrow?
Without instant documentation for your
programs you'd be in trouble.
That's where our Quick Draw comes in.
Quick Draw is a programming tool that
uses the power of your own computer to
produce documentation for your programs.
It produces flow charts, format
listings, and cross references to
data' names and paragraph' names.
And it does it faster than your pro·
grammer could hope to. So fast,
in fact,you save up to 30%' of
present programming costs.
Quick Draw was developed espe·
cially for use with COBOL,
FORTRAN, BAl, as well as other
assembly languages. And it's
applicable for most computers.
Interested in having a reserve
force of your own?Just send
the coupon. No obligation
of course.
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Tell me more
about Quick Draw.
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We want the whole wopld
to know

NOW ... A SINGLE SOURCE FOR TOTAL CAPABILITIES IN
DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT.
General Dynamics Electronics division has combined their
digital data communications expertise with the airborne and
ground digital telemetry experience of the Dynatronics operation
in Orlando, Florida.
Now ... we serve the communications industries of the world
with such equipment as Modems - Variable Equalizers and
Compensators - Multiplexing Equipment - Message Formatting

Devices - Encryption Devices - and systems such as the
digital subscriber terminal equipment used in the world-wide
AUTODIN program.
We also offer such services as communications traffic analysis
field service
- complete systems design and development and train·ing - logistics and support programs.
And, of course, airborne and ground digital telemetry systems.

TO INITIATE "ACTION
COMMUNICATE WITH
V. Pres. - Marketing
P.O. Box 2566
. Orlando, Florida 32810
TVVX 810-853-0262
CIRCLE 92 ON READER CARD
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washingt~n. report
COOPERATION ACT
LIKELY TO PASS

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

!B!§§ LASER STORAGE

ADAPSO-BANK FIGHT MAY
REA CHStiPREMECoURT

COMPUTER USE PUSHED
BY CONGRESSMAN TUNNEY

DOD TAKES RAP
ON TAPE POLICIES

CAPITOL BRIEFS:

October 1968

The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act -- which permits
"services in aid" by federal departments to local
governments and eliminates some of the friction in
federal grants-in-aid programs -- appeared assured of
passage this session.
One section of the omnibus legislative package
authorizes "technical and specialized assistance" by
federal agencies to lower jurisdictions, on a
reimbursable basis -- provided this doesn't interfer~
with "services which are reasonably and expeditiously
available through ordinary business channels." The
Bureau of the Budget would make the decisions.
The National Archives and Records Service has begun
a cost-effectiveness study of archival storage systems
in an effort to shrink its mag tape library, which
contains one million plus reels. The study, due for
completion next month, is using the capabilities of
Precision Instruments' Unicom device as a model. The
Unicom employs a laser-etched aluminum strip with a
30-year shelf life.
Adapso's battle to keep commercial banks out of the
commercial service business probably will go to the
U.S. Supreme Court for a final decision. The key
issue is whether the association has legal standing
to sue the Comptroller of the Currency for his ruling
that banks can operate dp service bureaus. Earlier,
a Minnesota District Court said "no.1i A St. Louis
appeals court will hear the case this month.
Recently, in a related case, an appeals court
told an insurance agents' trade association they could
sue the Comptroller. So, if Adapso's appeal is ----denied, the association can go to the Supreme Court
and complain that the situation is murky. Likewise,
if Adapso wins, the American Bankers Assn. is almost
certain to go to the court.
Language requiring the Agency for International
Development to make maximum use of adp, systems
analysis, benefit-cost studies and modern information
retrieval was inserted in this year's foreign aid bill
by Representative John V. Tunney (D.~Calif.). BQth
House and Senate managers have agreed to accept the
Tunney provision. It directs the President to
establish a modern management system for A.I~D. The
California Congressman offered the same amendment to the
1967 Foreign Assistance Act -- but the provision was
dropped by the Senate. Tunney says he plans to introduce
similar language to legislation in other areas -such as education and poverty -- in the next Congress.
GAO last month criticized DOD for buying additional
mag tape without checking existing inventories; for
ignoring quantity discount opportunities, arid for
discarding tape capable of being cleaned and re-used~
DOD promised to remedy some of these shortcomings,
but GAO's report (B~164392) said DOD should establish
a centralized tape procurement program despite recent
GSA efforts in the same direction.
Norman J. Ream, special assistant to the secretary of
the Navy for computer management, was honored at a
gala testimonial, attended by top Navy brass and by
Cong. Jack Brooks, when he resigned last month.
Ream was given the Navy's Meritorious Civilian Service
Award ••• DOD's top computer expert in logistics,
Gordon Bowlby, announced his retirement last month •••
171

Much better.
PDP-10 is the only computer now available that does real-time, batch processing, and time-sharing simultane~
ously.
PDP-10 is a better computer now,
measured in cost-effectiveness, than
any other machine even promised!
Beats the others cold.
In this environment, BASIC® is beautiful. 64 simultaneous users won't even
slow the machine down. Processing in
microseconds, rather than minutes.
BASIC, FORTRAN, AID, MACRO, PDT,
TECO, EDITOR. Pick the language. Pick
the mode.
All together now.
BASIC goes better with PDP-10.

PDP~10

~DmDD~D

CQMPUTEI=IS'MOOULES

Maynard, Mass.

® Registered: Trustees of Dartmouth College
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like to see it in USASl, where each manufacturer only
agrees to his own interpretation. The two years of
fruitless effort in the USASI Fortran group on
clarification proves that."
Cobol-makers are also upset over having to submit
to validation tests. Th~se will be in two phases: one to
insure that "all elements specified for that particular
compiler (level) ~ave been implemented," and the
other to insure that the nlanguage elements (features)
which have been implemented compile the object code
necessary to produce the results intended by the
appropriate souroe language." Phase I will be
effective nine months from approval of the standard,
the letter said, and phase II, 18 months after.
And there will be much argument over which modules
should fall under each compiler level. Level 4, by
the way, includes the' yet-to-be-approved random
processing module.
NBS is also recommending the standard
specifications be iri the GSA procurement schedule.

look ahead

3300 FINALLY CRACKS

Zipping onto the time-sharing scene with the first CDC
3300 is Computer Time-Sharing, Inc., Minneapolis-based
company formed June '67. Starting with six peopl~, the
firm already has 50 employees and (more important)
50 customers since go~ng on-line fQur months ago.
Software -~ exec, assembler, two Basics, two
Fortrans, debug and edit packages -- were developed
in six months by Com-Share refugees. CTS says its
"Fortran IV minus" computes 15 times as fast as the
GE 265, five times that of the SDS 940.
The 3300 now handles 32 lines, but 64 have been
simulated and 128 appear possible.' Another 3300 comes
iIi this month, two more will follow soon. There is a
10-man office in L.A. ; NYC is probably next.

SLUGGISH VENDORS MAY
MISS OUT ON CRIME MONEY
,

June passage ,of the Crime Control and Safe Streets. Act
of 1968 has attracted little vendor interest. The
bill, which createsthe'Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration under the Dept. of Justice, will pass
out $ to states (on a population basis), which are to
aSSign it to local police, who can use it to cover
50% of costs of edp and other equipment.
$100 million is available this 'fiscal year,
$300 million next. California has set up a planning
board, the Council on Criminal Justice, to help plan
spending, but Hughes Aircraft is repo~tedly the only
local vendor showing signs of life so far.

MA BELL RETREATS;
INTRASTATE
-RATE INCREASES

nWe have no immediate plans to fight the Carterfone
decision in'court," says a top AT&T policymaker, but
adds an appeal is possible nif our legal staff
discovers a major, negative impact in the decision."
It's still a reversal of Bell's previous position.
The Carterfone deciSion, declaring unlawful
Bell's ban on foreign attachments, opens the door to
damage suits from independent equipment makers. If
sued, says oUr source, AT&T will take the FCC decision
to court. But he thinks this will not be necessary.
Ma Bell ~s also keeping its cool about the suit filed
against AT&T by Carter Electronics. The grapevine has
it that the case will be settled out of court.
Ma Bell has proposed a new foreign attachment
tariff which should remove at least some issues from
the battlefield. But new ones are cropping up.
Recent basic line charge increases (from $14 to
$21) by Southwestern Bell in Arkansas and Texas have
been protested by one major service bureau, which may
take its complaint to the FCC. And Mountain States
Telephone Co. has established anew "Computer Access
Service n category. Line charge hikes are expected

~IME-SHARING BIZ

,

USERS~IGHT

(Continued on page 175)
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American Totalisator goes to Ihe races
... and Ihe LINE/PRINTER* goes with them!

• American Totalisator's computerized Multi-Tote System, incorporating the Data
Products LlNE/ PRINTER, was designed expressly for race track use, to provide fast
and accurate recording of all ticket sales ... with no margin for error. Within
seconds after the close of ticket seiling, the information is processed. and the
LlNE/ PRINTER prints out a complete record of the dollar value and number of
tickets sold in each pool, and an audited report on the price calculations. It has to
be fast ... and it has to be right. To make it tougher, Multi-Tote Systeins are often
transported from one race track to another, and must be operating qu!ckly, without
time-consuming set-up and adjustments.
That's why American Totalisator chose the Model 4500 LlNE/ PRINTER. With a
double-numeric drum, it prints at 1200 lines-per-minute wit~ unparalleled reliability. The one-piece hammer, a Data Products exclusive, is virtually friction-free,
and requires no periodic adjustments to keep p~oducing sharp, non-smear, multicopy printout. Maintenance and down-time are minimal.
More and more LlNE/ PRINTERS are becoming a part of more and more computer systems ... ahd you don't need a racing form to know why. Write Data Products, 8535 Warner Drive, Culver City, Calif. 90230, for our latest LlNE/ PRINTER
literature.
Data Products manufactures LlNE/PRINTERTM, DISCfILE@, Core Memories, Off·L1ne Printer Systems, Card Readers & Punches

data products
..

"the peripheralists"

"'LINE/PRINTER Is a trademark of Data Products Corporation
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look ahead
soon. This intrastate activity could foreshadow
interstate rate increases.
SOFTWARE ASSOCIATION
EYES SEPARATE PRICING •••
--SDC, ETHICS, PATENTS

The quiet Assoc. of Independent Sof"tware Companies is
developing a position paper on separate hardware and
software pricing. It's also discussing with System
Development Corp. and the Air Force the conversion of
SDC to a profit-maker. The II-firm association wants
to make sure the gov't-created giant and any new owner
don't form too formidable an opponent. One big
question which may be asked: will SDC make publicly
available packages developed under gov't contract?
Top project at AISC, though, is establishment of
general guidelines for software firms ••• business and
ethical standards which will help users select and
deal with these firms, and improve relationships
between software"houses. Patent talks are on too.

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA

Rumors of sharp Mod 30 production cutbacks seem true,
thanks to growing popularity of the Mod 25, which
offers the cycle time of the 40, more work for less $
than the 30 ••• Photo of the month: GSA's FY '69 supply
schedule features a four-colored 7600. We hear there
are nseveral orders n for the nunannounced n CDC
supercomputer ••• A nmajor improvement n in SCERT V, in
the works at Comress, will permit the simulator to run
in native mode on any 360 or Spectra 70, regardless of
OS, with 131K core and one 2311 disc unit or
equivalent. Prices of the improved SCERT aren't likely
to increase, but this was not definite at press time •
••• Burroughs will evidently go outside for small
satellite computers because of fully loaded production
facilities. Contenders for the order include Interdata
and Scientific Control Corp •••• Still another small
computer in the wings is one out of Philco's Western
Development Labs, Palo Alto ••• "Subject to mutually
acceptable procedures and objectives,n the AFIPS exec
board has expressed its willingness to administer the
Computer Industry Martin Luther King Fund ••• First
National City Bank, through its small business
investment company, has plunked dough into Computer
Resources, proprietary package marketing firm, in
return for an option to buy 20% of the firm at a later
date ••• Current guess on the number of IBM users
emulating second-generation machines on the 360 is 50%,
down from 80% a year ago ••• Cere/matics, Inc., is a new
Encino, Calif., software firm with 12 employees, a
$lOOK backlog. Cere/matics is a contraction of
cerebral and mathematics. "Why not?n says president
Frank N. Sloff ••• We hear that the big, prestigious
consultant firm of Arthur D. Little may finally go
public next year ••• Bruce Gilchrist of IBM has been
named executive sec'y of AFIPS, a new full-time
position ••• DPMA has decided not to apply for AFIPS
membership. Their grounds: a feeling of inadequacy •••
The banking industry's RAND, the Automatic Planning and
Technology group of the ABA, has dwindled from eight
men to two "or three. Some have joined Dale Reistad's
new firm, but Gerald Lawry of IBM will head up the
group, attempt to beef it up. ABA emphasizes that
projects will continue ••• Wes Powers, pres. of Memory
Magnetics, Inc., will head up Athana Corp. following
the recent resignation of George Athanus. Athana is
here to stay, he says, has 19 reps in 9 U.S. regions
and an MMI production capacity of 2000 6-disc packs
a month. The price cut (to $300) stays, but Athana is
not marketing the II-disc pack at present, contrary
to an August Datamation ad.
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Pick your spot at
McDonnell Douglas:

Address all replies to box number advertisements as follows:
Box ............. .
DATAMATION
F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc.
35 Mason Street
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Classified Advertising

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
PURCHASE OR LEASE
FOR SALE
402-$2800; 403-$3800; 082-$1250; 089-$1600;
407-$8500; 047-$3900; 056-$1250; 140~$13,
SOO. All panels 50% off. ALL DP CO., Hinricher St.,
Willow Springs, III. 312-839-5164.
OUTSTANDING VALUES IN EDP EQUIPMENT
se II i ng/pu rchasi ng/I easing
Computer Sales Inc., Dept. 20, 128 Woodland Ave.,
Yonkers, N.Y. 10703 914-423-0688.
FOR SALE: Bell & Howell Phillipsberg
20 Station Collator
Special 20 station selective mastermailer collator
with random selection on 20 stations. Special card
reading station and sequence check.
Serial Number:
16-229
220V - three phase - 60 cycle
Power:
Size paper:
81/2" X 111/4"
Main function:
To put source documents into a
designated sequence. A compu"ter punched card controls the
collator and pu lis on Iy the reo
quired documents (papers).
Age:
21/2 years old
Price:
$75,000 (Purchase Price $95,000)
Usage:
Was used two periods of three
months each for income tax
processing. Like-new condition.
Inspection can be arranged.
Further data regarding how the
machine performs its functions;
the automatic detection system
incorporated in the machine; the
control panel; operational controls; general maintenance; and
illustrations of the equipment
are available upon request.
Reason for Selling: New production techniques
negate need for selective col·
lating.
COMPUTAX CORPORATION, 910 N. Sepulvada Blvd., EI
Segundo, Calif. 90245 (213) 772-2502
RENTALS • SALES • PURCHASES
Most active West Coast" Firm handles short and
lon& term rentals, sales and purchases of IBM DP
equipment-Data Rentals, 3753 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles 90005 (213) 385-2484.
'
TLW COMPUTER INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 29763, Atlanta 30329
404/451-1895
We Buy-Sell-Lease IBM
Unit Record & Computers
Our Equipment is Under M/A
And in Excellent Condition
SERVICES
OPTICAL SCANNING
Each" month we convert over 1 million r-ecords to
magne~ic tape by typing and scanning. We format
your. finished tapes per your requirements. High
qual!ty work. Write or phone Ken Benson, Input
Services, 111 E. 4th Street. Dayton Ohio 45402
(513) 222-2721.
'

East, Midwest,
orWest.
We have immediate openings for data processing professionals in
St. Louis, Southern California, New York, and Washington, D.C.
Just indicate your location preference on the coupon,
and we'll do the rest.
We're looking for sys~ems analysts, programmers,
math modelers, information system specialists,
computing engineers, engineering and business consultants,
accountants, sales engineers, computer-oriented marketing
representatives, and other experienced data professionals.
You'll find what you're looking for at McDonnell Douglas:
R&D programs; real-time, on-line systems; business, scientific
and software programming; and management information
systems - to name just a few activities.
You'll find opportunities in commercial data service
at our McDonnell Automation Company Datadromes
and in engineering, scientific and business computing and
data processing at Douglas Aircraft Company, and in our
Information Systems Subdivisian.
To arrange an interview, mail the coupon today; please
attach your current resume, if available.

r-----------------------------------,
MaHto: Mr. W. R. Wardle, Professional Employment, Box 14308, St. Louis, Mo., 63178
or: Mr. P. C. Kilgore, Professional Employment, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa
Monica, Calif. 90406
Name ___________________________________________________________
Homeaddress _____________________________________________________
City & State _________________________ Zip Code _____ Phone ______
Education: BS _________ MS, ________ PhD
(date)

(date)

Major Field _ _ _ __
(date)

Primary experience area _____________________________________________
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES
Lighting
Air Conditioning
Raised Floors
Complete Insta"lIations for all DP Centers
AMPELECTRIC COMPANY
17 Amherst Road, Hicksville, N. Y. 11801
516-931-7035

(Continued on page 178)
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Present position ________________________________
Area choice: East 0 Midwest 0 West 0 Best Opportunity 0

L~~~~~~~~~~~

_____________________
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datamart ~ .Systems Programmers -SERVICES

AND

Non·military scientific and engineering applications
programming. Let me take your equations and pro·
gram your solutions on a time·sharing computer
utility.
, Dale Hurliman
Long Hill Road, Neshanic. Station, N.J. 08853

Systems Analysts

65K Core, Four 9·Track Tapes, 2·Disc System
DOS and OS
Rates UNDER $50/hour available

Apply your knowledge to
process control techniques
geared to improving transportation industry service

MOBILITY SYSTEMS INC.
3530 De La Cruz Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050
(408) 246·5000

Several unusually fine opportunities now exist for experienced scientific programmers to work on commercial, non-military projects in our expanding digital
computer applications group.

POSITIONS WANTE.D

Responsibilities will include creating program logic, debugging scientific programs and coding from logic diagrams. Some travel required.

360/30 TIME FOR SALE

Lawyer with several years experience all phases of
data processing is interested in position combining
legal·EDP background. For resume write box #10·1.

All candidates should have 3·5 years programming experience, and have written
programs in assembly language as well as Real-Time, On-Line experience.

CJATAMATICIN

Salaries open, based on experience and ability.
Comprehensive employee benefits. Company relocation assistance.

Knowledge of IBM 1800 or DDP 116, 124, 516 computers desirable

Classified Advertising
The classified section is open for the following
advertising categories: Used equipment; positions wanted; help wanted; educational institutions; maintenance services; professional cards;
hobby products; business opportunities and educational courses. Rates are based on total
number of insertions used within each contract
year.
For further information please contact: DATAMATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept.,
35 Mason St., Greenwich, Conn. 06830 (203)
661-5400.

Call collect to arrange local interview
or send resume and present earnings in strict confidence tOI.

G. E. Meanor, Dept. 0910D

WAS C

412-242-5000
C WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE CO.
SIGNAL & COMMUNICATIONS DIV.

.A........' ~
~ """"~~~

Swissvale Post Office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

~

~5218

...

An Equal Opportunity Employer, mil , .
.~
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AnalogIBprid

Applications Ingineers:
Help build a revolution.

What chemical events take place
within living muscle tissue?
How does muscle work?
Why does it waste away in diseases
like muscular dystrophy?
At the Institute for Muscle Disease,
answers to these questions are being
sought on a broad scientific frontranging from the study of single
muscle fibers to an exploration of the
body's complex metabolic pathways.
The Institute, a tower of hope to
millions suffering from disorders
of the neuromuscular system,
is sponsored by

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.
1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019

Now in preliminary design,
the Lockheed 500 - a
commercial derivative of the
C-5-will revolutionize air cargo.
A new family of airfreighters
will follow. Additional Lockheed
programs include the C-5,
VTOL design, a new intratheater airlifter, and nuclear
application research.
o Analog/Hybrid Applications
Engineers are needed for these
and other long-range programs.
Requirements: a degree in

mathematics, physics, or
electrical engineering; plus
experience in analog/digital
computer applications in flight
simulations, controls and/or
dynamics. 0 Help build the air
cargo revolution. Send your
resume to: Mr. U. D. McDonald,
Employment Manager, Dept. SA-10,
Lockheed-Georgia Company,
2363 Kingston Court., S. E.,
Marietta; Georgia 30060.
Lockheed is an equal
opportunity employer.

Airlift Center of the World
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA
A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
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Can there be this kind of excitement in programming?
You hear the rapids before you see them
-a distant, almost subsonic roar ... feel·
the stream pick up speed ... then a rush
through a smooth, narrow chute-and
you're in. white water! The dangerous
thrust of foam-masked rocks, the sweeping power of fast, broken water and the
nimble response of the light canoe to your
stroke-this is wild, wet excitement of
white water canoeing*.
We think the good life includes excitement, off the job and on. And that data
processing, as a career, has potential for
intellectual excitement offered by few
other professions. But not every programming environment can provide it.
We can at Xerox. In breadth and depth.
At Xerox, EDP is a vital ingredient in
almost every phase of our operations ...
and becoming more so. Because we're an
organization built on a foundation of innovation. And service.
The way we see it, both depend upon
data. Accurate data. On the past. The
present. To project the future. All along
the spectrum from marketing and engi-

*Rochester is less than a 2-hour drive from some
of the finest canoeing in the northeast.

Try Xerox and see

you'll get exposure to a variety of sophisticated systems, like our integrated Production Planning and Inventory Control
System (PPICS) that oversees everything
frop! inventory and bills of material to
scheduling and workload distribution. Or
a long-range strategic competitive planning model.
All this exposure does more than make
you a better programmer . It can be the
groundwork for several lines of advancement. As a_programming specialist. A systems analyst. A functional specialist in
one of the areas you've become acquainted
with ... and into management.

One of the advanced systems you might work on at Xerox
is EBS . . • Equipment Billing System. Here, Bud Seiph,
EBS Manager, leads discussion of new systems approaches.

neering through manufacturing, service
and field support.
The kind of programming jobs this creates can work very hard for your future,
as well as ours. To start with, it can involve you deeply in many phases of our
operations. You learn sales as well as systems analysis. Or distribution as well as
disc-oriented software techniques. Too,

If you've a Bachelor's degree and/or experience with IBM 360 series systems using COBOL, the Univac 1108 using FORTRAN or COBOL, or IBM 7000 series using COBOL or AUTOCODER, we'd like to
show you the kind of excitement that goes
hand-in-hand with programming at Xerox.
These openings arein Rochester, New York.
Please send your. resume to M. H. Hartigan, Dept. MZ-27-Kl, Xerox Corporation,
P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, N.Y. 14603.

XEROX

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m-f)
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INFORMATION
PROCESSING

.JL

"'SPc~Y ~r\D

What's the
relationship
between you and
your employer?

II

ONE WAY

~)

Here at Univac,

the relationship between you-a
programmer or systems analyst-and management- is a/ways a two-way street. When
you output we input. Which
means you get new experience and responsibilities just
as fast as you can handle them.
And you get paid accordingly.
What are we doing now?
Creating the finest computer
hardware/software in the industry. We're producing advanced software. And exploring new logical language
translation, compiler construction, mass memory allocation,
information storage and retrieval. and interpretive programs. We are conducting research in assemblers and loaders, program documentation
techniques, advanced executive systems, remote programming systems, graphics ... yOlJ
name it.
To put your career back on
a two-way street tell us your
experience, ca pabi I ities and
goals for today/tomorrow.
Write: R. K. Patterson, Employment Manager, Dept. 109, address below.

UNIVAC

FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
2750 VVEST SEVENTH BLVD.
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55116
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

ROMAC & Associates are a unique group of specialists servicing the data
processing industry. Their ability to assist you in finding the correct candidates for such requirements as systems analysts, programmers, directors
of management information systems, and software programmers, is an
ability based on wide experience. Experience gained in the selling and
servicing of all types of computer systems. When your personnel requirements arise, call ROMAC & Associates for assistance. Offices ini principal
northeastern cities.
-

200 Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167

Garden City Concourse
Cranston, R. I. 02920

94 Auburn Street
Portland, Me. 04103

3'45 No. Main Street
West Hartford, Conn. 06117

6538 Collamer Road
Syracuse, N. Y. 13206

380 Boston Post Road
Orange, Conn. 06477

• ROMAC
AND

ASSOCIATES

PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS
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SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
SALES MANAGEMENT
A Broad Company Expansion based on

m~rket

acceptance of our

DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS
For a young company, DATA PATHING, INC., has scored rapid, tangible successes in a
relatively short time in the high-potential field of data collection/transmission systems.
DATA PATHING brought its highly efficient system to market last year, where it found
ready acceptance by major corporations throughout the country.

Current openings are for:

Software Programmers

Systems Analysts

Minimum 3. years experience in assembly
level programming in an operating systems
environment on a medium to large scale
computer. Experience in disc utilization
techniques and communications or real
time applications is highly desirable. Positions in Sunnyvale, California.

with background in pre and post sales systems design analysis with emphasis on Manufacturing and Financial applications. Posi·
tions in all parts of the country.

Sales Management
3 plus years experience probably with main frame manufacturer. Proven sales records dealing
with top management of big companies. Should know systems design in application areas such
as manufacturing and finance. High potential openings (all over the country).

For the professional who realizes the importance of RIGHT
TIMING to career development, this is both the RIGHT
COMPANY as well as the RIGHT TIME to join us.
For prompt reply, send resume in confidence to: Mr. Herbert 1. Cooke
Director of Personnel

Data Pathin.r. !In.co-tpo-tatecl
370 San Aleso Ave., Sunnyvale, California 94086
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Don't judge the entire
systems .programming field
by where you're working.

•

It always has been. And it always will be.
That's because we realize that the strength
of any company is no greater than the
manpower it employs.
At RCA, the emphasis is on opportunity.
And challenge. We'll give you a variety of
projects to work on, an important say in
hardware design, and above all, people to
work with who believe in themselves
as well as thei r work.

Write to us if you've had experience in
language processors, operating systems,
utility systems or communications systems.
We also have openings in Sales, Field
Systems Support, Product Planning
and Engineering.
Contact Mr. J. C. Riener, Dept. 0-10, RCA
Information Systems Division, Bldg. 202-1,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08101. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

ROil

•

~

people
Robert J. Campbell, former president
of the Link Group of General Precision
Systems, has been appointed president
of Friden, Inc., San Leandro, Calif.based business machines division of
The Singer Co. He succeeds Alan W.
Drew, who has been re-assigned to
Singer's NYC corporate office. . . .
Theodor H. Braun has been elected
president of Applied Computer Technology Corp., Los Angeles. He had
been senior vp at SDC .... Charles G.
Calderaro, exec vp of URS Systems
Corp., has also been named president
of URS Co., largest operating unit

within the corporation .. , . Dr. J. C. R.
Licklider has been promoted from associate director to director for MIT's
Project MAC, replacing Dr. Robert M.
Fano who has resigned to give full
time to teaching and research. . . .
Dexter E. Robinson has been elected
president of Auerbach Info Inc. Before
joining Auerbach, he was president of
the World Publishing Co., Cleveland.
... Claggett Jones, formerly manager
of instructional systems marketing for
IBM, is now vp, gmof the Eastern
Computing Div. of Computing and
Software, Arlington, Va .... Robert L.
Seaman, former assistant controller for
management information and financial
analysis, has been named director of
corporate planning for Raytheon. . . .
Prof. Saul Rosen has been appointed
director of the Computer Sciences
Center at Purdue Univ. S. D. Conte,
former director, will continue to head
the Computer Sciences Dept.... Col.
Robert L. Jones is the new chief of the
EDP Equipment Office at the Air
Force Electronic Systems Div., Hans-

October 1968

com Field, Mass. This office is the AF's
centralized computer selection activity
worldwide. Jones replaces Col. Sylvester P. Steffes, who has retired from the
service. . . . Treavor Pearcey, widely
regarded as the father of electronic'
computing in Australia, has joined
CDC, Minneapolis .... Robert H. Glaser has joined Compata, Inc., as vp
and manager of the company's new
northern Calif. offices in Palo Alto. He
had been vp of CUDC and president of
its subsidiary, Facilities Management
Corp. He is chairman of the technical
program committee for this year's
FJCC • . • . Dr. Donald Reynolds, formerly director of instructional systems
at Texas Christian Univ., has moved to
the U niv. of Oklahoma as associate
professor and will also serve as vp and
technical advisor to the Institute for
CAL ... William H. Reuter, directorcorporate systems and methods, has
been appointed director of the newly
established office of Information Systems Planning for American Express .
. . . Don Knuth has resigned from Caltech to become professor of computer
science at Stariford. He is on leave of
absence for the 1968-69 academic year
as a member of the technical staff at
the Institute for Defense Analyses,
Princeton, N.J .... Art Whitmore, formerIy manager of systems planning &
development, has been appointed director of management information systems at America'n Standard Inc. . . .
Systronics, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich., has
appointed Theodore J. Smith as exec
vp . . . . Norton M. Boothe has been
appointed vp of IBM's Federal Systems Div. to replace Philip N. Whittaker, who joins NASA as assistant administrator for industry affairs. Boothe
has been with IBM since 1950. . . .
Ralph E. Montijo, Jr., ex-director of
advanced systems planning, has been
promoted to deputy general manager
of the Computer Systems Div. of Planning Research Corp., Washington,
D.C .... A new company, Digital Information Devices, has been formed in
Norristown, Pa., and will develop a
line of computer I/O devices and manmachine communications equipment.
Officers are Leon J. Staciokas, formerly
with Burroughs, president; Floyd E.
Burnell, from Univac, vp of operations; and Otto Morningstar, president
of Data Packaging Corp., chairman of

IF YOU'RE
BLOCKED
IN YOUR
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

OLD

LIMITS

Albert, Nellissen's language to
get you further faster through
the logical application of our
in-depth knowledge of the computer marketplace. Not just a
job! But a challenging rewarding opportunity for creative persona I progress.

CAREER OPENINGS
EUROPEAN AND
NATION WIDE
$10,000-$40,000

o Software Development
o Time Sharing Systems
o Logic/Digital Design
o Management Sciences

o Real Time Systems
o Sales and Marketing
o Scientific Computation
Unique opportunities exist in
the $9000-25,000 class for
Managers and Men who can accept management responsibi 1ity and professional growth.
-.

DIRECT SALE-S/MKTG
Hardware &. Services
TO $30,000
Air expenses are assumed by our ClIent companies

Write in confidence, including
present salary, acceptable
locations or call (Collect) Mr.
Nellissen (Area Code 212)
PLaza 9-1720

a&n

aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc.

leading Consultants to Management in the Data Processing Field

510 MADISON AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
CIRCLE 314 ON READER CARD
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EDP PROFESSIONALS

COMPUTER
PERSONNEL

PROJECT MANAGER (Long Range Planning)
SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
SENIOR EDP PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS
OPERATIONS SCHEDULER

Washington, D.C.
$7,000 to $20,000
• SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

• SYSTEMS ANALYSIS .
• BUSINESS PROGRAMMING

Mattei's continued dynamic growth pattern ...
$200,000,000 in sales expected this year ... has
created openings at all levels within our Management Information Services Department utilizing
IBM-360 supported by the full operating system.

ALLOW US TO ARRANGE A PERSONAL INTERVIEW
WITH THE WASHINGTON AREA'S MOST DESIRABLE
EMPLOYERS.
Our service is confidential and personal. We are one of
the oldest and most effective LD.P. placement specialists
in the East.

All fees and expenses
paid by employer

We offer excellent starting salaries plus comprehensive company benefits (including profit sharing) and, within this exciting growth atmosphere
... an unusual opportunity to move ahead.
If you are qualified for any of the above positions,
why not write in confidence to:

SYSTEMAT

. Bob Watkins, Dept. DATA-OC

MATTEL, INC.•

9525 Georgia Ave.

Silver Spring, Md. 20910

5150 Rosecrans Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250

301-587 -3650
CIRCLE 317 ON READER CARD

The
5-minute
resume.
·Just between us, you may
not make it alone in New York.
When the boss starts
reading resLtmes, heJeads
ours first. We know, because
we placed the boss.

CIRCLE.316'ON.READER CARD

PRDGRAMMERS
applications programming • software systems • systems design
systems programming • management information systems

Name----------------_______ Phone ______________ Date _________
Homeaddress ____

~

____________________________

street

Present position & salary

city

state

~

_________
zip

(Give job title and brief description Of principal responsibilities-machines, languages, applications, etc.)

Professional experience in previous positions, and dates of employment:

Specific field of interest, geographic and job preferences:

Education

(List highest degree first)

Mail this resume today to:

DREW

Personnel Placement Center, 160 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038 (212) 964-8150
CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD
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people
the board and treasurer. . . . Dr. W.
Frank Cartwright has been appointed
director of a new combined data and
industrial systems office for PhilcoFord's Communications and Electronics Div. He had been director of the
former industrial systems office. . . .
Prof. A. Dorodnicyn, director of the
computing centre of the Academy of
Sciences of the U.S.S.R., has assumed
his duties as IFIP president. IFIP
Congress 71 will be held Aug. 23-28 in
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. . . . Dr. Kurt
Eisemann, formerly technical director
with CUDC, has joined Northeastern
Univ., Boston, as director of academic
computer services and professor of
computer science. . . . Roge~ J. Kelly
and Allen J. Flitcraft, both formerly
with IBM, have joined Computer
Technology Inc., new computer products and services subsidiary of LTV
Aerospace Corp., as vp's. CTI's corporate headquarters will be in Chicago,
although the company is a combination of three Dallas-based facilities ....
Wen M. Chow, formerly manager of
scientific computing systems for Union
Carbide, has been appointed Mead
] ohnson Professor in Management and
head of the department at the Univ. of
Evansville, Ind. . .. Hoskyns Systems
Research Ltd., London, has announced the appointment of Geoffrey
Pye as manager of the Software Engineering Div. He will be responsible for
all software development and applications programming assignments and
for the production of modular pack-aged software .... Roger R. Crane has
moved from executive vp of the Bedeaux Corp., European subsi9-iary of
Touche, Ross, Bailey and Smart to become group vp of the Wofac Corp.,
Morristown, N.]., where he will be responsible for expanding the company's
services into advanced management
systems and develop this service
throughout the world . . . . C. Shelton
James, formerly with Computer Usage,
has been named controller of Systems
Engineering Labs . . . . Charles F.
White has been promoted from assistant director to director of EDP for
Librascope Croup of General Precision
Systems. . . . Paul E. Dittman is now
head of the new Tactical Data Management Systems Dept. at The Mitre
Corp. He had been subdepartment
head in charge of application of a
multi-user, time-shared command and
control system to tactical data management operations for the company .
. . . Stanley Y. Curry has been elected
president and a direct9r of CHI Corp.,
a for-profit computer utility recent'ly
organized and wholly owned by _Case
Western Reserve U niv.

PROGRAMMERS/SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

consider the
advantages of a
career in connecticut
Come to Connecticut ~nd enjoy sailing on the ocean, hunting
and fishing in the rolling countryside, skiing in Vermont, a day
trip to New York City or historic Boston ... golf, tennis,
camping or what-have-you. It's all within easy reach when you
join up with P&WA's Information Systems Department.
For this is the place to combine the daily challenge of an
action-oriented career in Business Information Systems with the
four-season stimulation of leisure-time living in Connecticut.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is the world's leading producer of
dependable jet engines. Now,_ more than ever, continuing
expansion, diversification and promotion from within afford
every opportunity for healthy growth and achievement for EPP
professicnals with up to ten years experience. Attractive
openings exist at all levels of responsibility; preference will
be given to applicants with recent experience using assembly
language and/or COBOL.
A multiplicity of projects vary from simple card systems to
complex on-line systems involving such projects as a Full
Production Information System, Automated Financial Analysis
and Reporting, and an Integrated Material Control System,
including procurement, forecasting and scheduling. Tools
include 360 models 20, 30, 40, and 50; tapes and random
devices; data collection equipment; on-line facilities;
DOS and as.
If this sounds like your kind of action, why not send your
resume to Mr. H.M. Heldmann, Professional Placement,
Office A-44, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 061 DB. An equal opportunity employer.
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ENGINEERS

PROGRAMMERS

Washington, D.C. • New York • New Jersey • New England •
Philadelphia • Chicago • Minnesota • Texas • Ohio • Florida •
Arizona • California • Southeast Asia
If you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. and you are experienced or
interested in any of the following, contact us immediately'for
free career counseling and an objective analysis of your
position in today's market.
PROGRAMMERS
• Management Info Systems
• Information Retrieval
• Command & Control
• Aerospace Applications
• Real Time! On Line
• Systems Simulation
• Software Development
• Communications

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
Reliability Analysis
• Digital Computer Systems
• Digital Logic Design
• Digital Circuit Design
• Digital Communications
• Systems Integration
• Soft Ware Analysis
• Oceanography

Salaries range from $8,200 to $25,000.
Our client companies assume all fees.
Forward resume in confidence, or call (collect):
Mr. Martin E. Sheridan
Area Code 703) 524-7660

SHERIDAN ASSOCIATES INC.
1901 North Fort Myer Drive
Suite 614
Arlington, Virginia 22209

At Digital,
we define
half the job.
You' define'
the other half.
If this kind of responsibility interests you,
then you interest us.
Professional opportunities exist for experienced Sales Engineers • Pre- and Post-Sale
Software Support Specialists,· Memory Design Engineers • Systems Desig!l Engineers
• Circuit Design Engineers • Systems Programmers • Marketing Engineers • Reply to
Mr. P. T. Koch, Digital Equipment Corporation, 164 Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754.
Digital is an equal opportunity employer.

(Just over the Potomac from Washington, D.C.)
Personnel Consultants to the Computer Industry
CIRCLE 319 ON READER CARD

SIMULATION
IS THE

NAME OF THE 'G AME
If you are "Success Oriented" and interested in using your well
developed Simulation Skills to predict manufacturing alternatives,
we have the ideal environment for you.
You will report directly to our lead Ph.D., whose specialty is
manufacturing processes. Your ta~k will be to interpret the results
and proiections of our Research and Development into families of
simulators and coordinate the required computer resources to
produce running simulators.

Debugging
... your
career?

W~iteman

~ CHASE BRASS & COPPER CO., INC.

~anagement

-5cien-elsts,lnc.

1QO University Circl~ Research Center
11000 Cedar Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Computing is everywhere. It follows that, you need to' know
WHERE the action is-WHERE
your career future lies. As consultants to leading corporations, on
the national and international
scene, we've programmed a lot
of futures.
And MSI is re~dy to flowchart
yours NOW. For further details,
send us your resume in confidence, 'including salary history
and geographical preference. We
will do the rest. Incidentally, our
clients assume all expenses.

Our efforts require a creative pragmatic approach plus the
constant involvement with ind~pth researchers, practical operating
people and creative marketeers.
Contact Dr. M. B.

The "career debugging" expertiseof MANAGEME'NT SCIENTISTS is a mustl Our consultants
examine your short and' long
range potential, diagnose your
problems, and help you formulate a realistic career' strategy
that can be implemented.

101 Park Ave.-Dept. DM 10-68
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212).532-7710
Exclusively:

DATA PROCESSiNG & MANAGEMENT SCIENCES
Career Planners-Recru!tment Specialists
CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD
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Southwest

IN TH[S[ NATIONAL POSITIONS fROM ],~~~ 'TO $~~,~~~
• CIRCUIT DESIGN • DIGITAL OR, LOGIC DESIGN SWITCHING •
COMMUNICATIONS. MANUFACTURING. RELIABILITY. SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING • REAL TIME SySTEMS • BUSINESS SYSTEMS. COMMERCIAL PROGRAMMING. OPS
RESEARCH

NATIONAL CHOICE: NEW ENGLAND-NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA-WASHINGTON
MIDWEST - SOUTH - CALIFORNIA - TEXAS - FLORIDA • AND OTHER AREAS

FREE:
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES BULLETIN
For a complete listing of outstanding positions with National
Companies circle subscriber service card using home address only.
Free custom service. All expenses paid by client companies (fees,
interviewing & relocation.) Send resume in confidence with present
salary and geographic preference. No obligation.

t

t

La Salle Associates

PROFESSIONAL SEARCH DEPT., 2136 LOCUST STREET, PHILA., PA. 19103
CIRCLE 324 ON READER CARD

SYSTEMATI0N CONSULTANTS, INC.
Houston·New York

Systems Manager - Europe
Probably the most entrepreneural growth-oriented major corporation in their industry seeks manager of uncommon enterprise and
experience to assume key responsibility in coordinating all European computer systems activities. Applications include Management Information Systems and various commercial as well as
some engineering applications. To assume line responsibility for
installations in several European cities. Require either French
or German language fluency. Starting salary in $20,000 range
plus stock options-Paris or Zurich location. Three additional DP
manager positions also in Europe with similar requirements having
starting salaries to $15,000 range.

S,oftware Development
Aggressively expanding company having doubled earnings in the
last two years and. working in the forefront of computer software
technology with offices in Houston and Dallas seeks professionals
with experience in the design and implementation of large and
multi-computer systems software, Operating Systems, and real
time executive and message switching systems. Company developing complete software system for a large scale, multiprocessor, time-shared fourth generation computer with on-line
graphics terminals. Excellent growth opportunity with starting
salary to $16,000 range.

Geophysical/Seismic Systems
Highly respected company aggressively increasing their market
share in an appreciating general market seeks professional capable of assuming multiproiect responsibility in geophysical/seismic
computer systems applications. Require at least four years experience in above field to work with staff which includes several
well-known names in this industry. Starting base salary to $16,000
range-Houston ..

No Fee
The above positions are only a small sampling of the exceptional
hardware and software opportunities within the activities of systems design/programming, process control, scientific/commercial
applications, etc. as well as marketing, Operations Research, and
other associated activities of our client companies in various
domestic and international locations-both ir. and sr. positions
available. Your current employer will not be contacted without
your permission. Send resume in confidence or request our resume
form. A call to our Houston Director - J. L. Gresham, BChE, MBA for further information is also invited.

1616 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) NA 2-1370

meet
Paul Dittmer

Paul Dittmer is a co~puter profess'ional.
, As with all our staff, Paul's computer background is
extensive. He brings to our firm nine years of proven'and
varied computer experience.' As Manager of
Management Systems for Texas Instruments, Paul was
responsible for all systems design, programming,
operations research and data 'processing operations for
the Government Products Division. During his six years with
TI, Paul also held positions as Supervisor,
Manufacturing Systems Development and Senior Systems
Analyst. Prior to joining TI in 1962, 'Paul spent three
years with IBM as aSystems Engineer and Sales
Repres'entative. Paul's formal education includes a B.S.
in Business Administration from Illinois. He is currently
completing the requirements for an MBA in
Quantitative Analysis at Southern Methodist University.
Paul Dittmer is a computer professional.
On September 16, Paul opened our new suite of offices in
Dallas. If you are career oriented, this is important to
you, since Paul's addition further extends our policy of
nationwide career guidance and placement in the Southwest.
Paul Dittmer is a computer professional.
Through the focus of his managerial, applications
development, systems, planning and programming experience,
Paul is uniquely able to understand your background.
He realizes and appreciates individual differences, individual
desires and individual objectives. In short, Paul can
provide the type of intelligent career planning you
justifiably demand to achieve your professional goals.
If you are unable to visit any of our offices in person,
please call, send a detailed experience resume, or write in
confidence for our 1968 edition of the National
Computer Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis.
To,speed delivery, write directly to:

source

V

edp

Where computer professionals
place computer professionals
Chicago-David D. Grimes, 100 S. Wacker Drive (312) 782-0857
Dallas-Paul E. Dittmer, 7701 Stemmons Freeway (214) 638-4080
Detroit-Charles T. Walther, 2990 West Grand Blvd. (313) 871·5211.
Los Angeles-Robert B. Harrison, 3470 Wilshire Blvd. (213) 386-5500
Minneapolis-Fred N. Anderson, 801 Nicollet Mall (612) 332·8735
New York-Edward T. Golden, 1414 Ave. of the Americas (212) 752-8260
San FranciscO-Richard M. Clark, 111 Pine Street (415) 434-2410
Client companies assume our charges.
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What do you
want most?
0
0
0
0

E. B. Schultz. we presume?
The head·hunting expeditions of E. B. Schultz have made him a legend in the field
of EDP. As· a one·time Employment Manager for a !>ig·time computer builder just
across the river. he was known to go far and wide to track down the one man who
could fit all the requirements of a particular job. Now. as VP in charge of Career
Development at DMS, E. B. is really beating the bushes. Our company clients are
expanding current programs and adding new systems like crazy. Providing them with a
complete package of Research· and Planning, Edu::ational Programs, Programming
Services, and Equipment Acquisition is the bulk of our business. It's up to Schultz to
provide the brainpower. If you're a rare breed of applications or systems programmer,
systems analyst, product planner or salesman, make yourself known. E. B.'s top
drawer is a treasure chest of career opportunities. The kind you'll never find by going
through customary channels. Send a resume. Or call collect. (215) KI 6·0901.

DATA M

8

ES, INC.

CORPORATE OFFICES: 1515 LOCUST STREET. PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19102
NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE: 31 LEWIS STREET, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 06103
CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

Respect
Money
Challenge
Opportun ity

0
0
0
0

Title
location
Security
Fringes

Our nationwidc SIIT1'Cy ill till' Fillltllciul
& EDP .field rC1)calcd that employment
dcsires wcrc in til e order listed a/JOve.

We can assist in finding exactly
what you want in Financial or EDP
employment. That's all we handle ...
we're the largest specialized source.
Fees Paid By Management
DIRECTOR M.I.S •••••••••• : ........ $25,000
Hybrid Real-Time System
MGR. CORP. SySTEMS ••••••••••.••• $25,000
Acct. & Financially Oriented
MGR. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ., •• $25,000
Sci. & Eng. Applications
MGR. SYSTEMS & PROG ••.••...•.•• $20,000
Broad Experience
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER ••.••.•..••• $20,000·
Large Time Sharing System
DIRECTOR DATA PROCESSING •.••.•• $18,000
Engineering Consulti ng Fi rm
SCIENTIFIC or ENGINEERING PROG. $18,000
Third Generation Equipment
HOSPITAL M. I. S.................. $18,000
Systems/Programmer
SR. SYSTEMS AN'ALYST .•••••••••••• $18,000
Listed Manufacturer
MGR. COMPUTER OPERATIONS .••••. $16,000
Multi System Installation
TELEPROCESSING ANALyST ••••.•.•• $16,000
BIAM/QTAM/Switching
PROGRAMMERS - Real Time •••••.••• $16,000
Hawaii or Domestic
MGR. SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES ..... $15,000
Knl. EDP a plus
CORPORATE CONSULTANT •••••••••• $14,500
Top Manufacturing co.
FORTRAN PROGRAMMER •••••••••••• $14,000
Scientific· or Comm. EXp.
O/R ANALyST ...................... $14,000
Prefer mfg. experi ence
INVENTORY SPECiALIST •.•••••••••• $14,000
Hvy. Systems Experience
SYSTEMS & PROCEDURES ANALYST •• $13,000
Computer experience not required
PROGRAMMERS •.•••••••••••••••••• $13,000
COBOL/BAL OR PL 1
INSTRUCTOR (EDP) •• ; ••••••.••••••• $12,500
Systems or Programming

Mail resume to your nearest R-H office.

JJJIROBERT
1... ::'~!-!NNEL
..•-'iiiiiiii
i: : 'AGENCIES'
Atlanta: 235 Peachtree St., NE. ....... (404) 688·2300
Baltimore: One Charles Center ...uu ... (3011837·0313
Boston: 140 Federal St. .................. (617) 423·6440
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave ........... (312) 782·6930
Cincinnati: 606 Terrace Hilton .. uu. (513) 621·7711
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th St. ........... u (216) 621·0670
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg........ (214) 742·9171
Detroit: 1114 Guardian Bldg. u............. (313) 961·5430
Garden City, N.Y. 585 Stewart Ave. u.u (516) 248·1234
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd ........ (213) 381·7974
Miami: 1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg. (305) 377-8728
New York: 330 Madison Ave ..uu ..... (212) 986·1300
Newark: 570 Broad St..u.
. .... (201) 623·3661
Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center .......... u... (215) 568·4580
Pittsburgh: 429 Forbes Ave ..... uu ... (412) 471·5946
Portland, Ore: 610 S.W. Alder st. .. (503) 222·9778
St. Louis: 1015 Locust St. ................ (314) 231-0114
San Francisco: 111 Pine St. ...u. (415) 434·1900
Stamford, Conn: One Atlantic St. ... (203) 325·4158

World's Largest Financial &
EDP Personnel Specialists.
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Aerojet General, A Subsidiary of General Tire &
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Albert Associates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159
Albert, Nellissen, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187
Alessandrini & Co., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
Alpha Data Incorporated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
Alphanumeric Incorporated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
ACS Industries, Incorporated ...................... 59
American Technological Institute ................... 184
Ampex Corp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74, 75
Ann Arbor Computer Corporation, A Subsidiary of the
Jervis B. Webb Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Applied Data Research, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Arvey Corporation, Lamcote Division ................ 93
Audio Devices, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Auerbach Corporation ............................ 90

To

PROGRAMMERS/ ANALYSTS/ENGINEERS

From

EVERETT KELLEY ASSOCIATES; INC.
If your present position lacks professional
motivation . . . NOW is the time to let us
program your professional future . . .
Consult our staff of experienced specialists
who are at your disposal. They will open doors
and arrange favorable interviews with selected
clients. Utilize your total professional capability in:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific Programming
Real Time Systems
Software Development
Operations Research
Applied Systems
Systems Design
Consulting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital or Logic Design
Circuit Design
Commercial Programming
Mathematics
Development Engineering
Communications
Salesl Marketing

Salary range: $8,000-$30,000. All expenses paid by
client companies (fees, interviewing and relocation).
Submit your resume in strict confidence, including
salary requirements and geographic preference,
directly to Mr. R. L. Keilholtz or Mr. Donald Wayne
or write for our composite resume form A.

EVERETT KELLEY ,

. ASSOCIATES~0).
Consultants to t h e A '
Computer Industry

12 ~ So. Broad Street (Suite *:l 0 0)
Philadelphia, Pa.

lq 107

.

Placement of Computer Professionals since Binac.

Craig M. Barrett Associates, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192
Beemak Plastics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
W. H. Brady Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
Bryant Computer Products, A Division of Ex-Cell-O
Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
The Bunker-Ramo Corporation ..................... 155
Burroughs ..................................... 16

Cadillac Associates, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197
California Computer Products, Inc ...... '......... 114, 115
Calma Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
C-E-I-R Inc., The Professional Services Subsidiary
Control Data Corporation ................... 117, 143
Chase Brass & Copper Co., Inc. . .................... 190
Clevite Brush Instruments ............. : ........... 104
Cognitronics Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166
Computer Machinery Corporation .................. 2, 3
Computer Mechanisms Corporation ................. 134
Computer Methods Corporation, A Subsidiary of Coburn
Corporation of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98, 99
Computer Products, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
Computer Sciences Corporation ..................... 164
Computron Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Curtis 1000 Inc. • ................... ~ ............ 116

Data Communications Systems, Inc. ................. 39
Data Devices Inc., A Subsidiary of Data Products
Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Data Information Services, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47
Data Management Services, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192
Data Packaging Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
Data Pathing Incorporated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
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SYSTEMS
DESIGNER
If you have a BS or MS and the experience
and knowledge of business systems with a
high level of proficiency in data processing theory and activity, and would like to
develop and document effective solutions
to corporate information requirements
through the design of information or storage and retrieval systems,
please send your resume and salary
requirements in strict confidence to
Professional Placement Mgr.

DOW BADISCHE
COMPANY
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ANALYSTS.

~

. ~ in our

SCIENTIFIC &COMMERCIAL
COMPUTER-BASED
ANALYSIS &
DESIGN SYSTEMS
You can. You'll like what you see at Sikorksy
Aircraft-a company dedicated to producing the
most advanced VTOL airborne and surfaceborne
transportation systems.
And you'll like working with a select group of
stimulating, top-talent people ... on abundant
and provocative challenges. You would be applying
your professional talents to specifying, designing
and implementing advanced computer-based technical and commercial systems.
au r current equipment includes Univac 1108's
and IBM 360's with Graphics and Teleprocessing.
Current and planned applications include- .
Scientific: Man/Machine Interactive Graphics in
Engineering Analysis and Design.
Development of Batch Programs and Systems in
all engineering disciplines.
Commercial: Data Base and Real Time applicationsin Accounting, Manufacturing, Purchasing,
I nventory Control and other related areas.
We have exceptional assignments at all levels
of experience for:
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMERS AND ANALVSTS
FOR BOTH COMMERCIAL
AND SCIENTIFIC FIELDS

You and your family will find the unique cultural
and recreational advantages of pleasant Connecticut to be abundantly satisfying. And our interest
in your continuing professional development is
exemplified by our corporation-financed Graduate
Education Programs. They are available at these
fully accredited schools: Bridgeport • Brooklyn
Poly • CCNY • Columbia • Connecticut '. NYU
• Rensselaer (Hartford Grad. Center) ,. Stevens
• Trinity • Yale.
Send your resume in confidence, stating salary
requirements, to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional
Employment.

194
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DATAMATION Magazine ......................... 181
Data Products Corporation ........................ 174
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Digital Equipment Corporation ................. 172, 190
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Drew Personnel Placement Center .................. 188
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A BETTER OPPORTUNITY
MAY BE
LOOKING FOR YOU
IN

CARD'S
let NATIONAL PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS' (NPC) Central Ap·
plicant Resume Distribution System see what career opportunities
are available to you.

Eastman Kodak Company,
Business Systems Markets Division
68
Edutronics .................................... 41
Electronic Associates, Inc. . ....................... 158
Electronic Com Ruter Programming Institute ........... 162
Electronic Memories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76
EMR Computer, EMR Division of Weston Instruments, Inc .. 150
Ferroxcube ................................ Cover 4
Fox-Morris Associates ............................ 195
General Automation, Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '... 168
General Research Corporation ..................... 200
R. P. Gillotte & Co., Inc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
Great Lakes Realty Corporation .................... 160

Select your own area of distribution & let CARDS give your back·
ground immediate confidential exposure to our Affiliate offices
throughout the country in the areas where you'll relocate.
Positions available in all fields:

Programmers
Systems Analysts

No Charge. Fees company paid. Salaries $8·$20,000. Send pres·
ent salary & desired with location flexibility to NPC Affiliate

LEONARD PERSONNEL
310 Empire Bldg.

Robert Half Personnel Agencies .................... 192
Hewlett Packard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Honeywell ............................... 122, 12~
Honeywell, Computer Control Division . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

L~onard

Personnel .............................. 195
Lockheed Electronics Company, A Division of Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation ....................... 85, 196
Lockheed-Georgia, A Division of Lockheed Aircraft
,
Corporation ................................. 178
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, AGroup Division
of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation ................. 152
Logicon ...................................... 100

MAC .................................. 13, 66, 180
MAC Panel Company ........................ Cover 3
MAl Equipment Corporation ................... 78, 79
Management Scientists, Inc. . ...................... 190
Mattei Toymakers ............................... 188
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DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS
HAVE YOU HEARD OF

CASES

Jonker Corporation ............................. 141
Joslyn Electronic Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 96

La Salle Associates ................. , ............ 191
Le,JISco Systems and Research Corp. ................. 80

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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IBM Data Processing Division ................. 130, 131
Interdata ..................................... 45
ITT Data Services ........................... 102, 103

Everett Kelley Associates ......................... 193
Kidder, Peabody & Co. Incorporated ................. 112
Kleinschmidt Division of SCM Corporation ............ 163

Systems Engineers

Let our 360 evaluate your qualifications against a II
orders in CASES (Computerized Applicant Search,
Evaluation and Selection) for one year. Positions
are located in all areas of the country.
Send us a' resume along with your geographic restrictions and salary requirements and CASES will
search for you.
If you don't have a resume send us your address
and we will forward you a simplified INPUT form.
No cost or obligation. All replies strictly confidential.
J. J. MC NICHOLS

rEI .FOX-MORRIS .ASSOCIATES
I~

-p~~

Suite 1608. Pa~Am Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10017
1500 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Penna. 19102
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When you married your wife
you promised her the moon.
We'll give you a second chance
to deliver.

You can become an important,
contributing member of the team that's
, going to put Americans on the moon. By
joining Lockheed at NASA's Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston.
And the moon will be just starters on
our overall mission-the successful
exploration of outer space.
You can be responsible for developing
programming systems and advanced
techniques that integrate digital, analog
or hybrid computers into the overall
functions of scientific computation, data
acquisition, transmission and processing.
You might perform analysis and
programming on IBM, UNIVAC or CDC
equipment, using COBOL and
FORTRAN IV and V. Or you might
analyze equipment configurations and
data processing requirements for
instrumentation engineering of
telemetry communications systems. Or
you might develop electrical and '
numerical models of scientific and
engineering problems for solution on high
speed computers.
196

, You'll be working at the very frontiers
of the state of the art. And you'll get all
:the responsibility you can handle in
'helping us develop tomorrow's aerospace
technology.
Whatever your assignment; you'll be
expected to innovate. To improve. To
make as large a contribution as you can.
We'll encourage you to continue your
education. At company sponsored
courses. At any of the colleges and
universities in the Houston area. And we
have regular management training'
programs in which we enroll key
management and potential management
people.
Your children will have the advantage
of attending exceptional schools with the
children of our space pioneers. In 1966,
nearly 10% of the high school seniors in
the local school district were semi-finalists
in the National Merit Scholarship Tests.
Compare that with a national average of
lh of 1% and you'll see why Houston is
such a wonderful place for your family.
A thriving community with attractive
CIRCLE 334 ON READER CARD

homes, sailing, golf and other recreation
has grown up right around the Manned
Spacecraft,Center. And theatres,
museums, concerts and fine shopping are
just a few minutes away from your work
in the metropolitan center of Houston.
So if you want to db significant
pioneering work-at the very heart of
America's aerospace effort-send a resume
of your experience and qualifications to
Mr. Dean Pearson, Employment
Manager.
Today the moon. Tomorrow ... ?
Just think of what you might promise
your wife next!

I~~LOCKHEED
~LECTRONICS COMPANY
A Divi8ion of Lockheed Aircraft Corpora.tion
16811 El Camino Real, Houston, Texas
Aft Equl Opport""itv E",pw."e,.
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It's free.

The new 1968 Edition.

Our National Computer
Salary Survey and
Opportunities Analysis.
This is it. The all·new 1968 edition of Source Edp's FREE 20-page Computer .
Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis. It's a summary of computer salaries by
24 separate levels of professional and managerial experience ranging up
to $75,000. Plus a comprehensive analysis of current trends in
computer employment.
All of this information has been compiled, analyzed and put together by some
of the most knowledgeable people in the business. The people at
Source Edp. Source Edp is the only placement firm staffed by computer
professionals for compute~ professionals. It's their business to
know the data processing field.
To get your free copy of the 1968 ·Edition of Source Edp's Computer Salary Survey
and Opportunities Analysis just circle the reader inquiry card.
To speed delivery write directly to:

source

edp

Where computer professionals place computer professionals
Chicago-David D. Grimes, 100 S. Wacker Drive (312) 782·0857
Dallas-Paul E. Dittmer, 7701 Stemmons Freeway (214) 638·4080
Detroit-Charles T. Walther, 2990 West Grand Blvd. (313) 871·5210
Los Angeles-Robert B. Harrison, 3470 Wilshire Blvd. (213) 386·5500
Minneapolis-Fred. N. Anderson, 801 Nicollet Mall (612) 332·8735
New York-Edward T. Golden. 1414 Ave. of the Americas (212) 752·8260
San Francisco-Richard M. Clark, 111 Pine street (415) 434·2410
Client c1IIIIJllnies Issume-Dunlrarces.
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH?

FREE

Data Processing
Opportunities Bulletin

EveI}' month, iIi the privacy of your own home, you
can evaluate the nation's finest openings in the data
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest executive and professional placement service, represents the
majority of the nation s top companies. Their best jobs
at salaries from $6,000 to $75,000 appear in our
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin.
Our placements show that the average data processing man is worth· 10% to 20% more than his present
income. The Bulletin helps _you evaluate yourself in
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential
placement service are free. Client companies pay all
costs.
'
For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle
Subscriber Service Card No. 310. Please use home
address only.

LON D. BARTON,

President

Cadillac Associates, Inc.*
21 E. Madls.n Bldg.

WABCO, Westinghouse Air Brake Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
Wang Laboratories, Inc. . ........................ , 97
Western Telematic, Inc. .......................... 64
White, Weld & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110, 119

0

Chicago, Ill. 606D2

Financial 6-9400
West coast residents-contad:
Lon D. Barton Associates, 3325 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California 90005
DU 5-911J

• "Where More Executioe8 Fiad 7'helr PoritiOfU.
where Elae in the World."

Too.

AarI-

Xerox Corporation ..................... 138, 139, 179
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NCR Los Angeles
invites you to join the
fast moving ,
Century Series team
NCR, creator of the sophisticated and fastselling Century Series computer systems,
offers you immediate opportunity to work in
new-generation technology. Join the men
responsible for the industry's most advanced
developments in high-speed thin-film memories, monolithic integrated circuitry, disc
memory innovation, and automated production techniques. NCR Electronics Division is
the largest commercial computer manufacturing facility in Southern California and one of
the most advanced in the world. Benefits
include a thoroughly, professional environment, an excellent salary, non-defense stability, and fully paid life, hospital and medical
plans for you and your dependents. Look into
NCR now and accelerate your career.

ENGINEERS
RELIABILITY ENGINEEERS
Will reliability test circuit boards and components, analysis units, assemblies, and subassemblies, and pJan and report of test
results. Requires BSEE and 2 years'applicable
commercial or aerospace experience.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Will develop manufacturing machining PJ:'ocesses for various projects. Will be responsible
for capital equipment analysis, fabrication
tooling and initial production. Positions
require BSIE and heavy mechanical/industrial
engineering experience.

J""

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ENGINEERS
Analysis and development of advanced systems specifications; consultation on systems
deSign, hardware configuration, software
trade-offs; analysis of competitive systems.
Prefer applicants with BS degrees and 3-5
years' experience and ability to write and test
functional specifications in such areas as veryhigh-speed memories, disc files, drum files,
central processors employing large-scale
integration, communications and time-sharing
systems.

QUALITY ENGINEERS
Will develop inspection requirements for
sophisticated mechanical components or
develop quality levels for electrical components. Requires bachelor's degree in ME, EE,
or Chemistry and directly applicable experience.

MATERIALS & PROCESS ENGINEERS
Will evaluate and select metallic or nonmetallic materials, develop chemical or metallurgical processes, or prepare specifications
for computer equipment. Requires BS or MS
and 2 years' applicable experience.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Will direct research on advanced flying magnetic head and disc file hardware and engage
in mechanical, electronic and aerodynamic
studies. Requires BS/MS in physics or EE and
the ability to contribute to a variety of
research projects.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
Positions are available for college trained
engineers to assume responsibility for film
plating, organic finish analysis, and production
plating process functions. Successful candidates will possess a BS degree in chemical
engineering, a knowledge of organic coatings,
the ability to develop and direct a process
laboratory, and 3 to 5 years' experience in
electroplating of magnetic thin film materials
or chemical process analysis.

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN
Develop operating, executive, utility and online systems for third- and fourth-generation
advanced systems. Positions require a business
or science degree and large-scale file computer or software development experience.

INIC:IRI
The National Cash Register Company
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
2837 W. EI Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, California 90250
An equal-opportunity employer

®

RESEARCH ENGINEERS
Will be engaged in feasibility model development, or integrated circuit memory or high
speed magnetic memory circuit design.
.
Requires scientific and/or engineering degree
and adaptability to a multiplicity of applied
research projects.
ARRANGE NOW FOR CONFIDENTIAL
INTERVIEW AT FJCC
Confidential interviews will be held at the
Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco, Dec. 9-11. To schedule an appointment,
submit detailed resume including salary history to Steve Williams.
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:DATAMATION

the

forum

The Forum is offered for readers who want to express their opinion on any aspect
of inf~rmation processing. Your contributions are invited.

THE
SOFTWARE
PACKA(3E DILEMMA
"Turn on the blue light, Herm, w~
have a customer who wants a blue
package" ... or is it a blue customer
who wants a standard solution to his
specific problem? More than likely, it
is an e~p user who has now become
sophisticated enough to probe for the
real solution to his problem.
The argurnents for and against the
use of standard software programs or
packages have been going on for
years. Rather excellent cases have
been made for both ~ides; however, it
really depends upon what constitutes
a package and from what viewpoint
one considers its use. Logically speaking, from the supplier's viewpoint, it is
hard to put forth a case against se!ling
the same job over and over to create
a backlog of revenue for the least
technical effort. The user may tend to
approach his discussion on the subject
a bit differently. Is the user a computer service center entrepreneur whose
life blood is dependent upon the package; or is he the operator of an edp
facility servicing the requirements of
users internal to his own company affiliation? The former, by necessity,
must maintain his own system in order
to properly handle his client's production work, while the latter is at the
mercy of the vendor.
The purpose here is to present the
highlights of observation made over
the past year regarding the current
ramifications of the software package.
To begin with, the observation~ are
just that. The author has no particular
axe to grind. His organization has
tried to acquire a p,ackage for resale,
is using a package in its project activ~
ities, has recommended to its clients
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what was believed to be one of the
better packages and would dearly love
to increase its revenue through whatever dramatic iterative means acceptable to the company standards. On
the other hand, we should like to face
the hard facts of the matter and call a
package by its right name and determine its real worth to the agent and/
or the patient.
There are packages and there are
packages. One type is the relatively
inexpensive, ingenious, small, uncomplicated programming aid that offers
rather unusual savings in programming time to its user. Packages of this
type are relatively simple and easily
maintained, understood and applied.
Very little exception has been taken
by anyone to this variety of package.
One of the reasons for favorable response to such a product is that it can
be tried at little or no cost to the user
prior to purchase. The worth and efficiency can be determined quickly
with small contingency risk. This type
of package is usually priced at less
than $10,000. An example of such a
package is Instant COBOL, which cuts
print report program writing down
from as much as two days toa few
minutes. If all we had to contend with
was a discussion about programming
aids, this article would not be meaningful. No real provocation exists here.
The type that really provokes
heated debates and caustic remarks is
the standard application package ...
payroll, accounts receiv~ble, file management and report generation, order
entry, etc. Our observation has been
that the application package approach
can be taken with reasonable success

by the service bureau. For example, a
service bureau that develops a package to be used and maintained by that
firm as' a basis for computer time services to clients of like classification
(insurance firms, banks, stock brokers) can experience excellent revenue
, and profit ben'efits with minimum customer dissatisfaction. It is the service
bureau or computer service center's
responsibility to update and improve
the system or perhaps tailor it for a
specific customer. This tends to ensure
that no one is left holding the bag
since it never gets into the hands of
the customer. When a program bombs
out after many months of satisfactory
use, it had better be reconstructed
tout de suite. The customer can easily
sidestep any involvement in the mishap and then do considerably more
than merely cry the blues. Thus, we
have, through necessity, a program
that has built-in maintenance response
and one that has been given close
scrutiny from marketing, technical and
economic viewpoints before design
and development. A well designed
package used in a properly managed
computer service center can yield
great satisfaction to all parties concerned. The author watched with
envy an operation in the San Fernando Valley recently. Something ,on the
order of 10 remote subscribers were
using a program being run on a computer with a locked console keyboard
and no operator in sight. A custom
programming firm has to keep 20 people busy to bring in the equivalent
revenue. It is not all that simple, mind
you, but it does make one stop and
think.
Now, what happens when one takes
an application package of a similar
ilk, only more generalized and less
shaken down, and then "peddles" it to
everyone allover the country for a
given price? How well does it fit the
situation? How long does it take to
install? Who shows up quickly when
it "blows" or when a modification or
update is required? Is any package
worth $30,OOO? Does the package
work? What is its life expectancy?
Why this package instead of another?
How simple is it to change from one
computer system to another? The
questions and rather fantastically bold
,answers go on and on with neither
yielding.
Perhaps observation is a more refreshing approach to the question.
i'What is a package of this type
worth?" We have discussed this par199
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SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS. ~ •.

WANTED:
'CREATIVE MEN
TO SOLVE
IMPORTANT
PROBLEMS
Are you specially qualified . to provide solutions t6 problems
of national·. importance? Our expanding activities offer several
immediate opportunities for experienced professionals. Both'
eastandwestcoast locations.
.
EssE:3ntially,ours is a businessof problem solving in a full
range.ofdisciplines from physical sciences to social science,
frommissiledefenseto urban development. Thus, wediligently
maintain the best climate possible for uninhibited creative
thought and unrestrained professional growth.
Our immediate needs are outlined below. To qualify, you
should have a strong academic background plus one to ten
years of demonstrated competence .in your specialty.
There are also a few openings for people witl1 no experi~
ence but with above-average academic records.
Experience
Computer Simulation
Computer Programming
Command and· Control
Data Processing Systems,
Computer Systems.
Hardware and Software

Degree> (S5, M5 or PhD)

Math, EE or Aero

Systems· Analysis
Computer< Modeling
Intercepto(Design
Flight. Mechanics
Missile Guidance and Control
Resou rce Allocation
Systems Optimization
.We'reaseven-year~old

public company with an internationalreputation and.sol.id plans for future growth. If you're
interested,we'll welcomeyourresume; In return,<we'll send
youours-abrochurethattellsyou about us and the unique
opportunitiesweofferoutstahding people.
WriteinconfidencetoMc Harold E. Beveridge, Vice
President, General Research Corporation; P. O. Box 3587,
Santa Sarbara, California 93105.
Or in the Washington, D.C. area, Dr~ Earl F. Crisler, Vice
. President, General Research Corporation, 1401 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, Virginia 22209.

... conttibutingtothesolution of problems of national importance
POST OFFICE. BOX 3587 • SANTA BAR BARA;CAL'IFORN IA931 05
AN . EQUALOPPORTUN ITYEMPLOYER
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ticular point with counterparts, clients
and potential clients and found that in
most cases, we had to be very careful
not to side with the package concept
for fear of physical altercation. Words
came to the surface like ... "Will not
have . . . have had it . . . still don't
have it ... not on the air yet ... lawsuit ... inappropriate ... criminal ...
useless."
The feelings about packages sold to
and used by data processing departments of medium- to large-size firms
by and large ranged from indifference
to adamant opposition. Yes, we did
observe feelings of expression in favor
of the concept from these who oHer
them on the open market. We shall
,continue to observe arid probe for a
satisfactory approach. Perhaps we are
missing a good bet. Then again, per. haps the users are, for good reason,
being a bit more cautious with the
exploration of the approach. Perhaps
some readers would care to enlighten'
. through written comment those of us
who are reluctant to take the plunge
or do not stand up to be co~nted o~e
. way or the other. We qt Marshall Information Ser~ices are reaching an
opinion ... unless we can strike upon
a concept or situation that is relatively
unique and withstands the test of per-'
formance and flexibility and unless we
have the service to back up the product, we should not consider letting an
application package get into the
hands of a friendly client.
What this boils down to is that the
application package concept per se is
not under criticism. It is the way it is
being developed, sold and backed up
that has caused certain software firms
and edp users to shy away from the
use of such packages.
In conclusion, it appears that we
are still a long way from the day that
the application package replaces customized, project-oriented system design and implementation. Each user
has his own long. standing reporting
requirements and constraints. It is difficult enough as it is for a' medium- to
large-size company to break tradition
and policies tied to the past without
having these changes dictated by the
input requirements of a generalized
program. What usually happens is the
standard package becomes customized, so we're back where we started
. . . "Turn on the blue light, Herm
/I
-W. E. NIEMOND
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ALL THR·EE
ERROR-FREE
OFF-THE-SHELF!
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1. Type 2316 ERROR-FREE
MAC was the first independent
to del iver the "h igh stack" .. .
over one thousand installed .. .
immediate delivery!

2. Type 1316 ERROR-FREE
MAC was the first independent
to deliver the basic disk pack ...
thousands installed ...
immediate delivery!

3. Type 2315 ERROR-FREE
MAC is the only independent
to offer the disk cartridge ...
hundreds installed ...
immediate delivery!

Each MAC PACK is guaranteed to meet or exceed specifications
and performance standards of all other disk packs. The MAC
guarantee against defects in materials or workmanship extends
for an unlimited time.
MAC high density disk oxides and precision spin coating
techniques are the results of years of intensive research and
development. This advanced technology makes MAC the leader
in the production of magnetic memory products ... it is the
reason MAC offers error-free disk packs unequalled by the rest
of the industry.
Purchase and lease plans available. See your MAG representative or write MAC Panel Co., Box 5027, High Point, N. C. 27262.
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Mass core is not for
the masses ...
But here's how you can get started for under $100,000.
\,
Ferroxcube can give you 4.7
megabit storage in a 131K x 36,2.5
jJ sec full cycle system.
Everyone's talking about Ferroxcube's mass core memory system.
And no wonder. Only Ferroxcube has
this kind of Flexibility. Expandable
from one module with a 131K x36
capacity to as many modules connected in series, parallel, or series!
parallel to increase word size and!
or bit length as required.
The 4.7· megabit mass core thus
provides economical and efficient
capability for such applications as
reservation systems, time sharing,
message switching, fire control,

process control, command and control, image processing, and almost
any other realtime system requirement.
What it does is this: it makes a
mass memory system possible for
people who've needed it, but
couldn't afford it. It's economypriced; but it's far from an economy
model.
There has never been a more efficient, more versatile mass core system, even at twice the price.

And remember at 2112 microseconds full cycle, Ferroxcube's mass
core is the fastest mass core storage
offered today.
If price was keeping you away
from mass core storage, look into
Ferroxcube's expandable 4.7 megabit mass core memory system. It's a
mas~ive storage facility without a
massive price.
We'd be glad to send you all pertinent details.
Write to Bob Dershang.

Ferroxcube ~

Systems Division, Englewood, Colorado

t
Baltimore-Eastern Components, (301) 322-1412; Burbank, Calif.-(213) 849-6631; Englewood, Col.-(303) 771-2000; Lansing, Mich.-(517) 482-7140; Minneapolis-(612) 920-7955;
Northlake, 111.-(312) 261-7880; Philadelphia-Eastern Components, (215) 927-6262; Phoenix-(602) 264-3120; San Francisco-Wm. J. Purdy Agents, (415) 863-3300; Saugerties, N. Y.(914) 246-2811; Union, N.J.-(201) 964-1844; Waltham, Mass.-(617) 899-3110; Winston Salem, N.C.-(919) 725-6306; Toronto, Ontario-Philips Electron Devices, Ltd. (416) 425-5161.
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